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ABSTRACT

INTEGRATED PROCESSING IN PLANNING AND UNDERSTANDING

Lawrence Albert Birnbaum %~

Yale University

1986

Programs that plan and understand must make many decisions about which paths of inquiry are
likely to prove fruitful. In order to make such decisions rationally, and hence avoid the need
for backtracking that inevitably results if they are made arbitrarily, relevant contextual
information must be brought to bear. An integrated model of planning or understanding is one
that attempts to take such contextual information into account as early as possible.

An integrated model of understanding must take the understander's goals and hypotheses into ,pl
account in making decisions about how to interpret an input. The relationship between syntax N.

and semantics in language understanding is analyzed from such an integrated point of view.
Next, the problems of lexical ambiguity and vagueness are addressed, previous attempts to
solve these problems are analyzed, and their shortcomings are used to motivate requirements
for a more complete solution. Finally, an integrated approach to inference in expl anation -based

understanding is presented.

An integrated model of planning must take the situation in which the planner finds itself into
account early in the construction of plans. Such an integrated approach leads to a conception of
planning in which goals are set, in part, on the basis of opportunities for their pursuit. This

model of opportunistic planning is applied to the problem of response formation in arguments.
The problems involved in recognizing opportunities are uncovered, and several possible

solutions are presented. These solutions lead to a conception of unsatisfied goals as active

mental entities. In this context, I analyze the planning architecture which is presupposed by -

Freud's intentional explanations for errors, particularly slips of the tongue, and show that it can

be functionally justified on the grounds that it fulfills the requirements for opportunistic

planning.
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CHAPTER 1

RATIONAL DECISIONS AND INTEGRATED PROCESSING

1. Introduction

All intelligent programs must make decisions at many points in their processing. A

language analyzer, for example, must decide what sorts of structures it is likely to find in an

input utterance. A planner must decide which plan to try, from among all the possible ones, to

achieve a given goal. And a plan understander must decide which inferences to draw in

attempting to understand some input, given many possibilities. The need to make such

complex decisions concerning which paths of inquiry are likely to prove fruitful, and are hence

worthy of further pursuit, is a hallmark of problems in artificial intelligence.

The degree to which a program can make such decisions rationally is entirely dependent

on the degree to which it has access to, and is able to take into account, the relevant

information. Most of all, the program must be able to recognize the relevant information as

being relevant. The problem is that such information often seems, at first, far removed from

the choices being considered. It can thus be quite difficult to determine what factors need to be

taken into account, and how. As a result, almost all current language analyzers, planners, and

plan understanders make many or even most decisions about where to concentrate their efforts %

arbitrarily. They must make these decisions arbitrarily because, at the time and in the place in

processing where the decision must be made, the information that might be relevant to making

it rationally is either unavailable, or else no provision has been made for taking it into account.

The i nfornmation that is iclc ant to deciding \' hich pan it) try to achi eve a ,Ieitl oal, for .5

example, may depend on fcaturCs ( t the situat ion n hich the planner current lV finds itself. In,

particular, the resou rces that are available are a crucial determinent of \. he ther or not a plan can

be successfully executed. When planning to prepare dinner, for example. it is obviously

worthwhile to consider the available food and titen,,ils before tlulgin ug into details of menu or _ %

food preparation technique. Yet few, if any, theories of plannin seem concerned with how %

such information can, or even shld, be taken into account.

e '%
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Similarly, the information that is relevant to deciding which inferences to draw in

attempting to understand a given input may depend on the understander's own goals, and on its

current hypotheses about the whole situation to which the input pertains. Whether or not an

input can be explained in terms of those hypotheses is a crucial determinant of how well it can

be understood, and how an hypothesis bears on the understander's own goals is a crucial

determinent of whether it is worthwhile to keep it under consideration. When trying to

understand another agent's behavior, for example, if a given action can be explained in terms

of some goal which the understander already ascribes to that other agent, then there is little

point in constructing hypothetical explanations in terms of some other goal. Yet, although

many theories of understanding argue that such information should be taken into account, few

address the question of how it actually can be taken into account.

To the extent that planners and understanders fail to take such relevant information into .6% .

account when deciding which lines of inquiry to devote effort to, they must decide arbitrarily. %,1

The problem with making such decisions arbitrarily, of course, is that they usually turn out to

be wrong.il. Thus, all models ',hich make such decisions arbitrarily must employ one of two

possible strategies to cope with tile problems caused by numerous erroneous choices: Either

they must depend on backtracking when choices prove to be erroneous or irrelevant, or they

must ensure -- by fiat of the programmer -- that exactly and only the choices that will be

relevant to the example at hand will in fact be available, in order to avoid having to make any

decisions at all. In other words, without any theory of ho'v a space of possible solutions

should be searched, a model must either resort to exhaustive search, or else simply pretend that

there is no search. The former leads to models which are at best inefficient, and at worst

combinatorially intractable; the latter, to models which work only on one or, at the most, two

examples.

For example, in the forine, Catcorv, tn(,t model s of syntactic analvsis -- e.. ATNs

and Prolog-bascd parsers ('lhornc. 13ratlcy, .and l)ewar, 1908: BtHbrow and Fraser. 1969I

Woods. 1970: Colmcrancr. I')78. Percira and Warren. 19,O) -- spend an inordinate

proportion of their litme backtrack ing h-ml dcCis i'. ns to ptiurse anal\ ses that w,,nldn't make
sense even if they succeeded, and 01at no hn(ran uMdCrstand er ,,mld bother prstinug..ian',

models of understand int: -ct b .... cd dm\,l iakll,nc. Cn0 rll'. s lnimblhrs () i rrcl c\ant inferences

(e.g., Ri egcr, 1975), nr pursuing infercnce paths towkards explanatitI(s that don't appl% in te

current situatiM (as in. e.O., most w\(k (n plan understaudi ilg . M anv models of, planning,
%V~v\ en ~ml~mld \, ih o~ ri essim l> urs e a f tillm, and1( end up1 con,,ructing mnany plans rl

that callnot ps,,,hly \krk under the circtllist1a1ces (c.g., ate. 1977).

% ,
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The latter category of programs which avoid search by the fiat of the programmer is in

many ways even less principled. Planning models which take as their chief goal flexibility are

much less flexible than hoped because many decisions are finessed, and, as a result, many

plans that could otherwise be constructed are simply blocked (e.g., most NOAH-style

hierarchical planners). Similarly, many language analyzers simply assume that much of the

ambiguity inherent in language is just not present, for example by completely ignoring lexical

ambiguity (Marcus, 1980). And, finally, many understanding models that seem to avoid

search by bringing a great deal of knowledge to bear -- and are, indeed, even termed

"integrated" -- are in fact purely bottom-up models that avoid search at the programmer's

whim, and are therefore incapable of drawing the inferences necessary to understand even

minor variations in their target input (e.g., Dyer, 1983).

It thus appears imperative for artificial intelligence programs to make decisions

rationally. Such rationally taken decisions will not always be correct, of course, but they are

far more likely to be correct than are arbitrary ones. The need to make rational decisions, and

to thereby avoid the indiscriminate use of backtracking, has two immediate consequences for

process models. first, rational decisions are infortned decisions: The more information that is .

taken into account in a decision, the more rational that decision is likely to be, and the better the

chances of making it correctly. Thus, a process which seeks to make rational decisions must

be able to take into account as much potentially relevant information as possible -- that is, as

much as seems cost-effective -- regardless of the source or type of that information. For an

Understatnding program, this means that such contextual information as the goals of the

understander in a situation, and its hypotheses about that situation, must be taken into account

in rinakino decisions about how to determine what an input means in that situation. For a

platn i ng prorain, this meanus that fcatures of, the world in which the planner finds itself must

be taken into account in rvaching dcii( s about %\ hich goails and plants to pursue ai d how to

ptursUC them.

The scco nd major requirement i in pl sCd n procc,,s models by the need to avoid

backtrack ing stems lr( m the fatct that earlv decisions ahbt M Mich 1inC 0 rcason i to pursue, if

erroneous, call have a part icuLllarly d0a- t gtill" impact on ( +\orall performance. To the extent

that later decisions clepcnd on earlier onres, all o)I the effrt C\flnded subsequent to anl incorrect

decision ni be ilrrclcant or C\, e Mn lltCl prodlt.'i\c. FLrt'herm'llolC. dCtcl'millin g \,hicl
decision w,,as .Iat fault n,\ r require rc-cxaminilng man \ or lll t of the (& e iter,, c nl n dcci,io ,s.

Thus, ill order to nlinimi/c Is in ,,c, Is p ible thc ilullmler oi emiol llntls dc:i ,ins, and the

backtrackin2 that results, it is plrtiul;.rl', imptrtaiit thai t uI\. c dci 'Ibm t \\ h li l-. of

reasoiliig to pursuc be taken is rationa.ill\ t, p1ossibl.e. In ,1irti'ulC r, then, c ia, l,it ell Carl\
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in the processes of planning and understanding must be based on as much relevant information

as possible. Models which seek to meet the above criteria -- which take as much contextual
information into account as possible, as early as possible -- are integrated models.

In order to construct an integrated model of some ability, several difficult questions must

be addressed. First, of course, what sorts of decisions need to be made? Second, what kind

of information is relevant to making those decisions? Third, how can that information be made
available to the decision process? And fourth, how can the decision process be structured so as
to take advantage of the available information? One way or another, any process model must

address these questions. What makes integrated models different are the additional functional
requirements imposed on the answers, stemming from the need to avoid arbitrary decisions and
backtracking. In particular, in order to make decisions as rationally as possible, an integrated

approach to planning or understanding attempts to construct models that can employ any
knowledge that might be useful, from as wide a variety of sources as necessary.

There are, of course, alternative approaches to answering the above questions. Faced
with the difficulty of identifying tie applicability of, let alone actually employing, different

sorts of information from a wide variety of sources in making decisions, it is tempting to hope
that the information that is necessary to make decisions in a process is of limited scope and
obvious relevance. It is this hope that lies at the root of non-integrated approaches to planning

and understanding, which assume that the information that is relevant to making decisions will
be, by and large, from a single source and of a single type. Such approaches are typically
termed modular, and I will continue to follow this terminological convention here. However, I
want to emphasize that the issue is not one of modularity versus non-modularity, but of how

thc modules are to be defined. In an integrated approach, the modules that make up a process

are determined solely on functional grounds, in terms of the role they play in carrying out the
goals of the process as a whole. Modules can and should take into account any information
which seems relevant in making decisions about how to carry out their functions. In a

non-integrated approach, ol the other hand, modules are conceived as having access to only a
single kind of information. from a single source. Indeed, the class of information with which a

module is concerned -- a class which is typically circuimscribed on a priori intuitive or

dcscriptive grounds, rather than being functionally justified -- is taken to be the defining

chIrac terin ic Of that rfldIule. -P

Thus, in dctcrmini ig how to interpret a particular featurc in some situation, modular

theories of understanding will take into account the presence or absence of other features of the

same type. What they will generally not take into account, however, is the role that other kinds

- -. :-. .T~l Ji '. %Id~i~,.Ti,. . ' g, ald,..."................'...-. '....._.......".....................-- '
.* "* ":"".,'.-
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of knowledge and information will play in this process of interpretation. For example,

modular theories of language analysis, typically concerned -- to the exclusion of all other Pr

problems in language analysis -- with determining the syntactic properties of input sentences,

will attend primarily or exclusively to syntactic knowledge and information in attempting to

perform that task. Semantic and pragmatic information is presumed to play a limited or

non-existent role in determining sentence structure, despite the fact that such information is,

ultimately, the central concern of language understanding. Similarly, modular theories of

planning may well determine which goals and plans to pursue based on an assessment of other

goals that the agent has, but they do not generally take into account other, externally

determined, features of the situation in which the agent finds itself. Thus, for example, in

deciding what plan to use, such a planner will take into account potential conflicts with other

goals. What it tends not take into account, however, are the resources and opportunities that

are actually available in the current circumstances.

.4%

Fundamentally, then, these modular theories are based on a "noninteractive" model of

knowledge: Information can interact freely with other information of the same type -- i.e.,

concerned with the same subject matter and couched in the same representational vocabulary --

but its interaction with other kinds of information is practically nonexistent. Mental processing

is viewed as a collection of relatively isolated specialists defined, not in terms of their function,

but in terms of the kinds of knowledge they manipulate. In contrast, integrated processing is

based on the hypothesis that knowledge of different kinds, concerned with different content,

derived from different sources, and couched in different vocabularies, can and should interact

in the service of making rational decisions. To the extent that mental processing is viewed as a

collection of specialists, those specialists are defined, not in terms of the kinds of knowledge

they manipulate, but in terms of their functional role in processing.

In sum then, an integrated approach to planning and understanding is one which aims to

produce models that attempt to avoid or minimize backtracking by making decisions about

where to allocate their effort on a rational basis. In order to be as rational as possible,

furthermore, such decisions must, to the greatest extent possible, employ any information that

might be useful, from a wide variety of sources if necessary.

In understanding, this relevant information must include the goals and hypotheses of the

u nderstander. Thus, in an integrated approach the interpretation of an input is determined, in

part, by such contextual elemncnts I o1wever, this alone does not suffice to make a model of

understanding integrated. Even in a modular theory of understandin., the goals and

hypotheses of the understander may ultinmately play a role in determining whether or not a
er1"
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given interpretation is appropriate. They will not, however, affect the manner in which that

interpretation is produced. Contextual influences are viewed as a filter, applied to a potential

interpretation only after it has been constructed. In an integrated approach, the goal of

minimizing backtracking argues that such contextual influences should be felt at the earliest

decision points that they possibly can. Thus, the understander's goals and hypotheses must

play a role in determining not only the ultimate interpretation of an input, but in determining"

how that interpretation is arrived at. In particular, in an integrated theory of understanding, the

inferences that are drawn in attempting to understand an input are determined in part by the

context in terms of which that input will be understood. In comparison to a modLilar theory, an

integrated theory of understanding will be a relatively goal-directed, or trp-down , theory.

Similarly, in an integrated theory of plannirig, the in formation relevkant to raking

decisions must include situational features external to the planner. Such contextual elements

must therefore play a role in determining which goals and plans will be puIrsued. But again,

this alone does not suffice to make a model of planning integrated. It is also necessary that

such contextual influences be felt as early in the planning process as possible. That is, the

external situation in which a plati.ner finds itself should play a role in determining riot only

which goals and plans will be pursued, but in determining how those goals and plans are

arrived at. In other words, in comparison to a modular theory, an integrated theory of planning

will be a relatively data-driven, or bottom-up, theory.

2. Search in planning

In the overwhelming majority of planning situations, there are many altcr ati\c plans that

are potentially useful in acconplishing any g.iven 1oal. This is beneficial in that, to the e xtent

that a planner is aware of these different plans, it is more flexible aid thus has a better chance

of constructing a viable plan. The flexibility offered by knowing zltcrnatixe plan,, how'e\ er. is

a mixed blessing: It immediately gives rise to the problem of sonchmo\ ch oirig among the

alternatives offered. For example, if plannirg is coniceived as a hierarchical pro cess -- in wxhich

goals give rise to plans, \which in turn| give rise to other goals (subgcllk of tie owign,- l goal ).

and so oi -- then the combination of all possible choices gistcs r'C 1, a ', cry 1,rC space of

possible plans. only a small number cf \hich may I:.ctuill\ be 1c,,iblc in the currCnt

circ ulistances. Thus. C\Cn leaviig aside tile forlridable plrblem ll i i l l ll leh

sub-goals, a hiCrarchical plaimcr iust conie to grips %% ith the orfl ,n , xc hinC t1r 4ug-1 a

comlbin'aria|llv exph ,sive spice of posible plans. .-

Not surllprisingly. in ria plailicrs for limited dnIn.i lil\, 11\, nl, hcll 1.,, i l een

"...".-..... . .. .. . .............



finessed in one of two ways. Often, the planner is given very little choice, or Cvcn nc0 choice at
all, in determining which plan to try for a given goal, because only one or two plans are known
to it. This strategy, however justified within a given domain, gives rise to the illusion that the

problem of search has somehow been solved, since the plans devised by such a planner are in
fact devised without appreciable search (see, e.g., Sacerdoti, 1977, which along with its
impressive achievements suffers rather severely from this defect). But this is in reality just a

manifestation of what McDermott (1981) has dubbed tile "wishful control structure fallacy."

Because the planner is not given any alternative plans for most goals, it lacks the flexibility that
such options offer, and hence will only work on a small number of problems. That is, the

search space has been limited by fiat of the programmer to include only those plans needed to
solve the particular problems at hand. What one has in these cases is not a general theory of
planning, but rather a description of the correct choices necessary to pursue a small set of goals

and plans in limited circumstances.

What makes the use of this strategy seem almost irm1on ic in these cases is that it undercuts

tile functional considerations that motivate a theory of gencral purpose planning in the first

place. If a given application domain requires onlV a limited number of plans, then there is no.

need to invoke anything like a general purpose planner to construct those plans. Indeed, there
may not be any need to con.struct the plans at all -- they might well just be pre-colmputed and
indexed in a table under the appropriate goals. W ha makes a theory of general prpose.

planning attracti e is the possibility iy ofl rs of constructing a planner that is flexible -- that can
use its kno ,ledge to build new plans. If search has been finessed, :hat can only be at the

expense of this kind of flexibility.

The only alternative. then, is to bite the bullet and perform some kind of search through 

the space of possible plans in order to construct one that does the trick. I lowever. even the
adoption of this approach does not entail confronting the problem, Siyen a I limited enough
domain. If the search space is small enough -- and, in many theoretical examplesv een if it is
14t -- it is a co In *ategy to* simply rely on back-up to en tincraLe the set of pssible plans
unotil oe is fo tnd %% hich cocs tile trick. Thit is, giotl set oftopton, such pkmm1cis simply

make an arbitrtrar c ht Icc. and a-e prepared I back up and takC antithIer itla11,ti\ c if tircil Cuess --

c(tcSl'[ \(ork Mt (sCC. e . Tle. ", . '

Lhcre arc t\ko SCi0 1,, ,b, ct , 1(, Ntu h appioac.. ho\\ c mc. First of ll1 -- and thi, .

pi1t has been \C1l tlndcIskv (d sinc t1e Caliest dta\ (f A\l -- the tact o)f thC llhuttr " is that the

use of blind scarch is 1ot prLitl ,S thC mImber HI I1 ,es (is epanded, ad if the sCt "f \Iablc

solutills is sparse enough, bcause,,, (,f the si/c of tl1e sa'cth ,p 1c hat rsu l.nd, o C the "

",/ '' ." ',/ +-" ",',, " +€' ",' ' , . .w" "V ' " ,, ." .- ,/" ." .',,. , ." ." ,," .o " -• ,. - .,,,- .. ,. . . . . . . ". '%
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protection of workin- only within a imnited domain is rem'oved. most planning problems turn-I

out to exhibit these characteristics.

Second, to use blind back-uIp is to admit that, although One's theory igh-It spiecify li-/un

the possible answecrs to a problem are, it does not specily anly patitculakr Iroct'ss for solving the

problem. That is, it does not specify how to find a cor-TcCL answecr, other than by enumerating

them and checking whether or not each works. Given that one of the chief aims of artificial

inte1ltIenc IS to develop suIch process models, such an admission is. to say the least.

di sheartentini.

WVhat is needed inl a theory of ioencral purpose planning, then, i the abi Ii v to make

Choices betwcen atlternative plns In a nlon-arbi trairv faIsh11 ion, rathe thanl arbi 0tari I. 13Lut \vhalt

could coUnlt as, a1 grounds for imakin. iICII c a decision?) Ob% i uIsl v . suIch to)p-do%% n crielena aIS (I

priw -i I ikel ihood Of suIccess, di fficL1iV, etc.. will he reIClevn.N c 1 cim tn.hwvr

are coi tu IA f attires %\ hic h make One orI the Other plan sce inti rc kel It I suce~ithout

unldueC effor-t. 'Hat is, oneC should choose a plan inl pairt bcanusc thc s1itawn fcltesit,,

P~art oft thi ItaIMIonal contex t inCludes. 14 orse, O tile 'tllr , I j 2.'C i>CI bel purvsued.

and interaion1s aloniz themII. It can be qiIte d ific:Ult !1in-pi% 1t) fl4'IdlI4c at pI'11 %NiCh i

internallyN co)here~i In the sense that the aciioils %\ hihk er1 one- suCa 011 1n" '1 1n1CrtICrC \% Ith

anlother sugal nd muchi work Onl planning. has beeni concrned k\ itil hs t% I take , uch 1
ITernaI'l "Con teCxtual11 tacIktorfs inIt4 a cco( unt. 13uIt JUs't as, 'l ) inl otan t. 11nd( 1ehap C\ enI 1110

i 11)( taint. ate- siinlpl> theC exena.ad (quite 04sil icutoial.at's1 the stal 1 i

%% hicil the plaiilcr tiid tself-, and currenClt l4lsC' ()! I' ni tAC e- rCri such act1 i :i) nto

Ac44il.;t best, tites alre capaible of' noiigta om rc4dt4l It aII Pla islahead\

Iati ie I I nCC IT th s ,Iituaion I, an Id areI' thusI abl to 1 d th IICU 1) c 11r et 1 4 'It I p I nIl to1

.k Iie I tht plici 4 nIId tlo4t1l. 1ut tie IICannot. - 1 14 e Cpe Chos a' I~ oI Ih C4 41 ht one

111 allC "1'c~ ate. \11 pi4 : 'lli.s cl i i l t lilt( )11at '1),i 'It ti1C extrll ,11 ,-,lii )I ll 11Lc11

ti 1Ln Irelll 1. rd" il 4 call 4-''.et t( I Ind itCel ss \\ l theI11 p1,11l P, exc\C teld )Illiist Ibe

ta1~'i ll'4 .:4.4 int Ill t ci44 5111C h'"I t'll \%!4i 14 '-ei ula ,11('11l iluil ~

1l!1111 1ilatlol p, t.4 4 - ll w11t4 jkc441111t ill tile plitilmilg pt4444-'\s tile nleI ,uhsCqucllt W,4ce t

%\Al I 51! 1 T late11. ILl14(4\% t Ile asI aii\ i cil4N C (ices ill tis %\ a1. tile se1 C h1-I for anl

%*.-. *.*.~. N .. ~ .. -: -7
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internally consistent plan is simplified as well, because tie space in which that search is

conducted is made smaller. In other words, the task of finding a consistent plan which is also

feasible will be made easier by taking feasibility into account as early as possible.

In sum then, we can see that for a planner to avoid the use of back-up, the planner must

make use of whatever knowledge is available, in particular, knowledge of the external situation

in which it finds itself, when deciding what lines of reasoning to pursue. 'File external situation

in which the planner finds itself should, in a sense, exert a bottom-up influence on the process

of planning. That is, reducing back-up in planning requires integrating top-down and

bottom-up processing. Integration has an additional dividend as well: It enables a planner to

be opporunistic -- that is, to recognize and seize unforeseen opportunities in the world.

3. Language understanding, descriptive theories, and search

The problems posed by the need to choose among alternatives is, if anything, more

acute in language understanding than in planning. Because of such problematic characteristics

of language as lexical and struct ural ambiguity, vagueness, ellipsis, and metaphor, an

aston ishing number of choices are available as to the proper interpretation of a given fragment

of in put. Fart her, which choice is taken will aff'ct similar choices liter in the input, so that the

combinatorial problems which arise in hierarchical planning arise in understanding as well.

And, just as in planning, one of two alternative strategies is typically cmployed to deal with this -- 4

problem. %

The first strategy is to artificially Iilmit the choices availlablC to a 1,nguage anal /.cr to

exactly and (only those necessary in order to analyze tle target inp1utS. As bcf)C, this can be

justified exactly to the extent that the goal of the pro cct is simply i accom)plish the tk o, ithin,1

a Ii mited doiai . For example, a data-base application miay Iimit '(1nlc\t , ll Ilicitl that1 )Ill\

oeli sen ,c of 11() t \\ rlws need be considcered. llov \cr .s .i n alpruch ich sU LI cceds in

2 climinating,: search onlL at the cost of Sacrificini ,1 cibilit\ : \l aalk /,er aind Ic \ C(in< dCis'I cd

for one data-base \% ill not work lhjr another. T[ils is the case, lr exmple. \ ith the cus], mited

lexicon employed by the analyzer ( l3irnbaum and Selfridge, 19SI) for Koldncr' (I 9S4)
CYRUS model of conceptual menmry. B-

The alternative -- which has been far miore widely accepted in language understad ilg

than in planning, for some reason -- is to make such choices arbitiari l. \1hi1c relnailiig

prepared to back-up and select other altcrnatives should they p-MC m1sItaken. This is the

strategy that has been adopted by m ist s\ utactic X1,l]\ 1trs, loF Cxamnplc atiglllCllcd tl-nsiltiol

714
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network parsers and descendent models based on Prolog. In the last section, however, I

argued that such an approach simply evades the issue of how a mental ability should be

implemented, and substitutes instead a naive enumeration of all possible solutions, in this case,

all possible syntactic analyses of inputs. Even within the syntactic analysis community, there

has been a growing realization that stronger claims must be made about the processes involved

in language understanding (see, e.gz., Marcus, 1980).

In fact, when applied to language analysis, the indiscriminate use of arbitrary decisions

and backtracking is, in many ways, even less satisfactory methodologically than when applied

to planning. The reason is as follows: In order to develop a serious process theory for some

task, that is, a theory in which choices are not made arbitrarily, one needs a theory of what

information will be relevant in making choices, and wien it will be relevant. But in order to

construct such a theory, one first needs to establish what the choices are, and those choices

must be such that sources of information can in fact be found that will help in making them

rationally. That is, the theory of what choices need to be made must be such that a theory of

intelligent choice among the alternatives can be developed. An arhitrarv theory of the choices

which must be made will not necessarily suffice.

In planning, the choices which must be made are, at least, justifiable on intuitive

grounds. That is, we can examine our intuitions as to whether or not it seems plausible to

consider some goal or plan in the service of some other goal or plan. In lang.uage analysis, 

however, no such intuitive justification can be produced for the set of choices to be made, since

we are not consciously aw% are of, for example, alternative ways of referring, or of constructing

a tun phrase -- assuming wve do such things in the first place. ,,

Put more generally, the problem we come to is this: A theory which is capable of'

taxontmlically describing the range of appropriate behavior in some domain in terms of a series

of choices can be trivially turned into a "process model" that gcnerates such behavior by the use

of arbitrarv choice and the abilitv to back up. Whether it can be turned into a r process
model -- one that makes empirical claims beyond those offered by any vetidictl description of'

the behavior -- depends on whether ways can be found to make the choices non-aibitrarilv. and

tlts dispense with the indiscriminate use of backtracking. iiut we cil .xpct that there are, in

gencral, Iai' alternative ways to characteriz.e the set of' decisions invol\ cd in some mental

abiII Itv. The re is no reason to believe, gi ven ani one such characte Iat ttn, that some waV can ,

be found to make the choices so charactcrizcd in a nton-arbitrary wa\- That is, there is no

reason to believe that1 stlch a, (.CM rijlivc theory need be ebniodied in the final )?t c.\s theory, or

even that it w ould be pa1rticularly usefll in construct in - a pioccs theor\. especially if the

or -* d , 0' - W V' % .,- .'J ,,'2'206,'g . i' .- r,'. ,.a ".J'. r VP'',,J "I# .. € ,-+..,.-.€.¢.., '•.'." .".".".""'' ."
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,

behavior that it characterizes -- e.g., grammaticality judgments -- is functionally rather

peripheral. 0

This is by no means intended as an attack on the utility of descriptive theories, but rather

on their misapplication. There are many important descriptive results in cognitive science.
Psychology has developed sophisticated experimental techniques to uncover hidden aspects of

human performance. Linguistics and anthropology have developed sophisticated methods for
probing people's intuitions, and sophisticated notations for the results. But none of these

fields is concerned with bringing functional considerations to bear in constructing process

models of mental abilities: That job falls to AI.

Of course, a great deal of good work in Al has a certain descriptive flavor to it as well. 4'

For example, representation theories concerned with developing good vocabularies for
expressing the content of our knowledge in a given domain -- to take two rather disparate

examples, Schank and Abelson's (1977) theory of the representation of plans, goals, and

themes in mundane situations, and Flayes's (1985) theory of the representation of the naive
physics of liquids -- are often descriptive. (For eloquent defenses of the importance of such

content theories, see Hayes, 1979, and Newell, 1982.) The point here is that a straightforward
implementation of these theories in a way that relied on arbitrary choice and backtracking, for
example in a theorem proving system, would add nothing to them.

Thus, simply translating Schank and Abelson's theory into lorn clause form and

implementing it in Prolog would add nothing to their work, at least from a scientific 11

perspective. The result might be a program that understood simple stories, but it would not be
a process model of story understanding. Similarlv, an implementation of Hayes's theory of
naive physics in Prolog %\ould be just that: an implementation. The result might be a program.

that solved problems in naive physics, but it would not be a contribution to the theory of
problem-solving. Or. to cite a recent contribution to the literature, straightforwardly
implementing a previMsly develold linguistic theory of conjunctions in Prolog, as Fong and

Berwick (1985) do. adds nothing whatsoever to that linguistic theory. It may be useful, but it

makes no additional empirical claims beyond those made by the linguistic theory alone. Such a

pro,grain cainnot, therefore, he considered a bma ]i,l process model of how coordinate

express ims arc undcrilood. (F or a biolooist's \ iew of the need to disting 'Luish true process

thc rics from descripti\ e them-ies, scc S\dnev l3renncr's discussion of how this issue arises in

tudctstaldin ' tihe cncltic c()ntrl.( of nm wploleogical dcvclopicnt . luoted in JtUdSol, 1979, pp.

217-2211.)

'1
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This entire argument is, in fact, a generalization of one of the standard objections to %

theories of syntactic analysis. What basis do we have for believing that people actually use ,

syntactic rules of the sort devised in linguistics -- descriptive rules -- in constructing syntactic

representations devised for a similar descriptive purpose -- or that any language understander

should? Do we even make the choices that such theories imply? Can a way be found to

incorporate such choices into a serious process model of language analysis -- one that does not

rely on back-up? If a way cannot be found to construct a modular theory of syntactic analysis

without arbitrary choice and backtracking, then it is a methodological imperative to look for a"

kind of analysis which can be accomplished without them.

It is a methodological imperative for the following reason: If arbitrary choice and the

concomitant indiscriminate use of back-up arc allowed, then if it is possible to construct a

computational model at all, it will always be possible to construct one that is modular in the

sense discussed above. That is, the claim that some mental ability can be accomplished in a

modular fashion is irrcJftublc if arbitrary choice and back- up arC permitted. Whenever a

decision seems to require contextual information of the sort that an integrated theory would

attempt to take into account, a modular theory could be constructed that simply chose

arbitrarily, and was prepared to back LIp if that choice proved mistaken.

Exactly the same argument holds for planning. Thus, if a theory of planning in some

domain seems to require arbitrary choice and back-up, then the set of choices being presented

to the planner is probably wrong and we should look for another. For example, one might

construe the planning problem in chess as being the choice of one move over others.

I lowever, this approach clearly entails a great deal of search and back- up. There fore, it is

probably better to look for another way to characterize the planning pli blem in chess, in which

the choices to be made are not merely between one iove and an()thlr.

In sum, it seems equallV crucial to eschew the use of arbitrary cho(icC and backtrackingk in. "

both planning and nderstancling. Planners ultlt tI*%, to arrivc at appr()priatc go()als aInd plans (n

the basis of rational decisions. To be ratli( al, th., thosc dcci sin,, lust tlke into atcctlllt tlhe
fac tors ta fet teplrqiateness * I e<and ;li plains. In p~u't. the appr~ioii,,s 0f goals-'

fcosthat a'fcc the apprt priaees ()f -(cl and1 al. l h
and plans depends on ti extent tl to hich theca be stc\cssftlly purstiL and 1u'ccsul

puirstlt ill turnl dcepcid, on l.erl co ditio s, s ch as the a.c a1ila ill\ ut Ies<trces. So, to

control seairch, a n1 inlltralcd plallnlr mut1st us"C ils kno', lcdgc ()I the cndiihuns that hold ill a

situation, currnCIt or expected, in deciding l h-io' to auri'\C at t , alld plal 1 that "Ill b e

'rZpt'i ate. %
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In language understanding, the story is much the same. Understanders must try to arrive

at the appropriate interpretations of input utterances, again on the basis of rational decisions.

To be rational, those decisions must therefore take into account the factors that afect the

appropriateness of such interpretations. That depends, in part, on the extent to which the

interpretation is coherent in the context, which in turn depends on whether it is explicable in

terms of the understander's goals and hypotheses. So, to control search, an integrated

understander must use this contextual information in determining how to arrive at an

appropriate interpretation.

4. Outline of thesis

In this chapter, we have stated our problem: Arbitrary, unmotivated decisions in a

process model of some mental ability are a sign that we do not really understand how that ,

ability is accomplished, or why it should be accomplished that way. Except when blind search %

is inescapable -- for example, in cases where the agent is genuinely ignorant -- its use cannot be

permitted in a serious process model. Nevertheless, most Al theories of planning and

understanding depend, either explicitly, or what is worse, implicitly, on arbitrary choice and

the ability to back up.

Some readers may wonder whether the situation is as grim as I have portrayed it here.

The answer to that question can be seen in the Al applications programs -- primarily expert

systems and natural language data-base query systems -- that are cutrrently undergoing

commercial development. The narrow range of competence of such programs, and the rapidity

with which their performance degrades as they are pushed to their limits, is a widely

acknowledged fact. These undesirable characteristics are larecly due to the fact that the

designers of these systems have had little choice but to sacrifice flexibility in order to avoid

combinatorially intractable search, for our knowledge of how to bring relevant information to

bear on the decisions that such systems must make -- or even of what that information is

remains rather primitive. For example, to take an application with which I am sotlV\hat

familiar, natural language data-base query systems typical lv gi\e short shrift to the problem of %

lexical ambi guitv. I3ecause such systeims are devoted to a paticular pl icion doinaiin, 1i.1 _V

mcanin'gs of mn1y words can siiniplv be ignored, since they ire usuall -- altlh-th l gl nt Liakav

-- irrelevant to the domain of interest. The ambiguities thut .i~mlot be i g ,ed arc res"olved on

the basis of ad hoc tests that are tuned to the specific domain, and which therefore \will not

work properly in another context. That such s,,stcms can ne\erthelcs, be nude useful is a

tribute to clever problem choice and backbreaking progrimmm ng ett orts.

.. V.
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In order to avoid either the inflexibility of current applications systems, or the equally

undesirable alternative of blind search, programs must make decisions on a rational basis,

using whatever knowledge and information seems relevant. Thus, the process of determining

which goals and plans to pursue must take into account, among other things, features of the

environment in which the planner finds itself. The process of arriving at an interpretation for

some input in a given situation must take into account, among other things, the understander's

current hypotheses about that situation.

However, the ability to assemble and apply knowledge of disparate types and from

disparate sources in the service of rational decisions about which lines of reasoning to pursue

cannot itself be expected to be cost-free. Thus, integrated processing will be justified only to

the extent that it reduces the amount of arbitrary search required in planning or understanding

by more than its own cost. There is reason to be concerned that the cost of gathering and

weighing the information relevant to making a decision rationally might outweigh the cost of'

making an incorrect choice. The fear that this is in fact the case is what gives modular theories

much of their attraction.

This is particularly true with regard to modular theories of understanding. Although it is

well established and uncontroversial that understanding requires plausible inference of a

surprisingly sophisticated sort, the apparent complexity of this inferential processing seems to

have convinced many that its use should be avoided at all costs (see, e.g., Woods, 1973).

From this perspective, an integrated approach which seeks to apply such inferential processin

as early as possible in understanding appears counterproductive. The sort of argument that

seems to motivate this view goes something like this: "Understanding is fast and relatively

error-free. It almost has the feel of an act of perception. Inference -- well what that really

means is problem solving, and problem solving is a slow and clunk' business, not to mention

unreliable. So understanding can't involve much inference, except maybe at the very end."

There are, it seems to me, several mistakes in this line of reasoning. The nlost basic,

al thIoug'h least consequential, is the misapplication of phenonenoog ical e\ idence. It is true that

understa ndin a has the quick. sure feel of an act of pcrccption. 13Lut if anvthing is clear by now",

trii ilitv Nears of Al research, it is that such intulitions are ill nlo \ay in indication of'

underll g silplicity. Perception itself IS hardly a simtipl act. There IS. llhCrll) Oe, ro

'Ceils(ll to believe that in ference, or c\cn problell sol\ in lust be Slow h itnd crior-prone. It is

true that llst curlent ll'ls otf ilnteCrClIC aind poblem l s()l ing l sl\ ind Crror-prolle. And

it ilay be ihat problem-solvig.. parvicnllalv in the blsCl.C ,( o ledc., rcall' is

soIlctitl lCs as aLik'\dlar as adlertised. Bt iinfcrence, aind e \ en pri bleni s 1\ inc. caln Milen be

%,'1.
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just as fast, and feel just as much like an act of perception, as understanding does. In a domain

with which we are familiar, we often seem to "see" the an. er to a problem almost as soon as

it is posed.

More substantively, however, I believe that fears about the cost of integrated processing Jo r

are based on a serious misconception as to the average number of choices (i.e., the branching ,..'.

factor) that actually obtains at real decision points, and about the number of such decision

points, in real problems in planning and understanding. As Minsky (1963) points out, under Z..

such circumstances it is worth devoting a subst-ntial effort to reasoning which can direct

inference along productive paths. Although it cannot be said that cost is no object in the effort

to make decisions rationally, the cost of not trying is almost surely too high.

The key issue in achieving integrated processing is how to make the relevant information

available to the decisions that require it. In the simplest cases, exactly what information is

relevant may be known ahead of time. In such cases, the link between that relevant

information and the rule that makes the decision can be, in a sense, "hard vired." That is, the

decision rule can be formulated to take certain factors -- and perhaps only those factors -- into

account in making its decision. For example, the use of a particular class of plans for some

goal may require certain critical resources, the availability of which is not assured, and for

wkhich no alternatives may be substituted. In that case, it seems clearly useful to make the

decision as to whether to attempt to construct a plan based on some member of that class

contingent on the availability of the crucial resources. Indeed, if the necessary conditions for

the pursuit of some goal or plan are only intermittently available, it may pay to consider

whether to pursue that goal or plan whem'ver the relevant conditions happen to arise -- that is,

it may pay to be in o portunistic" planner.

In general, however, there is no wka% of' k no\ing, ahead of time, exactly what

inf(rmation will be relevant to tile dccisi n - - 1Iin a nc on t exlltCxt, a liew ltctor llaV he signi'icant.

ThIIus, the methods by which relevant inf rtina n , is made a\allable to a decision must be

flexible enough so that new\ taCos can be takent int 1ccniit in newv contexts. [or example,

the decision as to( the appropliate in1terpretatioml anf antigontis word cannot be made -- as I --

Hill show in chapter four -- ncrelv (1n the bas ()f sime i\ed, fIweseeable set o" conditions.

In sIch cases, ian? itcgratCd dpproach 11i nst a1Cltnipt 1( spec il% 1l\ t thlds by \, ilich pltl\\ a\s call

be d\ namicallv created bet\ccn decisions and the inh11ula, Im that is rele, ant to making them ;

rationally. As we \,ill also see in chapter four. lhis ha' all tooX oIteii ii bee,.n te case.

Indeed, the shortcomiings in prior work om integC~tted processing dcsribc.d in chapter

. . .. . ,, . . . . . . . .
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four is one of the motivations for the work described here: Integrated processing is a

functionally well-motivated idea, but constructing process models which truly adhere to spirit

of those functional motivations has proven difficult. In part, I believe this is because the

functional considerations that motivate integrated processing, and the requirements that those

functional considerations impose on process models, have not been specified with sufficient

clarity. That is one of the chief aims of this thesis.

Thus, in part I of this thesis, which concerns understanding, I will address the issue of

how to bring contextual information, in particular in formation arising from the understander's .

hypotheses about the situation it is trying to understand, to bear on decisions that arise early in 

tie interpretation of an utterance in that situation. The particular type of decision with which I

ill often be concerned is the interpretation of vague or ambiguous lexical items. Chapter two , .40,,

will discuss the relationship between syntax and semantics from an integrated point of view.

Particular attention will be focussed on the problem of how to dynamically integrate constraints

arising from different sources in order to facilitate rational decisions in lantuage analysis,

particularly lexical disambiouation. Chapter three presents a critique of the ftoundations of'

syntactic analysis -- with which most modular theories of language understanding are, almost

obsessively, concerned -- from a functional, Al perspective. Chapter four presents an analysis

of the problem of lexical ambiguity, and of the shortcomings of previons approaches, v, hich

motivates an integrated approach to the problem. It also clemonstrates ho\ and w hy previous

atte mpts to apply such an in tegratcd approach have gencrallv failed to fulfill their promise. "K0.-

Chapter fiVe moves to the larger issue of controllin t inference in Ian,,t ac utudcrsiudtadin,,.:, with

particular application to the problem of applying abstract thenatic structures in story
understanding.%

Part II Ot the thesis concerns intcorated inr.cssin,. I \\ Ill ,,hOW tle kind

of altention to c(n(ditions in the external \korlcd which seems uacessary to uh;ikc rational

dccisions and av(oid back-up) lead, to a cotcpti( oft plalailin much closcr in spirit to that

\ h ich seemS appr()piatc in e\ervdav human life. In particulatr, I w ill outline the basic ideas of

,,/)1, I/U i.s.lt p1an )1g. discuss their applicalin s, present the issties 1 hich m1Lust be addressed

b\ a theory( ()Io t rtui, ,tc planning, and sketch out a rough l.taxotolV of the ways in vhich -

th<)se issues might be res)lved. !.tltimatelv., this in\estigation wkill lead us to4 a sutrprising -.
c t~ n e r e n c e \% i t hl F r e u d ia n p s v" C hi () lh g, .v'

%~~~ %, %%
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CHAPTER 2

INTEGRATING SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS

1. Introduction

The relationship between content and structure in natural language is unquestionably one

of the most confusing issues in cognitive science, and apparently one of the most durable as

well, since it arises repeatedly in the literature on psychology, linguistics, and philosophy of

language. From the perspective of artificial intelligence, this relationship can best be

understood by considering the functional roles that each plays in achieving the goals of

language use, primarily communication. In particular, this means that the relationship between

content and structure is to be understood not only in terms of the information that each

contributes to the processes of understanding and generating language, but also in terms of

how and when that information is applied to resolve the problems that naturally arise in the

course of attempting to carry out those processes.

In an integrated approach to language understanding, as wve saw in tie last chapter, as

much information as possible -- including, in particular, the understander's goals and %

hypotheses -- should be taken into account in making rational decisions as early as possible in

the understanding process. In other words, consideralions of cmIctt -- meaning, world

knowledge, and context -- are presumed to play a role quite early in language aialys is (see,

e.g., Schank, Tesler, and Weber, 1970; Schank, 1975; Riesbcck, 1975, Ricsbeck and

Schank, 1978; Schank, lebowitz, and Birnbaum, 1980; Schank and [3 irn bau i,. I 984). This

position, which I will call the integraedprocessin, hvtsis, stands in direct contrast with

modular theories of language understanding, which assume the existence of a logically

autonomous syntactic analysis procedure, preceding, and providing input for, semantic and

inferential memory processing (see, e.g., Fodor, Bever, and Garrett, 1974; Marcus, 1980).

This chapter is concerned with exploring the implications of the integrated processing

h pothesis, the problems that it must address, and its relation to other approaches.

Iwo observations led to the hypothesis originally (Schank, 1975). The first was the

failure of syntax-oriented approaches to the construction of sysicms for processing natural

language, particularly in the early research on machine translation (see, cc.(., ,ar-I lilicl. 1960).

... .. ..,...
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This failure was due primarily to problems of ambiguity and implicit content, and

considerations of meaning and context are crucial to the solution of both sets of problems.

Thus, a more content-oriented approach to language analysis seemed necessary.

The second observation was the rather commonsense one that it is easier to understand a

foreign language, especially when reading, than to speak or write it. Most of us have had the

experience of picking up a magazine written in a language with which we are slightly

acquainted, and more or less understanding it, especially if we know something about the

topic. Paraphrasing or answering questions in the language, however, would be beyond our

capabilities. It would seem, then, that understanding language is not nearly as dependent on

syntactic information as generation is. Indeed, even in our native language we often seem to

vary how we approach the task of understanding, depending upon the material to be

understood, our interest in and familiarity with that material, our goals, and other contextual

factors. The use of syntactic information does not seem an all-or-none proposition.

The above considerations led to the development of a series of epcwctation-driven

language analyzers employing the sort of basic semantic knowledge captured by conceptual

dependency theory (Schank, Tesler, and Weber, 1970: Riesbeck, 1975: Riesbeck and

Schank, 1978: Gershman, 1979; Birnbaum and Selfridge, 1981). In these analyzers,

expectations arising frorn unfilled case roles in incomplete conceptual structures are used to

guide the assembly of a complete representation of an input utterance as a whole. They have

proven moderately successful in a variety of settings, including story understanding, question A

answering, and dialog systems.

Simultaneously, the development of memory structures for representing the pragmatic -"

world knowledge necessary in order to understand, such as scripts (Schank and Abelson,

1977), led naturally to the question of how the information embodied in such structures might

be used in language analysis. DeJong's (1979) design for an inteorated understanding system

-- the first attempt to utilize such memory structures in p:arsing -- resulted in a programn,

FRUMP, that applied simplified scripts directly to the problem of skimming and summarizing .',-,"

newspaper stories. Althou(h skimming a story is not nearly as dif IcLult as arri ino at a deep

understanding of it, FRUMP's success at this task l-rovided some tangible cx idence that the

wav to solve the problems of language analysis is to bring as much knoxx lcdge as possible to

bear as early as possible in the understanding process.

Perhaps the best motivation for an integrated approach lo language analy sis, however,

stems from an appraisal of its role vithin a functional conccpt i( ) the language Undcrtsand fig

. 2. 7 2
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process as a whole. In a nutshell, understanding crucially involves relating what you hear or

read to what you already know, assimilating it in such a way that any new information can be

recalled and employed when relevant. Thus, memory is intimately related to the very

properties of communication that make it so useful and important. Understanding an input

involves, in part, finding the most relevant memory structures available to explain it, and

creating for the input a new memory structure derived from the old ones (see Schank, 1982).

In particular, then, language comprehension depends crucially on knowledge about the

situations which language describes. The common sense motivation for integrated processing

is that it doesn't make sense not to make the fullest possible use of this information when it is

relevant.

One of the most important functional applications for such information is in resolving"

ambiguity. That people do in fact use world knowledge in disambiuation durin, the course of ""-

sentence analysis can be demonstrated by considering garden path sentences, in which the use

of such knowledge leads them astray. For example, in the course of processing the sentence

"The old man's glasses were filled with sherry," (Schank, 1973), most people incorrectly

decide that "glasses" means "eyeglasses," and are, as a result, surprised by the rest of the

sentence. They are consciously aware of having made an error and of repairing it. This error

can only be explained by assuming that in understanding this sentence, people apply their

knowledge of the relationship between age and eyesight to resolving the ambiguity of "glasses"

bf re completing any putative low-level analysis of the sentence, since otherwise the context

provided by such an analysis would presumably be available to provide the correct ",

interpretation. Indeed, if "bartender" is substituted for "old man" in this sentence, the opposite

interpretation is made in processing, and so no back-tip is needed.

2. What is the problem?

The issue of how content and structure are relatcd in 1 an tua-e piocess inc can be divided

into three closely related, but nevertheless distinct, qucst ions. These quest ions are often

conflated, and the faltlure to keep the distinctions clear has been a njw or 'tct w inhibitil ilgutual

comprehension anon- those who have argued the issue.

The three uIliestions Corresp nd to thiee apeCts ()I im ( lhltadti( )i1il process that ca1n be

usefrully distingwuished. The first aspect of interest is the n ,e t r/ t 'rc of tie process. \ hich

dclincs the sub-processes that imust be invoked in order to accoinplish the task, the information

that must be supplied to them as inp1ut, and can be expected from them as output, how they

conlMlltli Icate, other inf rmation to wh ic l they ha\e access,. and the conditions under wxhich

%.%.-,',.2. ',,i,2,'', ,,'£-,?, ..2.. ,''.' , ,4.'.,'2 € i ' €.% -'.% -. -& .." .-'.% ,'.- ,'.-'. ..".'.. ,.2, .' '.. ,'." ." A....
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they should be invoked. The second aspect is the representational structurcs that are

constructed and operated on by the process, and that constitute the inputs and outputs of any

sub-processes and of the process as a whole. The final aspect is the knowledge base of

information about the domain which the process uses in the performance of the task. Since this

knowledge often takes the form of rules, the knowledge base is commonly called a rile base.

Our three questions, then, concern what an integrated approach to language analysis, as

opposed to a modular approach, might possibly entail with respect to these three aspects of a

language processing system.

The first question concerns the processes which apply the information used ini%

language understanding: Are information about content -- meaning, world

knowledge, and context -- on tie one hand, and structural i nforaion, on tie

other, applied by separate control mechanisms, or are they applied jointly by the

sub-processes that constitute understanding? That is, does language

understanding proceed by the independent application of each type of information

in succession, by modules devoted solely and exclusively to one type of

information, or by their joint application in modules which have access to a wide

variety of information in carrying out their functions?

The second question involves representational structures: Are the strlctulCs that

are used to encode information about content scparale from those used to encode

information about structure? That is, does language understanding involve the

computation of an independent level of syntactic representation? What kinds of

representations must be constructed in order to understand"

The last question concerns the knowledgIe used in understanding. Can the rule

base that embodies syntactic knowledge be isoliled from that \\ hich embodies

semantic and pragmatic knowledge? Is there a clean separation bet\\ cul these sets

of rules, or is there a continuum of rules, somne co ncerned s()Icl i1h Content,

some concerned solely, with structure, somc concerned \ i i th'.? ... -

Although it is important to disinguish ihese (tthsiiin/s, te possible 11s\\ers to them aie of

course interdependent, as \viii be seen belmv.

2.1. QOucsion one: Conl(rol strucLures

The question of whether information aib ui lnt .ind in in Iinna1 ti i tb ut strLctuC alC

-F
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applied jointly by the sub-processes that constitute understanding, or by independent
sub-processes, is of course the question of whether or not an autonomous syntactic analysis %

procedure exists. The claim that both should be applied jointly follows rather directly from the
basic tenets of an integrated approach to understanding, namely, that contextual influences
should play a role in rational decision-making as early in the understanding process as
possible. In a sense, then, this is the weakest possible version of the integrated processing.
hypothesis. In particular, if it were not true that syntax and semantics were applied jointly, it

would be difficult to argue for either integrated representational structures or an integrated
knowledge base in language processing. The opposite position -- the claim that syntax and

semantics are applied by independent control mechanisms -- is the strongest possible form of'
syntactic autonomy.

It is instructive to map out some of the possible alternatives concerning the issue of
integrated versus independent control processes for applying information about content and
information about structure to the problem of language analysis. What follow s are sketchy

descriptions of several possible positions.

[a] SYntar and semantics are completely separabl . By this position, syntactic analysis-

is a completely independent process, logically and temporally prior to the content-based
inference processes involved in understanding. This position implies that syntax alone controls
language analysis at the earlier points in processing. This is the vi ew that results when the

descriptive model outlined in Chomsky (1965) and descendent models are iven a
straightforward, if naive, recasting into the performance donlain.

b] SYntarx and semantics are "neatly decu/pma]ovc. " 13% this %iew, it is still the case

that a syntactic analysis process precedes semantic processing, and provides the input for it.
However, this process may on occasion query a semantic component in order to make a

ssntactic decision. This limited interaction between content-based inference processes and the

syntactic analysis process is controlled by syntax, in that only the s\'lltactic mcchanism can

dec ide that some Interact ion is required. Tis Is thle pos it ion takeni by Fo dor w. !vr, and

(Jarrett (1"74) with their thcor\ of independent s ntactic proccssing \ iWthin cIlausC,. and b%
others -- e.., Woods (1970), Kaplan (1975). and Marcus (1980), allollog tr -- \ Ih-

s( Ilcx hat nre tIe xible Clnlmmunicat ion regimes bct\\ecn s\ ntactic and semantic pinccsvingo.

te ,ci nta. anu ,%ctnanti('. hate a "'hctcrarc/i n '' a r i oat i mi.% hil. 13 this p1 (siti'

infoirmation about content, on1 the one hand, and strtural infttn . olln the oilicr, atrc still

applied by separate control proccscs. I loe. c. their rclationship is c'm"tr'ncd asin ta" iC"

%W %~ * ~ ~ '~ 'I. - 4
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cooperative than in the preceding position. In a sense, the syntactic processor and _

content-based processes operate somewhat like co-routines. That is, the interaction is no

longer exclusively under the control of the syntactic mechanism. A syntactic component does

some work, then calls some content-based process which does what it can and then in turn

calls syntax for more information, and so on. This appears to be the position advocated by

Winograd (1972 and 1977) and Lytinen (1984). This description might in fact apply to models

that also fit the preceding or following descriptions, since "independence" is a fuzzy concept:

As the richness and frequency of communication between modules increase, the modules

become more integrated and less independent.

[d] Svntax and senantics arc tpliccd joiitly, in (u/ itntc'rat'd fa.shion. B3y this view.

information about content and information about structure are both employed, jointly, in the

process of lanouagc analysis, and whatever available information seems most useful will he

applied in the rational resolution of the problems that arise in detcrminin u the appropriate

interpretation of an input. This is the position taken here, and previously advocated by

Schank, Tesler, and Weber (1970), Riesbeck (1975). Riesbeck and Schank (1978), Schank.

Lebovitz, and Birnbaum (1980), and Riesbeck and Martin (1 986)..A similar vicw seems to

inform the experimental program being canied out by MarsIen-Wilson and his colleagues .see.

e.g., Marslen-Wilson, Tyler, and Seidenberg, 1978). One % ay in which this highly integrated

class of models might be differentiated from the heterarchical class described above is that

whereas the latter models construct and operate on explicit syntactic rcprescntations (as in,'

e.g., Winograd, 1972), highly integrated models -- for instance, those cited here -- ma' \yell

not. We will return to this point in the next section.

One point of clarification seems necessary here. The opposition on tihe above spect rum °

between position [a], logically independent syntactic analvsis, and poition dl. joint

application of syntactic and semantic in forniation in in teg rated control structtures. is often
mlisconstrued. In particular, since position lal implies that s Iltax alone controls crlx lai,.:uaoc

analysis, the opposite position is often taken to hc sonethi n.. like "scrmantic, admc C(ontrols
earlxy languae analxsis" This is clearly xvrou,, but that i nIo xva affctsI the ahiditv o,

posit n Idl, vhichl doesn't imply amythilng of tlhc sort.

2.2. liest ion t(o: Representational sit'rict'firt's

In the coLulrse of understanding ol" cetiatil. aM'', 1,iC proclc'io2 '\ III\i must

CoinpuIte some1C StrutuI e"s for" IrCp icC',CntiTI ' t , ol the one h11wl, ,I1t \1,111d, 1 1 li' d thcir,

propertics, oin the other. n importa ll e i , thel. Isr [).Ct ,t Jh • t

%P .r -.
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computed to represent the structural information associated with utterances? There are basically ",

two positions that one can take.

[a] An autonomous level of syntactic representation, such as phrase markers, must be

computed. For example, Fodor, Bever, and Garrett (1974, p. 368) claim that "the structural

analyses to be recovered are ... precisely the trees that a grammar generates," by which they

mean that in the course of comprehending language, a language understanding system, and in

particular, people, must compute explicit syntactic representations of the sort employed by

generative linguistics in describing syntactic phenomena.

[b] No independent level of syntactic representation is constructed or operated on during

language processing. This claim has an important consequence for models of language

processing: Whatever structural distinctions need to be represented, must be represented either

at the level of conceptual structures, or at the level of words. An important implication of this

claim is that if a conceptual representation carries structural information about an utterance that

is necessary for subsequent processing, then that information must also serve some semantic or

pragmatic function. In other words, any elements added to a conceptual representation for the

purpose of carrying structural information must be justified independently in terms of some

conceptual function. (Interestingly, this last point bears a mirror-image resemblance to an

observation made by Katz and Postal, 1964, in arguing that syntactic transformations must

preserve meaning. As they pointed out, this claim implies that any difference between the

meanings of two sentences must be reflected in some difference between the syntactic deep

structures underlying those sentences. Further, they recognized that in order to support the

original hypothesis, they as theorists were required to justify such differences in deep structure

on independent syntactic grounds.)

This question of representational structures has an important bear ing1 on our earlicr

discussion of control structures. If two processes acted on, and produced as out)ut, different

sorts of structures, such behavior would constitute one characteristic that would lead us to say

that the two processes were independent of each other. I lence, without the computation of

explicit and independent syntactic representations in language understanding, one of the

characteristics that might lead us to single out an independent syntactic processor \would be

missing. In this sense. the computation of an independent level of syntactic eprescntation is a

weak prerequisite for the existence of an independent syntactic processor. I fence, claims of

autonomous syntactic processing are always accompanied by the p-resumptiOn that independent

svntactic representations are necessary. While an integrated approach to languiage analysis

does not necessarily entail denying this presumption , the argument kl r iintcgratcd proccssiilg..

7 " Z
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would be strengthened if it turned out to be false. I will, therefore, provisionally take the

stronger position here, and assert that information about content and information about

structure are represented, jointly, by integrated representations.

2.3. Question three: Rule base

The strongest possible form of the integrated processing hypothesis would be the claim

that there are no purely structural rules -- that is, that all the rules used in language processing

refer, in some way, to information about content. If this were true, then the claims of
integrated representations and processes would follow immediately. The opposite claim -- that

purely syntactic rules indeed exist -- is the weakest possible form of the hypothesis of syntactic

autonomy. Without such a set of purely syntactic rules, for example, the claim that there is an

independent syntactic processor doesn't even make sense. That is, the extent to Ohich
syntactic knowledge can be separated from knowledge of content determines ',khether an

independent syntactic analysis procedure is even logically possible.

There is little support for the strongest possible form of the integrated processing

hypothesis. Indeed, as far as I know, no one has ever claimed that purely syntactic rules do

not exist. The existence of purely syntactic rules does rot, however, entail the need for

independent syntactic representations or an autonomous syntactic analysis procedure to apply

those rules. While freely acknowledging the existence of purely syntactic rules, and their
utility in language analysis, the integrated processing hyNpothesis does make the claim that these

rules simply occupy one extreme of a continuum of rules, and are not distinguished hv usC
from other sorts of rules. This follows from the two prior claims of the integrated processing

hypothesis that (1) language processing is eff'ectcd by the .int applicatiOn tf information about

structure and content by integrated control mechan istns, and (2) no independent level of

syntactic representation is computed in language processing. If these t o clai ns are true, then
purely syntactic rules are not functionally d istinguish able by use from other sorts OTf rules "..?"

Thus, the integrated processing hypothesis is supported to the extent that the role of purely

syntactic rules in processing can be shown to be similar to the role of rules concerned with.

other sorts of information.

2.4. The integrated processing h pothesis

We are now in a position to state cx\ctlv %0111t the i1tcgr tCd prOcc,,'ing h\ thluliesi',,

claiins:

1410, V•
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First, it claims that language unders.anding proceeds by the joint application of

information from different sources, and concerned with different content, in the

rational resolution of the problems that naturally arise, rather than as a collection of

processes characterized by their sole concern with one particular source and type

of information. This is in contrast to the models proposed by Fodor, Bever, and

Garrett, Woods, and Marcus, among many others.

Second, it claims that no independent level of syntactic representation is X

constructed, operated on, or output by the language analysis process. This is in

contrast to all of the above models, as well as the model proposed by Winograd.

Third, it claims that purely syntactic rules -- purely syntactic in the sense that they

are expressed in a vocabulary concerned only with structural concepts -- are not

used differently from other sorts of rules. That is, they are functionally integrated

in processing and play no privileged role. This follows from the first two claims.

3. Some psychological evidence

There has been a great deal of psychological experimentation bearing on the relationship

between syntax and semantics in language analysis. In this section I will review a few results

that seem to support the integrated processing hypothesis. Among psychologists, the results of

this work have convinced even the strongest partisans of generative linguistics that:

1. There is no evidence that people make use, in comprehension or generation, of

the kinds of rules devised by generative lineu;,ts to describe syntactic phenomena.

2. The very strong claim of a completely autonomous syntactic processor

(position [al in section 2.1 above) cannot be ulheld. Pd.

In fact, these points constitute the most "conservative" interpretation of the experimental

results, in the sense of conserving some role 1or generative linguistics in psychology. Less

s mpathctic observers will note that the results, atlthough consistent with various patched-up

claimis of syntactic autonomy, were not as predicted by theorists x% ho advocate that position.

One of the earliest and most siginificant results was unco vcred by Slobin (1966). Using

a picture verification task, he investigated diftIerences in how lomg it takes to Understand

passive sentences as compared to active forms, distinouishinlg hetween ''reversible" and

% *.
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"irreversible" passives. A reversible passive is a sentence like "John was seen by Bill," in

which syntax must be consulted to determine who saw whom. That is, the meaning of this

sentence car only be distinguished from that of "John saw Bill" by attending to the fact that one

utilizes a passive construction while the other does not, since both are equally sensible. An

irreversible passive is a sentence like "The ice cream cone was eaten by John," in which, by

virtue of semantics, one can determine who ate what. That is, this sentence can be

distinguished from "The ice cream cone ate John" on the grounds that the latter is semantically

anomalous. What Slobin found is that, although reversible passives take longer to understand

than the corresponding active forms, irreversible passives do not.

It is tempting to conclude from this result that tie human language analysis mechanism

makes no use of syntax unless semantic information alone seems insufficient. However,

Slobin's results are not so unequivocal. Part of his study included presenting subjects with

sentences which appear perfectly sensible without any use of syntax, but which are in fact

semantically anomalous if syntax is taken into account. An example is a sentence such as "The

boy was raked by the leaves." If syntax were simply ignored, then this sentence could be

understood as meaning "The boy raked the leaves," which is perfectly sensible. Nevertheless,

subjects usually detected the anomalous nature of these sentences. On the other hand, their

error rates on this kind of material were much higher than usual -- that is, they often didn't

notice the anomaly. The main conclusion to be drawn from Slobin's results, then, is that the

functional relationship between syntax and semantics in human language processing is a

complicated one. This is what one would expect if they were involved in a highly integrated

system. In theories which are based on some notion of syntactic autonomy, on the contrary,

the relationship between syntax and semantics is quite simple and straightforward: That is the

whole point of such models.

Marslen-Wilson and his colleagues have performed numerous experimental studies on

the empirical status of autonomous syntactic processing. A representative result can be found

in Tyler and Marslen-Wilson (1977). They studied the model proposed by Fodor, Bever, and

Garrett (1974), a chief claim of which is that, within clauses, sentence analvs is proceeds by the

operation of a completely autonomous syntactic processor, and in partlicular. no hligher-level

knowledge can enter the process until a clause bouii dary, is reached. To" studs thi s clai i-

subjects were presented with sentence tragments such as the tollown i.\:-

1. If you walk too near the runway, landing planes...

2. If you've been trained as a pilot, landing planes...

V. .. . . . . . .|
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They were then immediately supplied with a probe word, either is or are, and asked to

simply repeat the probe word as quickly as possible. On pragmatic gounds, as determined by

the content of the first clause, "is" is appropriate as a continuation of second fragment but not

the first, whereas "are" is appropriate as a continuation of the first but not the second. The

only way to determine whether a probe is appropriate is on the basis of meaning and pragmatic

knowledge, making use of the context created by the content of the initial clause of the test '-

sentence fragments. The data showed that subjects were slower to repeat an inappropriate

probe. Since the appropriateness of the probe is a syntactic property -- number agreement --

and since subjects were probed in the middle of an uncompleted clause, this result

demonstrates that whatever syntactic processing is going on is not independent of semantic and

inferential processing, even within clauses.

Shwartz (1980) examined several possible structural strategies -- some proposed by him,

some proposed elsewhere in the literature -- for determining pronominal referents, some of

which depended on the existence of explicit syntactic representations, and some of which did

not. The study found no evidence for the use of strategies which depend on explicit syntactic

representations. This result strengthens the integrated processing hypothesis because it

demonstrates that an aspect of understanding that might have been thought to depend on

explicit syntactic representations in fact appears not to.

One final study I will mention concerns an investigation into the putative independence

of semantic processing and pragmatic inferential processing in language understanding. Gibbs ,'-

(1979) investigated a claim by Clark and Lucy (1975), among others, that understanding

indirect speech acts requires computing, in a fairly bottom-up fashion, the "literal meaning" of

tile utterance, which then serves as input to pragmatic interpretation rules in order to uncover -.

the speaker's intended meaning. Clark and Lucy had shown that, in the absence of any

context, indirect speech acts did take longer to comprehend than, for example, direct requests.

This was taken as evidence that an extra processing step was being performed, presumably

involving the application of the pragmatic rules to the previously computed "literal meaning" of

the input. Gibbs performed a similar study, in which, however, the indirect speech acts ere"

embedded in a suitable context. lIle found that. in context, indirect speech acts take no longer

to interpret than direct language; he thus called into question the claim that thc "literal meiang"

Ot an Utterance as a whole MLst be com puted in language u ndertaindi III

4. FIunclional integration of syntactic iules

The functional utilitv of structural infotrmatiI to l i the lact that thie tS Ofj

.'...
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semantic information alone is often incapable of producing the complete interpretation of an

utterance, or, what is worse, leads to an erroneous interpretation. [or example, in an utterance

like "Mary gave John the magazine," it is structural information that enables the understander to

determine who gave the magazine, and who received it. Syntactic knowledge, then, is

primarily concerned with how to determine the roles of constituent concepts in the

representation of an utterance on the basis of their positions (or rather, the positions of the

words to which they correspond) in that utterance -- or, in manOy languages. on the basis of

explicit markings attached to those words. Such information is necessary whcnever the

semantic representation of an utterance contains several roles that have ()vrlappiing semantic

requirements. For example, both the Actor and the To case roles of an ATR NS . "

(representing the concept of transfer of an abstract property) can appropriatl\ K tilled by a

"higher animate." Syntactic information mLust, therefore, be used to decide v hich of several

appropriate roles such an entity should be assigned.

An important feature of integrated language anal'sis is the b/111tiomu inltegration of

syntax and semantics. In part, this means that rules concerned solely with content, rules

concerned solely with structure, and mixed rules should all play similar roles in processing."

We can illustrate this point with a few examples. The functional conception of syntax sketched

in the preceding paragraph is that syntactic kno>%lede is nccessary Mihcn semnanlics llone is

insufficient to correctly determine the mean ing of the input, such as \Chen the semantic

restrictions on roles in a conceptual structure are not u n iqutie -- that is, are not lu "a"

exclusive. This suggests that when a semantic role does have unique senuntic rCquiremaents,

no syntactic knowledge may be necessary to find the correct entity for that role. I lence, that

entity might have an extremely free syntax with respect to the entire construc!ion l.

It turns out that one can find examples of this sort of phenomenon. Consider the

conceptual object of MT'RANS (representing the concept of comm ullicati(n ). An act of

comm TIn ication takes an entire conceptual iation, or proposition. as its ()hjct, namely the

concept being commLunicated. Since, on semantic Mrounds, no other case role of an

,mTHANs can be assigned a complete proposition, it is possible that the position of the

Object concept might vary rather frcCIe 'k ith repcct to the overall 'ITRANS constuction --oll

and, while the Object propositionl itself itmp ses ccrtain s\ it actic restricti a s, ,n the h lae it -"

does show considerable variability in position. Consider the 1,l(wing exairples: s-,

A liberian tanker ran around ofI' Nantucket Island. the Coast (11ard said,

The Coast Guard ,aid a Liberian tanker ran aii1ound off Nantucket Island.

% % % % %
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A Liberian tanker, the Coast Guard said, ran aground off Nantucket Island. vo

A Liberian tanker ran aground, the Coast Guard said, off Nantucket Island.

A Liberian tanker ran aground off Nantucket Island, said the Coast Guard.

These examples suggest that the rule used to determine the Object of an RANS

conceptualization can, at least sometimes, be based entirely on semantics. It simply looks for

an entire conceptualization to fill the Object case role.

On the other hand, relative subclauses -- which might be initiated by a relativizer such as

the word "that," as in, for example, "The car that I saw in the showroom..." -- require a great

deal of syntactic information to be properly analyzed. Roughly speAcking, the analysis of'

relative subclauses entails the use of a rule like tile following.z:

To the right will be found a conceptual structure with some unfilled role(s). Use

the concept to the left to fill (one of) the role(s), in accordance with semantic and

syntactic requirements. Then take the resulting conceptualization and subordinate

it to the concept on the left.

This rule is purely syntactic: It refers to relative positiollal informaation and to "un filled roles,"

but it says nothing about the kind of concpt or about restrictions on roles. This is not to sa,.

that the rule can necessarily be used without reference to content, however, since such

informiation may need to be consulted to produce a meaningful subordinate conceptualization. ,-

The important point here is that this pui-ely vn tactic rule plays exactly the same role in

processing as does the purely semantic rule for determining the Object of an .lTRANS.

Syntactic and scmantic knoo,0edge cannot be distinguished by use in an integrated model of .

language analysis. '

This same point can he nliade b\ cmsidcriin g genCrt ii, l h inst.lLC of (nlll groups. A

purely syntactic rule that one might \ ant to ha\ e n a generai r is that adxcti\ cs precede nio U-l'.

But the order of the adjectives t c1sel c, Ps is in't detcrrni ned hs ,uch a purely s1 ntactic rule. \

generator must have enough knmledgc to knio thai "big rcd hall'' is gnerally m"ore

appropriate than ''red big ball," ()r thait o'ld Iri,,h P2ra.ndmthcr is tV netppiriLtc than ''Irish .

old grandmother." lxamples of this s(olt can best be C\ plainCd ha that Ill idecti\ -e

supplying informatio about a nmore intrili, p' pert> shnild be .losi- to the noun than oet,,

supplying inforilation about a less 'intrinsic' pi pertv (C(lark and ('lark. 1977). The proper

generation of noun groups depends cricial lOi onI the simlttnlous applicatio (f both this rule

and the purely syntactic rule that adjccti\es precede Ilouttl. But the notion of intrinsic

-~;;~.-:~-*. ~ .p*.*....*..**~ *'**%***~.*.**.~... ... ... ..............................
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property" is clearly conceptual, not syntactic. Thus, the problem of generating noun groups

properly is another example that argues for the functional integration of purely syntactic rules

with other sorts of rules.

5. Using inferential memory in language analysis

The motivation for an integrated approach to language analysis stems from the possibility

it offers of utilizing context and world knowledge to rationally guide early decisions about the

proper interpretation of an input, and thus avoid the need to make such decisions arbitrarily.

The decisions that arise early in the interpretation of linguistic input include, for example, the

proper resolution of lexical and structural ambiguity, of vagueness, of anaphoric reference, and

so on. Thus, an integrated approach to language analysis can only be justified to the extent that

it is able to bring context and world knowledge -- in particular, the undcrstander's hypotheses

about the situation it is attempting to understand -- to bear on the rational resolution of such

problems in language analysis. It is, therefore, crucial for integrated models to address this

issue: The failure to do so would simply undercut the reasons for adopting an integrated

approach in the first place.

The first problem that arises in attempting address this issue is one of communication:

How can contextual information and world knowledge be made available to decisions for

which they are relevant? It is this problem that provides the functional motivation for integrated

representations. To the extent that the representations operated on by different sorts of rules

are of the same type, interaction between them is facilitated. Indeed, such communication will

be the easiest when the representational structures employed by inferential memory and by

language analysis are not just of the same type, but are actually the same strlIcturcs. Thus, ole

of the key approaches to integrated language understanding is to analyze iiiput utterances

directly into the memory representations that orgaiiize %orld knowledgc amd facilitate inferential

understanding (Schank, Lebowitz, and 13 irbaun. 190).

In some cases -- when the meaning of some word in the utterance directly asserts the

relevance of the appropriate memory structure -- this is relatively unproblematic. For example,

consider the sentence "Bruno kidnapped lindbergh's baby boy." The word 'kidnap" points

directl\ to a memory structure (let's call it .I-KIDNAP) \which contains the f7llowing scenes:

The actor takes control of the vicuim: hides him: contacts the % icim's relatives and demands a

ransom; negotiates a deal with the relativcs; picks up the ransom releases or kills the victim:

and tries to elude capture. The best representati on of this sentence must include an instantiatio .

of this memory structure, in which the rolcs of Actor, Viclim, and Relatives are I'll ed by

' 7-*
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Bruno, the baby, and Lindbergh respectively. Indeed, if the understander possesses prior
knowledge of the Lindbergh baby kidnapping, then the best representation would be in terms
of the previously instantiated memory structures representing such knowledge. In either case,
the instantiated memory structures must additionally represent the fact that the first scene, in
which the actor takes control of the victim, has been accomplished. This would enable tile
understander to recognize the anomaly of a sentence like Bruno kidnapped Lindbergh's baby
boy but failed to grab him."

The important point for an integrated approach to language analysis, however, is that by

immediately attempting to represent the utterance directly in terms of the M-KIDNAP memory
structure, all of the knowledge about kidnapping which that structure organizes can be made
available to solve problems in language analysis. Thus, for example, the fact that other scenes
of the structure are available to provide expectations explains why, in a sentence like "Bruno
kidnapped Lindbergh's baby boy and left a note," we so easily understand that the note is a
written document -- as opposed to a musical note -- that it is probably for Lindbergh, and that
in fact it instantiates the second scene of .M-KIDNAP -- contacting the relati\es and ,.",

demanding a ransom.

In other words, the most important property of a memory structure such as
M-KIDNAP as far as language analysis is concerned is the fact that the semantic requirements
it imposes on other structures to which it might bear some relation -- which is to say, the
eXPectations to which it gives rise -- are extremely detailed and specific. This has several
immediate consequences. First, as the semantic requirements imposed by a representational
structure become more specific, tile 'hance that those requirements will overlap -- that is. that a
given entity can satisfy more than one of them -- can generally be expected to decrease. It
follows, then, that if some entity meets the sc.nantic requirements, for example. of some case.
role in a high-level memory structure, and if those requirements are specific enough, then that
is quite likely tile appropriate role to assigen it. Thus. to the extent that the more spec ific
semantic constraints arising from specific m1lemory structiures call be broLgoht to bear in.
language analysis, tile functional rationale for utilizing syntactic in formation is reduced. It is" .
for this reason that the IPP prograrn (Schank, L.ebowitz, and Birnbaum, 1980-, Lebo\v\tz,
1980) is able to analyze fairly complex sentences using fair less knowledge of syntax than
might be expected. Indeed, this is also the explanation for our ability to read and undcrstand

text about a subject with which we are familiar in a lang ua-e \ilch \%e do not know wvell

enough to speak or write, or v, hen skimming.

Perhaps more importantly, howe \er, the more detai!cd and specific the semantic

%O
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constraints that are available, the more likely they are to be useful in solvIins problems in

language analysis such as lexical ambiguity. Thus, tile expectations associated with specific

memory structures such as M-KII)NAP are likely to be particularly ttSCftLithis regard. One

way -- probably the simplest -- that such information can be brought to bear is in the course of

attempting to determine the assignment of case roles in such structures. Of course, this will be

true on any account of language understanding. The challenge for an integrated approach is to

bring such constraints to bear as early as possible in the understanding process. Thus, an

integrated model of understanding must attempt to assign case roles in specific maemory

structures as directly as possible, so that the semantic constraints associated with those roles

can be applied to problematic linguistic inputs as early as possible.

There are some cases in which this is relatively straightforward. For example, we know

that the Vict im of M-l-KII)NAP is most likely to be a person who is very dear to Soleoel

\, ho has a great deal of money. Indeed, in a given instance of this structure We myt know

Cxatctly who the victim is, to whom lie or she is related, and how. \Ve also know that the direct
object Oi tle %erb "Kidnap" should be assigned to fill the Vicim role. ThLIus, we kno\ that tile

seCntniic constraints associated with the Victim role should be applied to the direct object of

the verb kidnap." The correspondence is direct simply because the verb "kidnap" points %

dihcctlv to M-KII)NAP.

'lhere are more interesting cases, however. Consider the verb "demand." Within the

context of a story about a kidnapping, if tile kidnapper is the one doing the demanding, then tile

direct object of this verb should be assigned to a very specific case role in M-KIDNAP. the

role o)f Ransom. [f that conespondence is known, then the assignntrt can be mide dirc i/v.

This. in turn, ,Aill ensure that any senantic constraints associated \\ ith the Ransom tle carn be

brouglt to bear immediately on the direct object of the ,,erb ''dc mand." These constraints

include, in particular, that the Ransom will be solething that the kidnapper cnsiders

val Ltable. often just mnonCV.

Now, consider the sentence ''The kidnappers denanded more dough.'' The \ord

'dmiwgh'' halis (at least) two possible ncanit's, one bei ni g ''a mixture of fhmr and \\ liter (and

-.sly other inei'edieiss) used to bakc bricd, pastrics, etc.." and the othrC bCig,. coIlh),pially

if stnIe\0hat archaicatll\. "ilocv.'' I! the cor)rspCsodcC bct\\cul the Ranso )III lc of

\M-KII)NAPI and the direct 0b,ect Ait the \crb "dcemlld" is kno\\l, theICnI the cotaints

assciatcd \with the Ransom ro)lC Ca11n be atpp, licd to( in1nedittcl\ disam1bi,,uatic "doch' as

mleanin., inI this case. "ioney.''

Z',
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Thus, an integrated approach to lanpuage analysi s depends oni thc /li/It applicat ion of'

syntactic constraints -- such as "direct object of the verb" -- and sp~ecifilc, detailed, semantic and
I,.#

contextual constraints -- such as those arising fromn case roles inl high-level ruenIilOry structures.

The key problemn here is this: How are these constraints combined" That is, hlow is thle

correspondence between the Ransom role of M-KIDNAP and thle direct object of thle verb

"demand" established? When we read a fragmrent of a sentence like "Thle kidnappers

demanded... ," we know that what comes next should be assigned to the Ransom role of'

SI-KIDNAP. Such an expectation yokes together syntactic knowledge about an entity -

knowing that it comnes next inI thle Sentence -- with knowledge fromn a specific, ig-h-level

me mlorv structure - - knowi rig that it fil1ls the R ansomn role of M - K IINA P. and should

thlerree- fu it iI all o f thle seIIaltl IICConlS tra InIt S perItir li Ig to thalitt roleC. I low can 1 the CSe tw\o sorts

of k no% ledgec be put togethlcr?

Ili the case of' it word lik kidriap. ' fcourTSe, tilc e\ lreadyl'LII to"CtlierI. That is,2

because thle word ''kidnap- poinits directly to tile 1r1IIenior structre'I-C MK IDNA P. the

correspondence between thle direct object of 'the verb, onl the one hland, and tile Vict im role. onl

thle other, can be prcsunied to have been established and stored Ii iniory when the word

''kidnap' was first learned. Call we assuIme that the samie is true of tie w ord ''demand' as

well"

Perhaps, but not without a bit of complication. The problcni is that the word ''demnand'

cal hiie used In many cxts ot her thanl kidnapping stories. anid Ii t hose con texts its direct

object should not be assignied to Fill the Ransom role of' I- K ID N AP. Indeed. the seniaint ic
Constraints associated wihta oeonll h- riil na ppropr'i atc III Uiic Iilses.

F or example, InI thle sentence ''This recipe for strudel looks better-, but it demainds 1111- rC dough11

It shIould be c lear that the Initerided mean inri of' ''doii ,h"' is ri( t '* i rie." ' 'iius. if' We aIssule

that the correspondence between the direct object of ''demiand'' arid the Ransom role of-

MI.K II NAPI has aliready been establ ished arnd stored il r1i iernorv \\C e rimSt Il ri ffect aISSume1

that the wo(rd ''demand'', is, fuui'Ifiwu. \% iti one ieaingI sp-Ci fical lv applicable i r le Context

()I kid riappi ri stories. arid anothicr rimeani ri (()r- several other nieMLr n s) a ppl icaible Inl other

c nlit e \tS.

In thle CaiSe of, a ord Ik K-demanld. th11s Is 11(t enlt Ire Il1), inpuis INC. It scIs rCII) s( I n''ileC.

to assumell thait wrd ()I hlich ireU'CC used tC11 Icee l i a paticlCar, \% Li% \\ ithinl at 1\11r~icilar cotex\t

%ill C\verItuI.Illy develo)p at specialized r1c~imeaini %\ ithinl that conItext. I ,)I exirmple. It also SCerls

likely that thle word -order hias it speciLalited ri~iini' \% ithin1 the c ntexct ()I resttiLllt soea

rneariirm which IS Iot) unrelatedC no tile Tieamu it has moreI- -,Cndra11% "~coImIrian1Ido- but

% %.
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which is nevertheless distinct.

However, this solution is inadequate for the general case. Instead of the verb "demand,"

for example, a story about a kidnapping might use the phrase "say they want," or innumerable

other locutions. In fact, any locution describing the expression of some desire on the part of 14

the kidnappers in a kidnapping story is probably intended to refer to their demant!s -- that is, to

the Ransom role of NI-KII)NAP. It is extremely unlikely that the corresponcence between

the Ransom role of SI-KIDNAP and the syntactic role of its linguistic realization in every

plossiblc locution that can be used to express desire in English -- or, for that matter, in other

languages -- has been determined previously and stored in memory.

Nevertheless, if an integrated approach to language processing is to succeed in any but

the simplest cases, some way must be found to establish the correspondence, so that the

specific semantic constraints associated with case roles in specific memory structures can be

brought to bear, as early as possible, on the relevant linguistic input. For example, in the

sentence "The kidnappers said they wanted more dough," the disambiguation of the word

"dough" should be accomplished just as immediately and directly as if the verb "demanded"

vvere used.

In sum. \ en a relativelv simple aspect of integrated language analysis -- the early and

direct application of specific semantic and contextual constraints derived from case roles in

specific memory structures to problematic linguistic input -- requires combining information of

diverse kinds and from diverse sources. In the \ery simplest cases, such information May

already be combined in a single expectation, so that the problem reduces to one of retrievin,'

that specific expectation under the appropriate circumstances'. In general, however, such a

static approach to the integration of different kinds of knowledge in language analysis is

inadequate. What seems necessary is a more d-namic approach.

Ill fact, there is an even more basic problem which must be confronted here. The

diliCultv \with a word such as "demand" or a phrase such as "say they want" is that, unlike a -"

kotd such as 'kidnap," they do not ncces"saril v directly assert the rcle\ance of some specific

memorV structure. That is, the \\(ird kidnap'' can he cxpected to point directly to the

M-KIINA Im elem( Irv ,tr Cturc. Iutt nuuv \kords and phrases -- perhaps metist -- ca1nnot be

expected to point directly to such structurcs. In particular, the pli.i+r 'sav they want" and

ccjn. in all probability, the word "demand, does not Point directlyv to the rele\ ant sub-parts of

the XI-KII)NAII mem( ry structtre. Rather, the detcrninati(1n (f hoiw tihe' relate to the

context of M-KII)NAI' seems to result from tile attemlpt to explain their role in that context.

V.. .. a
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InI other words, the proper interpretation of a "demanding" aiction InI thle conltext of a

kidnappingl, or any other context, cannot be determined simply by retrievilig thle appropriate

sense of "demand:" It must be injjtrred.

6. Vaguieness, anhlbiglityv, andI flexible integration

L et's consider another example inI %k hich the prop~er interpretation of a Sentence in) termls

of thle appropriaLte high-level memiory structure must co'nfront this sort of- difficunlty:

Joe bought Is new TV at Macv s.

Joe got Is new TV at M'acv s.

The first utterance, b ' use of the word ''boughIt." directly asserts anl instaince of' thle 'bu ing'

memory structure (hienceforth., M%1-BHI ). IHence, in anl integated approach it is best

represented by instantiating NM-B U 1, with Joe as thle Rti'er. Macy's as the Seller, anld the

TV as thle Goods. Sinc e thle wkord ''buy'"' points dlii'cetlv to M-BUY, tis is not at all difitTUtP

to achieve. The proper representation of- thle second utterance is not quite so straightforward, -5

however. Because memory represenltatilonls Should ais mIuchI as possible reflect similarities in

mecaning (Sc hank. 1 975). then, since these two totera rces irc svN n nvmous , or nearly so, their

representations should be identical, or nearly so. Therefore, thle second Utter-alIC\ should also.

be represented by an Instance of'~-~'

That could be accomplished easily if the word ",Oet" poin'ted directly to NI-BUY inl thle

same way that "buy" does. I lowever, since there are many way's to get something besides

buying it, this a pproach would i ni ply thadt '' et'' is anl ext rel cv ambiguous word. with

nnumerable subtly different senlses. Ift' oet'' were u nique inl tis regoard. this consequence

wkould be tolerable: but it Is noit. Peru in 2 anmv text vicldjs \% ords \k it h the Same characteristic.

\yorlds like ''take''. ''USe. "go. ' a\c .. .. k s u"sen , fl andi ,o Oi. IIt latt. this

technlical pioblei ot a eloi ci' larg numb1er of'(1 1 disict '.'.oId "Cil"' -_. ich Rieger and I..

Simall ( 1971). amlong'- others. ha rudmstb dr)d ndh' hna tC( to solve

-- arises becauSe thle entfire aprin)ch eaIns11111. at root. based on tile old riu ti rII that1 the 11ming -

of111 ultteranlce IS a sile.C addlIti\ e tuniction of the me1anlings of' the \\ (ords it cu~ns su

"IlLch an LippodaL'. If' one too)k \I-BIN Huycr (,Joe) Seller OICNc, S) Goods m'I''V as

thle represenltationl of, .Joe -,ot Il,, '. l'c\' aV t Matcv', 111ad thenl subtracted out thle

disJinhiliated Icanine'-Soult ll the '.'oI'Cls Inl that utterance. lothin2, \k~tuld he ICI't o\ er. \ei'\

nuanm"coftl the tteran.c. e'.er' sutleI distict1In Ill thle maingJ11I_ of e'.I \i''. .(I in thle Lonte\t oft1

the 1uttcraiu1 e. muti be IrelIceted in) 1 uc ()I the inumerlel nit]mber of prconIpuIIted scnuses o)I' thle
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wvords themselves. Again, SuICh anl approach seems too Static. The appropriate in rcr-pretar ( il
of "-get"' i tis context should be determined not by Me-I -t-Cins' a pre'C ions!',V C0 u111e

sense of the word, but by some sort of inferential processins.

The al ternativye I propose is based onl the inltuition that thle problem with a word s uchI as

CetC IS no0t that it IS enormou10Lsly am bl'iuouIS, With Im'II p)osib1 lemings11,1 o01' great Speci fi tv

but rather that it's mecaning is va~,' iw and general. 'N hat '' ret'' COc eVs. is sily~ a C1rUdC

dt'sc ripj)twi~ of what 'set' nlii ht meianl In a syecotx.Ini order to den \ e a morehihl\

elaborated and speciftic represenitationl 1'or thle ultter'ance a a hol( le (inl tisl' ease, inl termITs Of

NI-B L's), some kind of Inferential prFOCessing muIst be eloyed()~ inl tile aittemp1t to exp)li

what a ''gett ing' action entails inl thle partic ular co ntext . ([The import(an,1ce of crude descriptionis

as a starting point for u nderstandin.uswas diS'scussed inl general terms b \ MIarr. I 977). Ini the

silelst Cases, 'suIch anl explanaLtlin con I be pro\vided Ii a mannmer AMi to) scri-pt app!icatwi b

mlatc hilng a poition of Sonme Conre xtuallIy act% se memory* st mct ii rS ( Selt ank and ;\ e! 51i. 1 977-:

Cullinof'ord. 1978). Ini a sense, such an lanto poeswor-ks simply) by Wsins_ tire cruLde

description as a search key 1'i r index ing i wilde ot s ucl contecx t na ICv k atiIICe mem' ivsrutr

TO see howMI tis igh'It \w rk . let us1 ass time that thle meaingII- Of "'et' isl represented

Si mply as; ATRANS (represeniting" thle conicept of' tranis ir of- Po)\SsssI iof- orc In t riI). FuWrther.

assuilm that onle kn1ows that Mlacv's Is a department store. \l-BVY'\ ould be potentially

relevant, since department stores are a common setting for)I \l-JU'i N-B Li contalis

Ile\ era! scenes. among_ them two \vhich center arou~nd instanices of' AIRANS: One represents

the transfer o)f thle Loods from seller to buyer. and the other thle rranlsfei' of mloile' fromit\ uer-

to seller. Now consilder the tfol11o)% ig 111iirrfr' .\ eplatlonl rule:

I f an1 action1 occur nI ast \k hich is Cor'nmllolv associaited with somell actiity

therr lookk I inide tilre firernor If\t ructufre that Iriani/ K k11os ledee, about t Ihat

atcti\ its. and check sshether thle action could instantiate onec ()t Its scne. I s

then instanf~ntit the enlltr n1IeItors structure, and 11ar1K the iriareirts c as

acId ac CII. p1 I shed.

,Sinkc thle transfer td the "IA ( to c 1ie aches, a cntral sCcne inl NI-IUi' the transfer ofI

the Goond o r ittn~ the seliltr I)the J t' b\' usini! a ruleJ f' thi)S sort, theC utterceC 'Joe -,(t

his, TIe\\ 'IA at1 NcssCall he LirIxertoo1d as, al linstan~ce (o1 \-I Y. \5 ithoult rIcessitairIs

that t poin1t to) \J-BI'i as1 a1 Ils~esesl partiular tiaprchdeio(t 1irr1it tile

IleanIM Of 11 'I rutrerarre to be si mrl\~ an add ilk i 5e ritrn ii f rte lireai miss of rte \wirds [hat

ma1,ke it rip. It ire subratedas\a the llcInrinIss_ of, rthe M~id 1111 th ,is earple. onel ssotld~ bec

% % c ' ' -C '- - *.c . -. -J
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left with an instance of M-BUY which, although suggested by "Macy's," was not directly %
asserted by it or any other word in the utterance.

Utterances that require tile sort of processing described above are extremely common. I
will present one more example here: I

John mailed me a postcard from Mexico.

John sent me a postcard from Mexico.

As above, these two utterances are synonymous, or nearly so. Both are best represented in

terms of the memory structure that represents our knowledge of postal service (i.e..

NI-MAIL). In tile first case, this is directly asserted by the use of the word "mailed." In the

second case, it must be inferred, since the word "sent" has been used instead.
-Z

'Send," like "et," is a vague word: It points to a crude description of what it might

mean in some context. Let's assume that this meaning call be represented simply in terms o.

PTRANS (representing tile concept of physical transfer of location). It seems clear that the

word ''postcard" suggests that M-NIAIL, might be relevant. Since the main goal of M-NIAII,

is to accomplish the PTRANS of some object, and since the action asserted by "send" is a

PTRANS, it is fairN straightforward to conclude that MN-MAIL, should be instantiated.

The sort of processing described above can also solve our original problem of deiiving ,,

the proper interpretation of utterances involving the word "demand" or the phrase "say they

vant" \vithin the context of a kidnapping story. Suppose that the meanings of these locutions

are represented simply in terms of tie NITRANS (representing the concept of communication)

of some desired goal. (This is not quite ri Cht, since tile use of the \\ord "demand" additional l\

implies the potential to CarT\ out son1C thlreat. hLut it is good enog l ,r ol p, flplcs.t

Suppose fut11cr that the N-KII)NA I m CnsV Stuc Inr inc ItIdes at cene in \khliclh t% ,

kidnappers comnllicate tileir dcmands to tile victiu's relati\c, FepreCISeced ill to1rmN 1" of, a",

similar NJTRANS stcWtre. \V' h1,e.11C, eret1rc, so iethinl2 like tie 1I1(m1'. 10 tuctreCs iVS 1

nlenl( w', W: --

"-":::

%,%".
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"demand" [lexical item]

I associated concept

(MTRANS Actor (?X)
Mobject (11AS-GOAL Actor (?X)

Goal (?Y)) ,
To (?Z))

say they want" [phrase]

I constructed interpretation

(MTRANS Actor (?X)
Mobject (ilAS-GOAL Actor (?W)

Goal (?Y))
To (?Z))

(M-KIDNAI1 Actor (?Kidnapper) Imemory structure]
Victim (?Victim)
Ransom (?ransom)
Relatives (?Relatives))

associated scene

(MTRANS Actor (?Kidnapper)
Mobject (IlAS-GOAL Actor (?Kidnapper)

Goal (?Ransom))
To (?Relative's))

Figure 2-1: Memory structures for interpreting demanding actions in
kidnapping context

Now, in the course of attempting to explain an input such as "The kidnappers

* demanded..." or "The kidnappers said they wanted..." in tie context of a kidnapping story, the

information associated with M-KIDNAP -- that is, the expectations that it generates -- can be

used, as described above, in a manner akin to script application. Thus, for example. both o"

these inputs could be explained because they match the expectation for a scene in which the

kidnappers communicate their demands to the relatives of the victim.

The crucial point here is that this use of memory struc tUIes ill tihe X pla naLtion of"

linguistic inputs can form the basis for a more flexible solution to the problem of inte"ratin -.

information of different kinds and from different sources. The reason is as follows: In the

course of the kind of pattern-matchilng that such an explanation process entails, the til1er of the

Mobject role of the NITRANS arising from "demand" or "say they want" inlu i be unified

with the filler of the Mobject role of the MII'RANS in the matching scene ot NI-KII)NAP.

,F.:

kz &N %
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(As Charniak, in press, has pointed out, the form of unification involved here is not the

standard one, because variable role fillers such as ?Ransom cannot be construed as

universally quantified variables.) In particular, the two Goals must be the same. Thus,

variable role fillers ?Y from the input and ?Ransom from the matching scene in the memory

structure must be presumed to be the same if the input is to be explained in terms of this scene.

But, of course, ?Ransom is just another name for the filler of the Ransom role in

M-KIDNAP. Thus, the filler of the Goal role in the input MTRANS, ?Y, must be the filler

of the Ransom role in M-KIDNAP. .

At this point, all of the constraints bearing on both the Ransom role of M-KIDNAP

and the Goal role of the input MTRANS can be seen to be jointly bearing on exactly the same

entity. The constraints bearing on the Ransom role arc, of course, the specific expectations

that NI-KII)NAP represents about what kidnappers want. What are the constraints bearing on

the Goal role of the input? They are, simply, tie syntactic constraints that specify where in the

utterance its filler can be expected. For example, if the input were conveyed in terms of the

word "demand," we would expect the direct object of the verb to be the Goal. In short, in the

course of attempting to explain the input in terms of the NI-KIDNAP memory structure, the

correspondence between the direct object of the verb "demand," or, for that matter, the phrase

say they want," on the one hand, and the Ransom role of M-KIDNAP, on the other, can be

dv'nanicallv established.

Once that correspondence has been established, the joint application of contextual and

syntactic constraints required for integrated processing is made possible. However, that alone

is not sufficient: An integrated approach to language analysis must also attempt to bring such

constraints to bear as early as possible. Thus, the sort of explanation process described above

must take place in "real time,'' during the course of sentence analysis. In particular, in the

example discussed above, the Correspondence between the direct object of the verb and the

Ransom role of NI-KII)NAP must be established hJ'Ore the direct object is actually read or

heard, so that the relevant contextual constraints can be applied immediately in the resolution of

any linguistic problems it may pose. In this way, the flexible integration of different sorts of

knowledge, from different sources, that is required for an integrated approach to language -

analysis, can be achieved.

7. Conclusion %

One reason to expect that artificial intelligence can contributC to ou.r understandi ng of the

relationship between syntax and semantics is that it must address the issue in otder to construct

W - .. . . .. ... .'.-
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process models capable of performing the types of linguistic tasks that people can perform.

Other approaches to linguistic theory are under no such methodological pressure to address the

issue; indeed, quite the opposite is true. Research aimed towards elucidating a competence

theory of syntax, for example, naturally starts by de-emphasizing the relationships between

content and structure. This essentially methodological decision has often been transmuted into

empirical claims for various forms of syntactic autonomy, usually without any consideration

being given to what sort of relationship might be required in order to actually perform

significant language processing tasks. In research on artificial intelligence, however, this lack

of attention to functional requirements is -- or ought to be -- impossible.

The motivation for an integrated approach to language analysis lies in the potential utility

of the contextual information embodied in explanatory memory structures to early decisions in

the analysis process, in particular the resolution of such problems as lexical ambiguity. ,,,

However, there has been a great deal of confusion about what such an approach actually 4.

entails. In particular, it does not mean that language analysis does not involve the use of

syntactic information, or that information about structure cannot be distinguished fromn

information about content. The issue is not, and never has been -- despite claims to the

contrary (see, e.g., Marshall, 1980) -- whether sentences are different from other objects in the

world, or whether facts about sentences -- e.g., facts like "word x precedes word y in sentence

z -- are different from facts about other things -- e.g., facts like "If patron x places order y

with waiter z, then z wIll bring y to x." These claims are trivially, indeed tautologically, true

and without empirical import. For AI, the issue that is in contention is whether or not the

useful and efficient ana lvsis of Ii n guistic inp, uts can best be accomplished by utilizing 4

Information about their content, and about the larger context in terms of which they must be

understood. For Ilinguistics, the issue is whether or not facts about sentences can ultimately be

explained -- or even describcd adequately -- without referei;ce to such information. N

In order to apply contextual iln format ion s5tennli l'from the undcrstaindcrs h\ pothc5cs e.

about a situation to the rational resolution of problems in early lanoiae alnalysis -- thereby ..

avoiding, as I argued in chapter one was necessary, the need to make such decisions arbitrarily

-- "communic ation chllannels" must be formed to make the rClcvaIlt col xit alI informatio l-

available to the processes that make those decisions. That is, the representations whic I

constitIte the I ii IldCrstatdClr's h\ potlescs,. and those \kvhich ari',c 110111 the text, 7l uWt be related - "

to each other in such a kay that c(OnstrainIts flOll both sorTceS Caill he iler'Cd and taken into

account silultanCously. The tiinclv disambiguation of a \\fld, for exaulple, depends onl

knowing that it might fulfill e l,(eC oa()lC il ,ccou)tnt Of ilts position in the sentCnce, aid also that

that role 11tt mCCt certain specitic SCI]LIIIIc rcluilrncliill in the currCnt Co)tLXt. Ill the

V, %
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simplest cases, as we saw, the necessary connections between an hypothesis and a text might

already exist in memory, easily retrievable because the text contains words or phrases that refer

directly to the hypothesis. In general, however, this is not the case, and inferential processing

must be employed in order to determine how the input is related to the hypothesis, thereby

dynamically establishing the connections necessary for integrated processing.
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CHAPTER 3

THE FOUNDATIONS OF SYNTACTIC ANALYSIS:

A FUNCTIONAL CRITIQUE

1. Introduction

Anon-integrated view of a mental faculty such as language understanding must start by

breaking the task into a series of relatively non-interacting modules, each defined by its concern

with a single type of knowledge from a single source. Although there are many non-integrated

theories of semantic and inferential processing -- as we will see in the next two chapters -- by

far the largest single category of theories based on a non-integrated approach to natural

language understanding are those concerned with the syntactic analysis of sentences. I have

already criticized such theories obliquely in the last two chapters. In this chapter, I will present

a more direct critique of modular theories of syntactic analysis.

The primary aim of this critique will be to show where and how modular theories of

syntactic analysis are deficient as theories. In particular, then, their merits or deficiencies as

engineering will not be discussed. Thus, we will not be concerned here with such questions as

how many constructions a given parser is currently able to analyze, how much CPU time it

takes to do so, how many -- or how few, depending on how progress is measured -- rules or

lexical items it employs, or the ease with which new rules can be added. Rather, the goal here

is examine how well these theories address the issues which must be addressed by a

computational theory of any cognitive ability. I will show that modular theories of syntactic

analysis systemnatically fail to address certain issues which are of central concern to artificial ,

intelligence, and I will argue that this failure raises questions about their standing as theories

with empirical content for Al. ,

2. Funcdionalitv and artificial intelligence

The characteristic that most distinguishes artificial intelligence from the other cognitive

sciences is its concern with functionality, the analysis and justification of representations and

processes with respect to the functions they serve in some natural cognitive task. Al research

P
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is based on the proposition that functional requirements, stemming from the need to perform

realistic cognitive tasks, are the most important determinants of cognitive theories. This is not

to say that other requirements arising, for example, from experimental results, or from accurate

descriptions of human behavior, should not play a role in theory development, even in Al. In ,"-

linguistics and psychology, of course, these are the primary sorts of requirements that theories

must attempt to satisfy. But these motivations alone are not sufficient, and are not even

necessarily central, to artificial intelligence. They do not distinguish Al from either linguistics

or psychology: Function does.
" .

An Al theory of language understanding, then, must attempt to define and jLstify the

representations and processes it proposes with respect to their functional role in the

understanding process as a whole. Nevertheless, modular theories of syntactic analysis.

almost without exception, fail to provide functional justifications For even the output that they

claim must be produced, let alone the processes by which they propose to produce that Output.

This systematic failure reveals that these theories are not, at least as currently formulated,

fu ncti(mal theories at all. Instead, they are more or less straightforward implementations of the

descriptive theories constructed by linguists concerned with syntactic competence. As I

pointed out in chapter one, however important such descriptive theories may themselves be for

c0 igriitik e science, their implementation adds nothing to their empirical content, although it may

prov'C useful I from an engineering point of view. It is thus not surprising that mlainv Iinguists

\iew Al Ivork (on natural language processing is a relativel till iteresting enginceing adj iuct

t the ir science (see, e . lDrcsher and I lornstcin, 1976).

lct's examine this pwiiat titrc closcl. to0 see exactly M hv the siraiehtfor'ar,

I iI Ipl mICtatMI Of (lescripti\ e ther\ i so tIpI(lucti\e. l dCpr\ ide some ncutralit tO the

d 1 Cit,, .I will c'stRICt't a lyp( lietica I case. (( ms ider a heha iWr like rn,'udlig ( Schank .

198-2), in Which an input situttliol (or story elicits solme memoryV. 3ased om at simple Lnd

unlr e-allv ;ackno(\', lecdged prenI ise -- that mcm( ries are retric\ cd because of featuires that they

share with Iinputs -- Schank consItrICts a theory ,,f the kinds of feattires that seem to serve as

iIdices in I Uman memory prrcessing. ,,nmne t tier thinges, he demonstrates that the feat ures

impl icatedl in reniIdiiig are often l a surprisingly abstract llatule.

Now cns idcr constructin g a p()oces mlod I(c I tivatcd S( clv\ by the reqi remnicn that it

exhibit the s(rt ( I reinindinC behavior that pc(ple do. That could be acconiplihcd, lor

example, by reprsenting any given input in l terms of the features that it has in common with

anv i veI memory that it elicits, and then using those features as indices to rctricve the desired

memory by means of any of the cmnmionlv available indexing techniques. Such a niodel "gels

%"' %
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bo.
reminded," but then, rather oddly, does nothing with the reminding. Since the construction of'"

such a model does not take into account why it would be useful to get reminded, it does not say

anything about when it should be reminded, or what it should be reminded of, beyond what the

original description of the behavior does. And as a result of the failure to address these

functional issues, it is highly unlikely to be a correct model of how to be reminded -- or at

least, there is no reason to believe that the methods it employs bear any resemblance to what

would actually be needed in a functional memory, let alone the methods that are employed in

human memory processing. Yet it is exactly these sorts of questions that an Al theory of'

reminding would seek to answer.

We can see the further consequences of the failure to address these issues by considering.,_

what sort of representation for memories -- which is to say, what sort of output -- such a
process model" of reminding would argue for. In fact, it would not argue for any %

representation at all. From the point of view of such a model, the way that episodes are
represented in memory is entirely arbitrary, perhaps consisting only of the features used to

retrieve them. Since the model does not address the question of why it should be reminded,

there is no functional pressure on how memories should be represented.

The P,-oper representation f memories depends, of course, on what they are used for.

Thus, one of the most important questions to ask about a behavior such as reminding is what

use it might serve. One p ssiblc answer in this case might be that being reminded of a

presiOus experience w hile attempting to understand an inplUt actually helps in understandi ng-
that input because the memory generates useful expectations (Schank, 1982). \nother answer

might be that the memory suggests potentially appropriate explanatory structures -- that is, that

reminding plays a role in indexing to explanations. Yet another possible answer proposed by

Schank (1982) is that you are reminded in order to be able to learn. That is, when you are
reminded, you compare the current situation with the reminding in order to see if there are any
uteIresting si ilariles that need to be explained. If this answer is correct -- and these answers

are by no means mutually Cxclusive -- then the representation of the episodes in menIorv must

be such that there is extra inftormation in the episodes that is not contained in tihe structuIc that . -

01 Iflizcs themin, si nce otherwise there would be nothing to lcarn.

The important point here is that all of the above ans ers imply that there is no %\av ()'.I-.
knowin,. simply on the basis of a description of reminding. behavior. \hich fCat tlrCS held i

common between an input and the memory it elicits were actually u:,ed in the process of being

reminded, and which were, in a sense, the "Out put" of thitt process. That can only be

determined on the basis of functional utility. Thus, in any model that fails to take fiunctional
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considerations into account, the decision as to which features are used as indices, and which

constitute the output of the reminding process, must be made arbitrarily. The need to make

such arbitrary choices in the design of an Al theory points up the need to devote more effort to

considering the goals which must be satisfied by the process with which the theory is

concerned, just as does the need to make arbitrary choices within the theory itself -- indeed, the
two are involved in a trade-off. Arbitrary decisions are a good clue that a descriptive theory is

being implemented.

Interestingly enough, the problem of arbitrary choice in cognitive theories has not

escaped notice in linguistics. Chomsky (1965), in particular, has made it a central focus of
linguistic theory to find criteria which would rank one grammar as higher than another -- given

that both adequately describe the same data -- in order to reduce or eliminate the arbitrariness of

grammatical descriptions. However, because the doctrine of autonomous syntax precludes

explaining grammatical phenomena in terms of either content or functional utility in language

use, his approach to this problem is to assume the existence of a meta-grammatical level,

universal grammar, which is itself arbitrary. In fact, the strongest psychological claim made by

generative grammar -- that humans possess innate knowledge specifically concerning the

structural properties of natural languages -- is based on this presumption. If the linguist's

problems in determining the best description of the syntactic properties of a language are taken

to be similar to those confronted by a child attempting to learn that language -- as Chomsky

(1965) has argued -- then, to the extent that the linguist's problems are to be solved by appeal

to the court of universal grammar, perhaps so are the child's. However, since the alleged

principles of universal grammar are themselves arbitrary, there is a danger of infinite regress in

this approach to the problem of language acquisition. The solution is to postulate that universal

grammar is innate, language-specific knowledge. Thus, Chomsky's approach to linguistics

elevates arbitrariness to the status of psychological principle.

In contrast, an artificial intelligence theory must attempt to reduce arbitrariness in the

description of a cognitive system teleologically, by reference to the goals of that system. From

an Al perspective, the way to reduce arbitrariness in the representation of linguistic knowledge

is by considering why such knowledge is useful, and how it can best be used, in

understanding and generation. Ultimately, such an approach must be grounded in the goals of
language itself -- primarily, that is, in terms of how language is used to communicate meanilg.

There is simply no way that a functional viewpoint on language can rationally avoid this issue

or its impact on the representation of linguistic knowledge. In fact, any putative rules of

universal grammar uncovered by linguistics would be, for Al, not an answer to the problem of

arbitrariness, but a question. Why are languages such that they have these properties, if indeed

,-,,
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they do? From a functional perspective, before we assume that some property of language is

merely an historical accident of human evolution, we would do well to ask what use it might

serve. If such a functional explanation can be found, we are no longer compelled to assume

that the property is innate: The question remains open whether its utility serves as a constraint

on evolution, or on learning within the individual human being.

3. Non-deterministic syntactic analysis

Probably the most widely employed method for natural language analysis is augmea ted

transition network parsing, or ATNs (Thorne, Bratley, and Dewar, 1968; Bobrow and Fraser,

1969; Woods, 1970). The basic idea is to express the grammar of a language as a finite-state

machine with several crucial extensions. First, the grammar is made recursive by the addition

of a stack, the use of named sub-networks to represent non-terminal syntactic categories (e.g.,

"NP"), and the use of such non-terminal categories in addition to basic syntactic categories

(e.g., "noun") to govern transitions (Thorne, Bratley, and Dewar, 1968). This is, as

Winograd (1972) has pointed out, essentially adding the notion of subroutines to the grammar.

Now, this isn't quite enough to easily represent certain grammatical rules of nitural

languages, one of the standard examples being subject-verb number agreement in English. So

the grammar must be further extended by the use of variables that can be assigned features of

various constituents, which can then be compared, transferred, and so on, by tests and actions

that augment the transitions (Bobrow and Fraser, 1969) -- hence the name, augmented

transition network parsers. The test associated with a transition must be true in order to make

that transition -- i.e., in order to traverse the arc representing that transition in tile network --

and tile actions are peirforned if the transition is made.

Such networks are used for parsing sentences by following the transition arcs, gencrally

using depth-first search. Beginning at the "start" state, the grammar interpreter picks an arc to

traverse, and attempts to find an instance of the constituent Coverning that arc. If the arc is

governed by a terminal constituent category, the interpreter simply checks whether the next

item in the input belongs to that category. If the arc is governed by a non-terminal constituent.

tile interpreter pushes the variables on tile stack and attempts to parse an instance of that

non-terminal constituent using its associated sub-grammar -- hence, the recursive nature of tile

mechanism. In addition, in order to successfully traverse an arc, tile test associated with it

must evaluate to true. If the constituent governing the arc is found, and the test is true, then the

arc is traversed. The parsed constituent is remCovCd from the input, and the action specified by

the arc is performed. This usually results in building some structure reprcsenting tihe

.~,~*1%*
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constituent that has been found, and placing it in some variable.

If the type of constituent needed to traverse a chosen arc is not present in the input, or if

the test on tie arc is not true, the interpreter backs up and attempts to traverse another arc

leading out of the current state. If none of the arcs leading out of a state can be traversed, the

interpreter backs up to the previous state, replaces the constituent that was parsed in exiting that

state to the input stream, and attempts to find another path forward from that previous state. In

other words, ATNs are an inherently non-deterministic approach to syntactic analysis.

Thus, ATN models in no way support the claim that language understanding should or

must involve the use of an independent syntactic analysis module -- at least, not if that claim is

intended as an empirical one. For, as I pointed out in chapter one, the claim that some process

can be accomplished in a modular fashion is irrefutable if arbitrary choice and the

indiscriminate use of backtracking are permitted, as they are in ATNs. Indeed, the heavy

dependence of ATN parsers on backtracking has been previously criticized from viewpoints as

disparate as Riesbeck and Schank (1978) and Marcus (1980). Nevertheless, because the

approach seems well-tailored to language analysis -- given the initial assumption that syntactic

knowledge, represented in a grammar, will be the sole source of knowledge employed -- it is

important to see just how general and unspecific this mechanism actually is. It is, in fact,

simply a version of back-chaining -- tryiig to show that something is true by trying to show5

that its antecedents in some implication rule are true -- with back-up allowed for failed

subgoals. In other words, it is simply one of the general methods by which symbolic

computation can be accomplished. It is for this reason that the programming language Prolog,

which implements that general method, has proven so well-stilted to writing ATN parsers (see.

ec.. Comerauer, 1978; Pereira and Warren, 1980).

To see that this is in fact all that is going on, consider how an ATN might at tempt to

parse an input sentence. First, the attempt to parse a sentence would lead to an attempt to parse

a noun phrase and a verb phrase. The attempt to parse the noun phrase would lead. in turn, to

an attempt to parse either a name, or else more complex phrase consisting of a determiner.

followved by an adjective, and then a noun, and so on. Similarly, the attempt to ptse a verb

phrase would lead to an attempt to parse a verb group and then another noun phrase. and so

on. This entire scenario can he characterized in terms of back-chainiig as follo\s: To sho\v

that the input a is a sentence, show that it consists of a ntoun phrase 1) and a verb phrase c. To

show that b1 is a lnoll phrase, show that i t consists of a 11,nme (1, or else i illore covIplex phrase

consisting of a dclterniincr e, Il{ lowked by an adjective f. and then a noun g, and so on. T.he

attempt to parse a verb phriase could be similarlv rccast in terms of back-chain i nlt

,.
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The problem with relying entirely on such general methods, as I pointed out in chapter

one, is that on this account of what it means to solve problems in Al, any problem is solved as

soon as a representation theory is developed which allows us to enumerate all the potential

outputs for a given class of inputs. However important representation theories are -- and they

are certainly crucial -- the use of such a general mechanism to search for the correct

interpretation of an input adds no empirical content of its own to those theories: It is entirely N

neutral.

For example, assuming that one has a representational theory in which to express the

plans and goals that actors in some domain can be expected to pursue, one can implement a

goal- and plan-based understanding system that explains input actions in exactly the same way,

using back-chaining and back-up. To show that an actor x is pursuing goal a, such a system

would attempt to back-chain and show that x was pursuing sub-goals b and c, and continue.

until it found a goal that the actor was obviously in the course of pursuing. If it turned out that

one could not show that the actor was pursuing goal a, the system would try to see if he were

pursuing goal d, and so on. This hardly constitutes a theory of how explanatory inferences

should be drawn in language understanding. It simply implements, in the most straightforward

way possible, the representational theory employed. As I argued in chapter one, a true process

model must not rely on undirected search of the solution space. Rather, it must be a model of

how to search the space in a directed fashion, by making rational decisions about which

directions seem fruitful.

Just as one can turn an ATN into a back-chaining program, one can easily take a task

which is usually viewed in terms of back-chaining -- for example, medical diagnosis -- and

implement it as an ATN. One could write an ATN for diagnosis as follows. First, one would

list all the diseases as arcs between the start state and the final state. Then, for each disease,

there would be a sub-graph with each arc representing a symptom whose presence would be

evidence tbr the disease. If all the necessary symptoms were present -- and, since disjunction

is allowed, there could be alternative sets -- then the ATN could traverse the arc to the final

state, and print out the name of the disease. If, when pursuing some arc, it got stuck, it could

simply back up and check another symptom or disease. This is simply a nalchine for

exhaustively checking all possible diseases known to tie system.

To put this another way, if ATNs are a theory of language analysis, then they are also a

theory of story understanding and medical diagnosis. It should be clear that they are neither of

these. So, they can't be considered a theory of language analysis either. Of course, the

grammar rules and structural representations which ATNs employ are themselves t,,,a fidh
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theories, albeit descriptive. Interestingly, none of the work on ATNs actually spends much

time presenting or justifying the grammar or representations employed. That's because they

are more or less as proposed by linguistics. So it should be clear why this work, at least, leads

many linguists to believe that AI is just engineering.

4. Syntactic representations

As I argued earlier -- and, indeed, as has been argued by Al researchers from Minsky

(1963) to Marr (1977) -- representations postulated by Al theories must, above all, be able to

meet appropriate functional criteria. That is, a representation theory must ultimately be justified

by showing how it is useful, and a processing theory by showing how it can compute such

useful representations. Indeed, the specification of these criteria forms a substantial part of any

Al theory, and much research on the semantic or conceptual aspects of natural language

understanding, quite varied in other respects, has been concerned with this issue.

In contrast, however, almost all theories of syntactic analysis fail to functionally define

the task that they are striving to accomplish. That is, they offer no functional justifications for

the sorts of structures they assert are to be produced as output -- typically, phrase markers of

the sort employed by linguists describing the syntactic properties of languages -- even though

the output of a computational process constitutes its most important defining characteristic. l",

%0

Linguistics itself, of course, is capable of providing justifications for the use of such

structures in its enterprise of describing and relating syntactic phenomena. However, such

justifications, although not irrelevant, are insufficient for Al. For example, other sorts of

representations that are clearly necessary for language processing, particularly strings of words

and semantic representations, may be capable of efficiently performing these functions -- thus

rendering explicit syntactic representations superfluous from a functional point of view -- and

yet the linguist would conceivably be justified in narrowing the scope of his representations for

methodological reasons. However, such methodological considerations stemming from the

construction of a descriptive theory have no immediately obvious application to a functional %%%

theory. One can, obviously, proliferate representations as much as one wants from a -

descriptive point of view, with a different kind of representation for any arbitrary cluster of'

facts. From a functional point of view, however, each new type of representational structure z

must be functionally justified with respect to the task at hand. This means, in particular, that it

must be shown that such structures facilitate accomplishing the task.

We may then wonder why it is that theories of syntactic analysis assume, without

=- % d'",' , ,",%."",,., %''%,,%,'.,€, -€. .,"• . ,,. ,, . -,, . - . . .. . % . . . . .•. . , . % ...% -,%
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argument, that the output that needs to be produced should consist of the sorts of e A

representations employed by linguists. In the absence of any theoretical justification, we might

seek a pragmatic one. And indeed, there is one that suggests itself rather clearly. If a syntactic

analyzer employs the sorts of representations employed by linguists in their descriptive

enterprise, then it will be able to employ, with a minimal amount of alteration, the rules

developed by linguists in the course of describing the grammars of languages. This is, it

should be clear, not a very satisfactory justification from the point of view of artificial

intelligence theory. %

I lowever, an argument can be made to justify syntactic representations functionally --

even though advocates of syntactic analysis do not make it, and do not even seem to realize that

one is necessary -- and it would be misleading to pretend otherwise just because syntactic

parsing theorists have failed to address the issue. From a functional viewpoint, the output of at

syntactic analyzer must represent information about the structural properties of an input that

would be useful in understanding that input. In order to be useful in understanding, such

structural information should attempt to indicate which constituents of a sentence are related,

and to some extent, how -- what Charniak (1983) calls the "functional structure" of the

sentence. The purpose of a syntactic analyzer, then, must be to determine dhe relations among -

the semantic constituents of an input sentence -- to determine "what goes with wehat '-- ithouL

actually using any knowledge of semantics.

13ecause use of semantic information is forbidden, the most inform1ative representation

that could be hoped for would look something li,, this: Take the full conce)tual representation :,'-

of the content of a sentence, and add a link connecting each word in the sentence to those parts -"

of the conceptual representation to which it gave rise. Then remove all of tile semantic

elements of the representation -- all of the predicates, all of the role names, all of the senuntic -

and contextual constraints, etc., leaving only tile structure. What is left. essentially, is a

bracketed form of the oti-Inal input sentence. This is tile output that should be produccd h\ I ".:e

s', ntactic parser.

I [ovcvcr. syntlctic analy zers actually output l/w1i/01 brac1ktings of sellteilcs 1 ll-

the poin f t lew of tile internals of syntactic analysis, if stuctural L presittC iolls a re to h eo:

uscful in lhe anal, proccss itself, tIhen rccurtn n g patterns must be identiticd to prov ide

c\ pcctations. ( )nce identified, sich pattern, must be named in order to casikl demtc theli r

rclatio',in tile rul, thlt Cnlh dv the expectations. In other words, the non-terlli1al s\mb ,.l's

that 11bel a bracketin' aeC usll in formulating the rules used in a syltactic analv zcr.

............... , ...... .. ........... " .
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Of course, if this is to be made to work, then the expectations generated by structural

representations cannot, in general, be looking for individual words, any more than the

expectations in an integrated analyzer could work that way. Thus, we must assume that words

can be categorized in some way, and that the expectations can be for any member of a given

category. In integrated anplyzers, expectations can be expressed in terms of semantic and

conceptual features. In a syntactic parser, however, this would violate the original premise that

content should play no role.

Thus, we must assume the existence of syntactic categories. The question then arises,

what should these be? At this point, there is nothing much te say except that what everyone

has decided to do is to adopt as syntactic categories the traditional parts of speech -- nouns. ,

verbs, adjectives, prepositions, and so on. Again, it should be clear that this is a pragmatic

rather than theoretically motivated solution, even within linguistics proper.

Finally, none of these arguments should be taken as implying that it is actually possible

to produce even an output as devoid of semantics as that described above by mcans of a

non-integrated,, y syntactic parser. Because natural language utterances can possess

genuine structural ambiguity, it is in general impossible to correctly determine how the

constituents of an utterance are related without the use of semantic and contextual information.

That is, although non-determinism makes it possible to produce all legal structural analyses of

an input sentence according to a given grammar, determining which one is actually correct

cannot be accomplished using syntactic information alone. This issue becomes even more

problematic if non-determinism is forbidden in order to sustain an empirically mcaningful claim.

of syntactic modularity, as we will see in the next section.

5. Deterministic syntactic analysis

The most significant development in modular theories of swntlictic anal\ ,, x inh11111 lathe Y,

ten years has been Marcus's (1 1980) attempt to construct a determini,,tic minch.i,, mc lh,:t d,,c.

not rely on arbitrary choice and the indiscri minate u,C o backtracking'i that Inc\ i '0 c, ,

In fact, on the view taken here. M arcuss,' apptr ,ach to a m(,dii lar h 1 i1 '1-. .. ,it .11,. ,, , '

the only one which can possibly lay claim to any empiricatl ignit cace. I jii , ,Ciilll,,/C

this, because the following should not be taken as n, an aick (in cithcr Vai, hmcI , hi -11

theory alone. Rather, ly critique is f cwUSd on Mar'c',' s .. lrk hc, , IIC l it C .It 1,

opinion, the best to date within a ir''dnlar frane\, ,rk.

f fowever. I WIll ari'1ne beloW that Lfii the it, to 1. xYni.>'

z~

• %"
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issues that cannot properly be avoided, and that consideration of those Issues Militates atais

the success of the approach. Nevertheless, in view of his proposals, it mnight he argu-1.ed that

my earlier criticism of ATNs is somewhat beside the point. There are two reaso)ns why this is

not so. First, Marcus's criticism of non-dleterminism in syntactic parsInI %%'as to~o r11ITM : The

fact is that the use of arbitrary choice and non-determinism leaids to process nlhl dcle (le\Id o)f

empirical significance wherever they are emlploy-ed, and not onl]\ fin s\ ntactic pxjInzg. Sc mId.

despite MIarcus's critique, thle increasing- popul kir Ity of thle rrami 1.iijgPrI'n

however w.ell-deserved, has resutlted Inl thle Colntin ned de' hpen1 nci (d t 1.1 rel

hecavi lv onl back-uip.

OP

hole. ck~ond I f %% i ar-1enY ILi t heor\L IC I( ill Ic t aroundTI I tour11ItIl e ',I of 111C~ I h\ I. I I l Ch It I

that ala /he Ihnr ( falrec to idrs the vjC,~ueI2 oll cenin strut1ra 11h21,itI, "\ .

s eLie icll i thle OlP , nir I ~n it ai to to )o Ias deiu d (j" :kI IIICIIS11C~Ltt I h I t tI Le CA 'I I; I

I hortlie.I ta licnd re il a,)rticle thi fucIol J eiirmn tha inu1t K1 ImeL f 11II C11 t the1 ' l io

re\ Iiad CIc 11 an L \,in nder1111 I( ~uT CII II ne i n l C\ inCail C tI " i 111C t. illt .i 1 I 1C I ]), I\

ail ditat tie Ithii )r I ilure II to Id re tI Ce 1- 1 1 C I I hC> Ie( o,.' 1, 11s . h ch I C

.1. enukc stucitral mbigil.

A t 11C m l f 1!o: I'l st:,1 ,ol, I r ,:W Qd ( l t j! Clll-l N:! i ,; 51

furthe thatb1:T th d is tc 1z, ;x~ 1euce thti a i -friuein~&~II erc

tcF
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even with those ambiguities that remain. Nevertheless, it is highly questionable for several

reasons. First, I think it is fair to say that such an approach greatly reduces the scope of

Marcus's claims: His parser no longer needs to be concerned about resolving those potential

structural ambiguities that turn out to reflect actual structural ambiguities of the input. Even

more, it no longer needs to deal with any subsequent potential ambiguity that might be caused

by prior, genuine ambiguity -- that is, potential ambiguity that might have arisen if some prior %

genuine ambiguity had not been resolved, expeditiously, by fiat.

Second, on this account, the rest of the understanding system must in some way be able

to prevent the syntactic analyzer from producing the analysis that it originally produced --

which proved erroneous -- so that some other analysis will be produced instead. But in order

to do that, the language understanding process as a whole needs some knowledge of, and

access to, the internals of the syntactic module. It is, of course, exactly to avoid this kind of N.P

interaction that modular theories are proposed in the first place. '.

Now, what Marcus (1980) seems to imply, presumably in an attempt to forestall such

criticism, is that the rest of the understanding system need not know %ery much in order to

control the syntactic analyzer's behavior in this way. All that seems necessary is a
.. V

communication protocol by which the rest of the understanding sysicm could send a message

indicating that the syntactic module should "reparse the input, taking a different analysis path,

if the other consistent analyses are desired," (Marcus, 1980, p. 13 note 10). 1 liokever, the

apparent simplicity of such an interaction belies the underlying additional complexity of the

syntactic module which it presupposes. In particular, in order to make such a scheme k ork,

the syntactic module would need to keep a record of the decisions %% hich. it made differently,

would result in an alternate analysis, incl uding its state at each of tho(se decisio l ,i nt,. the

o)rder in which tho)se decisions arose, and some way of keeping track of- k% hich altcrnati es it."'.

had already chosen in producingf pre% ius analses. In a word, that is, it \ ould nccd all of the

machincry that is necded t implcincti i,,-deterni Ill

The main decect o(f this 1PPr 1, .h .o c c r. doe s rot lie iII the iddii i< al II it ter s

(t increascd c( lmplCxit.%, that are Imp sed (i the 5,,n tc tic m 1dule u d 1 t I he 1 tel Ihlci hic '-

Is t th i thetcw,, ,is r,'hhi Pctcr. rcpc,tcdl , t) psI Paul mcC: I)ctcitn. n1ti n and WiB. iUl, tit-\

are ptescr,,cd Ill the ,,tlltact .' in , /cr at th, Ce l'IC, ,t i ll d ctc u 'nI ln it the llttItiiie

tprf,,iItIIkhl 1C' s 1\ a J h ,It ( )t tis a c'tuL i l. dete I I I I lhC , , 111C 1 ' 11 t.1C, P I i tit

etiiirelllc'l\ Auti '1ti ,l , , scrtet.c c(. li c the ui,, 1'11 , 1tht \ "  ,  I , c .n til 1).], t . , :I, I -! h.\ Ilt.'

",", ll , t I i l, .til d ,t I , j ,.rc . fill t3 , h % lc W, T j,, !1,, J11dt "C , 11! I,, fiv ll, idt. It.", 1! 1 .. , I/ i~v ,I !i,tlI s, 11

/ I" "" 111C , kT) 1 1C '_ (1 l l J,,C V t*" !"'""I 111 C 1111 i i I 111 'I W ,1", . I ll i ll ." I iIIt.i I,".I." .Ii I"I I "
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understanding system as a whole are to be kept to a minimum -- as they must be, in order to

uphold the original claim of modularity -- then not only can semantic and contextual processes
play no role in determining the syntactic analysis of an input utterance, but the only information

that they can transmit to the syntactic module about an inappropriate analysis is that it is
inappropriate. As a result, no information about the particular way in which the analysis

happens to be inappropriate can be used to help produce the correct analysis. In sum, the cost

of minimizing the bandwidth of communication between syntactic processing and other
processing in this case is that the language understander as a whole is reduced to the crudest

and most expensive possible method for producing an appropriate interpretation of the input,

namely, arbitrary choice and backtracking.

Perhaps most troubling, however, is not the fact that Marcus's theory avoids the

problems posed by genuine structural ambiguity, but the manner in which it does so. Simply ,

putting such problems aside -- shifting the burden of non-determinism to the understanding "

process as a whole, for example -- places this entire approach on a slippery slope. One can,

obviously, continue to put aside each problem that seems to require sacrificing either

determinism or modularity, and narrow the scope of the theory further and further -- what has
been dubbed, by one of my colleagues, "the incredible shrinking module." But, just as with

the use of non-determinism, this leads ultimately to theories which are irrefutable. It is

tautological that the subset of syntactic decisions that can be resolved deterministically, using
only syntactic information, can in fact be resolved within a deterministic, modular theory of

syntactic analysis. If the claim of modularity is to have any empirical force, therefore, it is

necessary to show that the set of such decisions, and the rules needed to resolve them, can be

characterized in advance. And it seems to me that the fact that exactly the same potential

ambiguity can, in some cases, be resolved within a sentence on syntactic grounds, and in

others leads to genuine structural ambiguity, immediately refutes this possibility in the case of

most, if not all, syntactic decisions.

This point also bears on one of the most common arguments made in favor of modular

syntactic analysis. There is a common-sense grain of truth at the root of the idea, and it is often

put as follows: "What's the problem here? You let syntax do what it can deterministically, and

then semantics takes care of tie rest." Although even this claim is arguable -- I belicrc that

there are many cases in which Understanding need not in principle, and does not in fact in

hurman beings, proceed by "letting syntax do what it can" -- let's suppose that it were true. It

simply does not follow that there must exist an independent syntactic module which makes

those particular decisions that can in fact be made deterministically using only syntactic

information. It is perfectly compatible with all integrated view that decisions that don' happen,

",,, -. '
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in a particular instance, to require the use of semantics be made, in that instance, without such ""

information -- although it need not necessarily be the case that they are. In order to justify the

independent existence of a syntactic module, therefore, it is not enough that particular instances

of syntactic decisions can be made deterministically using only syntactic information. What is

necessary is that classes of such decisions, and the rules which are necessary to make them, be

characterized and specified in advance as the proper domain of such a module.

5.2. Syntactic representations and determinism

A critical examination of how Marcus's theory addresses -- or rather, fails to address --

the need to functionally justify the output of a deterministic, modular syntactic analyzcr, reveals

numerous further examples of the sorts of theoretical deficiencies described above. Consider

the problems raised in determining, and representing, the correct role of a prepositional phrase

within a sentence -- one of the most common instances of genuine structural ambiguity in

English, and moreover a problem that is widely acknowledged, even by Marcus, to require

heavy use of semantic and contextual information (see also Woods, 1973). Because a syntactic

analyzer is by itself incapable of correctly determining where to attach a prepositional phrase, %

Marcus's parser simply attaches all such phrases to the closest available constituent that is

syntactically acceptable, regardless of whether or not that is correct (personal communication).

For example, it would analyze the sentence "I kissed the girl in the park on the lips," as if the

prepositional phrase "on the lips' modified the noun 'park.' The main point here is that a

semantic interpreter using the output of Marcus's parser must beware of taking it too seriously

-- it is likely to be incorrect. This is hardly the hallmark of a functionally constrained output.

The only reason for this approach, indeed, is to avoid tacins the need to use non-syntactic
5-.?

itfornation to make the decision. ,,

More recently, Marcus, I litndle, and Fleck (1983) hac attempted to face up to this sort

of' problem by proposing that tie output otf a syntactic anal, /cr should lot. in fact. hca phrasc

marker of the sort employed in Iingui stics. lnstead, they prposethat it should be somcthing

vaguer ,and less informative, a description which corresponds ato a set of such phrase markers

In particular, the relation "immediately dominalcs" in the structural description ,of a scntence is "-

replaced by the less informative relation "d )ni natcs," and Colstituents aric rclrecd tt) b\ ",

non-un1ique names. ) thlt two svilbols lmay -- if the facts that are kno\\n about the

ciistituents to which they refer are compatible -- turn out to refer to the sam1c c)nstlituenl.

I h,\vever, oncc a 110in no fuiclional justificatlion is offered for this mt ofr ()wtlput, ()[hcr tlhl ite

fact that it may pi-()c possible to produce it Without the use of lscmantc (or cotesC tUal (

infornation, and onrce again this failure places the entire approlsch tln a slipplr' s".,h ..\s',i nA"

%,
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as the output of the syntactic module can be redefined to be less informative -- without being

subject to any constraints of functional utility -- whenever the attempt to produce a more

informative output appears to threaten either modularity or non-determinism, then of course it

will always be possible to maintain a non-integrated view. In other words, if the output of a

syntactic analyzer is defined as that structural information about a sentence which can be

deterministically derived without appeal to semantic or contextual information, then it is once

again tautological that deterministic, modular syntactic analysis is possible. But unless it can

be demonstrated that such an output will be functionally useful, the claim of modularity is

without empirical content. Just as much as permitting arbitrary choice and back-up, defining

the output in this way results in modular theories which are irrefutable. To take this to its
logical conclusion, one can quite simply write a deterministic parser that does not require

semantics: It need only take in strings and output them without alteration. Without applying

the constraints of functional utility, we have no guarantee that the output of a process is -

anything other than a trivial transformation of the input.

Moreover, althoug,.zh a functionally justified output is a ttc'('c'S,,r\ condition for an"

empirically significant claim of modularity, it is by no means .u/ Ci"t. It mu, st also be shown

that the information contained in such an output can actually be exploited %k ithout Vio lating the

original claim of syntactic modularity, and this is not a forcgone concluston: The utiliat ion of

such a representation may itself turn out to require the hihlv itnteirated applicati()n i)f siltactic,

semantic, and contextual information. That is, even it it were possibh to produce 1useful .

syntactic reprcsentations in a deterministic, modular fashion, such rcprcsentatih Ws iight prm'c'e

too itnpoverishcd to support the applicatim of useful -- or c\ cn ncesa,,,rx\ -- 5x t.'t Ctic r ules.

Indeed, it is quite possiblc that a gix en s\x ttactic rule could snletcitucs he applied h\ the

syntactic module -- ,ie a simple and unanbiu un s enouh input -- \\ he at otir ies tlhc le

information necessarv to apply the same rule w()uld nt e a,) alae. II such rules arC

genuinely useful, lhcn it , ill he ncccssary to. a pplv the tI r sufi.cie t ni, ,iulit i It ,ib i the

structure Of the input hlas becn rCcoercd -- xlhich is to aIx. llher sCtIhnti, an11d ctll

info)rmatio)n have been applied. Inl )her wo)rds, ccn if it pt(,c ' <, prdu.c

fIItCti()lll\V LC.ll , ful. Cit so ihl im) crished. ,tuctural reprsentati ' ,s Ilinput sciteiCes in

t lll( dultr and detenni i tl , hio It, it m lax n CeCIC 's he the .,ItC Ii ,ici1.Ill\ 'n , ' su. tlih

reprecentati ons it liderstudIn,-, ell (,ItI ls C ,u stbseCtic, pt Ip'l I I t ,, x ki I i ttt '-'"

rulcs in a hiiht% intCic rted fatshin( . "Ih 'Ce Ce ms little (i t t(, I e ' . ', ; x 1ldi i%-

, Uch ci rc ii Istailcs

it i I1 t)ltIll It) u (hrtat llid that te.h' a t 'l'illIC11 1 'it '! ; ,' >, he

o~utput pro(luccd acc)Id1i1" to" larcu,. Iitle and 'l , , !ie')'1 t l i etix
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informative to support the use of the putative syntactic rules constraining pronoun reference ,.

cited in Marcus (1984) as arguing for the need to compute explicit, independent syntactic
representations. Such rules depend on knowing, rather precisely, how high in the structural

description of a sentence a noun phrase is with respect to a potentially co-referent noun phrase,

and this is exactly the sort of information that has been discarded by Marcus et al.'s later

theory. For example, in the sentence "I recognized the spirit in him by the boy's behavior,"

determining that "him" and "the boy" can be co-referential according to these rules depends on

knowing that the prepositional phrase "in him" is attached to the noun phrase "the spirit, while

the prepositional phrase "by the boy's behavior" is attached to the verb phrase "recognized."
However, since prepositional phrase attachment depends on semantic and contextual -

information, on Marcus et al.'s account this determination would not be made by the syntactic .,
module. Thus, if such syntactic rules for pronoun reference were in fact to be applied in

understanding, that could only occur after semantic and contextual information had been

employed to recover sufficiently explicit information about the structure of the input utterance.

Indeed, on this account, such syntactic rules would not even seem to be within the province of

tile syntactic module itself.

Now the fact is that I don't believe that these rules are completely correct, or that a purely

syntactic account of the phenomena in question is actually possible. (A comn iicing critique of'

such claiis can. in any event, be found in Bolinger, 1979.) Still, I am not surc that I would

o so far as to say that syntax plays no role in the matter, and unless Marcus pi-lrepared to say

that that is the case, he must concede that svniactic kn \\lcdge, and rat her sophisticated ...

sntac iCc knoclcdge at that, must exist and be ap-,licd outside Of the 5 ltactic tin dulc. It is not
clear. under these circ umstatlces, v% hat the claim in ,vntactic In ldKAilai\ a111M Illt t).

5.3. (;arden palh sentences and modular parsing

)ne + N arcts's oosrn t irgi crnii(1s aIiIIrn iis,, in la', r t [he (I't,.rin IIT ) h\ rth,. 9  x a,

the use Of g,.rdCle path sentcccs as "the cCption that pII C, the IulC \ '2AlcII path'.

sentence, tore\ Ic.V, is a "scitclc abut l hich In unl'l l lde cl anc', x)e ci , ' tii s c'IcsirI)-

dtrri ii.2 iirideric nlt ,nd b on mes tm ci,, ;s \\a d H 11,1 t t l I ,l i ' . thel plaic 1C

he h lrc ra .cd past the barn-1 tell, " is a ,arti lci 1,Itli L,.rttii' e he. ci,;"' 111C i.el e i\e
,,uK ,lan,, "racd pi~t the. hamt redu£ cd bc,.,iH,,e tl'' , ''V x , ',,, :,,'& ' ,t heeli ,_

tlItte'Cd is ' ll \ll C ic 111,111 i pi'li ,,itc I t1 Ce tc', 2.'. . ,'C. it IlLh

,,\ ,d tell v, crc ab"tClt

The .'ll l l' i th t larr t,.". an l\ i ,,s d1 t", nh e t i t haL ktI . _' 2 'A ,. lctt thei kil- \k , ,I ,
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it, to be refuted by such examples. However, Marcus turned this phenomenon to his

advantage by pointing out how difficult it is to explain within the framework of a

non-deterministic approach to language analysis. He argued that there is a sense in which a

language analyzer that routinely employs backtracking is constantly being led down the garden

path to incorrect analyses, even during the analysis of inputs which do not, to humans, seem to

be problematic. How then could such a process distinguish between the back-up arising in

garden path sentences -- which is conscious -- and thle unconscious back-up routinely

employed in analyzing unproblematic inputs? In Marcus's own theory, on the other hand, the

difference is easily accounted for: Garden path sentences are exactly those in which the usual

determninistic language analysis mechanism fails.

I lowever, it is possible to agree with Marcus that garden path sentences argue against the

indiscriminate use of backtracking in languiage understanding, without agreeing that they

constitute a purely syntactic phenomenon, and that the thrfre provide evidence for his
theorv of modular deterministic syntactic analysis. lIndeed, in view of Crain and Steedman's

1985) experimental results, this is the only interpretation possible. Cramn and Steedman

demonstrated that the phenomenon of garden path sentences is crucially dependent on semantic

and pragmnatic f'actors, and, therefore, that no purely syntactic account -- including Marcus's -

can be correct.

Consider thcir example "The children taughlt by the Berltz method passed.'' Although N
this sentence is svntactically identical to) "The horse raced pas'.t the barn fell," it is not a garden

path Sentence. That I", Since It is unlikely that children teach. but quite likely that they are

taull' hr. thce phr11-se, ''taught by h the Becrlitz mnethod'' IS aIssume1d to be a reduced reClative subclause

descrihiuc, which children are bein- ref'erred to. Cr-am and Stcedmnan explicitly contrasted this

sell ece- with 'The teac hers taugh1It by thle Berlitz miet hod pasd' hich - - although-1 di ffering

4WInR Ii that thc word 'teachers'' has been subistiuted for thle \ (rd 'students'' -- clearly is a

a u rdl path enitenice. 'Ihese examples delmuntae s(ri n teua iun uta

hie phn nni f~re'p.Ith sentences Can1 univ he e\pialne11d b% assuinII.II that factors of'%

sc ~nI Ici IIImte11 \ti pasii pla% a rote InI S> uactic: dcC isn" us im i Senlten'ce _1nais.

11) "'n l 11!1C% shi i\I cii 1l41t (III \ that1 thIis IemI 11c1ii I it'll C iiIt he C\pi~IiiICd \ iti11111 thle f'ramew\,ork-

-d\UTii 11". ii. 111C I hut thati it 'Ictliial CuiIlStItUIit stn4Iill" C\ IcmIkCe 1a'1JI111,1 that1 their,. 1

)lie 1111,11 1iqllIliclit \lajrcukss tlleorT\ III eade ll-d l sen11 C ten-cs re Illu tile claim1 that J

i~ci Vil dI) iiI i hiAlkrick and pi-IiduCe 11il alternateC fIl all Iipiit Iiti nt beconiinII2

L'iw,iils time use (if such 'akic ISi as a matter If o~impse. tue qupicii,1 nilluaiArief\li

---- -. --.-
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people do not seem to be conscious of that fact in such cases. I suspect that Marcus would be

tempted to respond that, in the case of genuine structural ambiguity, the discovery of the error

and the subsequent decision to back up and produce another analysis would not reside in the

syntactic module itself, as it does in genuine garden path sentences, and that this explains the

difference. If he did so, however, he would be forced to accept the conclusion that the garden

path sentences devised by Crain and Steedman really do reflect erroneous sn tactic decisions

by the putativel, independent syntactic module, despite the fact that those decisions are

demonstrably made on the basis of semantic and contextual information. In other words,

Marcus's account of garden path sentences is not merely empirically incorrect it appears to be

inconsistent with his account of genuinely ambiguous, sentences.

5.4. Lexical ambiguity, modtilarity, and determinism

One of the most important and difficult problems in language analysis is the timely

resolution of lexical ambiguity. For the understanding process as a whole, the problem is one

of determining the appropriate meaning of an ambiguous word. It is widely understood --

although, as we will see in the next chapter, just as widely ignored -- that such disambiguation

in general requires the heavy use of semantic and inferential processinrg. For a syntactic

analyzer, however, lexical ambiguity manifests itself in the sorlcw,,hat narro\er pri blc Il of

determining the appropriate part of speech of a word that belongs to sc\ cral syntactic

categories. Nevertheless, these two problem; are related: Semantic anbigu ilty oftcn --

although not always -- entails part of speech ambi uity. The reason why this poses a problem

for syntactic analysis, of course, is that part of speech ambiguity is one of the chief causes of

structural ambiguity in natural languages. Since much of the struct ural ambigIbu i', of language

arises as a result of lexical ambiguity, and since the resolution of lexical ambig uity scems, on

the face of it, to require heavy use of semantics and inference, this problcm constittlc me of

the primary motivations for an integrated approach to lantuage analy s is.

F or the very samle reasons, lexical ambiguity would appear t) bC a crucial isstue lwr an1L

theory that pIPtorlts to show how synta.ctic strutctural amhieuit.1 can he rco,\ hcd in at

clcterministic and mtdular lasiim -- that is to say. \,,ith limited h k t-hCtd a ,nd h hl\ restricted -

use of sC anllLt li and ColltcxtuLl infrnI ati on. Ne\ CrthlsC,,, le ical I l-,t I lit\ iP, anthCr of the

pn)hItL ],, Ii tha M atrcu,, c, te r.. siIl.l, put, aside: W ith ) oneoit tk\ v, c\cCPi n,, ,.ords Irc ta kcn

i he ,,ntacticall ,nanih i 1uo )s in his \)frk. (ncc agaii, ho~xccr, thi,, strIt'l:l, raise,, the
dlc Ii ,n oi exactl, \kl.at ci pirictll made b\ the thc,,r\ .St the ri,,k ,1_

Shclab rin, tIbis [iin)I t, it is IIIR MI Cbtdl I tiIC that b\ iciiclitt all pi,,ici ll ,pilt c ,i lt c otic

,,JClihicin ' CitlC III(il urltV (,r (Iclc i nisl.ll, 011c all c.1Csirtic t .1 iii.dtltI. 'c lllilliitsti"
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syntactic analyzer. But unless it can be shown that the output of such a parser would be

useful, and that its use would not itself entail the joint application of syntactic and semantic

knowledge, such a claim is without empirical import.

Moreover, lexical ambiguity is precisely the sort of problem that militates against the
possibility that those conditions hold true. Indeed, the one or two cases of lexical ambiguity

that Marcus does attempt to resolve within the framework of his theory simply serve to show
how profound tle impact of the problem actually is. For example, in order to disambiguate

whether the word "have" is used as an auxiliary or a main verb, Marcus introduces a diagnostic

rule which is arguably the most complex in his entire grammar. Nevertheless, as Marcus

himself points out, the rule fails on many obvious examples. Htow well such rules would

work in the context of many other ambiguous words is highly questionable. Indeed, Milne's

(1982) attempt to address lexical ambiguity within tihe framework of Marcus's theory led to a

substantially greater reliance on semantics. One need not agree with the details of his proposals

to find this result suggestive.

6. Conclusion

In this chapter, we have seen that current A[ theories of modular syntactic analysis are

not well justfied functionally. They are, in a sense, "process models," but it is not clear that

they are models of any real process. The nearly complete absence of adequale functional

constraint on the representations which constitute their output has led, inevitably, to a
scientifically fatal lack of constraint on the processes which are proposed to produce that

output. As long as outputs are defined and redefined at the whim of the theorist, without being'
functionally justified, then of course any process at all can be "proven' viable. The ultimate

role of such a process within a functional theory of language . understanding, however, remains

in doubt.

Indeed, the most popular models of language analysis -- ATNs and Prolog-hased parsers

-- are not process models at all, but simply programming lagUagCS. As I rged In chapter

one, the claim of modularity is irrefutable it the indiscriiiiiinate use (o arbi trarv choice and

backtracking is permitted. Such models are, therefore, in principle inc apablc of cither assert ing
or supporting an empirically meaninIful claim of svntactic modularity. NlarcuS' s lwc recent %

deterministic t heorv of svntactic an:lvsis seeins at first ,kanice pr unisi g, I l (me cr, by

its repeated failure to address many of the problens %% hic'h make lnc,lae anal\ sis so difficull

in the first place -- such as lexical ambiguity and gleUille structural arnhituitv -- this thc)ry too

ails to assert ()r support any elpiriclly significanltlim of syntactic nldularit\. .lCoVer.
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the very problems in language analysis that this theory ignores provide strong evidence that

such claims are in fact insupportable.

From the functional perspective that motivates an integrated approach to language

processing, the theoretical shortcomings of modular approaches to syntactic analysis are not

really very surprising. After all, the roots of such theories lie not in a functional view of

language as a goal-directed behavior, but rather in the descriptive view of language behavior

taken by linguistics. However appropriate such a view may be for linguistics -- and it is by no

means a universally accepted perspective even within that field -- it is entirely inappropriate for

Al. The decision as to whether a given process should or should not employ a given class of

information in the performance of its task must be made on functional grounds, weighing the ':

utility of the information against the cost of gathering and applying it, rather than on a priori

descriptive grounds. Similarly, the task itself must be defined functionally, in terms of its

utility to the organism, rather than by its conformance to some a priori descriptive framework.

One can argue for a modular approach to language analysis, and against an integrated

approach, but the functional premisses that motivate an integrated approach provide the only

basis upon which such an argument can be fruitfully caried out. The paucity of the results

stemming from modular approaches to language analysis, despite the investment of enormous

scientific effort, directly reflects the failure to keep such functional considerations foremost in

mind.
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CHAPTER 4

LEXICAL AMBIGUITY AND VAGUENESS

IN LANGUAGE ANALYSIS

1. Introduction

Lexical ambiguity is one of the most basic, yet problematic, characteristics of natural

language. It is, first of all, far more pervasive than it intuitively appears to be: Because people

are not consciously aware of most of the ambiguities in what they read or hear, the fact that
most of what they read or hear is ambiguous is not immediately apparent. However, a glance

at any ordinary dictionary should make it plain that lexical ambiguity is extremely common.

The importance of lexical ambiguity, and the difficulties involved in attempting to resolve

the problem, have been apparent since the original work in machine translation thirty years ago.
Bar-Hillel (1960), in his critique of that work, showed that determining the correct sense of an

ambiguous word depends, in general, on plausible inferences from extremely complex features

of the context in conjunction with arbitrary facts about the world. He gave as an example the
problem of choosing the correct meaning of the word "pen" in the sentence "The box is in the

pen." In this sentence, the pen in question is probably an enclosure, such as a play-pen, rather

than a writing implement. Bar-Hillel argued that in order to determine this, a language analyzer . -

would need access to background knowledge of the functions and relative sizes of these two

different kinds of objects, and to information about the context in which the sentence appeared.

as well as some means of using that knowledge to determine which of the various possible

interpretations of the sentence was the most plausible.

Of course, lexical ambiguity is not just a problem for semantic analysis. As I pointed out
in the last chapter, it is also one of the chief causes of structural ambiguity, and, therefore, an

issue with which syntactic analyzers must contend as well. This aspect of the problem has also

long been appreciated. In the well-known example "Time flies like an arrow." (Kuno. 1965).

much of the structural ambiguity of the sentence -,tCms from the part-of-speech ambiguity of the

words "time," "flies," and "like," which in turn reflects their semantic amhiuirv.

% %
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Thus, on the one hand, the resolution of lexical ambiguity seems to require complex

plausible inference based on contextual information as well as world knowledge; anid, on the

other, it has a profound impact on syntactic processing, since it is a chief cause of structural

ambiguity. As I argued in chapter one, in order to avoid arbitrary choice anid the undirected

search that inevitably results, such ambiguities should be resolved as early as possible, and oil

the basis of as much information as possible. Lexical ambiguity is, therefore, one of thle

characteristics of natural language that argue for an integrated approach to laniuage analysis,

one in which the inferential and memory processing that is required for disarrbioUation isl

intimately involved in the analysis process itself.

2. Lexical ambiguity and syntactic analysis

In syntactic analysis, the problem of lexical ambig'uity is not One of choosin"A 'lie conleCt

sense of a word, but simply the correct part of speech. H owever, a,, Kiino' (1 9M

well-known example demonstrates, these problems are closel%- related. Word-senseC ai hl-Ul%

very often entails part-of-speech ambiloitv as wel. anid therefore correct]%, di gnmigain' thle

part of speech of a word will In general depend onl comnplex seininii w ad rym!

processing. As a result, syntactic analyzers cannot be expected to soilve h% thcni,,ckcse t he

problem of lexical amrbi-ity, even jUs t pa rt ot f Specc 11 atf bii2 h Ii It~ .\ C~ ci he r

unreasonable to expect that they, mig~ht conitribute to its soluionIl

I lowever. as we saw in thle last c hapter. thle cli cf 'Ippr oa,. Ii t~ i

aibi U ItV. lexical or othlerwIse. I Si SI11I N to try eac:1 I ltit1 \ e. \k 111 lce iC11- pe! eL-j 1),!

upI in case it shouild prove mistaken. I"tisi tile 'Ippnok 'L II tken InI AT\ I!), A."

models (see, Ta..*horne, Bratle\, aind lce\\ar. ')N. dnv Q .;: H

W\IKds. 1970;- Colmeraniter. 19781- ,1,,ir 1n Ware.I )W Ahe Ca '

anl amh~l"iUts \ ord, it sInlpl\ trie eachI' !,,Ihl hoc hai\\tl

will enable a transition, and mhioch liercflrei otilich p,\lil\e~ "

Input sentence acortding to thle -raininiat unhicd If the: o:. '\ c

tintact~k ic aal\is then it kk ill b lec he he:1 pihe' I~

repeated for a pi~en kord ech tinie !he tcIc .'

tic I%% Irk All and '11N. thle emC eI. that CLad t H I Nf~ C""! I'' % ( \

.1 Tl~s \il.e Si~nhtwt' (:, I' epNv

C"1ul1i'4 iltit f tile .

Ile fc Ita c t t~u [I L: h: Ir I I ,~..

Ill tlie Ilast chappit appl ecs cqul 11 %Cl I P'' .'.;y pcK

% 3
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disambiguatio n. Nevertheless, there is currently no other theory of lexical disamrbig(uation inl

syntactic analysis: Despite thle fact that lexical amnbiguity is a prime cause Of Much of the

structural ambigulity' in langua,,e, %trcus's mnore recent deterministic approach to synltactic

analysis basically jenores thle problem. and loses 11uLCh of its empirical significance as a result.

Inl SUM, no adequate syntactic theorv of' lexical disamnbi cuationl exists. This is not particulary

"Urprisiiie. ice lexical arrbig-Uitv is. after all, primarily a queCstionl of' word-sense ambiguity,

raither than j'ist part of speech arrbi"uItvM. and so prmnyasrantic problem rather than a -

"I'ltactc o le epite thle problems it raises for syntactic analyss ytxaln antb

S\ pcted to di) \ er\ much about lexical arrbi en itv.

3. 1. c a a i i gii and ( semantic a nalI sis

(,QteC 111Crll . YU th (1~i1 liclatilbti 2LIH\ has recelived far- more attentiotn !nl theories

cv'eJ ~ ~ ~ 1),1 \~K~i~ ,a,\~ hnInl th(INC Cttneened ,lrriply\ with sy'ntactic analysis.

I ~ ~ i ' c c '' 'h rt O'Cetcc \crIl tthe a't k,irtv (d, d I Iferent Semlantic approaches to
N, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~- .: N2~___ n t~pl .l' nIatuntn tsaeoon ne or t\o fundamtenital

N.. N V c Wt q ~ Je ica I cet lit I ii u s one o'CtiUIr'tliuN

K..:PC" '1:C K' o" h~ Cil'-iltic requiremntsw associated with thle structureCS

- . '' ~>*~i~ ~ ~liasc. hich mustI be met by another semantic

* ~ ~ ~ c\il~)C il e'iL'J 'x l an[Ct(iln like eating" migh11t require thait

*L Cc 71*c c t 1c 1,1 HMStr tnre a ce-place predicates that test for thle

c:,' i'l*n !cat nrc. t tr smeboolean combination of' such

h\Iiitl'I''niitii in rIiLile~~l at ]eist, (nite

S. N, c \c2 e('' r(iiss)t fa word that selectionll

I, N 1:fh,t tln Ine HInC the1 senlteceh:, CI therl hcans

C!(, hN!,LP 111C Iis r ueth>nhl 11C Ihc eullirements

S.C .:> li Ii n K,it . and [l-ot I . ctider

C! Ccn c 1 011 l t tilt the h l. the nwC

tb1c t "\se tt halI.~ "iI Cc thec

::v1i.te ite hl1 ()r "lit" ill this

C\i K: censch ai sIliplec am,7ple pt sC'

K.,iN ici.1i]> Inlded. Inl \iC\\

% %ci
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of its popularity, it is rather striking hov difticul t it is to p; ()d uc c amlCs 4 t Ic x Ic'd amb.I'-' II

which can be resolved unequivocally by the use of ,clecti(mil rctrction,. (W

A variety of different methods have been developed for applying selectional restricti m,s

in the resolution of lexical ambiguity; I will brief1v mention just a fwC of them here. Winoegrad

(1972) proposed that they be used by semantic interpretation specialists associated with

functional syntactic constituents such as noun groups and clauses. Riesbcck ( 1975) proposed

encoding selectional restrictions in the tests of the lexically indexed productions that represent.

in his theory, the different meanings of a word. Rieiger and Small's (1979) theory of word

experts and Hirst and Charniak's (1982) theory of Polaroid words are based on more

sophisticated versions of this idea. Wilks (1976) has proposed that selectional restrictions

should not be absolute requirements, but simply preferences. In his model, one picks the -'V

sense of each word that maximizes the total number of preferences satisfied in a given

sentence.

The other major approach to handling lexical ambiguity, one that attempts to take into

account the extra-sentential context of an ambiguous word, involves the use of a scriptal

lexicon (Schank and Abelson, 1977; Cullingford, 1978; Riesbeck and Schank, 1978;

Charniak, 1981). This idea is based on the observation that many words have special

meanings in particular contexts. Thus, in a sense, each script or frame used in understanding a

text should have an associated lexicon in which w ords arc assigned their script-specific

meaning. For example, the script for a baseball game would have an associated lexicon in

% hich the word "home" would be defined as the plate in the ground over which batters stand,

and %,hich a player must touch to score a run, By itself, this idea is not very useful for

(i ,,ambig-uation, e.'cept insofar as it keeps script-specific meanings out of consideration unless

the rclc.nt script is "active." The crucial simplifying assumption which is usually made,

tc rf ', is that if a giver: script is "active," all words in its scriptal lexicon can be presumed to

their script-specific mneaning. In other words, if the context for baseball game were

c. then the ,.,k(id 'home" would simply be assumed to mean "home plate." No other sense

A ', ,I h,,l m would be considered.

, . clc ctional restrictions and scriptal lexicons are very useful up to a point.

,, f1itcd applicatinins, it shou ld be clear that they have severe limitations.

.pIt1 i'n \ I 1 ,i underlies the scriptal lexicon ml pproac h, that words will not

lilt V I -,cC tic sense, is clearly 1)t tru1e. For example, consider the

.,,: 4 t h wi ti u a baseball -cTne . he gLine %kas ,( I(qjSlId" -

.!::c ' ite se\eltlt irttuu:t'he I lore. the ]1()Ilc iII p ies T I'

. . .. ...,. - !.0
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probably Fred's residence, not home plate.

Tile use of selectional restrictions has similar Iilmi rat i ns. Coinsider the 1(1In , % ar~ia[

of Bar-I lillel's example: "The pen is in the box along with asselnbl\ InstruICtninls." I lere. thle

pen in question is probably a play-pen. and almost certainly not a writing imiplement

Determining this requires recognizing that the assembly instructions are prohabi> fu)r the

assembly of the pen, and knowing that play-pens often reqiLre assembly b\ the consumer alitr

purchase, whereas writing implements do not. Using this knowkledg-e II tRnm requires inferruw-

that since the pen is in a box with assembly instructions, it has probahlv just ben purTciased h\

the consumer. The point here is that these are simply niot thle kinds of" rules that Call he

represented and employed as selcct IonalI rest rictions, except at theIT1I rik of preclIud(Iing the c-', r

analysis of other examples. We cannot. for example. just Ii \ cutt a featutre "I 4hicts, that can he

assembled" as a selectional restriction on the object of' ''assemble., and( khich i (inild he

property of play-pens but not writing Implements. Writig penrs certainlyir iarhc ld, Ii-

tactories, and they may even be assembled by thle Consumer. as In 'i( lii assembi~led thle pet:)

after cleaning it and putting tin a new cartridgze."

4. Lexical amnbiguity and integrated analhsi

The above discussion makes, it Clear- that -'khat mus1 t he hnr i.1 1'' heair m the C

lexical ambi gtiity are thle general i ere nec anid t1114 rI pIIA ~ e e Ili 114I

T'hus, lexical amnbhzuitV Mi Onof the pthlenC11in III Ia2 .nl1.ikI\ \1lb. hM.2 tnC .

Integrated approach, one ili 'vkhitch ittlerelke and tuniii'r\ p c:t Ii ''4

t he dtaalys Is pro( cess It S itsel tcAI c lhx m II . anId I BIIT) h.J1: ) 1 S i'4 1'b B'

19)84). It isthcetet(hte crucial that rlt11,tld the eI~c CtJ~ 'e'~.-c '%~'

mem wloly canl be applied Ii tile Carl\ IC\4 1 at 4 I it ;11 %I~i .C ''

simply)1 undetCu-lt thle raJtH mle 1 rpnI 2.1IL'-e. p~'~'''

tl FS atc.1 \j CS l. o511IIC Vt I c n2\ tI 1T22: I X' ' ''C
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If the actor is a VEHIICLE or
the SCENARIO is TRANSITIONAL, with a VIA IICI inistrumenC~t.

Then interpret 'run into" as VIA IICLE-ACCII)ENT:lo
Else If the object Is a I IIMAAN who has an

INTERPERSONAL RH .ATIONSI 11IP with thle actor.

Then interpret "run into" as R EN FW- INT[RPITRSON A L-RELATIONS IIIP.

Let's analyze how tisl, procedure is intended to work. The test for whether or not thle

actor Is a vehicle is simply a selectional restriction. Thle test for whether "the SCENARIO is

TRANSITIONAL with a VEH ICL.E Instrument" is perhaps more puzzling. Ilovever. its
purptose would seemn to be to handle examples, such as ''Wile I was driv ing~ home, I ran into a

parked car, in kh ich ile acto~r f4 'ru II into' does not appear to be a vehiiclIe, hut thle proper
interpretain mis, ne- erthleiss % chicle accident. InI ettect. tillis is simnpily anl Implementation of the I

scriptal lexicn idea': It thle %chiclec tra~el Iraile is, active, then ''runl Into'' means, vehlicle

aW~ccidet B thl (4 these rles are subject to thle Ii mi tarinms descri bed inI thle last section. 1Fowl-

examllple. tisl ulse )I tile sci-iptal lc\ icon approach wk mild fail oIn thle olwIM,~ text:

While I \,%as dlri ~itl rim ne. I remembhered I needed s()me milk. I ran into a

VSCCli I.IC\CI '1i11d pilkcd up1 a hlt llon

I walk, let il'Fcile test 14 11 j liuIaIII '.11 111 1a11 1 miciTpesonal, relat11inship '.1it

the j, 4, I I few. the flhlilICl heiiii's t I11pli I\ kikleI_gL he\oild sirmple selCCtn'1,1 ri~lI*cstiets1.

11 n. I ite !C' ii, Jus t ()IC' ~ ~ eli C pId ,ites 'Ie pr MerCil is. it still ,,ip,'b \ 1ii1i ki' '' lL(U'C

Ii Ca tI Il' \t ' l I Scii it ( ma II ', It 1 11 (i th A~ ItIh - -I I IIl rrec'2e tCa tI~ ' hel rec' art IC II I)\11

PF %

II fl f.a m " IIAII., fc 111 C I, Il cc 11 s II -f II(IoI~ ,_C 11,1 uj h CI \,11 I

.1,' %

J it ti c I I 1111 ic lf ,Il d lii )Il III I T ()Il 110 IC I II' l,

CX I'% 1 d Cd ~i; th AT CT\ 11,C! 11:c % IIle p(IIII %, 11,1 sl 1 k!'l~kIC& 1'.

)dc~c 1 !1 I % ,I\ 1 ,I I1~

.1%

in'.. . *. ini .''*~ *~. ***
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would exhibit such behavior, and thus enable the understander to construct a cauIsally coherent

representation of a textual fragment describing such an episode. It is the attempt to construct

such a causally coherent representation that determines the proper interpretation of "run into."

A particular interpretation, such as "social encounter," is preferred to the extent that it promotes

such coherence.

But the rule cited above does not explicitly represent such causal knowledge, nor does its

choice of an interpretation for "run into" depend on thle attempt to infer a causally coherent

representation. Instead, thle inference process is "Short cir-cuited" by directly linking some (but

not all) of thle relevant features with some (but not all) of the p)ossible interpretations. Such a

rleI simply cannot work in general. Consider, for example, the following text:

John was racini- down the street trying to catch a bus. All of a su~dden, Is

neighbor Fred stepped out of a doorway Into Is path. John ranl into Fred and

knocked him down. lor-tunatel \'. he w~asn't hurt.

WVhat both tis example and thle prev' ous one demlostratle, to repeat. is that the proper

in'ter-pretation of ''run into"' should be determlined onl thle basis of thle attemipt by inferential

nciory t() co)nstruct a Catisal ly c ih renit represeiitati( um)of the text &s a whole -- kk hich is aftcr

All, one of thle chief, functions of' infercuntial menmrv% inl understai-din& Inl a oenuinel\

iiie~itelmoi del (if" Lirwua-~e undcr-staidling,, it must be onI 11he basis, of, these sorts of inferenltial

ciinsIIdCriMiins that 1',sisg p~ro)blems. such asI, lcsical 0a111b"'IM, irlrelCd
Insteaid. in lNver's modeljC e find]( thatI such )OinerenialIicinocus01 a/h a r 11or',

Alreadl beenl d1"isa niuated bv meansll (f selcchiiiiiia rcsvict'11ils" and sciiptal lICoiis.1

Inferentiail mniciilB canl iherefi 'c pli\ n1)1(i ll 111C th iim uhinOf It le\icdl item~ -- ()I

indeed, as, far as I Can1 d ciI Iie. In ll ulhi 11f Ill\ )i'ihci pf'ihcnmII Il m~l~ "i~l I".

I hc1in,'d-l1''101rf]),Ific 1 lxi I 11 1,; ."~''c it c bq'' 1'' t ii' I I l iii i

1!1 j...........II
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This method is clearly a step in the right direction. However, its successful application

depends on two fairly restrictive conditions. First, it assumes that if a script is active, then an

ambiguous word must have the meaning that matches an expectation from that script. Second,

it can only work in those cases when exactly one meaning of a word matches a scriptal

expectation. But consider what is likely to happen when more than one script is active, or

when the scripts are larger and more detailed, or when expectations from sources other than

scripts are utilized in understanding -- in other words, under the conditions that usually hold in

language understanding. Under such conditions, it seems almost certain that more than one

meaning of an ambiguous word would match an expectation, or to put this another way. that

more than one interpretation could appear, on the basis of such a simple matching process, to

be coherent within the context.

Thus, this method for disambiguating on the basis of criptal expectations in will not,

work in many situations: It will either fail to disambiguate, or else simply choose in a way

which guarantees a high probability of error. The method can only be employed reliably when

only one script is active, and when only one sense of the word matches an expectation from""

that script. In other words, this use of scriptal expectations is virtually equivalent, in the po\cr-'

and scope of its disambiguation capabilities, to the use of a scriptal lexicon: As far aI.

disambiguation is concerned, one might just as well explicitly stipulate that the given word \ ill

have a given meaning if the given script is active. The main advantagc of the approach, then.

resides in the fact that such stipulations need not be explicitly Jiven.

I low can the the use of scriptal expectations, or more generally of coltCxual infornation

from varying sources, be extended to handle those cases in %%hich more than one ,ncaning () an

ambiguous word might seem at first to fit thc c(ontext? Several ,MtorS mus1., be takCel ift,

:JCCOLtl beyoid the merC occurrllence l'- a llatch hect.ll c a poICnial \%ord .Ieling lld Aii a

Cxtectatl() . First, \%hichl 111Vctailu s a ll l(mc inipl, n it, )I" mo IC llkcl\ h c atlltllc d at 1111

P(,iiit ill the te\t l put thi III lllI*C 2.ltLlail tcll\. \0 h1ch (t the L\p lldtllS I,, thc 1 tClltl il -.

lw(Iss Nllc IItcrprctat1(M15s i, I, L' ,,: lc 1n1 11CL' s l I t) l ' d' l '. lI " , thc IL'\t s,-ppNl i r .'

satisl\ an C\pc,.liii',,n, hit nta\ !eL,. ilel ', he ll''ll rite ,. h, iiJ\ Il', le i l , tI,-

III il e c 'l. d( IC , :11.t 111,11, 11 0 1cf I,
.

., , ,! , c :I . . . , :: , .' . , . :. . . . . : . , '. : . ' ( .:: , ' ,.: s : : . ,- ' : '. ',a
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Cottrell, 1984; Waltz and Pollack, 1984; for an earlier attempt, see Quillian, 1968). The
manipulation of variables and variable bindings is a difficult issue in the coninectilollist

framework (J. Feldman, personal communication), and as currently formulated these models
do not seem capable of utilizing such information in disambiguation (see also Minsky, 1968.
for a discussion of the problem of variable binding inl parallel computation). Thus. they' are

subject to the exactly the same limitations as described above -- they appear to be. InI effect.
simply a rather novel approach to the implementation of scriptal lexicons. Whethier the cle er
manipulation of pairameters such as weights and activation levels canl overcomec these

limitations remains to be seen. One possible solution is to use connectionist methods simiply to

suggest potential inference chains, and employ more tracitional inference mechanisms, capable

of manipulating variable bindings, to check over the suggestions (Charniak. 1983). Another
possibility, requiring a more radical change in the conlnec tioni st framework, is to allow variable

bindings to be passed between the units in a memory network (Riesbeck and Martin, 1986).

5. Vagueness and ambiguity

In chapter two, I pointed out the importance of distinguishing between true leXIil. 4

ambiguity and vagueness. This distinction is particularly important in ligzht of the need for'
inference to determine thle appropriate interpretation of some word or phrase in some context.-

as argued above. True ambiguity arises when a lexical item points directly to more than one
conceptual structure in memory, each of which represents a separate and distinct ineanino for

that word. The resolution of lexical ambiguity is thus a problem of xcling the appropriate
meaning from among a specified set of potential meanings for a lexical iteml. Vaguleness, inl

contrast, arises when a word or phrase -- e.g.. thle wkord "get' -- points to only, one coniceptull
srcuein memory, I-cprescnitnO a Sinl~le somlewhrat "ra nlealn'l kh liCh Must be further

N.
spcIfied onl the basis of context. LUnlike lexical di sainbi-tuat ion, therefo)re, thle resolut il (fl
V a'_z uenss cannot be construed as, a problem of' .,election froml amill It a e -co mpn ted set(f

po(tenltial IinterIpretati ons., hut rathecr entais thle activ e ( 01~Ii1 lttl of' .11 appri 1 lallel '111d

sufficiently spe)cific iterpretIatiOn for, anl inpu1t oil the basis (If' conltext. HRaher than11 sInpl\

Zei" rtIeed onl thec hasis of a few clues, inl other wkoi-s, thle spcifick litcr-pictatl lui 11,t '

appop1at mlust. I general. be derr~ed on thle basis of interence. A.s at result. 114M 111inereIl

tchiq(ues Such as theC Use oIt slctiCOnal reCstic-Ltions or Scrita111 1Clesncnnn \111e~Cv He

merits~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~p orlk deiiece ileia saiuatn-.aenpnple inradeqlImati o HIme csi(un Iill

(d VaJnneness, sIc tile\ funldatnIeruahvI c(rns? rue thle prohblm ('f &IC11rnnmnrmrmr, t111C.r. ,t

ititeitetiu IlI Irq It lk:\I..l rtcl ' I" n aslctI I ~ p lenmmcil

It 1" (itfitl' IrkcisI. ill fa t thli thl" hindIficnnL 'dl u 111 t1011 I lk" hi.\ hIil i n. IIIL' ~ %
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flilure to distin~iish betweenl %agueness and a; ihiunt\ in) the first place. 1t a \ apic %koidn 1

treated as It' it were ambiguous, then21 suIch 110t I Inferential1 techiquesIII a1, the IPIC (If t ICi hal

res tric tlonls Carl be applied, at least under cti rstricd CrCHIIInSLTaCIL". tIi detCrICIiiC iHs

appro~priate jllterpretatitin. otherw~se. thi cann i,114t he ippli id it all In itherI \%,rd", it 111C

problem t f constructl alu an prpriate I specific imitrpietat( ill I i sin (Ild ill phiia<t Ill

context is transformed mitt a pro~blem of selectim, all IPPIt)PIiatIe iterplctatiii fti 111 a 1

pre-computed set of' potenitial interpretatiii. then thIt11e1ectitin cn he K delIIIn a 1l11111M

CIOtI una 1n at leas"t. rnerelI (1 ile presce1IC ()I abe ce .1cr21 net,1111 t(I1C 01 eat~lC' ii ' I l1C rI)I I Jlen

of Inference can he pret'muc MinII IrellKd,

[ltitflatel\. Ih)\C c an apprt tacli based tIII thec ideaI t1,1 hatIMT1_1 ticiiiw aleNelctel th

than cLtirtucted cannot~t wt'k C\Ck't III aIti~d limited diitnaiii (I) I 111iXma WCiiiie i 1"

lwtattie lkt iv, al\bli\ ,nd e\teIIsil it\ firll ' bll 111 '.i i\\ thiii'.11 rl ' I ldr~\ '11id .-

phrawlss. It Is. iitccLl hecit ii li ii. La i I , leai* t11at Nik Ii pliem iOiCIia aS tt1iet.I~p l ic

1tiiIletlsha% c beeni l\e~ see (NC I A' d I arid Itili~.Vs) iiil.15 i5

till e\an1 e.1C iIs (ill iL ,' ,\ h 1,I ~ dII\ I11" d J \Il

J i(lel %\III, I ch tetIillesC\ the ippnpIlxC MiCntel ,11I iil. l i a \kitrd "ilffi i)s*.p in

.1~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ PI )IIlic ' IIp*'bcI ~ l

to'c"~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ %kd%,kl c4tl I W(lcI(

'11"Idi"I~~~~~ I Aalpc p :xc 1'

'I~c pt
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When I rode the bus home f'rom work today, we rail Into anl old manl selling"

flowers.

W~hen I rode the bus home from work today, I ranl into anl old manl selling flowers.

We ran into some good luck.

We ran into a touglh problem. 1

I ra int a reat little wine

1 turned left, went down the hill, and ran into Whitney Avenue.

What most of the above utterances seem to have in common is the idea of a sudden, most

likely unintentional, and possibly unexpected, encounter with somne thing or somne situation,

and further, that the encounter in some way affects the continuation of whatever activity the

a-zent is en-a-ed inl at the time. This, I maintain, Is all that runLll Into" by itself' really mecans.

This IS What you Would Understand it to mecan If you ranl into thle sentence "'I ran in to a bloop

with blap thle other day,'' not knowing what ''bloop'' or ''blap'' were. Inl other words, runll

into" is primarily an extremely abstract phrase, not anl ambhiguous One.

Onl thle other hand, all of'the above sentences do in fact mnean different thirios. Some are

best Interpreted as describing a vehicle accident, others a Social encounter, others a barrier to

thle solution of some problem, and still others thle uine xpected discovery of's50 mething. Some .

of' these meanings. bc a uSe of- repeated prior uIsage', m1 ight be pre-cOMptited and stored inl

mIm~l(IV Btry lnt l eve 1i this is thle case, deterinnin i which mecaning is mlost appropriate \\ill

reCquire lin ferenlce. and that Is the key to resolvinl iVatiuenescs as \\ell. The phrase "rn il Into '

nee~d not 11ean11 "Veli id aCCIClen ," or- "social en1counter.2' or' "disCo\cry." e en thoul'-d the

s1Cntenees' that .oninII it Inijht meanl those thinlos. T[he univ 1 a to rc"ol\ etil parado\ I,,o

tiiilii/e Inference to~ LtlistiuCt the IjpIprIitte spcific 111Calil11i. 1akiui) nt't ~ictt bthII 111C

Ta hc a sia t 11a1112t run cit( Iti clhtetiddla , 111tt 1n tilln I .4i] l' lltrl"( 0 1J

\Pd 0 11d, t 1111111-CPh'

Siihianajpi 't.hiiCjili\ 1 rL~itIC55i TCg tlte iNSLIClirs(d it cqins a\~a\t l1ieC

K al~t at ncm 112 1liiiI itt t hi e i~i CSI1IJ SCi tid.) 1eq ic' a)' J Wl 11i \ i hi i ch

it . ire i s it st.I ih~i ~ ntC is ae R ,prse1 e A1 h n 1t icjule an41re e

dr 1% %
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sudden, and probably unintentional, encounter with something. Most of the information about
what is going on here, then, must come from "driving" and "traffic jam." It seems quite %

plausible that the driving script makes note of possible problems that might arise in the course -.
of driving somewhere -- e.g., accidents, mechanical failure, heavy traffic, and so on -- and

which, if encountered, can can impede progress towards the goal of getting somewhere. Since

they impede progress towards tie goal of the script, it can be inferred that any encounter with

them is most likely unintentional. On an admittedly sornewhat simplistic analysis, then, we can

see that this inference permits a "match" between the input -- a sudden and unintentional

encounter with heavy traffic -- and the known problem of encountering heavy traffic when

driving -- a type of encounter which, because it is a problem, is presumably unintentional. The

output that would hopefully result from such an inference process would be an instantiation of

the "cau-ht in traffic" memory structure, which might be paraphrased something as follows:

"While driving home from work, I suddenly and unintentionally found my car in the midst of a

large number of other vehicles, travelling quite slowly, for some distance, which forced me to .
drive my car ver,' slowly as well.''

Althotigh most of the above interpretation is derived from information in the driving N

script, there is still something contributed by "run into," namely, the notion of "sudden and

unintentional." Thus, for example, "While driving home from work, I ran into heavy traffic,"

,,cons to mean something a bit different from "While driving home from work, traffic was

hea, ,, .'' In both cases, we understand that while driving, heavy traffic was encountered which

impeded progrcss towards the destination. What ''run into'' seems to contribute in the first

sentence is the idea that the encounter with hentvy traffic was a bit sudden, which in turn

i, plic, that traffic w as not necessarily heavy for the whole trip.

I ct's hok at an.other example: ''While driving home from work, I ran into a parked car."

I lCre, "1 is a person in the role of driver of the vehicle. As before, ''run into'' is taken to mean

s suddeu and kpr ,babl ) un intentional encounter with something," and in this case the parked

.,ar Is thai some thing. In the dri, ing frame, we can expect to find represented, among the

pr(Nbms %\c might enco unter. sudden and unexpected physical contact with physical objects

thatt ale il the rtid -- nancly, tlhat is. facts abot auto accidents. Since a parked car is

'niing that cmld be in the Ioad, \we can infer thai an accident too(k place, vith the parked

ith i .li the o hiec t hit.

S, tar, w.c have u t ci t tsi(ll cedl the rIc of' 11n\ prit r biases.x inl the jlrocc ,i ot intcrpretill-

acne % ,ds. But considcr the bfillmw in stor''"While I was dri\ imcw h,ilc fronm \,,k toda\. %

I h,d an accidcnt I ran hit' a palrkcd ca." I lere, it see'I, clear that 1 w the time that "'uill lnlto ,

..

4 ez, -I-- -- ,. "
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is read, since the kind of sudden and unexpected encounter has already been specified -- an

accident of some kind -- we are likely to conclude that "run into" may refer to this accident, and

therefore to determine what kind of accident it was, even before the words "parked car" are

read or heard. This actually becomes comical, with a sense of punning, given a story like -

"While I was driving home from work today, I had an accident. I ran into my ex-wife." These

examples argue that interpretation of vague words and phrases must proceed as outlined in

chapter two: If some specific situation in a frame is already active, and if a vague word we

encounter might refer to an instance of that already active situation, then one can presume that it

is in fact doing so. Thus, since the context of "auto accident" has already been explicitly

established in the above stories, when "run into" is seen, its abstract meaning of "suddenly and

unexpectedly encounter (or make contact with) something" matches the already active "auto

accident" situation.

But how does this matching process work'? In general, this is one of the most difficult

problems that must be faced in attempting to implement this sort of scheme. But in many

cases, there is a reasonably simple solution: If "auto accident" is already categorized in the

driving frame as a sudden and unintentional encounter with an obstruction, in a way that is

similar or identical to the representation of the general concept that ''run into" points to, then the

matching process will simply have to check for that idenitity. Irn 1aict, it will generalkv be the

case for any plan that one can ''run into problems," and this argies for the representatiOn ill

memory of the more general notion that sudden and unexpcctcd problems may arise in an

plan. Thus, we can consider examples like "We were trVing to buY the hOuse, hitl wNe ran ilt1(

those high interest rates," which means, since borrowing money is in general a prerequisite ' ,

b, vin- a house, that sudden and unexpected difficultiCs arose in Icttin, a mortgage bccause t
tie high interest rates, w in turn precluded buy ing, thle h use.

The context impo--sed by discourse cM nCnions can ,01' C1 ec \ pctccld to pla\ a t,,le in the

interpretali(n of vagueness. Coisider the llh ng e\ainplc: \hile I \ as wxalkinlg huit1ic

tlronl \\,()ok ycstcrday I ran into an 1 143 RtchlesIcr Ir :,, tic 1h.\ lr ItI \\h,l a hj caui\ ' l ic ,
it is clear that the appropriatte !lterprCtattin , i ntl nne pht sial .'ll '. but rat,,,"

dSC, l4')\ T\ he I '.isql is t11at \\ C al1 h \) R, , t tI1/\ 1(.1 \,h\ hc xpcl ix I ,, I,, A1

,I the dc( ilk ilu ut the hls"itsii c ,11t ' ' ,. h p(qh (ift HC H , ,'' M ,< , i. ( 111.C

IrdIeCe(l. it filtIt , :. tlt' sI+eA elrt 1,,, , t, l:. ,,1 ' t; 1

e tl I C', N 1 t , 1 1 1 L' C I C ,11 C I C\ \ k I
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commnonalities between tileC concepts employed inl a metaphorical description and thle Situation

which they are bein" used to describe, vapueness call be viewed as thle result of'describing the

situation directly in termis of those abstract commonl(~l properties. Onl this view, then, the process

of understanding what is usually taken to be literal language appears quite slimilar to the process

Of' Understanding metaphorical lai iguage. For example, consider the pair of sentences "Joe

threw out thle -arba-e," and "Jud-e B~ean threw out thle case." The former would g'enerally be

deemed a literal use of the phrase 'throw out,' while thle latter would probably be considered

metaphorical. In contrast, a theory of' understanding based onl the sort of processi no described

above Would operate iln more or less thle samne way oivcn ei ther as inpu)Lt, start in l from17 anl

a bstract, rat her crude desc ri ption of the mean ing ~zo 'h O ut.' and using1 that Inl Coni u lC till

withI contcxt nal In formation to Inferentially deternme a more specific and appropriate

Ill terpretat lonl.

nirailv . I wvant to make It clear j Lst how difficult thle above examples actuIaly areC. T[he

interpretatiol: of a va-ue or amibl'iMIuS Word IS oftenl assumed to take place wititil a relat iv\'el

fixed surroundimn co)ntext, thle i uterpretat i n of' whIiichI is not i tself problematic. Ini real -world

natlural lainotua"C e ... could( be further from the truth. Al most ali of' the v% ords and phrases s

nl tie above e xainpies are thle mselv ~es amiuu.vague, or elliptical. For example. ill

addhitioi it the ',a !iieii,255 (it "run io,'there is al)so the ainbiuith' or v'aotuness of thc w~ordj

dr\ .\IA e the phrase "drive ioiiie" IS aiiibigu -Ious. as Inl "to dri\ C home a point Ill anl

ar'-nilliint. or 'to) di\e hllic aIl' The: \\ord "\\rk" here is aii elliptica-l relcerence to 'the

pl~e ii ljel I\'ork.'' ra ther thani to tile t> PC ofI work. Th wod'rfIiamiusaii

111e traffick Inl L(cicae I" lnrai.' asIs thle %%(Ind 'jaml,'1 melaliiig either at type of' food, at

I 'bh ll(In. a h'c,:ka',-ck smnne1 K Ind (tile sec .ond 11m InI)" itself I- hi n: a meta.phin ,1 Ineal exeton)I

lie thild . AIINtilit ~a~is.mt\por andIIIY, ell1ipi really1d VC,11 ubiqitou lM iMI Ilai~i.

Ileae hc i' j r 114 eptt pnlicphenomena14 t C ' aIldI'CseCd (11'C t1he CcIntil characteitilcs, of

lxIm2 i'l-cJC iteI, ,iet m '11IL''.t 1 eisCl', s tI 1)e counlted xs ctrall c, liaractic. an ~ k id theC\

0. \II I) Ii Iit and vxpialIioi-hasu.d 11 m~vi.1-tlanid illu

j, ~ ~ ~ *~ . 5 --jj'I ttI wi
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Chief amnon- these is the lesson that the knowledoe needed to draw Inferential

connections inl understanding cannot be packaged )in isolated rules that commit thle understander

to certain Inferences irrespective of w.hat other Rules ma>N prop1-ose. It is trueC that oneC poss'ible

interpreation of someone "I-nn 'n11111into" another person is as a fortni tonls ecllnnteIr lead iii to

social Interaction. It Is also trule that one explanation For wli v tw)o pl wuld carei to

emzIa"e inl suICh anl inteactionl Would be if' they already knew eaich oilier. 'Hl , usli km o)\\ ledgeL

that two people knew eachI other would provide support fo win~terpreI't in 1 rul~ il t() as It' It li

enIcoLn ter, since such anl interpretationI won d enable thle nderstandcr to cx p1ain certainl aspects

of thle situation. Bunt, as we have seen. thle decision that tli s is thle cwrcc Iiiterpretatil(Ili eaiii 't

be made without considering the need to expla in ot tier aspects ofW the sli na ti Jm .Cacs which

may have nothingo to do with social interactions and to wh ich -li, n)dllll- esxp1aiingsUCIc II iIteti m 5

cannot be expected to attend.

This last point bear's particular attention. No singole e xpl anatorv i nfereiice rule1 cain be

expected to attend to all thle aspects Of a situ~ationI \OII hich m ilt affct theC truth or- releCvance of

thle ex pl anatlonl it offers, and hence thle validity of the interpretaition It precfers for soicl ()cI-

ambiguoulingisi elemen~t. ThuIs, determin'i hic I clnain to I cet an henceCCI

Shich Interpretations to prefer, cannot be left to the Hinfrce_~C rules tIemsel',C\Ces. Rather._ there -C

mlust be a more _,e Icrl Iinferential~ mechanism that1 deterninesC II\ ich explanati ois to cet

takiiit Into acco onut thle need to explainl di\ erse1 aslpects of a1 situation, and the c\ 1dece,: of

di\ cisc rules,.

IProbablv the mlost amlbitions, attemlpt inl 1his direction has, been NlcI~rmott's t 19 74 )

Ill"L , IsCapable Ofcons"iderintm several IIIIIC~ 1lIt(II,1(I-L ,t,11)1Il lllc

As, it nll(Iids and choosing ainione, them1 \\C lien CIC I" iden1eis1avilabl, as" \\ell as" patciJI1g- or

repI~ilaciti e\plaiaI1tio)ls that 1)1()\ e erronleous. GrAll-r I 9o)) and ( )Rorke ( 19,)proopt 1c

iiich ith this last c[a~liht\ as k\;:l1. aInd (Iranmer. [liseht. and I loolbitoook, 19)) 11,\ C

r poose'Ci a mdel1 ()I lan'-a 'mocsat Inand leI tisiiiigiiiot \k ili make MAC e WC (

1111i~. u\\C Ll 0.title, lotlc( hii \hehe tiepIiaio s i .Iii~' \0M I hio.11 ''11C \111111Iii ti

Is ICICI.1) 1111 C Io It ot 1r atd )I11,1"IAI \\ liI I C'lo~t~t~u Ia Io t I\ 1t> 1oi es o c. I,:c I ) CrI-t I Io tt

Y\; ~laa Ill \ Ith IC.\\ k:1 imitiitilil assli 1( il'o l s I, )CC I c ' ,ilso \\ len\K\ I 9S.; I . lho

Lls', It 'n, h L I lti.'ti. 1 1 oMoUIid ,cett too I he: It i loi I III m Iti ty~ipcu 1tc 111i'ui 'ro~l. %o

Iill ,-,g the Ic liii re c i set )il t 11) ho , 111 I i 11, It ICN( do Is P' IL'\ 11 ! 1 ' W " 0I i
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In sum, ail examination oif thle problm ( If IC cal, a TmhI nI_ nih It Ir I .

appropriate Interpretation of a %N ord,. phrase.()- i ii MaCC ,i X In .

of tile attempt to Infer thle hest c \ p1anatk I~n f 4 thle II)NI pt, 1), V! c \ IT I

pwo.,I blIe to decrinIie thle appropi'riate Il ' I I I! C I'. ,)V ,11 I II!\,I

thle L~ICC (If these reiirmn\ III% at tempt to detInIe 1 e111 Tic Il2 III I

kkr Or phrase on thle hais (d It prJ~oeci aIid 11C "C ''eI C .

Conditions associated with that wNord orI phrase munt inc,,liaWH , I I'V

impossible construct simple. pre-speci fied tests - - (I.- for tha Iralitcr. mI11 "(I IIc'

correctly state just the nectssarv conditions for anineret i 1111ad \% hlh I, U 1I!I C~ c c

Used to rule1 out its applicability wit 1 Compl-11ete C CCrtIns1'. ThereIV Ite I 10 C C 1 IC. KI IC! .CC,

w Ill be possible to construct a model of lexil di,,nibipnion ni '

ulnderstandit"10 Process as a wkhole -- that kkorks h%. app)~ III'- J NcL71L 1 Aw ' 1

sulccessin, Oradiial IlV narrowi Ii m, the space of p oient I Ia Iea 1nCII 111 11111p: :.

Interpretation is converoed upon: Or.1 % one rutle nIII t he 11n cnn tI I kI 1. 1, C

Rathecr, thle understand InII_ process must behe ICIl McmIh h iI IAL 111( !i.tunI% IT\ Ii

In format ion from a v Ide variety Of' sourIcs InI diermi n n11- thle i i rria n l p111

capable of doing SO ealUy1 enougIh to avoid thle accumulation of en crvr It muI, m (in hcr \I, 'Id~

be anl integrated process.
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CHAPTER 5

INTEGRATED) UND)ERSTANDING AND

THE USE OF THEMATIC KNOWLEDGE

1. Introduction

In the last three chapters, we have explored the integration of language analysis with the

inferential memnory processing required in order to understand. The point of such an integrated

approach is to facilitate the early use of contextual information in the rational resolution of

problems in language analysis, thus avoiding the indiscriminate use of backtracking" that

inevitably results from making such choices arbitrarily. But what about thle linfeceC anld

miemory processes themselves? What imnplications does an integrated approach t10n~i~

und~rstanding have for suchI processes?

It is now widely accepted that understanding an Input IS funidamenCtally a i c

explaining that input in relation to its context and in terms of the UnderT-taindci

knowledge. This theory is often called exvplanation-based undert~mc'ndui ("Cc. c S.

and Abelson, 1977; Wilensky, 1978). Thus, for example, understaindin 11 1 1 1 t C

forming an explanation that ties together the actions described in that narratn c

coherent structure (see, e.g., Charniak, 1972; McDermott, 197-4; Schaink. N

Abelson, 1977; Charniak. 1978; Cullingford, 1978; Wilenwk\ t

Schank, 1982). In paricular, understanding anl a-ent s action"~c.

actions might serve goals whichi co'!ld planwibJl be 1scribhc .

conversational Input may additiora ly entail exp1li:nM' in 11 h '. c

even why he said it in the wayv that hie did (,ecc .S lK

Perrault, 1980).

Broadly speakinj. an 11pprrae nxl~ ) .2. 11CC

consists of a chain of piansi hie in tcrenic Utic

from" certain other aspcts of the , .iic!cV!'

the world. At ech point in h &i a ,,

inferenices thait rnight hK' drm k
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explanation; the rest will not. Thus, explanation-based understanding, as much as language

analysis or any other cognitive process, is confronted with the need to make decisions about

which lines of inquiry are likely to prove fruitful, and should therefore be pursued. In other

words, the basic problem which motivates an integrated approach to any cognitive process

arises in explanation-based understanding as well.

In order to address this problem, an integrated approach to understanding must attempt

to take as much relevant contextual information as possible into account, as early as possible,

in the interpretation of an input. The most relevant possible contextual information is the set of

contextual features -- the hypothesis -- in terms of which the input will ultimately be explained.
Thus, in an integrated approach to understanding, the understander's hypotheses about the

situation to which the input pertains must be brought to bear in deciding which inferences are ',
, ',*

likely to result in constructing an appropriate explanation, and should therefore be drawn from
the input. Context must play a role in determining not only how an input should be interpreted,

but also in how that interpretation is arrived at. In other words, an integrated theory of

explanation-based understanding must be a relatively top-down theory.

The alternative, of course, is simply to search for an explanation by means of a purely

bottom-up inference process, in which the choice of inferences to be drawn in connecting the

input to an explanatory hypothesis is not sensitive to the presence of that hypothesis, at least
not until the explanation has been found, at which point inference can cease. Thus, given the

plethora of possible inferences which can be drawn from an input, or from a previous

inference, such a model must choose which inferences to draw arbitrarily. As usual, two

possible strategies are available to deal with the problems raised by the need to make such

arbitrary choices, and the fact that most will be irrelevant or even misleading.

Tie first strategy is simply to accept that undirected inference will be performed, and to

set about using a control structure that methodically searches the space of possible inferences,

either in a breadth-first fashion (e.g., Rieger, 1975) or else depth-first with backtracking (as in,

e., much work on plan understanding). In some sense, this model is a straw-man -- rejected

even by many .vho have been forced to resort to it -- since it is widely acknowledged that, in an

understanding system endowed with a realistic number of implication rules, such an approach

is impractical. at least on a serial computer. Given a large branching, factor, i.e., a large

number of inferences that might be drawn from a given input, if the number of inferences in the N,
explanation connecting an input with an hypothesis is even moderately long, then the space of

inferences to be searched in constructing an explanation is extremely large. Moreover, on the

miclodological viewpoint taken here, tie use of arbitrary choice and the resulting need for .5'-

,", ,I'
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brute-force search through the space of possible inferences is simply not a very interesting

answer.

Because the problems of undirected inference are so widely understood, the more

common approach to dealing with problematic decisions about which inferences to pursue is to

avoid the problem by implementing exactly and only the inference rules necessary to explain

the inputs that one knows, ahead of time, will be received -- in other words, the wishful

control structure fallacy. In this way, one can implement a program that explains natural

language inputs in a bottom-up fashion, while maintaining the illusion that undirected search

has been avoided. Such a program seems to be a process model, but it is not. If the input is

changed slightly so that another rule is necessary, the model would simply fail to understand.

Adding all of the rules necessary to deal with small perturbations in the-input would reveal that '.,

the model provides no theory of how to decide which rule to apply. Again, I must reiterate that

I don't mean to imply that such models are entirely without merit: They often include

interesting content theories of the knowledge that is necessary in order to understand a given

class of inputs. But, construed as process models, they simply fail to address the issues that a

bonafide process model must address. -
oP.

At root, the wishful control structure fallacy stems from the limits of introspection.

Since we ourselves already know the appropriate explanation for some input when we try to

determine how our model should draw the necessary inferences to construct that explanation, it
W.

is relatively easy to come to see which inferences are required, and much harder to call to mind

the inferences which are not relevant in this case. Indeed, this very fact provides

phenomenological evidence for the claim that all inferences are not, and should not be, equally ..

accessible to an understander in all contexts. I lowever, it is one thing to attempt to explain

how a functional model might achieve this result in general, and quite another to merely mimic 111 "1 °

it in a given example, by simply failing to include the rules that are ]ot relevant Ito lhal exanmlple.

Explanation-based understanding entails searching, hopefully in a directed fashion, the large
space of inferences that could, in principle, be drawn from any input. A model which fals to

come to grips with this fundamental fact is not. whatever other merits it may have, a serious

r-ocess model of understanding."

In sum, short of either ignoring the problem or simply Iiv ing with Undirected inference in

some way, it is clear that a theory of the inferential Iroesses in \ 1Vcd in cx p1 a1La t ion -based

undcrstandin g must be a theory in which context can play a role in controlli ng inference.

Indeed, it is well known that determining the relationship bel eCn a prior hvpothesis and an

Snput -- that is, constructing an explanation given both "cldpoilts" -- is computlalti al lv easier"

: :.:;d
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than constructing the same explanation from the input alone. This can be illustrated, in its

simplest form, by considering the obvious advantages of a bi-directional model of explanatory

inference, in which inferences are drawn from both inputs and hypotheses until they "meet in

the middle," resulting in a complete explanation.

There is much to recommend even such a straightforward model of contextual influence

in explanatory inference over purely bottom-up inference from inputs alone, as a few simple

calculations make clear. Given an average branching factor of b (representing th2 number of

inferences that can be drawn, on average, from an input), and an average explanation length of

d (representing the number of inferences that make up an explanation on average), then simply

inferring bottom-up from an input would, on average, require on the order of bd inferences to

construct an explanation. Assuming that one had chosen the right hypothesis, on the other

hand, bi-directional search would require about 2bd/ 2 inferences to construct the same

explanation. Thus, the number of inferences required to construct explanations is reduced by a

factor of two in the exponent -- which is a rather significant reduction. For example, if b=5

and d=4, then bi-directional inference would require a bit over 50 inferences to construct an

explanation, whereas drawing inferences from the input alone would require over 625

inferences. If b=10 and d=4, then bi-directional inference would require somewhat more than

200 inferences, whereas inferring from the input alone would require well over 10,000

inferences.

In fact, the improved efficiency of bi-directional inference is significant enough that the

extra cost of considering several hypotheses is usually worthwhile. That is, if bi-directional

inference takes as its starting point n different hypotheses which might explain a given input,

then the cost of constructing an explanation is about (n )hV 2 . As long as n<hd"2 -2, then, such

a bi-directional inference process will still be more efficient than simply drawing inferences

from the input alone. For example, if h5 and d -4, then it is worth considering bi-directional

inference from up to 23 different hypotheses. If b- 10 and (F-4, it is worth considering up to

98 different hypotheses. In fact, the savings is even greater than these calculations indicate,

since the inferences drawn from different hypotheses about a situation can be saved for use

with subsequent Inputs pertaining to that situation, and the cost of such inference therefore _

amortized over all inputs to which the hypotheses might be applied.

Thus, the increased efficiency of hi-directional inference may turn out to be a sufficient

account of the utility of context in understanding. Still, from tile viewpoint of an integrated

approach it seems a weaker theory than might be hoped for. It is true that, on this account, the

inferences drawn from an input are in some sense contincent on the undcrstander's

%,*
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hypotheses, since they are contingent on inferences drawn from those hypotheses. In

particular, most of the inferences that might have been drawn from an input after the point at

which bi-directional inference discovers an explanation will not in fact be drawn. To some

extent, then, bi-directional inference could be characterized as a top-down model of

explanation-based understanding. On the other hand, the model is still bottom-up in the sense

that the understander's hypotheses play no role in deciding which inferences should be drawn

from an input until an explanation has been discovered. That is, although the inferences drawn

from an input are contextually determined as a class, context plays no role in determining, on

an individual basis, whether or not inferences within that class are likely to be useful.

Several motivations underlie the search for a more thoroughly integrated model of

explanation-based understanding, in which the choice of inferences to be drawn from an input

is more specifically determined by context. First, there is the introspective evidence, ?' *.

mentioned earlier, that all inferences that might be drawn from an input do not seem equally

available in all contexts, which cannot be accounted for by bi-directional inference alone.

Second, there is the assumption of mental determinism, which leads to the methodological

principle that arbitrary choice in processing should be considered only when there seems to be

no alternative. Thus, every effort should be made to find a model of explanation-based

understanding in which the choice of which inferences to draw from an input is as rationally

determined as possible, by taking into account the understander's hypotheses about the %

situation to which that input pertains. S

,V.

Third, there is the hypothesis, previously discussed in chapter one, that the depth of

inference required for understanding, and, most of all, the branching factor, are far greater than a

they are generally believed to be, so that even a bi-directional model of inference is likely to be

overwhelmed. Indeed, I believe that the branching factor in explanatory inference is more like

50 than 5, and even this may be too conservative. Perhaps even more important than the actual

branching factor -- which reflects only the number of implication rules that can be successfilyt

applied to an input -- is the number of implication rules that might potentially apply to that

inptut. That is, if the condition on the left-hand side of an implication rule is a conjunction, and

the input satisfies one conjunct of that condition, then the rule is potentially applicable to that

input. Whether or not the rule can be successful lV applied -- that is. whether or not the

inference specified by the rule's riglht-hand side is drawn -- depends on whether or not the

other conjuncts in the c(ondition hold. I lowever, determining whether or not the other ,,

conjuncts hold will itself often entail substantial inference. To some extent, this distinction

between potential branching fa ctor and actual branching factor is an artifact of the inference

engine cmphlved. In a resolution theorem prover, for example, all rules would apply, but the

%- .
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output of those depending on other conjuncts would simply be slightly less complex

implications themselves. In this case, however, the actual branching factor would be %

correspondingly greater: In a sense, this model just makes explicit how expensive, in terms of

depth and breadth of inference, it actually is to attempt to apply a rule with conjunctive

conditions. Thus, regardless of whether or not a rule can be successfully applied, simply .,,"P.

attempting to apply it may be computationally quite expensive. This argue,; that the attempt

should not be made unless there is reason to believe that the results will be useful. In ocher

words, the choice of which inferences to attempt to draw from an input should be. in part.

contextually determined by the understander's hypotheses. -

In order for such a theory to be functionally viable, several conditions must be satisfied.

First, it must be reasonably easy to generate or retrieve the hypotheses most likely to explain a

given input. Second, the inferences that are drawn from an inp, ut or from an hypothesis mIust

be directed in some way by the fact that the task is not merely to draw inferences, but to draw

inferences which relate the hypothesis and the input. In other words, the inferences that are

drawn must be chosen because they hold out the best hope of explaining the input in terms of'

the hypothesis. Third, the total cost of these two processes. generating hypotheses and

determining, in a directed fashion, whether or not they actually explain the input, must be less .,

than the cost of even bi-directional search. That is, the total number of infercnces drawn must

be less -- hopefully, far less. These conditions are the sine qua inon of a highlv integrated

theory of understanding.

In this chapter, we will concentrate primarily on the second of the above three

conditions. That is, I will generally take it for granted that some mechanism for cnerating or

retrieving likely hypotheses exists, and focus on the issue of how the presence of such an.

hypothesis can be used to direct inference. This is a significant simplification of the problem.

but from a functional viewpoint, the second question is logically prior: If ways cannot be

found to make good use of prior hypotheses in the explanation process, then there is no point

in developing methods to retrieve them. The fundamental question to be addresscd, then. ill

how it is that an hypothesis can be used to establish the inferences that are likclv to be relevant .. ,

in explaining an input in terms of thaIt hypolhcsis.

One requirenent on any model which seeks to an,, er this quc~ti 1 is al rcad\ clear: The

cheaper the cost of gathering the e\ idence needcd to determine e hethcr (it no t a given directli '-

of inference is likely to be useful in consirtictino, al explanation. the belter. Althou.h. in

principle it is possible to develop a highly directed and efficient in ference pIVIcIC s in PF he\h "°"1C

determining the potential utilit\ of a gien in ference inxlx s A h,\\ in , all phsihle iCference..

*V~ ** -. . . . p- .l
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from it, or determining the potential utility of an implication rule involves actually applying that

rule and evaluating the result, such models will tend to be more useful in tasks where the

problems of undirected search arise primarily from the depth of inference that is necessary,

rather than the branching factor. That is, if long chains of inference are necessary in order to

solve some problem, then the evaluation and selection of candidate directions for inference by

means of a one- or two-ply "look-ahead" of undirected inference in all candidate directions can, . .

if successful, result in eliminating a relatively large percentage of irrelevant inferences. The

shorter the inference chains required, however, the smaller the percentage gains, and the larger

the branching factor, the larger the total number of wasted inferences. Again, even more

important than the actual branching factor is the number of rules that might potentiailly apply at

a given point, and the cost of attempting to apply them.

In general, the explanations needed in order to understand the role of a givcn proposition

in an established linguistic context do not appear particularly lengthy: As I have already stated,

it is my belief that the problem sterns primarily from the large number of inferences that can be

draw-n from any proposition, i.e., the branching factor, or, more exactly, the number of rules

that might potentially apply. In fact, one of the fcatur s that distiniz, uishCs inference in domains

with which an understander (or problem-solver) has a great deal of experience from those in

which he does is that experience results in the creation of " iacro-operators" (1:ikes, I lart, and

Nilsson, 1972) which encapsulate previously derived solution methods. Saving and using'"

prior solutions in this way is fundamentally a tradc-off in which depth of inference is
potentially reduced at the expense of an increased branching factor. Thus, methods for

directing inference which, as a matter of course, en tail actually drawing the in ferences that are

to be evaluated, seem unlikelyv to be of muchLI help in controlIi ,,g inference in domains with..

which an undcrstander or problem-solver is extremely familiar. In addition, such rnodels do

not seem capable of accounting for the introspective ev idence that all in fcrenccs do not scem

equally available in all contexts. These arguments suggest t hat, alth ug h the mechanis ms

involved in deciding which inferences to draw Amay thenselvcs inv\ e inference in ei hin "

the evidence for or against the potential utility of some line of reason in, the e\ idence itsel"

must ultimately derive from some sort of non-inferential ptroc'ein,. (see Charniak 1983).

2. Script/frame theor.

The sole current theory of understanding which nects the aioc crcr t - - that is, III

wIl ic h the understander's hypothcses about tie sitta toi t, hlI i a 1ri)1~ iC p-a s ac ie

employed to dctermnine specifically which infercnces will be usclul iI, c,[lai i rg ,ih i iln - - ,.

Script frame theory (Mlinskv, 1975- Schank and Ahelson, 1 97. and 197" ('harnak. I) S /,._-
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Cullingford, 1978). The basic idea behind this theory, as a theory of processing, is as follows:

In a given context of a sufficiently stereotypical sort, one can specify ahead of time the

inferences which are most likely to be useful in explaining inputs in that context. That is, one

can specify expectations about what sorts of inputs will be seen, and how to deal with them.

In answer to the fundamental question posed above -- how can an hypothesis be used to W-

determine the inferences that are likely to be useful in explaining an input -- script/frame theory

postulates a very simple answer: associate the relevant inference rules directly with the

hypothesis. If the script is active -- which is to say, if the state of being in the context

associated with that script is believed to be the best hypothesis for the perceived inputs -- then N..

only those inferences which are specified in the script should be applied to those inputs.

In a sense, the script/frame idea is a way of taking the wishful control structure fallacy

and turning it into a theory. Instead of mistakenly assuming that the limited number of %
°%,

inference rules needed for a given example are the only ones that will ever be needed, it asserts

that if the example falls into a natural class in which those are usually the only necessary

inference rules, and if there is a simple way to detect wletlcr the situation in which the

understander finds itself falls into that class, then it is sensible to apply only those rules. To

put this another way, script/frame theory asserts that a relatively simple context switching 't

mechanism should be used to determine the set of inference rules that will actually be applied to

inputs -- a set which is highly restricted in comparison to the number that might, bottom-up, be

applied. In a sense, a script is to inference rules what its associated scriptal lexicon is to word %?%

meanings.

Script/frame theory is clearly a highly integrated theory of inference, in that the

hypothesis which the understander brings to bear on an input -- namely, the script itself -- by

definition delimits the set of relevant inference rules. 3ut there is a second aspect to

script/frame theory which is implicitlv crucial to its successful application, and that is the
extreme s tons generated by a Script. Each expectation generated by a'

17(.(ificity of thle expectatiosenrtdb

script is, in effect, the left-hand side of an expl an'attorv inference rule , the form "It you see

this input, then interpret it as part of this script in this way." I lowevcr, the conditions under

which a given rule will apply -- its left-hand side -- are extremely specific and concrete. li-

script,'framc theory, the cxplanatiom of an input can be accomplished with a single inference, if

it can be accomplished at all. Expectations must be tailored to the exact Form in \k hich inputs

are l1ikclv to be received if tie script is to offter any guidance as to their explanatiotn.

The need for this specificity follows from the simple method by \hich script/ftrame.

thcorv controls the inference rules that will be applied in a given context -nal ck. by dirc( VJ

.- -.I', 7k .?.r,
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specifying the relevant rules. Since these are the only rules that will be applied to inputs, then

if the script is to be able to explain an input at all, one of these rules must be applicable to that

input directly, by means of a simple, non-inferential, pattern-matching process. Otherwise, the

script can offer no guidance as to how the input is to be explained. Therefore, the inference

rules specified by a script must be tailored to the exact form in which inputs can be expected to

be received.

In what form can inputs be expected? In general, linguistic and perceptual inputs are

specific and concrete rather than general and abstract. Restaurant stories, for example,

generally refer to the diner paying the check, not to the party of the second part fulfilling his

contractual obligations, even though abstractly that is what is going on. Similarly, we see John

and Mary hugging each other, not two old friends reconciling after a bitter argument, even

though abstractly that may be what is going on. Scriptal expectations must be represented in %0%

the same concrete terms as inputs. If there is a mis-match -- if the expectations are too abstract

in comparison with the inputs -- then determining which expectation applies to a given input,

and how, will itself entail inference, and script/frame theory offers no guide as to how such

inference can be accomplished in a directed fashion. Thus, the specificity of scriptal

expectations is crucial to a script's ability to direct inference. e.

On the other hand, the very specificity of scriptal expectations that enables script/framne

theory to focus the inference process necessarily limits its application, at least as a theory of

processing, to highly stereotypical situations with limited variability (see. e g.. Schank and

Abelson, 1977, and Wilensky, 1978, for further discussion of this point). I lighly variable

situations, and especially novelty, necessarily require the application of more abstract causal "

knowledge in order to be understood, since the specifics cannot be predicted in ad% ance. In.

such cases, script/frame theory is not, in general, sufficient, since the applicabilitv of abstractly

formulated explanatory inference rules to concrete inputs is not immediatc and direct. Carried

to an extreme, and applied to problems for which it is inappropriatc, script fra me thewrv

degenerates into the wishful control structure fallacy, with an added tv ist: The inference rules

employed are typically a "compilation" of the rules that should actually come into play in

understanding the example, collapsing a chain of inferences into one rule that can be applied

simply and immediately to the input, thereby maintaining the illusion of inference control. In

other words, the misapplication of script/frame theory not only undermines the processin,-

claims made by a model, but also distorts the way in Ahich the model represents the content of

the knowledge that it employs.

Despite these drawbacks, and the potential for misuse, there is a (rcat deal of merit in

.• .".".'--" ".."-".'.-..-"
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script/frame theory, if only because it is the only example of a theory of understanding inl
which the understander's hypotheses about a situation can determine the inferences which

should be applied to inputs in that situation. It is, therefore, the only theory of

explanation-based understanding that does not entail thle use of arbitrary choice in Inference.

However, because script/frame theory depends on the use of highly specific expectations, it

can only be used in understanding highly stereotypical situations with little variability, and no -

novelty. Understanding more complex situations requires the use of more abstract causal

knowledge, as we will see more clearly in the next section. The challenge, then, is to develop

a highly integrated theory of explanation-based understanding which is mnore flexible than

script/frame theory.

3. Thematic kno~fIcdge in story understanding

Consider the following story:

Smith ar-I Wesson were competing for- a oovcrniinent contract. Both of

them needed the business, but Wesson was particularly strapped at the timle. Hle

competed fair and square, but Smith turned out to be extrlyCll dishonest: I le
bribed several government officials and won the contract fir his companly.

Wesson went bankrupt.

Years later, Smith decided to run for Congress. So Wesson gave a lot of

mioney to thle Dem-ocratic party inl is district.

Tit, text exemlplifies thle neced to uise abstract theniat ic kna wledizc inl sto wv uniderstandi i

A reader would be able to understand thle above st 'rv only if' he tindcrsto) )d thadt MW essoii \\ as

attemlpting to oet reven te onl S1mi11 t I i elping- 1wi opponent. A thei wv of hlow such stories

inli ,ht be u ride rs tood 1In1 tstinf'rontf three questN)iIs: I irst . )),hat is thle colii of' thle concept of

reven-e and haim~ cain it be reprecsen ted " Second. hlow in i Tht a rier collie to see that thi is

ctncept is relevant to the text.) And third. ho,)\ does, the r-eader conlic to, rccogcniic Ohat

\\essonls niaaneta1rv cwntrihutioji Ill inact anl act (fl r-c~ cnl

The lh - c 11,1' IAiiassic spcil Icaituire thalt arlc pailcoilrl m11pit'ilit inl (dii 111th

l,1\,t ml)a (lestit. 1 11.,1. unilike M 1,it11 t i\ iCll theC casc \k iii tc\t-' Iltat ai hc unlderstood(

11511 SC i P~ I I cl Iihll I c i I,- IiIcIiiu)l\ ,~Iit~e~ th1Iev 11, not I %\ orl ( II inl lie iri1pti

t I Lt (I ITCtl\ 111(1cl t ItC\, theI rclIC-, 'tI Icc (,t the r-c\ li'2c ,IIt(Ir hIc. l:,I c\,itijlpL> liO()t tL7\ th'it

in\( c 11C l "I'111,111 11L111] 111tile \%(I-(i Ic~ 'lul int ('I 'J

tti\iiJ e l~cresaui~titscil~ttiintntt te \ii( ict~irI~rii. jiehi~jis.1 -iht-.i~c rr~i a ei i%
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eat," or "go out for Chinese," or something of the sort. In contrast, we cannot assume that

some word or phrase in an input text will cue us in directly to the likely presence of an abstract

thematic structure that we need in order to understand that text. Sometimes, of course, this

does happen. That is, a variant of the above story might directly mention the word "revenge"

in describing Wesson's campaign contribution. This would simplify our task, but the !bove

story is perfectly comprehensible even without such a simplification. So we must assume that

it is possible to access such structures even if they are not directly mentioned in the text.

The second problematic aspect of the above story is that giving money to a political party

is a rather novel means of gaining revenge. Recognizing that such an action does in fact
constitute an act of revenge is, therefore, not a simple inference. The difficulty posed by such
novelty can best be understood in comparison with a more stereotypical variant of the above

story in which the second paragraph, instead of describing Smith's run fbr Congress and .,

Wesson's contribution, simply read "Wesson shot Smith to death." This simpler variant

could, in principle at least, be understood using something like the following reasoning:

Smith did something that drove Wesson out of business [given in the textI: That's

usually a bad thing to do to somebody [inference I. Then Wesson shot Smith to

death (given in the texti: That's usually a bad thing to do to somebody too

[inference]. I know that I can explain some person X doing something bad to

some other person Y if I know that X is angry at Y Icausal knowledge . So t

maybe Wesson is angry at Smith I Inference]. I also know that I can explain some

person X being angry at some other person Y if I know that Y did something bad

to X [causal knowledgel. So maybe Smith did something bad to \Vesson

linferencel. Why yes, he did: Ile drove Wesson bankrupt.

The point here, Of course, IS that the reasoning described above is entirely bottom-up.

That is, the inferences involved in explaining vhv Wesson shot Smith are not determined b\

any prior hypothesis based on \Vesson's likely goals under the circumstance,. Of course, such-

bttomi -up processing is not very efficient: The aho\'C description is a bit mis leading in 0his

regeard, because none of the irclevant iInferences that such a pro cess would draw havC becn

rcC()rdcd. Since the explaiati()n f(,r Wessoin's actioni is 4 iluvelenci l l..in a acvrac

branching factor of only 5. even hi-directional inference \X \\(ld produce more than 50

inf "ices in the course of its derivatin- literally follo\\ i ug the reasoning described above,

which is not rcallv hi-directional -- 3 out of the 4 inferences in the explanation are generated

I1ll \Vesson's shoti rg of Smith -- i ould require draii.in2 abut 13(0 iNnrces,.

: .54
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.'

But the limitations of a bottom-up approach become even more apparent when we

consider our original story. The crucial step in the above explanation of our variant story--

without which an explanation cannot be inferred -- is the realization that Wesson's act of'

shooting Smith to death is probably a bad thing to do to him. In the case of shooting someone

to death, it is arguable that such an inference could be drawn bottom-up. But inferring that

Wesson's monetary support for a political party will be bad for Smith is not even possihle

bottom-up, and even inferring simply that it will be bad for somehodv requires an additional

chain of several inferences, the construction of which is likely to swamp an undirected

inference process. Indeed, it is clearly because we already assume that Wesson will try to gain

revenge on Smith that we construe his contribution in this way, not the other way around.

Thus, an adequate theory of the use of thematic knowledge in explanation-based understanding

must be a top-down theory of understanding.

4. Representing thematic knowledge

Before proceeding with an attempt to answer the question of how thematic knowledge 1.

can be used in understanding, let's go back to the first question posed in the last section: Iow

can we represent the structure and content of thematic knowledge? What are thematic - .

structures about?

Thematic structures are structures concerned, not with particular goals and plans that

arise in a situation, but more abstractly with relations among, and the types of, the goals and

plans that arise in that situation (Schank, 198z). For example, a first pass at representing the

concept of revenge would look something like this:

X does somelhinC had to Y

CAUSIES

Y is aretv at .,%
C . , ,, . ,C A L SIF'SS' ,

Y vant,, to do somcthitig bad to -

C .,\L S '" -'"'"

Y d ,es s ricthini had to X

Figure 5-I: First pass at the ahtract rcprccntat' ['re c \ f c "

The main point here iP that the %ocahnlarv invw 1\cd in rcctlt a themAtic concept like

• -. V 
.d. .. . . .
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revenge' I s iLIte anst. 1ct -- it does not refer to particular action,, or goals. but to Classes 0!t

actions and -oals and Causal relations amiong- themn. The golratnantuefthncsar

representational vocabullarv canl be made even clearer bv asking what it mneans to ''do somethin'2-

had" to somiebods - It Must Mean somiething- like to ''biock a ,()al ol' that person's. So a rilnr

e xnl ic it represenitation of the concept of' revrenge w\ould look something- like this:%

X blocks a goal of' Y's

I N Ill II: S5

y I's aiigr\ at X

I N~ I'l All S5

YI \karls to block a golof, V'

RIFA S( )N--()R

Y block" a oa of X's

F'igure 5-21 Sec ond Ixiss at thle abstract representatilonl of revengeC'

A\ h C. \k C ha11 C mAe c xp)lic it thle particular- Causal relations involved, uIsing thle C ausal
I a \4 4n mN p(p( )44cd in Sch Ink ( 1975). TIls representation ot ''rveng'' ae tcerta h

4~ ~ I (6ah laci ~4' d In thle themati11c Ic'. C] is onle of causal relationships among goals and plans

- -- .'bh A1kn g' \riF us ~ l.and thle Causal i-c Iationsh ips aml-ong '.aiu olst lok-

ratthcr than ,jcivihc g asand plants thecmselves.

( )lc urse, '.'. mig-ht w 4ndcr \%~ hether \.ve actuallV need a sp)cific rvnestructure like

he abo'. e In aTddi tion to thle di'.CI idual cauIsl rule Is that seeml to Make it Up'. A f-ter all we wil in.k11 1

aycaen1 such rules, as, "'I X does somelthingl~ to block a -,oal (4o'f te .' l eag'

,it N. si nce c ic ned to he able to understand and exlainll ang1cr' SCpaatl \frm e. ng.11 '

then canl \k'. tustif'.' thle existece Inlleor of .a revng strC11-1ulce The silest aus'.sk er

\%( 0111( (est 1n 111 appeal it) thc increased eIliciene'. that ightIl reCsult froml 'caching.'', That I,,,

%%C. trCCIe and save\ this, pari-clar1 cIluster of' ierics sinpl bcausel', It oc-curs IrequenLITI'I

eTIMI44uh to CIart(4 'inC Y)4 (c.I. our earlier discuv Won 44 fai44p'a4r

ThereC is a anol(therl argumenicit w\e canl make, Ilmk\s\er. T he utility 44d largeC sCifLaItic "

stu'Lctures stemis not oiuR fr1om1 any\ I uncl(tinl r441e te.mysr.eiiniiil eo.ht

also bcauseC such Sti'ucturesC1 genCerally, carry- wih them exra\11.11 lti 41 ah (,\ and( beyondlc thc

causial ''backb44ne' of, elemenlts fr44m \0.lih thle\ aive ,-()mI1(),d. exrsigthe addik4 Th

relati44Ils that canl be expcted to) 11(11d 1111)1thos eIlments,. 14 ag 1 44rf( thle ul1t\'. i:

% %.
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explicit "revenge" structure in this way, we must answer the following question: What do we

know about revenge above and beyond what is expressed in the smaller causal rules that relate

goal blockage to anger and anger to blocking?

For one thing, we know that a person is much more likely to do something bad to

someone else if they are angry at that person for doing something bad to them, than if they are

angry for some other reason. That is, if Wesson were angry at Smith because Smith dealt

dishonestly with a third party, Wesson would probably be less inclined to do something bad to

Smith than if Smith had actually dealt dishonestly with Wesson himself. Of course, if Wesson

has some close personal relationship with the third party, then he might very well do somethil,.

bad to Smith -- this is a situation similar to revenge, expressed in English by the word

aveno ge.

Second, we also know that if Y wants to get revenge on X then the goal of X's that he

will try to frustrate will be of roughly equal importance to the goal of his own that X managed

to frustrate. For example, suppose that in our story, after Wesson realli.es lie is bankrupt. lie

sees Smith at lunch and starts screaming at him, and that as a result Smith's ILunclI is completcl.

disrupted and lie decides to leave the restaurant. Although Wesson did scream at Smith.

because he was angry, and although lie did fr striate Snith's coal of eat inc lunch in IaJI

restaurant at that time, lie probably didn't think of it as an act of revenge, nor did Smith. for,

should we. In particular, Smith should still be on his gu'ard with respect to \V\csson. and \\c Pe

should still expect to see Wesson trying to gain revengcC on Smith. The reason is si mply that

ruining someone's I i c Ii is not likely to frtrS'ate a goal that is nearlyv as i portai.t as go, c -

bankrupt does.

To sum ul-), we can see that an abstract thematic concept like rcvenge is composed of

rules represenlting various causal relationships -- such as ''blockin'"' -- between classes of "oals

and plans, and additionally ifinposes constraints oi the particular goals and plans that aie"

involved in any instance. The important point about such thematic structircs tfrml the point of ,

view of explanation-based understanding is that the causal knowledge that they represent i,

extrenely abstract. Thus, although sucI stIuCtUCs inichit lie considCcd 'tr -like' in their-

size anid scope. they Cannot reauisticallv be ernphwyed In an integ-rated understindin'e systemI
based on sencIptfrali C theory, constriued as a thcor\ of proccss e12. 'he cxtpeelations that the,-

gcencrate are, for the lost part, to abstract to be applied directi\ to inputs.

-a.
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5. Prior work on thematic structures
top

The arguments I presented in thle last section for the Semantic utility of explicitly

representing large, abstract thematic structures in memory are somewvhat novel; but thle Idea

itself is not. Abelson (1973) first proposed explicitly representing such structures in the course ;.

of' investigating the representation of goal relationships in a belief system. fie noted thle

existence of large thematic patterns such as 'betrayal," some of which -were so complex and yet

so familiar that there are specific idiomatic phrases to express them inl English. In addition to

thle concept of betrayal, for example, he proposed to represent Such concepts as 'thle end of' the *'

honeymloon" -- wich is to say. thle stereoty pic thematic pattern in w~hich two agents decide to

Work together for common oals, and original ly feel quite good about thle relationship, but theni

eventually realize that thley, ha\ e confliCtinl" gOalS a-s Well, which ultitelyIN Come to thle fore anid

thus chang-e the feel inos that thle agents have towards one another. To take vet another of

Abelson's examples, hie proposed a representation for a thematic pAttern wich seemed to

catureLl- SOmeItingl Of thle no0tion of 'thle wvorm turns.'" i.e., the thematic sequence In wvhich an)
aczent wvho is dominated bv -- or, in the vocabulary of goals, wh-Iose goals are constantly

frustrated by or Subordinated to those of -- another, more powerful1 agent. himnself becomnes. b\

someI turn of evenlts, thle dominant ak'ent.

A\bel son's ma in polit InI this inl \'estr zat loll was si mply represenlt ationral. Th ait is. hie

simiply vished to pobi t out that patterns of goal rel at ionsh ips existed at tis levecl ot abstractionl

anlld comnplexity, and w.ould need to be explicitl\ represented inl at belief system wh~ich1 could

IVeIson1 about plants and goals. especially ile con text of politicail quest ions.. Additionallk .lhe

proposecd somne specific representations for these concepts inl termis of a vocabu latr of' planl and

!c bal reClationsilps. A Ithouoch qui :o advanced fo(r thle timei, thie "peI fic"s of thle pro p )Sall ere

not particularly comp1elling because Abelson did no(t a1r'11c for thir~ fun~ctionld aIde(11,c\ Inl 1111

pairticular task such as, planrucl or text uridcerstanld ill,-

I ehn1crt's 1 98 1) thleor> of plot wiiur Ill\ ol \ CS thle tlt ic c M:CpT" e \ac ii l ike r\cic

Inl tact. re\ enl-c Is One of thle ])](t units slie de,,trihcs. ( )thert ,truc:turc\ o)I thi, I\ Ile ,iiIc h

riIVe111iteCd i1h. ILIle sItitiatlrs Inl \\ hich1 un a,-Cent i hcct 1)% the Lirhoc 1 tat''n ripol tant 2.l

A Mlv to 1fi1n( thalt the "itUat1In preset s 171 ()111 rir)1IMIItI It) "J tI " I . OInlL t IhC'r 111111( 1tAllt A0iI

Like Abelso)n. shec niiced thatl such paterIII '.1 oftenI 11,1d J L ''M rrori rclhk'Irrl'2 1Cft111- 11) ttt2. i

tis case1 asCloud 'Ill a silker I lr1in." Yet !Iittl)Irc hmtcp~tr h c.vhdi

sjttlatioll Ill %khiclh a, plarnner pus c onle )lml\ it) 1I1)(I itll d tddt h lIit am '11'01I Coo.' c lr k

atchieve d aloi thle wayI as well tsklhich she terruedl killin'- Itt) bird'. \k ili ooie StIR'

%-
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Lehnert was specifically concerned with the use of these abstract thematic structures in

representing the meaning of texts. However, the use to which she put such structures was not

in actually constructing the explanations which were required in order to understand, but rather

in summarizing stories once they were already understood. In particular, the model which she

proposed made use of the more atomic causal rules such as "If X does something bad to Y, ,_

then Y will be angry at X" in order to construct explanations in text understanding. Only after
this was accomplished would the plot units which were constructed out of sequences of such

atomic rules be recognized and then used in summarization. In other words, Lehnert proposed

an entirely bottom-up theory of the recognition of abstract thematic structures, in which they

played no direct role in story understanding.

Schank (1982) proposed a class of memory structures, thematic organization points (or

TOPs), to express exactly the sort of abstract thematic structure relevant here. lie proposed

that the abstract causal sequence of goal and plan types that underly stories, jokes, fables, and

so on, need to be explicitly represented in order to account for cross-contextual reminding --

that is, people's ability to be reminded of previous experiences or stories when presented with

input situations that have the same underlying thematic structure, but are superficially quite

different. For example, he investigated the thernatic structure underlying such stories as
"Romeo and Juliet," the apprehension of which enables us to recognize its similarity to another

story such as "West Side Story." Other examples he analyzed included being reminded of such .w,

anecdotes as the story about the drunk searching under a lamppost for his keys even though he

lost them elsewhere, "because it's where the light is."

ln addition to a theory of how to represent abstract thematic structures. Schank

investigated their role in understanding, learning, and planning. In particular, he wished to

understand their role in memory organization, in order to account for the ability to retrieve

cross-contextual remindi ngs using the sorts of abstract features that Make them up, and the use

of such remindings in learning and planning. In order to play a role in reminding, such
structures would clearly hiave to play a role in understanding. Thus, Schank argued that tle

representation of such abstract thematic properties of inputs was a necessary aspect of

understanding. In addition, he pointed out the key role of expectation failures and the

explanations f r such failures in the formation and retrieval of thematic structures. %

Drer (1983) discusses an amalgam of Schank's proposals and Lelinert's. Like Scliauk.

lie proposes ernploying them in understanding rather than just in s1urm ma ri zation. I lowvcvcr. r.

Fkdllowing lehnert the model of u nderstandi ng lie proposes is entirely bottom-up. Thus,

abstract thematic kno )lcdge plays no role in determiiiing- how to in fer the aplrtlpiate co strua-
":,."4
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of concrete input situations.

6. A closer look

Let's take a closer look at exactly what it is that makes our original story so problematic:

Smith and Wesson were competing for a government contract. Both of

them needed the business, but Wesson was particularly strapped at the time. He

competed fair and square, but Smith turned out to be extremely dishonest: He

bribed several government officials and won the contract for his company.

Wesson went bankrupt.

Years later, Smith decided to run for Congress. So Wesson gave a lot of

money to the Democratic party in his district.

First, just in case it wasn't obvious to the reader at the begining of the chapter, Wesson's

monetary contribution to the Democratic party only makes sense as an act of revenge if Smith is

running for Congress as a Republican. This sort of inference -- finding the hypothesis which,

if true, would allow us to explain what was going on in the story -- is called abduction (see,

e.g., Pople, 1973; Charniak, in press). One of the problems posed by this example, then, is

this: How is it that one generates an abductive hypothesis of this sort? It is perfectly tailored to

bridge the gap between the hypothetical explanation -- revenge -- and the action to be explained

-- Wesson's contribution to the Democratic party. Furthermore, the abductive inference that

gets drawn is the one that leads to the best explanation overall for the situation. As we

discussed in the previous chapter with regard to the problem of lexical ambiguity, it is not

enough to find an explanation for some input. There are many possible explanations for any

action or any aspects of an action. In fact what seems necessary for understanding is the ability

to infer the best explanation, in terms of such criteria as coherence, parsimony, specificity

(accounting for the most details), and so on.

For example, suppose we knew that Wesson was a Democrat in our original story.

Then one possible explanation for why he made the contribution would simply be that he

wanted to help his party. But this explanation would not render the story coherent, because it

would not connect Wesson's contribution, Smith's candidacy, and their preious relationhip

into a unified explanatory structure. Nor would it explain why Wesson made the contribui, .-

in any particular district. In other words, the explanration of Wesson,'s co tri but itm in term,, (if

"% =
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revenge explains more of the story, both in breadth of coherence and depth of detail, than the

explanation in terms of his political beliefs. That is what makes it a better explanation.

Before we can understand how the inferences that make up such an explanation get

drawn, however, we must first determine exactly what those inferences are. The best way to

answer such a question is to suspend our worries about the wishful control structure fallacy,

and sketch out a "just so" story in which the inferences are drawn in a purely bottom-up

fashion, ignoring the problem of how those particular inferences should be chosen. There is

nothing wrong with this, so long as we don't confuse the resulting "protocol" with a bonafide

process model, for example by directly implementing exactly and only these inferences in a
program. In any case, the necessary inferences seem to be the following:

(0) Wesson gave money to the Democratic party in some district.

(1) The Democratic party may use this money to help elect Democrats to public

office in that district.

(2) Wesson's contribution may help Democratic candidates in that district to win.

(3) The contribution may tend to cause Republican candidates in that district to

lose. •"

So far, we have sketched out the necessary inferences as if they were entirely bottom-up.

At this point in the explanation, however, we need the abductive inference that Smith is a

Republican. If we simply inserted this inference into the flow at this point, we could continue,,

constructing the explanation in a bottom-up fashion, as follows: "Smith is the Republican

candidate, therefore, Wesson's contribution may tend to cause Smith to lose. Smith probably

wants to win, therefore, Wesson's contribution may tend to block Smith's goal of winning." ".
At this point, then, it would be possible to recognize an instance of revenge. It should be clear.

". If

however, that we cannot expect the abductive inference to just "pop up" in this way. In the

strictest sense, then, it is not possible to explain this input in terms of revenge in a purely

bottom-up fashion -- tie abductive inference must take the explanatory context into account.

llowevcr, it is possible to pursue a bottom-up explanation process in which the -

abductive inference is drawn only at the very end, when the explanation is complete. Such a

process wvill draw essentially the same inferences, except %i l0on1t any reference to S7inh, as

fh ws: "(4) The RClublican candidate probably \ants to win, therefore. Wesson,

c 1ntribution nav tend to block the Republican candidate's goal of\ winning." At this point, inl

other words, even though we don't know whose go ll it is that \Vesson's contribution may tend

to frustrate, ve call see that it will tend to frustrate somcoc',. oal to win, and that that

-~. -'' P1 hAii
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someone is a Republican. All that is required, therefore, is to allow this inference to match the

hypothesis, derived from the revenge structure, that Wesson will try to block a goal of %

Smith's, even though Smith is not mentioned in the inference. Such a matching process would

entail drawing, either implicitly or explicitly, the abductive inference that Smith is the

Republican candidate (see Charniak, in press, for a discussion of abductive unification). :.-" *

In principle, therefore, it is possible to nearly construct an explanation in a purely V

bottom-up fashion, postponing all abductive -- and hence context-dependent -- inference until

the very end, when all the inferences are assembled into an explanation. The problem is, ot

course, that at every step along the way in the above "just so" story, there are an enormous ,,5,

number of inferences that could have been drawn, but that would not be relevant to the

explanation in this case. We cannot simply make it impossible to draw those inferences.

because they might be necessary in some other case. It is instructive to try and write down
some of the other inferences that might actually be draw n from Wesson's monetary

contribution to the Democratic party:

Wesson is a Democrat.

Wesson is a liberal.

Wesson wants the Democratic candidate to win. *

Wesson wants ihe Republican candidate to lose.

Wesson wants the Democrat candidate to like him "."'*

Wesson wants the Democratic candidate to help him in go\ernmcnt contracts.

Wesson believes the )em.ocratic candidate %, ill vote a, he , ould on certain iN,es.

Wesson believes the money will help the D)elocratic candidate.

Wesson believes the )emocratic candidate needs money.

The Democratic candidate may use the money to pa. campaign Cxpenscs.

The Democratic candidate may use the money illegally fOr his pri\ ate plurps ,,.

Wesson has less nonev.

If Wesson was thinking d d lng something else \ith the nzmev, lie can't.
1 , ,' son had Cli(gU-i mn ev t(o make the c(nitrihuti,,n.

Even when it is clear u,,t l w ai iv pl,tusihc nlcercncc, call\ can be drm' i i ll a1
given input in conjunction with background kno\0lcd'.c, it i', uttcn dilli.ul tul iImagine ..

circumstances under w% hich those in fcrences % il! actnall\ he neNcd% I in ()lder to undc "Idellr d

that input. It must be emlphasiied a.zain, therckire, that ,an Inference thIt can be dran fri 1 i

an Input may be crucial to the explanation of that input in s mllC c(inte \t. An.  of the inlfercl-cc'

listed above, and many more besides, could be rcndcred I1cce r n,,r 1 ndcr'taInding h\ thC
%.
S D"
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construction of a suitable context. For example, consider the following three stories:

Wesson was worried about the situation in Central America. So he gave a lot of

money to the Democratic party in his district.

Wesson was worried that his children would turn out to be spoiled brats. He

decided to give a lot of money to charity.

Elderly Wesson gave a large sum of money to the Democratic party. llis heirs
p...

were very upset. V-

An explanation of Wesson's contribution in the first story must employ the fact that Democrats

tend to be liberals to infer that Wessor ,s probably a liberal, and to then infer that his concern

with Central America probably stems from his fear that the Reagan administration's policies "S"

might lead to U.S. military involvement in that region. In order to understand the second

story, the reader must infer that Wesson is giving his money to charity so that he will have less %

of it, which means, in turn, that his children will inherit less, and will thereby be forced to

become more self-reliant. Notice also that in this case, tle inference that Wesson's gift will

help those charities to achieve their goals is not particularly salient. The third story is a

variation on the second, in which, although Wesson's intent is not necessarily to have less

money, that result of' his actions must be inferred in order to understand his heirs' reaction.

Let's consider another variant of our original story, in which the action that Wesson

takes is to call the New York Times. The most likely explanation in this case is that Wesson is V-v

calling a reporter at the Times to tell him about Smith's disreputable -- in fact, illegal --

business conduct. The purpose, presumably, is to try and block Smith's election by

publicizing his dishonesty, or even more, attempting to get him indicted for his illegal business

activities. In fact, the story need not even involve a Congressional race by Smith. If, after

describing how Smith bribed government officials and drove Wesson bankrupt, tile story

simply concluded with Wesson calling the New York Times, We could still understand this as

part of an attempt to retaliate it] somT(le way agailst cillcr Smilth or the go erlrllent officials who "

were bribed by him. Contstructing that explanation entails the usc of' vcry specific knowledge

of the use of the press to publicize vron gdoing or, in a less mioral \eiln. simply to hurt %

someones reputation. That is, publicizing misconduct (or allcged misconduct) must bea 0

known, stereotypical plan in order for this variant story t0 be understood -- stereotypical in the

way that shooting someone to get revenge is, and aS making a political contribution, ill

contrast, is not.

It 1 . W- .V r r r ~ r ' '- 
•.
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The point here is that even when such stereotypical knowledge is available, it is not %

necessarily relevant. A bottom-up approach to explanation would, presumably, always infer

that Wesson might want some information publicized. And, indeed, if a person contacts a

professional or an organization, there is a default implication that he may have some business

involving the primary function of that professional or organization. Nevertheless, on a highly

integrated view of understanding, even such default inferences need not necessarily be drawn.

For example, consider the following text: "Joe was a salesman for the North American Paper

company, in charge of selling newsprint in the Northeast. I le called the New York Times."

I lere, I would argue, we do not infer that Joe is calling to publicize some information.

Similarly, in a context in vhich two people were arguing over some fact, and one of them

called the Times, we would presumably immediately infer that lie wished to talk to an authority

there to settle the dispute, and not that lie wished to publicize something.

7. E\tending the range of integrated understandling

The central issue to be addressed by an integrated theory of explanation-based-N

understanding is the qurestion of how the hypotheses that might explain an input can help in the

explanation process itself. This question can be u sefullv re formulated as follows: What

NWirIrai(M is asSocia_od %kith all hyf-,l)hesis t)a1 mi ghl be uscinlI in explai ning anm input? Thitt

is. if the CIl'y "'' "I Mw co lld input X be explained by hvpothesis Y' is easier to answer -- that

Is. entail, flar less in1el-ence -- than the query "What is the e xplanation for input V, then it must

be bccliuse of some cxplainatrv knowledge associated with the hypothesis Y. But in order for

an V fthis klo ledge to be at aill useful, there must be some way to apply it in the explanation

(i the in1put. ..

hi -directional search and script'frame theory, for example, are tvo proposals as to how-

the infornation assiciated with an hypothesis might be applied in explanation. Ii the former,

lC klnlikIC\tdc is used to draw inferences fror'n the hypothesis itself. For example, if' tile

II\ p'lthcsi,, sere an1 aecnt's goal, and the iiput \',ere Some actioin perftorned b% that agent, then

hi -dirc,.tii 1 ina dl sach CId pri icecd by infc'rinmg r iot l\ plais arid goal that milht cntail the

pCI ITIanl'c oh that lctiin, btlt alist plalls ind stb-goals that tight be uCd to carry out the -|

h'~ pimthetical ,pla~naiitor\ goal. In script trale nheor\, tile knoMlede as'sociated \,,ith the

h, t ,thci,, i, iM the lorn (f Spcific cxpcctations that call he applied dircctl, to inputs.

I h C\ e:", s \, c 'm cili ier in the chlpter, tis ill orIl be possible if the expec;.lotatro , "

,rc Iallorcd Io the CacIt fo rm in hich the inlputsll are actually received. Fxcept inl highly

T-cstrn1 ted cLMl1',IM1,mCS. 111', Wi Il n(t be the c Foe. [or cxample. if the h\pothesis is that the

%" %,, % %
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agent has the goal of gaining revenge, then, although there is a great deal of causal knowledge

associated with this goal, that knowledge is highly abstract. As a result, the expectations

generated by such an hypothesis cannot be applied directly to most inputs, because such inputs

will generally be couched in a specific, rather than abstract, form. In other words, there is a
mis-match between the representational vocabulary in terms of which inputs are expressed, and

the representational vocabulary in terms of which the information associated with the

hypothesis is expressed.

Thus, if the causal knowledge associated with an hypothesis is to be useful in explaining %

an input, then either that knowledge must be transformed into terms commensurate with the

input, the input must be transformed into terms commensurate with the hypothesis, or else both

must be transformed into commensurate terms. In bi-directional inference (or, for that matter, ,,7

purely bottom-up processing), such a transformation is effected gradually, in the course of the

inferential processing that actually constructs the explanation. We might ask, however,

wrhether that transformation could be accomplished more directly, in order to facilitate the more

immediate application of information associated with the hypothesis to the explanation of the

input. In other words, we can conceive of explanation-based understanding as involving a

translation process of sorts, by means of which input and hypothesis are represented in

comnnensurate terms.

Because the explanatory knowledge associated with an hypothesis is likely to consist of

quite a large number of causal rules, it will in general be more efficient to transform the input
into terms commensurate with the hypothesis, rather than transforming all of the potentially VT

relevant causal rules into terms commensurate with the input. Even so, of course, such a

translation process will itself entail a certain amount of inferential processing. If the only way

that it can be accomplished is by drawing inferences from either the input, tile hypothesis. or

both, in an essentially undirected fashion, then there is nothing to be gained by viewing the

understanding process in this way: the resultin, i model would be bi-dirccti nial search. Thus.

il order for tills approach to succeed, it must be possible to accomplish the translation process r- ..-

itself in a fairly directed fashion. I will return to this point below. lirst. however, let's

imestigate how such a translation process minght be useful in explanation-based ti uderstandillng.-,

For example, consider our original story above involving Wessons attempt to .arn fl

revenge on Smith. The input of interest is Wesson's monetary gift to the Democratic party.

The hypothesis in terms of which this input should be appropriately explained is that \csson

has the goal of gaining revenge on Smith for Smith's prior role in driving. him bankrupt. In %

particular, the expectation is that Wesson may, try to block an important o-al of, Smith's. Thc

V. %- %,.
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understander must now attempt to transform the input-- Wesson's gift -- into a representation

commensurate with this hypothesis, that is, into an abstract characterization in terms of causal

relations among goals. In this case, an appropriate characterization of the input in these terms

is that giving money to an agent is a way of helping that agent achieve its goals.

Once the input has been translated into terms that are relev, it to the hypothesis, the

knowledge that is associated with the hypothesis can be brought to bear. In this case, the

hypothesis is that Wesson's contribution is in service of a goal to block an important goal of

Smith's. What do we know, in the abstract, about how to block another agent's goal? In fact,

we possess quite a lot of such counter-plhnning knowledge (see Wilensky, 1978, and

especially Carbonell, 1981, for discussions of counter-planning). We know, for example, that

an agent's goal can be blocked by disabling a precondition for its achievement, by threatening-

another goal that is more important to the agent (so that he must divert resources from the

pursuit of the first goal in order to protect the second), by "beating him to the punch," and so

on.

Given this sort of abstract causal knowledge associated with the hypothesis, an

understander can now attempt to apply it to the transformed representation 0 'he input. In

effect, this entails posing a query about the unders tander's counter-plannin .,,wledge: Is

there any way in which helping an agent achieve its goals could be used in order to block an ,1 .{

agent's goal'? The relevant rules, if they existed, could be retrieved using a variety of indexing,

techniques, including such stalwarts as discrimination trees or hash tables. In this case, in fact.

thare are several rules that could be retrieved as potentially relevant. One possibiliy is that the

agent being helped has been recruited specifically to block the other agent's oal. Another rule,

and this is tle one that matters in this instance, is that helping an agent achieve it W, oals can be

used to block another agent's oal if the aent bci n n hel is i lw't ,m ile olle' .,

agent for that goal ("the enem y of my eneniy is Ii\ fricnd") .\i tmptoi ti pply Ii'is rulc
would, in turn, result ill tile lhf l ing quCr: Is tile agent beinc helIpd -- i.e.. the D )emocrati,."

party -- il competition with the agent v hose goal is to be blockcd -- ie., Snmith e ailS\er i. The

yes, by tle following reasoning: Smith is runnin For Con ,ess. theretore le Is ili compelitil , _

with another agent to win the election. Now,. if the undcrI under fornis the abdctic 7,\

hlvpol hesis that tile agent with v, honl Smitl is ill c(o tnpetiti i is the l)emcrat ic party, then.

since there are only twv o major pol i tical parties in the V. S . it f',l lo\ s t11at S Il h is ruini n.1 as a .%

Republican. Assuming these abducti c in'ferences, then. \\Vcss,ns contri bution can be scen to

serve the goal of blockirig Smith's electin ..

I.et's look at S()file olh ex alliplcs. also iil\ ok\ ii1, a lll)lflirCta\ ,ifi to Ili o,-,li] i It(/ I1. t")
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see how different inferences would be relevant in a different context. Consider the following-

story:

Fred's accountant told him that the I.R.S. was going to slaughter him if he didn't

act quickly. So he decided to give a lot of money to Planned Parenthood.

Here, the goal that is aroused by the first sentence is "reduce taxes." How could a monetary

gift to Planned Parenthood reduce taxes? Presumably, indexed directly under the goal "reduce

taxes" is the plan "Reduce taxable income by giving money to a non-profit organization." In

other words, the fact that Fred's gift implies that Fred has less money is actually important to ,

the explanation in this case. Compare this situation with the following:

Fred was concerned with keeping abortion safe and legal. So he decided to give a

lot of money to Planned Parenthood.

Here, the goal is to promote certain social goals. As in the story of Wesson's attempt to get

revenge on Smith, the input must be transformed into a more abstract representation, namely,

that Fred's contribution will help Planned Parenthood to achieve its goals. Now we can ask

the following question: How could a contribution to a non-profit organization like Planned

Parenthood promote certain social goals? The answer is, if Planned Parenthood promotes the

same goals. Notice that in this case, no inference would be drawn about how the contribution"

to Planned Parenthood affected Fred's finances.

The approach sketched out above can be viewed as an extension of script/frame theory in

several ways. One way to view it is as an attempt to increase the flexibility of script/frame

theory by increasing the flexibility of the manner in which a script specifies the inferences that

will be relevant. That is, on this view, not all of the relevant inferences need be directly

specified, ahead of time, by the hypothesis (script) itself. Some, in particular the inferences

involved in transforming the input into a form commensurate with the hypothesis, will be 5'

chosen on a more dynamic basis. Of course, as I have already pointed out, much then rides on

the way in which the translation process is accomplished. If that should turn out to require "'

undirected inference, then this approach reduces, at best, to a hybrid of script, frame theory and

bi-directional search. We will return to tills point shortly.

I,* %

The other wvay to view tits proposal as an extension of script frlaic tlhcor'y is to \ icx the'

translati ,n process as bciiig instruniental to a more sophisticatcd form of ptltern maiching 111an

is usually emplo\cd in applying scriptal expectations to ilnlpUts. On this view. the cx plIntor01

%%'
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inference rules directly associated with an hypothesis are applied to inputs as in script/frame

theory, with the difference being that the pattern-matcher which applies them is capable of'

resolving any mis-match that might be due to the expression of input and explanatory rule in

incommensurate terms. As before, however, we must be extremely careful about the means by

which such an "intelligent" pattern-matcher will accomplish the translation. The simplest way

to implement such a scheme, after all, would be to use a theorem-prover as the pattern-matcher.

In this case, once again, the resulting process would be equivalent, at best, to bi-directional

search.

There are, in addition, several reasons why it might be better to view the translation

process as separate from the process of rule application per se. (An integrated approach is not,

after all, fatally opposed to the idea that cognitive abilities are carried out by separate modules.

It does insist, however, that such modules be functionally determined, and that they take into

account as much information as seems necessary in order to perform their functions, rather

than being defined by rather arbitrary a priori notions about what ought to constitute the source

and type of information with which they should be concerned.) First, and simplest, each

attempt to apply an explanatory inference rule to an input should not have to recapitulate the %
work of transforming the input into terms commensurate with the hypothesis. Second, the

attempt to apply an explanatory rule to an input may involve the need to perform a great deal of'

other inferential work beyond what is needed to translate the input, for example, in forminlt

abductive assumptions. To the extent that such processing takes place before it is determined %

whether the input can even be transformed into what is necessary in order to succesSfully appl: ":y:

the rule, it will be wasted if the result is negative.

Both of these problems, in turn, are related to the third, and perhaps the m(st important

issue, which is how to determine which of the explanatory inference rules associated with the

hypothesis are likely to be useful. There is a great deal of knowledge associated \ith mnt.

hypotheses, and knowing which of it is relevant is crucial to developing an efficient, directed

inference process. In script/frame theory, this issue is not particularly pressing, since thc.'

process of rule application is not very expensive, and it is therefore quite feasible to attempi to

apply all of the rules to every input. I lowever, if the pattern matching process itself entails the

use of inference, the cost of an unsuccessful attempt to apply' a rule can be quite high. It is

therefore important to develop computationallv iInCxpcnsi I C methods for narro\k in, the set l

rules which are likely to be applicable.

In fact, in script/frame theory -- where it is least needed -- this can be accomplished quite

easily. Since tie form in which inputs will arrive is aleady known ahead of time, one can

.... , ...

:',. ":"-';.-'--" " .' "" " . ..,...- " ---..- -- % .; .. . ..N ,'s.. ,.- A' -v -",-,-. -,. -..,., -.•• .. .. -':
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index the expectations in a script according' to feaLtUres of the inpuILts to \\ ichI the. areC jlkelyr to

apply. Then, using any of the standard retrieval techniqueCs. e.g., discrimination trees or hash

tables, one can retrievre oIJn those expectations that are likely to apply to the Input. I lowe'. er.

if the explanatory hypothesis Is more abstract, then by definition one does not know ahead of

time thle exact form of the Inputs to Which it might apply. Trherefore. (zi'Ven anl untransformed

input, one cannot use any simple indexing techniques to retrieve candidate rules, since the Input

wI not generally contain the features which iiht have been used to idxthose rules i the

first place. If, however, the Input has already been transformed into a representation

commensurate with the hypothesis, then of course It wi/i contain the sorts of' features wNhich

could be used to index thle rules ahead of timle ATn' One Of a numbiner of standard indexiuc1-

techniques could then be Used to cheaply reCtrieveC the exlntr rule that are I ikelv to apply to)

suich a transformed 1i pIit . Thus.,, for e xamlple. InI the expillatio n prcs ketchecd ou.t above, It

wvas not necessary to aitteimpt to aplyI tiii of' the ulnderstanders, cc cu uteI'rplanlin k nowledie to

the Input (WesOn's mlonectary contriblution to the I~nort .hut onlyN thlose rules that

involved hielping another a,_ent achiev e its cas

Al01though the charac tenIZati0c cn ( anl Input III terms, cO TInens urate '.with an hVpths ,si a

niecessary prerequisite for applying the causal kn( cldge associated \k it h the hy pothesis to the

ex~plana tl( n of that input, it is not a painacea. 1; en il thi tranJla ic mn can he ztccomplisIhed rathler

easilly, the resuing111 reClresentatilon may 11\ difficult to Interpret. FPc ci xmple. consider a '

aiatic n onl our orliina "tory. 'in \1 l hih\\sccns re',plCc tos I S11it11s \addi\ asI to buI\

the main TV stition inI isI district. This, stor , 1s think It Ps ,fai To say\, rather difficult to

unders-tan1d. I Io%%C\er. oneC p(sibl exlnto f\C,%sonl aCtionI InI tcrms11 cc r\ n wLIld

be thalt he intnIds, to useC his control of the T \ station1 L',1inst111 hmth eanddac K en'in

him11 Ia'.1~i11 Ira l CdI ac \er'.''tI cpl i it Ito his% 'llP 'nent.

ToI bc mloreC specific, the cotetr-planill ne rle that1 is, hCeic used hereC 1s hlit one: \k.l '.

blcc a aens ccl -InI this, case. Smliths, I of 11 beinc leced P is (11 bhckcon

mor cc is sub-col iiithi Ol"case, his I]ca of -,,1in)n1 fa'.ccr-ible 11ed!Ii C'.c,C. 11 I \C.

there- 11-e se'. ral otherl CoUnter-planinii- rules. of I n, reasin IIe'i' 1:'. n.'.e

~c jisiutil ga LCc)illete explan1ation ofi \\'esccns aciccn aicc these,, huesC. The P iLI.

method h%.' Iiili Wcssccn P is tteliptimu to bNock Smilthssbcals'\.hicic s,,esi

ncess'.%X res~ource -- the TV \ tticcuiad II Itiil. its, dtccio-i.l I t! 1( Ir 1chic\ '. n i.

h'ubcc 1,I d\ Ald. ialy the pIII~II)lar ni2hrcd by \k' NIti he Ps attempt nIIic- tchIcc Sm11ths1"

I)the rscciirce is b\ aineControl ol. the res~our-ce himse1lf - i1. Kh> n the 'IA Lic2

'Thus1. the appI)ropriate CCharacteriz.ation of' Wesson's purchase, (d 111 theIA tr inl tI!"
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of the repr-esentational vocabulary used to expr-ess counter-planiing knowledge -- is as anl

attempt to gain control of a resource. The pr-obleml is that ho\ er e asy, it i e ht be to derIive

this char-acteization, it provides veylittle guildanIce to the undcirstandir -as to how to pr-oceed InI

explaining it. That is. gaining control of a resourlce 1 suchI a u~h'iqU tons aICt 1 j in p1 nnincL

and con nter-planning that Wesson's action could be a pairt of a plan to block Smith's goal InI

in numnerable different ways. Ini sum, al though1 tranislating- the Input i n[) ternis comint-nsur-ate

woith the hypothesis mtay be a necessaryV step) inl Cx pLnt (II - based understaIrdiLlI1', n c i does niot '

enIsure' that an explanation can be eas i I C(,a StruLc tedIIl inll cI'ses I--\I £enwhenI properIl v

chara-,cterized, an Input may be dlifficult to explainl.

8. Iranislormirig I lie hN pot hesis

Ini the last sec ti i, I sKeto lied ouwt an pp ic ti lirertelLd LlerstanXdI ug in M IMh thle

1npu is " tI-Irst trastorind into termsII commensuri"Llate olh tile hpirei.In sonlic cases.

h\e\e.It ma% be mor-e appropiate to do thin-s rile ')thei \I\ t'()r LIIId. by\rnlomu thle

causlt kno%% ledee-, associated \% fitl the h% pothesis inn terms( Ici- C(iiItlrnLirate \I Ith thle inpu-t. ThI S

illcenralyhe thle case I~lhen such a clsfiirai iff abe to:ciinphislhcd \\filh little of- no0

itclerence. for example. whecn a slimillar trawItstIIrIfLitWiii has, been) pic\~ IIiido peru irmed, and tlic

res Its\ haI\e been stor-ed In me 11 IICI'r and~ canI be reCtrIeC\ ed (Ilih th (It itsi'rc h r llple eC(I'

-that Is. %N henl thereC Is a w iip thait n1tig21t appl-l\ toi thle cunelir ,I1Liarli ill.

SIppose.',C asl bef-ore, thatt thle underIF~toauderI hasi !"rtud thle hl\ p(ilthesis that Vessonl may,1

seek to gire neIll at tempting" toi explain) the sitniII(I that iPliod Il III lthe -ti. I 10\\

nlli ,t Sruttis canldidaicy reclate: to thw, The P ll~i' lk il"I'rrlider 1arcado, bieCCes that1

\'sIn na\ seek to th\\ ar-t a'Ioa of Simit. But, as" I pou'llted iialt edrjernt ust ill\ -,oal

\Ill (1o: The g-oal to be thwarted mus11t be (d'riicll C(Iliil lillpiitIlc as the ol\I. hich \k as

iiigiT'1-l11111 tlI\,\aIieClI. Sice S1iths1oal", Ot' kilr~iam' nc.:atCli'c is (0f liiiiiclil\ -'J

Inill)(I italic 'Is \\'sius cilitvli i)li 1i. 14" 11. <' , 'ies~iie a

kii Ie sc i ic exietliil hrtWes I 1111\ \Cci\, t h'\: P,2 ' I Sl-1

IThe Iii~atii ii! a ic le pc 11!. 1'. pl )c ll, 22'. u.' 'kc e c sl ii1 thanl

thle 1e1ra 1i 'm lriir i I. H I C! 1 lt

1! these ciiiiihitimns h(id. then tile i1wiikc1,-s \ 2, \ ' lbeie.s \i

~~~~~~~~~~. JA .c .d..~~ . ., * ~ *
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transform the input into terms commensurate with the hypothesis of revenge would be

unnecessary. In effect, rather than translating the input into terms commensurate with the

hypothesis, the understander would be translating the hypothesis into terms more likely to arise -

in the input.

In this case, for example, an understander might already know that one way to block a

candidate's election is to give money to his opponent, or by promoting unfavorable publicity

about the candidate. Thus, even though such specific expectations about Wesson's behavior

would not be part of the understander's general counter-planning knowledge, it would be

possible to retrieve them after determining that Smith's candidacy was a likely target for

Wesson's revenge.

In principle, of course, it might even be possible to invent such specific counter-planning

methods if they were not known ahead of time. That is, by applying general counter-planning

knowledge to specific knowledge about how Smith would go about getting elected, an

understander could determine how Wesson might attempt to block that goal. (This notion of

applying abstract thematic structures to specific situations in order to derive instances of generic

plans within a particular domain is currently being pursued by Collins, in preparation, in the e.

domain of planning in competitive situations). However, in this case the task of the

understander would be as difficult as the task of a planner attempting to create such methods

for the first time. That is, if an appropriate script does not already exist, the attempt to create

one top-down will require a great deal of inference, most of which will probably be wasted.

9. How to transform the input
,4'5

So far, we have argued that the integrated use of an abstract thematic structure such as

revenge in explanation-based understanding will often entail the need to somehow transform .

the representation of the input into a form which can be usefully related to such a structure. If

this problem turns out to be as hard as the original inference problem itself-- that is, if such a

transformation can only be accomplished by undirected inference -- then we will be no better

off than we were when we started. The success of this approach depends, therefore. on,

finding ways to direct the inferences required in order to properly characterize the input. In

other words, the process of reformulating an input in terms comnensurate with an hypothesis

must itself be an integrated process. The context provided by a potentially explanatory

hypothesis must somehow be taken into account to help determine the appropriate

representational vocabulary in terms of which to characterize the input, that is. the features ol

the input situation which are likely to be important in that context. Indeed, in view of the fact

"'V
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that the number of different ways to construe any given input seems enormous, this is perhaps ,.-p'.
%

the most important function of such contextual knowledge.

In the simplest case, the specification of the representational vocabulary in terms of

which an input should be represented could be accomplished dirct/v. with a sort of scriptal

"lexicon." That is, on this view an hypothesis would directly specify a set of features that

could be used to determine, in a non-inferential fashion, a set of inference rules that, if applied
¢.-a

to an input, would be likely to result in an appropriate abstract representation of that input. For

example, let's consider trying to transform our example "Wesson )ae a lot of money to tile

Democratic party" into "Wesson did something to help the )emocratic party achieve its goals." .-

In a sense, it's obvious that giving money to an agent will usually help that agent achieve its

goals. There is, clearly, an implication rule to tile effect that giing something to an agent is a p..-.

way of helping that agent to achieve its goals, if the object given is a resource that could be -'a,

useful in achieving those goals. But the question is, wly do we choose to apply this particular

rule and draw this particular inference, rather than others?

The answer, according to tile simple model proposed above, is just this: Since the goal

is to transform the input into the vocabu larv speified by the hvs pothcsis, the first step should

be to check whether there are any rules that might do so directly. Such rules would have the * -'

property that the conditions on their left-hand side would be expressed in terms of the same

representational vocabulary as the input, while the consequences On their rig'ht-hand side would

be expressed in terms of the representatioinal vocatbulary specified by the lv pothcsis. Now, it-

th,' implication rules applicable to input concepts w cre indexed under thosc concepts in terms of

the representational vocabulary used to exprCss the consequences on their right-hand sides,

then the reles ant rules could he retrieved quite easiTl. The undcrstadcr ,, kMld simply use the

rcpresentational vocabulary specified b the h% pothesis as kcs to rctrie\ e the ruIlcs, it any

exi,tcd, that were indexed under tile input in 1h,,C term, An, rule tt \% as rctri\ cd vould be

ptienmiall,, useful in trsFt irmingT tile input into ,I h m nsurate iti the h\ I ttheCis.

In this particulatr case, the kc\ s pro\ idd h\ the re\ cuc struturc ,mold include the

rcprcscntationt ocahula' In tern t (If %hich ,tuntcr planning kut led e 1\ c \prcscd. That

kntled,.uc includcs, fOr example. rules for hlcklng an ,:ut, ,:al h diahliiig a

prctndititn for its a chies nent. b% thre ,te n i n, nai tthcr Ihjal l , is itte Illipw-tt llt 10 to th-

,.ctnt. h% him t, tile puich." and hs h lpimn arthr iicii)Osc ,lil k, hltwil the first .Cent

Ii I I -'lCtittn )tr the p ),il, nittl all ns ll i ers ITlie 1'l ti1'1'iL' n ' nIi , \ tc.-h l a, \ iI s L1\CdI

a-.q

In,: ludc. tihct. disable." p c ,,d','" h c m. ." _,,l "'[V hci, . ,, p lt n "and o t,, :.-

S''*flit (.t the"C C'(UC ,C ld l I C )Cl )ls. C 1' . ' TC ' ,11 tk l i* T ,n t' .1111i ,trl s, .IIccr I h l '.,
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their use as indices would probably result in thle retrieval of' mny Irrelevant rleIs, and this

should probably be taken into accon t inI the retrieval proLcess. Usling only thle more

specifically relevant itemns as keys to retrieve rleIS Indexed under the inpuXt g"ive n10Cioev would

result in the retrieval, perhlaps amng11 Othr-S. 0of thle ruile t hat giving0 somiOng to an] agenit is a

way of 1w/ping that agent achieve its goals, if' the oblecct given is a usefut-l reCsource InI thle

achievement of those goals. Applying tis niIIC to thle Input kou Id lead to thle lin ference that

Wesson's contributionl was a way of helping the IDemocratic party achieve its goals, since

money is an almost tin iversalI) ly CLI us -Crsourc. The exp-laniation o1' this more1- abstract

c hai-acterizat ion of the inpu)Lt Would then proceed as described pre'% IOuIS'.

To take another example, conIsider- the variant story inl wichl Wesson h uVs thle T\/

station in Smith's district. InI tis case, thle relevant chiaracteri /.ationl of' thle iput Is that Wesson

now, has contr-ol of thle TV stat ion. Thle impIlicationI Rule that glene rates tis intference Can be

retrieved rather easily, since ''ali conltrol'' is one of- thle repreCsentational v ocabullary item"s InI

termis of whiich counter-planning knowledge is expressed. (Unf'ortuLnatel v, as, I pointed 0.t

earlier, evenI tho"I~gh this characteri zat]in of' Wesson's action Is easy to de i l\ e, it Is still qulitle

di fficulIt to explain.) Inl fact. it mighit be arguied that tis inf-erence should al ways be drawn

fr-om SuICh1 anl inpu)t. I lowever. consider the follo\\ ing( story: ''Fred had a lot of- extr'a mones\

)ll-n a round. Ile hated to see idle capital. so he decided to buyv the nmin TVA station Inl town.l

I lere. it Seems that thle explanation for Fred's, purchase inl terms o)I hiis goal of mak inc- moneIIC

need not entail drawin rInferences about 1iS MIcNrol over' thle TV Stat ion.

ThuIs, as long aIS there_ arcles Sinde~fxed (Iirectlv u uLCle thle Iiput inl terms1 of, the

conCtexually, relevanit Features -- rules, inl other wvords, which areC likely to prFoceC an1

appropri ate Characteri zat ion of- tihe input.1 -- theii tilhe (Iiirct spec ificationu of- ih se teatl e b h

hypo)theCsis. In conljunctionl tith any oh' the standard indeC\11 aiid reCtriev\al teClllniques. ,:anl he:

employed to retrieve those Riles. It is theref'ore possible to translate ihe Hiput tinto) termsl

CtITcmeSurIe-t With thle hvpI0hesis inI an efficient aind directed fashion. b\ usng simple.

ionl-iiiterentlial retrieval techniques to nlarrow thle set of, reles antl implication rules. The

Inmportanlce of ilarrTOwiluc downi thle set of po0tentially uIsefuli ruIless1 pariclary rt becautse.

,il I pnmiid ouit earlier Inl thle Chapter. thle attemlpt simIply to apply these rils oftenI C11111i1

hirlI ir Iinherce, . [or)I examlple. thle I lIicat in that cI' \Inl something1 to anl a11Cnt i1s a \k a[\o

hclpll, Iii2 ht agenti acies eC\ its, -" l depenC~ds on thle hIrther10 CoIIt& ui tlhat thle (bject. gisl Pi %\ oW

he: tisetl I'I ac ijes fill hisC ),11s. The icilipt to) \ evil such Co IIjo 1Ciiied c'IIdIti1ti )11, 1i\ he

lc11) 11 I't I Ia\ (litlie e\pei1,is e. reCar'lesC's (d the otil1.C \k 111kl1 1meanls thait an>\

11(mi ir1h'Ieitilli ITI1i1 (d iiirn ?\k Ill,, ( ms II tho' sclt (0 vulc' t Il~ be 55c \\Ill re'sult ill lre

SSic. \fill, as, \se sass pies I~Iisl> the a1pri(lplIxat clia'cteril.ation oh, tile 10put enables ai
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similar use of non-inferential indexing techniques to narrow the set of potentially applicable

explanatory rules once the translation has been accomplished.

These techniques can be applied in somewhat more interesting cases as well. Consider

yet another variant of our original story, which simply ends as follows: "Wesson decided to

become more involved in the Democratic party." Here, once again, the inference that must be

drawn in order to understand this action in terms of revenge is that Wesson's newfound

political activism is aimed towards helping the Democratic candidate for Congress, and,

therefore, against Smith's candidacy. But as before, this charL -terization does not seem

necessary in all contexts. Consider, for example, the following two stories:

Fred was lonely and wanted to meet new people. Ile decided to become more

involved in the Democratic party.

Fred was ambitious and wanted power. He decided to become more involved in

the Democratic party.

In both of the above stories, although it may be true that Fred will help Democratic

candidates, this is obviously not germane to the explanation of his decision to become more

politically active. Instead, in the first story, it is clear that the relevant characterization of the

input is in terms of its social consequences: Political activism entails participating in group

efforts, and involvement in group efforts offers a good opportunity to develop personal

relationships with other members of the group. In the second story, it is clear that the relevant

characterization of the input is in terms of its professional consequences: The way to gain a

position of authority in a certain field is to become known and respected by other people of

authority in that field, and one way to do that is to work with them.

The problem that we face, then, is the following: "Become involvtd" is a very vague

locution, meaning, at best, something like "en aie in actions causally relatinm, to." In other

words, the problem posed by this input is not that it is too spcfi c with regard to the causal

rules associated with the hypothesis, but that it is too gvtcral (cf. our discussion in carl icr

chapters of the problems posed by words wviih v\i-ue and choral ieanin,-v. We ilht."-'

assume the Cxi stence of an implication rule asserting that if an agen t cngages in actions causally ,I

rclating to another agent, then he might be engaging in act it to help acIihic\ c tie ,oah, of that

acent. Assutmint tih existence of such a rule, after all. , i ) to no1) More than1sming the

existence in nlloly of a CatelV of '"aCtiolls which arc causall' related to somc ae,.cnt," and ot

act ions which help to achieve the "als of' an ascn t as a subtv pe of that categorv. The

- - ." .. ._
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%
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problem is that it is hard to imagine a counter-planning method which cannot be characterized

as a subtype of the category "actions which are causally related to some agent." In other

words, the difficulty posed by this input is not so much that it is represented in terms which are

incommensurate with the hypothesis, but rather that it is not very useful in narrowing down the

set of relevant explanatory rules associated with that hypothesis.

However, in this case the input also contains more specific information. It specifies, in

particular, that Wesson has decided to "become involved" in the Democratic party. Suppose

now that we extend the methods described above, just a bit, so that the understander uses the

keys supplied by the hypothesis to index under all of the concepts mentioned in an input, not

just the main action. Applying these keys to "Democratic party" will not retrieve an implication

rule per se. However, since one of the keys is "competition," it might retrieve a relevantfact,

namely, the fact that the Democratic party is in competition with the Republican party. This

would have two important consequences. First, it would enable the understander to

characterize the input as meaning that Wesson has decided to become involved with a group,

the Democrats, who are in competition with another group, the Republicans. Second, and

most important, such a characterization in terms of the feature "competition" would enable the

retrieval of the relevant counter-planning rule in this case -- that one way to block an agent's

goal is by helping another agent who is in competition with him for that goal.

The use of standard indexing techniques to retrieve useful rules and facts as described

above depends on such rules and facts being indexed directly under the input concepts in terms

of the contextually relevant features. This is surprisingly plausible in many cases, as illustrated

by some of the more difficult examples presented above. But what if no such rules or facts

exist? In that case, even though the hypothesis will specify the appropriate representational

vocabulary, standard indexing techniques will not be able to retrieve any applicable rules or

facts on the basis of that information. We are faced then with the following dilemma: Either

we must abandon the attempt to perform the necessary inferential processin, in a directed

fashion by using non-inferential techniques to narrow the set of potentially useful rules in such

cases, or we must employ non-standard, and more powerful, methods of indexing and retrieval

in order to select the appropriate rules.

This is exactly the sort of problem that has motivated renewed interest in parallel modeL

of "spreading activation" or "marker pa> w. g'' in inference and language proccSin,.g (see, e.g..

Fahlnan, 1979; Charniak, 1983). Unliimited parallel inference, ,r'cr m', requires a highl I-k

interconnected network of enormous numbers of V'ery pow'erful pIocessors, and therefore-

seems unattainable, either in computers or human brains. The basic idea behind these

%W% C.
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approaches, therefore, is to see what can be accomplished using much simpler processors,

something which will be less than full-blown inference, but which will still be useful (Minsky,

1968). Fahlman (1979), for example, represents an attempt to use marker passing in a

semantic network to perform a certain limited class of inferences. Charniak (1983) argues that ,

it should be used to perform a kind of parallel pseudo-inference, the results of which must be

checked over and embellished by a more standard serial inference process. In particular, he

proposes that markers should be propagated from the concepts mentioned in a text to find paths 0,e

that connect them in semantic memory by intersection search (as also proposed in Quillian, .,

1968). Such a path, on Charniak's view, should constitute a potential explanation of the input

concepts -- or rather, a set of implication rules which, if they can be properly applied, will 12:

constitute such an explanation. Proper application of the rules entails finding appropriate

variable bindings, and in particular, determining whether or not ll of the conditions necessary

to apply the rules hold true.

From the perspective of an integrated approach to explanation-based understanding, the

important thing about intersection search by marker passing or spreading activation is that it is

more powerful than traditional indexing techniques. Using such methods, it may be possible

to retrieve inference rules that are likely to be useful in translating the input into terms ,.

commensurate with the hypothesis even when no single rule does so directly. For example.

suppose our original story ended as follows: "Wesson decided to call some people he knew in

politics." One explanation of this action in terms of the hypothesis of revenge is that Wesson is

lobbying to elicit support from potential allies in his attempt to block Smith's election to

Congress.

Undoubtedly, there exists a counter-planning rule to the effect that when engaged in a

struggle against another agent, it will be useful to gather allies. The problem is that althotgh all

of the elements in the above input are consistent with the use of this method. each of them--

taken alone is only a weak indicator. In order to elicit allies, it is necessary to communicatc

with them, but communication plays a role in almost any counter-planning method. It is easier.

to get in touch with people who are already acquaintances, and they are possibly more likely to

respond favorably to such a proposal. But suppose the input were sinply that \Vesson decided

to call some friends. In this case, it would seem just as likely that he was secking advice, or

simply wanted to blow off steam. Thus, it also seems i mp(rtant that people lie is calling0 arc

already involved in politics, and are therefore more likely to be utul ias allies in a pditical .

s t ru ,c.

In sum, the problem posed by this input is that each factor, lakell on] it', own, does 1 ""

. .11. .
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seem sufficiently specific to indicate the particular relevance of any oni. counter-planning rule

over the others, while all of them taken together seem capable of doing so. Of course, if the 6,

understander simply attempted to apply all of its counter-planning knowledge to tills input, one

rule would turn out to fit better than the rest, but our goal here is to attempt to find some less

expensive technique to direct the more expensive process of actually attempting to apply such

implication rules. If certain combinations of factors could always be guaranteed to be present.

then discrimination trees might be an appropriate indexing technique. lowever, such a ,,

guarantee seems to be exactly what is lacking in cases like the above. In such cases. then. .5

marker passing might be an appropriate indexing technique for retrieving relevant explanator.

rules associated with the hypothesis. In part II, however, we will see that there are man\.

situations in which marker passing and spreading activation techniques cannot be applied.

10. Conclusion

It is by now generally accepted that understanding a situation entails inferring the

hypothesis that best explains that situation. But why do such explanations matter? What does

an understander gain from inferring an explanation for some situation? Consider one of the

most widely accepted views of scientific explanation: Explanations, theories, and hypotheses

are useful because they provide precdhtions -- or, to use tile term we have been using here.

cAVJctatiot.S. The utility of expectations derived from an hypothesis about some situation"

should be clear, if not for tnderstanding ten certainly for planning. For example. if you block

another agelt's goal, a goal which is of sole inrnportance to him. then] it is probably a good

idea to watch out for the possibility that he may attempt to gain revenge. In the scenatrio , k.e

have been considering above, it ,%ould do Smith little good to lose the election, and then realize

afterwards that Wesson had played a role in his defeat. It would be far better for him if he

were aware of this possibility during the election camnpaign, and took steps to deal with it then.

I lypotheses and explanations about a situation are important because of the expectations which

they provide a planner while he is in that situation. After the fact. it matters less wkhat the.

explanation was except insofar as it helps tile agent learn to make better predictions in the

fu t L ire.

If it ' .ere possible to predict, in exact detail, all of! the possible ofutcomes t a sitLhiitt, l

and it it wcre po ssible to prepare. in advaince, to deal \\ ith all otf thei. thenmm it \,onuld barcl\ bc

neccssary for a planner to pa, attentli<l to its el iron m rnt at all. But inI m 'st cas,. thCsc arc

ntot po ssible. We have neither the kn %%ledge nor the inferential rctui'Ce.\s ncscsary to pNlrCdicl

in detail all possible outcomes of a situation in vlhich weu might find oursel. Nor dk \sc

have the real world resources necessary to prepare for all possible colntingeci ', en II C. .',.

W, V V %'~'s < .. ,...;.- ..%',' A ,.. "%,*
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prediction were possible. We must, therefore, make do with rough hypotheses and vague

expectations, and we must be able to shift resources to deal with contingencies as they arise.

From the point of view of understanding, the crucial phrase in the above discussion is
"watch out for. If an agent is to be able to shift resources quickly enough to do some good,

he must be able to determine which outcome seems likely before the situation has run its
course. In other words, if the expectations generated by an explanatory hypothesis are to be

useful in such a context, rough as they are, then it must be possible to identify the situations to

which they apply as those situations unfold. Thus, in order to apply the expectations which are

the raison d'etre of explanatory hypotheses, expectations and inputs must be characterized inl
commensurate terms. But the number of possible construals of an input situation, the number

of features in terms of which it might be characterized, is almost limitless. It seems no more

possible to construct all possible construals of an input situation in real time than it is to specifv

all possible outcomes in exact detail ahead of time. Because it seems computationall infeasible
to construct all possible construals of an input in real time, choices must be made. B 3it, if tlhoe

choices are simply made arbitrarily, the resul ting representation is likely to be useless, at least
\ith respect to the timely application of the understander's expectations and hypotheses.

In view ot t lie enormous iinmher ot potertiial charac terzations of an input, therefore, hIC

process of determiiing aln appropriate characterii.ation must be an integ,,ratcd process: The
context pro\ ided by a potential explanation must somehow be taken into account to help

dctermitne the appropriate representational vocabulary in terms of which to characterize that %

input, if the expectations generated by that explanation are to be at all useful. That is, an
h\ pothesi sabout a situation can only be useful if the understander can use it to help determine,..
the relevant feat ures of that situation. In sum, an understander who forms hypot heses or

poteini ial cxplanations for a sit nat ion has an advailtage over one who does not. Potential
explanatio's must have soce fun nctional utility for an understander. \Ve ha\e i Ven one ill this-

c hapter. %
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CHAPTER 6
.4

PLANNING AND THE UNEXPECTED

...chance favors only the mind that is prepared. -- Pasteur A

1. Introduction

The crucial role played by expectation in cognitive functioning has long been a major

theme in artificial intelligence and cognitive science. Expectations focus attention on the most

salient features of the situation in which an intelligent agent finds itself. Because any situation

can be described in so many different ways, in terms of so many different sets of features, it

can be argued that without expectations it would be impossible to construct useful

representations at all. For in order to construct a representation of some situation, it is first

necessary to decide which features of the situation to attend to -- that is, the set of features in

terms of which to describe that situation -- and such a decision, however taken, in and of itself

constitutes a form of expectation. Whatever other functions expectations may serve in planning

and understanding, fixing the vocabulary in terms of which to represent a situation is probably

the most important.

In the simplest cases, the set of features to be expected may be fixed in advance, so that a

process would have no options as to how to represent the situation in which it operates. In that

case, although we may think of the process as having expectations, those expectations stem.

solely from decisions made in the design of the process -- in the case of an organism, during its

evolution -- or as a result of learning. Such a "fixed set" model of expectation may be

appropriate under certain restricted circumstances. If the situations to which a process -- or an

oranism -- is exposed vary along only a few dimensions, then the behavior of that process (or-

organism) can be specified without explicitly mentioning those features that describe the -

unvarying background. Thus, its "perceptual apparatus," it you \rill, may be similarly r%

constrained without affecting the ability of the process to carry out its function -- or the

oreanism's ability to survive. Similarly, if the goals and plans of the process or oreanism arc 

themselves fixed and few in number, then only those features that iend to be causally

riplicated in carrying out those goals and plans must be attended io by that process or

oreg.nisil:

% ?
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If the restricted circumstances described above do not hold, however, the "fixed set".

model of expectation will no longer suffice. Thus, a process with many and varied goals and

plans, exposed to a highly varying environment -- in other words, an intelligent organism

living in the real world - must have some control over the set of features in ternms of which it

will represent a situation in which it finds itself. Features that are unimportant in one context

may be crucial in another. Factors that don't matter in the pursuit of one goal may be very.

important in the pursuit of some other. As the situation changes -- and, especially, as nekk

goals and plans are generated -- the importance of a iven feature will vary considerably.

Under such circumstances, decisions about which features matter must be mutable.

Expectations cannot be fixed: They must change as goals and conditions chance.

However, the very complexity of the environment vhich, in part, necessitates the

context-dependent variation of expectations, also oives rise in many cases to situations which-

confound those expectations. In one sense, this situation underscores the ubiquity of

expectations in cognitive processing: The ability to understand that something unexpected has

happened inherently presupposes a background of expectations against which the unexpected

features stand out. But there is a paradox here. Before the unexpected features can be seen in

contrast to the expected, they must somehow be represented. Yet the decision to represent a

given feature of a situation in itself constitutes, as I pointed out above, a fundamental and

characteristic form of expectation. It seems, then, that in certain ways we mLust be expectin-

the unexpected -- in a sense, we are always prepared to be surprised. Without perfect

knowledge and infinite inferential capacity, expectations -- however necessary -- can never be

perfect.

It would only be logical then that intelligence requires the abilitv to rccocnize and deal

with the unexpected. But such unexpected situations are not just a burden to an intelligent-
agent: They offer opportunities as well. Two important questions arise in the attempt to

construct models that are capable of dealing with unexpected situations: First. how can an.
agent recognize that something unex pected has happened" And second. how can an a cnt"

exploit an unexpected situation once it arises?

2. Recognizing the une\pected.

As I pointed out in the last section, the ability to recognize the tincxpcccd has a certai "nl

paradoxical air about it. On the one hand, the ability to even reprelent an tIIIC\ pecled fCat nrc (d

a situation signi ies some decrec of expectation. (Oea the ohCltn , earl .l)t

be very hich, since otherw.,.ise the fcature 'ould iot warrant beini labelled als "tnmCX ,,_d. "
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Furthermore, there are presumably an infinite number of unexpected features of any situation.

and only a few will warrant being noticed at all -- which is of course one of the key functional p.

motivations for some notion of expectation in the first place. I low then can an agent come to

notice that something unexpected has occurred? %

In the simplest case, the agent will have an expectation about some situation 'A hich is W,

etp. licitlv denied by that situation. The unexpected feature then is simply the absence of an

expected feature, the presence of a feature which was expected to be absent, or perhaps a

mangled" form of the expected feature (which can be analyzed as the unexpected presence or

absence of sub-features). For example, an agent might expect that the performance of some

action in a plan will yield a certain outcome, and yet that outcome may fail to material; ze. Or,

an agent might expect that something disastrous will occur in a given situation, and be

pleasantly surprised when it does not. These sorts of 'c<vlcta ton joii ',res constitute the basis

of Schank's (1982) theory of learning and reminding, the crux of vhich is that the failure of an

expectation should remind an agent of similar failures in the past, and that the explanation of

such failures can lead to better expectations in the future. Expectation failures are also play a

fundamental role in Sussman's (1975) theory of learning as debugging almost right plans.

These theories, then, offer one vision of how an agent can exploit an unexpected situation by

learning from it.

In principle, given that the presence or absence of the appropriate feature can be

determined, its unexpected status will be obvious at face value. In practice, however, it is not

always easy to determine that something unexpected has happened even in such simple cases,

because it is not always clear w0 hether a situation actually denies the presence of an expected

feature. For example, consider a language understanding system based on some form of script

application, and suplse that some event expected by the script is not mentioned in the text. Is

the system entitled to assume that the event did not take place') In most cases. the answer is

that it is not: In fact. such systems are supposed to infer that tile unmentioned C\ ent has taken'

place. But ., hat worlks in most cases does not w ork in all: There w ill be circumstances under -" .cr

vhich the failure to mention an expectcd event actually does signify that the event filed to

occur.

It is far morc difficult to rce.:niic that "e hin unex 1Ccted has 0cLurred x hen the .

ulnexpectcd teature of t situaltion cannot c en he cowsilecred an Cxpectaion failure at il[.l

because it is s rletlhilnl ihout lich the 11-'Cllt ha(1 10 ,pcCtt11,l) n 1C \\.d\ A,, thC other ("C

Lalljee and .\belson. 1983. flr a iseussion o h(I \ this d',ttio atic,_ts he prces o 11O

constructing explanations fr anomaous Iittul u. lhe dilI lo ul:\ p, ,cd h\ such uneced"
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fCteatures stem1s 1-rom1 thle fal'ct that thev recalkI are inn1111FAI II meaici a st a S( thci bc

facll all a~clt is to nloti*C unIX peC ted featuresCsl tlCh are 1CI~l, s o i)\ ntrs i iCiifc

Ytto ascribe irttercstirt-ness or- sign ifIicance to a Feature rcq iii cs a mi T he atCent in ust

understand WhY thle tine XPeC ted feCature' Is SI i'llificant. I lere heii1, k is chre thec parado x Is fcl t

most acute] v: In) order to determine %khether Li Unex pected Ieat nrc isin Iictit munst firlst

be noticed. Yet anl a'-ent cannot notice all une)xpected feaLt tires1, there ar Xsi il ll\ ti ii) 1mn vInI

ZI'situiation. So, somehow hie must comeC to not ice tho(se f'iteatu rS \01CI h i reC n11i) fia t-

sithout being swamped by those w hich are not.

I1IOW Cart1 artl Z1i'Crt COI1C to see thait anli IIC \ peiL-cd fecatur i 1 a c s)' tit tiat I(I Ir I s _I I I i fcant (I

to Understand its si ~nificance ? Inl order to answ\er this (itluetIIl %\C Il. , wein i st i Ibio e a t hei irs if1

what makes someiting Sin 1 fi ,ca nt to a -,I \ell agenlt. W~i,//I 4111 t111 C/U icllcs to '1/1

t*Csqect to' goals. The siclnificaince of' a feature to) anl aCent ies I) its relaionl to thait ac-ent's

eoals. These -oalIs may be sers,"C1 gnral. eC. Cu rni I ts % or" s\ s pec I liec. C. th li ced to -ct

to MIil waukee. Moreover, the rel at ion betweeni al feaZt tire and a I )Ial may 5 ar\ as, \cll: Is" the

presence of- thle f-C 'oLr- a1 nlecessary prereqtliisite for)I a pln for)I the _oal? I)('Cs it Indicate likely,

Success or finrDoe~s it signal the need 1'(r cant (ii i or other speclil measuresi-c? Whaitever thle

anlswers to these questioins. thle problem of reCo_1IiZI i.ins tie x pcted stnthns--bceauw seIts

So l ution tinvolves Some III t io (it' sig ndlicance. a no t ion kk hiich can (inll\ be def-ined xk i1h01sec

to Coals - lads tis, rather di rectlv. to thle subject ofI planilil, and pla x ctin

3. 1 tc\ !WcIed situait ionfs an flt0~~opportunistic plannting

As wke have seenl, thle issues" raised Inl deal inc s i\ till nnsccted situations are iWi)iItlN

related, )ot 0111V to un tde rstand Ing. btit to p1anin as ell ., A tsndcsadn of, Lin

* inecxpcred sitnation depenrds onis blit tolI\ represenlt thait sitnat1in as phiseslc' a feature

whchwaUtnexpected. Since eser'\ sit1.ation1 Loissse aninin-111it number (fdnc features.

* there mlust be si imec other charatcteristic besIies unexpectedlness tlat maters. Thalt chavracteristiec

can Il' b1 e ',Ici 'caIce wkI th res'pect to) the agent gol 'Id pl .Thus, an1 a~Ctnt's

a11icrstanldlinc(A ill anuexe tedapect of' sonlic situationl, as Imuch 1\s if aneslcl fear,IL_,

dc cns n ihil,,i I and plans".

Thle above)\ a rc_ ile I It sufi t o C s,1)Ctjbi I) ~ i soni 0 1 c Ii Ii )In I t sk-'l 1cic 11', 11 CCec to1CJL''II

t he:t14) g il aid plamis" )1 11 of an 1 agn i L WI in1 the cciit Is 11 idc Isi , 111 (11lC u Iu U1\jl~cd' ratius

illt, Inlode to tlTidCe ,lstIIdl thstis',p Iss10( "111 eo mlust tutl (Ill pespc i l u'unrI X'd ask \\Is\

it ssoild ma1Ltter thait liials amid plaits affect thle unders"ttnding' (d tiuicxpcctcuistjtii.I

* l~~~1,11CItic ir, \%shat iitij),let do uielct( Ittli'ils11l~~ ()ns~ iii 1p fhu ill 'WJ e as.~~ ho)\s Illust a
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planner be prepared to deal with them?

Quite often, perhaps even most of the time, unexpected situations mean trouble in

planning. Expectation failures, in particular, are likely to coincide with the failure, or

impending failure, of a plan. For example, an action taken within a plan may not have its

expected -- and, presumably, desired -- effect, and hence the continuation of the plan may be

jeopardized. Or a normally unproblematic precondition, the satisfaction of which is expected

either because of prior efforts by the planner or because it has simply been satisfied by the

environment in the past, may turn out in some case to be absent. These kinds of unexpected

situations, because they stem from the explicit failure of one or more expectations, are

relatively easy to detect. Thus, they have received some attention in the planning literature,

under the rubric "execution monitoring" (see, e.g., Fikes, Hart, and Nilsson, 1972: Sussman.

1975; Sacerdoti, 1977). When such a failure arises, the planner can attempt to save tihe plan

by a bit of on-the-spot replanning for the subgoals which have failed.

The failure of an expectation stemming from a plan may also signify good news to a

planner. One might have an expectation that some particular problem will tend to arise in a .

certain type of planning situation, and happily find that it does not arise in the current instance --

of that type of situation. In the simplest cases, some precondition which must usually be

planned for, and to the achievement of which some effort must usually be devoted explicitly,

will be found to be serendipitously satisfied in the current situation. Most theories of planning"

can handle this situation, in the rather minimal sense that the planner will use the satisfied

precondition rather than redundantly working to establish it again.

In both harmful and beneficial expectation failures, however, simply dealing with the

expectation failure on the spot is not enough. A planner should, in the best case, come to %

understand why the expectation has failed. Why is the formerly unproblematic precondition

now problematic? Why is the formerly problematic one now unproblematic? Some w, ork has

been done on this problem in the case of a harmful failure, perhaps because the reasoning

required to understand the source of the failure is often necessary simply in order to patch the

plan and continue. That is, the explanation of harmful fail ures is driven by the needs of'

effective planning and plan execution. Thus. even though learn ing may result from the

explanation of such failures, it is not necessary to invoke learn ing as a goal to nv ti\ate the

explanation process (although see S ussman, 1975, and li lammond. 1986, for theories of

learning based on the explanation of plan failures). I lowever, the sort of ex pectation failure in

which something which was expected to be a problem turns out not to be. quite oh\ iouslv dcs

not nose the same difficul ties for plan execution. That is. an aecnt need not explain such an

.....,...... ,...:...... .............. ,.... ... ... .... ,..................
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expectation failure in order to successfully complete the plan. It need Only note irs god.

fortune and continue on. Such cases therefore require invoking the need to learn in order to '4

justify the need to explain the failure.

I towever, although the importance of expectation failures is best explained in terms of

plans and goals, this may not be necessary given the prior existence of the expectations

themselves -- although, admittedly, it does seem difficult to justify the existence of expectations

in a system without goals -- and this possibility forms the basis of learning theatric, , hich are

driven by expectation failures and yet take no account of the learner's goals (see Schank.

Collins, and Hunter, in press, for a critique of such theories). The importance of :oals and

plans in the understanding of unexpected situations is. however, indisputable in the case Of

truly unexpected features of a situation, i.e., those which neither confirm nor deny an

expectation. I lere, the problem of somehow discerning, si.nificant unexpected features of the

situation -- given that any situation can be described in terms of a myriad number of' features. A

most of which are unexpected, but most of which simply don't seem very important -- cannot

be avoided. The most intuitively plausible and functionallV sensible way to define sinii ficancc"

is in terms of an agent's goals. Thus, significant features of a situation wonIld be t hose ,. hich

somehow had an impact, in either a positive or negative fashion, on the agent's plans and

goals. -.

L et's consider how this notion might be al'lid to the prblcm-I of distiguishin Z-

si gni ficant unexpected features of a situation. The features are s.i,' Piant because rthey affect

the agent's phins and goals. "lhev are unc.''t('d because they either colf'und an expectation-

-- i.e.. they are expectation failures -- or because they are trulyII unexpected -- i.e.. lhcv ncither

confirm nor deny' an expectatin. Consider again, bricly, the case of explicit ex peCtation.

failures which are significanr. Since they are sigWnificant, the,, must sonlch(,, aftect the plans

and goals of the agent. The plans and (oals whicII they affect, of course, arc the plans and

g( als which gave rise to the violatcd cxpectatioms in the first plhicc. But under ,khat %

circuinstances would plans and ..(das gice rise to expctat i s Nh, liy k, l clin tlhcy are ,
actively being pursued. In simni, e are led to the iiot very surpri.,ct nc C Itusin that the

featuries invo)lvcd in expectation failures are significant \,,ith respect ti thie goals plan s

k% hich w, ere being.. actively purisued and v, hich, fmi thlit reien. cave i c i,,c t e xpctati, s that

Sere vin ,lated. ,.

The more interesting quesWin then is k hailt g( l OF plan17 a rul/ I1nc\ 'Lcd f',tJNIC If-fc.,s

if' it is si" nfic'ant. If the ( )I-l r plan \,crtc currenrit under a.cti\c pursuit, then it kould

piresunabls I..ie rise to expectations about siiicri t fc atures, ie. fcaturi', I . Iiich \\ould be

., . . . . ." '- .- W . . . . - . . . . - . . . " . . ' . - . - . . ' . - - . - - . .. . . ; - , . " . , . . . .
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likely to affect it in either a positive or negative way. Thus, if a truly unexpected feature is

significant with respect to a goal or plan under active pursuit, then it must be because the V.

g.ent's knowledge of the features which are important to that goal or plan is incomplete in

some way. But in that case, it is highly probable that the agent will eventually experience an P

expectation failure of the more direct kind, e.g., his plan is likely to fail. Thus, before an agent

wili detect that a truly unexpected feature has affected his current goals and plans, he will likely £

notice that an expected feature has been confounded. The relevance of the truly unexpected

feature will then be due to its causal role in that expectation failure. Thus, if a truly unexpected

feature is noticed because it is significant with respect to a goal under current pursuit, then it .,.,

will most likely be discovered in the course of explaining the failure of an expectation

stemming from that goal.

There is, however, an alternative possibility. A truly unexpected feature need not

necessarilv be significant because of some previously unknown relationship with a goal under

active pursuit. It could also be significant by virtue of a relationship -- either previously known

or unknown -- to ot/cr goals or plans of his, goals and plans which are not under current -

pursuit. But why would it be useful for an agent to be able to recognize such features at all?

This question can only be answered by considering what an agent would be able to do if it

could recognize a feature relevant to a goal other than the one it was actively pursuing that it

could not do without that abilitv.

Some of the advantages are obvious. Consider a person walking across the street, with

the goal of getting to a particular restaurant in order to have lunch, and talking to his lunch -W

companion. If a car suddenly careens around the corner and starts accelerating towards him

and his friend, then that is an unexpected situation which is relc ,nit to a goal -- staving alive --

other than the ones he was actively pursuing. namely going to lunch and engaging in

conversation. Obviously, then, a person must be able to recognize the unexpected feature --

the car speeding towards him -- and why it is significant -- that he or his companion could be

hurt or killed. The real-time ability to detect and avoid unpredicted -- and in fact unpredictable

-- dangers is thus one that requires the ability to notice features of situations which are relevant

to goals other than those actively governing the agent's current behavior.

There are other ways in which unexpected features can relate to goals besides

endangering them, how cr. Aln u nex-cc tCd feature cant be sintificant, not because it PoKses an

tines pec ted Ire., but because it poses an tIlnexpected (,qqortunitv -- that is, it facilIi tates the

ptrUit (t" some gOal otthcr than one which is currentlv governing the agcnts behavior. Such a

A-~~ -- 7 %-

teat are mnight be the nex pcci prese ace of s mec hiiahl l. pr hle mat ic precoad iti ~n of a pla.n for -.. *
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the goal. If that precondition were only intermittently available, then it would be vital to notice

its presence on those occasions when it were in fact present. For example, suppose that you

want to buy some item, but the price is too high for your budget. If, in the course of pursuing

other goals and plans -- e.g., reading the newspaper, or shopping for some other item, or

watching television -- you find that tie item is on sale, and the price has been reduced to the 0

point where you can afford it, then it would be useful to recognize that fact. Thus, in order to

recognize and seize opportunities, an agent must be able to notice unexpected featUres and

recognize their significance with respect to goals not necessarily under active pursuit.

The ability to recognize and seize opportunities has implications for both the process by

which goals are set -- goal activation -- and the process by which plans for those goals are

constructed. In most models of planning and plan execution, goals are activated in order to

serve as subgoals to previously active, higher-level goals. The top-level goals which start the

ball rolling are simply a given, activated at the start of the process. In an opportunistic planner,

in contrast, goals can be activated not only in the service of previously active, lhigher-level

goals, but also by the presence of opportunities for their pursuit. In addition to its impact on

goal activation, opportunistic processing can also affect the manner in which plans are .%

constructed. (This idea is originally due to layes-Roth and llayes-Roth, 1979, as is the term

"opportunistic planning.") That is, when planning to achieve several goals, a planner may

recognize an opportunity to achieve one of those goals rather easily in the course of'

constructing a plan to achieve another of those goals, and alter his plan accordinoly. %

I lowever, although the application of opportunistic processing to goal activation, on the

one hand, and to plan construction, on the other, can be pursued separately, in fact the two -"N

have a great deal to do with each other. An agent who is capable of opportunistic goal

activation may, while constructing a plan to achieve one goal, recognize that his plan ofters the -

opportunity to achieve some other goal as well, even though he had no prior intention of-

planning for that other goal at the time. In other words, one goal may be activated in the course

of planning to achieve some other goal, and alter the course of planning as a result. Thus, -

opportunistic goal activation substantially broadens the scope of opportunistic plan

construction. Similarly, the ability to construct plans opportunistically is crucial to the ability to

successfully pursue a goal which has been opportunistically activated, for once such a goal has

been activated, an agent must be able to alter h1is current plans in order to pursue it. In a .

minimal sense, that could be accomplished by dropping the current plan and constructing a ne,

one. But it is obviously far more economical alter the plan in a less drastic fashion if possible,

and the abilities which are necessary to determine how that might be accomplished arc exactly

those which are necessary for opportunistic plan construction is well.

A .1-- . -
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4. Integrated processing and opportunistic planning

In chapter one of this thesis, I presented the functional argument for integrated

processing in planning and understanding. The fundamental point is that, to avoid

backtracking as mLICh as possible, programs should make decisions about which lines of -

inquiry to pursue on rational grounds, rather than arbitrarily. Because makinc rational

decisions means making informed decisions, therefore, integrated processing entails, the use Of'

as much relCvanat information is seems necessary in making such decisions. As we saw in part

1. this principle leads to a relatively top-down conception of understand itig. In planning.

howvcer, it leads to something quite different.

The problem of choice arises in planning in part because there are usIualkIv many

alternative plans for achievin, a o.i ven coal. Moreover. such choice,, interact %% ith each other.

AS a s'CLII, a great deal of Coniputlalt ilmay,, be neccssarv inl order to prodtce a plan \ hich %

sIimply meets the minimum logical requiremcet of bein , sel t-cons1istnt. re'ardlss, S of \%. hether

Or not it can be stuccessflully ptursued wnder the circumistances that actual ly hold. 'h us. it seems,

clear that external factors which militate fI or atainst the sticcess of a given plan should be

taken into accotint is early," in the planning process as possible, in order to avoid the ill cost

of producil l,"pans which are coherent, but mst ne\rthel.ss be discarded because t hey

liap'en not to be feasible in the c urrent or expected situation. Indeed, by favoring or

forbidding the use f certain lhans., the early application of con tCxtual constraints migc ht narrow %

the set of available choices stufficicntly that, if the constraint of conslruc ti ng an internally 1

coherent p1lan can be met at all tinder the circuinstances that hold, it can be met \without

encacinzc ii a c.eat deal Ofu Undirected search. Just as in tiuderstandinc, therefore, iakinct,

context into account does not make the problem harder, it makes it easier. It in av nkc our

theories more comiplicated, but that is beside the point. .
L

Thtis. in order to avoid arbitrary choice and backtrackin., an in tecrated model of'

planning.. intist attempnt to take external contextual factors in to accoint as earl\, as poxissible in the

planin, process. 13tit, as we have seen in this chapter, planning and plan execution i n the

context of unexpected situations, and in partictilar the ability to rec~ocio,'ze and ,ci/,C
topporttiities. similaly entail the joint consideration of both external factor, and internal g al,.-

It nighJt be arg.ued that this is hardly sirprisin,: After all. it is, tauto~il ical that plan xce..ntt: ,.

mitist take external circLImStances i1110 account. 13tt it is im l'portml to rcali.e ithai. \ce i tnt hw

uinexpeeted occurrences,. plan exectitlton wotild be entirely tri\ ial. The point h'cr is that al

integrated approach to plannting inuist attenpt to reduce arbi trary scarch b\ attending"

sintlaIneoUIly to both the acent's coals and to the sitLiation it) \hich he finds himself, and this"% % % %% %1
L:,::..
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is also what is necessary for opportunistic processing. Thus, an integrated approach to

planning seems to lead towards models in which planning and plan execution are themselves

highly integrated and tightly interwoven in order to meet both of these requirements. In the

next chapter, we will pursue this theme in the context of a specific problem: planning how to

respond in an argument.

00
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CHAPTER 7

ARGUMENTATION: A CASE STUDY IN

OPPORTUNISTIC PLANNING

-

1. Introduction "-S

Engaging in an argument is a complex task of natural language processing that involves

understanding an opponent's utterances, discovering what his "point" is, determiningz whether

his claims are believable, and fashioning a coherent rebuttal. Accomplishing these tasks

requires the coordination of many different abilities and many different kinds of knowledge:

memory and inference, planning and plan understanding, knowledge of the topic under

discussion, and knowledge of the structure of arguments and of effective argument strategies.

Because arguing, and conversation generally, involve real-time interaction with another agent,

this coordination must be even more flexible than is required for other natural language

processing tasks. An arguer must have some expectations about what his opponent might say,

but must also be able to respond to the unexpected. lie must have some idea of the claims he

wants to make, and plans for putting them forward, but his opponent may confound these

plans. Or, more positively, his opponent may say something that offers an unforeseen

opportunity to make a point. Arguing thus exemplifies the need for the flexible integration of

top-down and bottom-up processing in both language understanding and production.

This chapter is concerned with the roles of memory processing and planning in the

processes of understanding and generating utterances in an argument or conversation. In L

particular, I will show that the memory and inferential processing necessary in order to

understand another person's utterances in an argument or conversation can and should play a%

large role in generating a response, performing functions that most previoIs theories of

conversation would delegate to explicit, goal-directed planning. This chapter does not present

a detailed model of the process of engaging in an argument, or of the representations that such

a model would manipulate (although see Birnbaum, in preparation, for a theory of such .

representations). Rather, my goal is to show that there are certain properties which any such

model must have, and to sketch out a general approach to planning which fulfills those

requirements.

, V
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2. The problem of choice in conversation

One of the most interesting, difficult, and yet frequently neglected questions that arises in

analyzing a conversation or an argument is determining why a participant responds to a given

utterance as he does, rather than in other equally plausible ways. For example, in the

following mock argument between an Arab and and Israeli concerning Middle East affairs,

each response 121 through 161 below can be replaced by other responses that, while quite

different, are still coherent in the context of the argument up to that point:

IlI Arab: Israel is trying to take over the Middle East.

121 Israeli: If that were our -goal. we wouldn't have L-iven back Sinai to tile
I'yptians.

12'] Israeli: No, it's the Arabs who are trying to take over Israel.

131 Arab: But you haven't given the West Bank back to the Palestinians.

[3'] Arab: You only returned the Sinai because of U.S. pressure.

141 Israeli: Israel can't negotiate with the PLO because they don't even recognize %
Israel's right to exist.

[4'1 Israeli: Israel can't allow a hostile state in such close proximity.

15] Arab: Israel doesn't recognize the PLO either.

15'1 Arab: Flow can they'? That's their only bargaining chip. .4

161 Israeli: The PLO is just a bunch of terrorists.

[6'] Israeli: The PIO has to show its good faith first. .

One of the reasons why this problem has not received a great deal of attention is that it

need only be directly confronted by africtional theory of conversation, one that attempts to 7.

assert and to justifv claims about the computational processes by which a conversationalist can

or should determine how to respond, given his purposes in the conversation. In a descriptive

the ry, on tile other hand, tile problem of why a conversationalist rcporlds one way rather

than another necd not be directly addressed, because the goals of such a theory \ould be -

ati stlicd if it were able to properly delineate the range of possible responses tan itterarice,

\ hatevcr tile d nain o disc ussion.

Suppose, for cxarple, that you make a point in an ar ment, and voir "pponem-

iinicdiatelv attacks that point. A descripti\c etheory ofargunicritation would supply a list of-

vonr re,,ponse opti( ms. A first attempt at such a list mig.:ht look sornethin, like this:

j % %.-t.
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Attack the input. .
Re-support your previous point.

Go back to the main point dominating this exchange.

Change the subject.

In a computational theory, however, such a list can at most be only a first step towards

solving the problem. Even if we characterize the conversationalist's task as involving the
selection of a response rule from among a set of domain-independent alternatives like that

above -- an assumption which is, as I pointed out in chapter one, entirely unjustified, and quite
likely to be incorrect -- a computational theory cannot sidestep the question, how is the ChOic(e
to be made? One could, of course, write a program that chose randomly, but that is clearly an

evasion rather than a solution. Certainly, it seems implausible that people choose randomly.

although they might in some rare circumstances. One might attempt to reduce the malgnitude of'
this problem by better specifying the conditions under which the various options apply, in .

terms of domain-independent features of the argument context that differentially affect the

plausibility of different responses, and this is indeed possible (see, e.g., Birnbaum, 1982).

IIowever, even the finest domain-independent categorization of conversational options would

be unlikely to completely eliminate the problem of choice, because such a categorizalion would
ignore two essential and highly domain-specific elements: the conlent of the conversation or

argument, and the knowledge and goals of the speaker.

Within the framework of an integrated theory, a radically different sort of explanation"

can be pursued by attending to these other elements. A program capable of ena-ing in a

conversation or argument needs a great deal mo.e than just knowledge about conversations.
As with other complex cognitive functions, tile explanation for much of the observed behavior

can be expected to lie in the interactions and relations among the many different abilities and

sources of knowledge needed to converse or argue. The most important of these is an
in!fcrentiai memory capable of organizing knowledge about the world and applyin- that

knowledge in order to understand or generate utterances. Such a memory can he expected to

play a key role in explaining conversational behavior.

3. The role of memory processing %

It is by now a truism that memory and inference are central elements in natural language,
processing. Any viable theory of language comprehension must include processing whereby

the linguistic input, or some intermediate representation of its meaning, is solehow related to

memory, appropriate inferences arc drawn, and the input and inferences are indexed and stored

:%.1.
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for future use. In light of the complexity of this processing, it seems likely that much of the

explanation for conversational behavior arises from the contents and function of such a

memory (Schank, 1977). In particular, memory plays a key role in explaining why a

participant in a conversation or argument responds as he does, rather than in some other way.

This claim is based on the observation that a good response to an utterance in a conversation

can often be discovered as a side-effect of the memory and inferential processing that is

required simply in order to understand that utterance (Birnbaum, Flowers, and McGuire, 1980; .¢

this generalizes Lehnert's, 1979, point that the memory processing needed to properly interpret

a question about a previously understood story often leads directly to the answer). Such

opportunities greatly simplify the problem of deciding how to respond. Furthermore, the .

reason why a conversationalist says one thing rather than another can then be explained in part

by what he knows about the topic under discussion. Different responses reflect the

idiosyncratic states of different people's knowledge and memory oroanization.

For example, consider again the following exchange in a mock argument between an

Arab and an Israeli over Middle East affairs:

I Il Arab: Israel is trying to take over the Middle East.

121 Israeli: If that were our goal, we wouldn't have given back Sinai to the
Egyptians. ,

The Israeli's understanding of the Arab's assertion [I] involves the retrieval and application of'

the concept of imperialism, the creation of an instance of the concept with Israel as the actor

and the Middle East as the target, and the recognition that this assertion is intended as an.

accusation. The concept of imperialism is represented by a complex knowledge structure (let's

call it TAKE OVER), consisting of several component substructures. I will assume that it

contains, roughly, the following: the actor BUILDS UP MILITARY STRENGTH,

AT'ACKS the target. CONQUERS TERRITORY of the target, and then OCCUPIES

TERRITIORY of the taret. Given the theoretical framework in which inferential memory

processino forms the basis of understanding, the Israeli must relate this knowledge structure to

his long-term rnemory in order to understand input I 11. Thus, for example, upon relating the

BUILD UP MILITARY S'TRENGTHI substructure to the relevant structures in his

memory, he mlglt discover Is belief that Israel has indeed engad uiu building up its military

,trength (although in his memory this would be explained by the goal of self-defense). More .4.

to the point here is what ie might notice in the course of relating the OCCUPY ''-

TERRITORY substructure to memory. I le will, presumably, discover his belief that Israel is

iln fact occupying Arab territory. But he ti,,h t \well also discover an instance of Israel

r'Ii'l(/iq \ hini,' conquered territory -- the Sinai -- wIich contradicts tile original allegation ot

%?'...
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imperialism. It is this fact, plausibly discovered in the course of understanding the allegation.

which forms the basis of the Israeli's rebuttal 121.

That some processing of this kind, involving roughly the memory structures indicated,

does in fact occur naturally in the course of understanding can be further justified by ,

consid,.ring a scenario in which some country is accused of imperialism, even though it has

never engaged in any of the actions that constitute TAKE OVER: has not built up its military

strength, has not attacked, conquered, or occupied any foreign territory. For example,

suppose someone claims to you that Denmark is trying to take over Norway. The fact that

Denmark has not made any aggressive moves towards Norway would, I maintain, cause you

to be puzzled by this claim, even in the absence of any disposition on your part to argue against

it. But noticing that Denmark has not made any aggressive moves towards Norway would

entail exact]y the sort of processing described above for utterance Il J. Thus, such processing

would seem to occur independently of an), intention to argue against the input.

As another example of this kind of processing, consider the following continuation of'

the previous exchange:

131 Arab: But you haven't given back the West Bank to the Palestinians.

Both the Israeli utterance 121 and the Arab response [31 refer to Arab territory occupied by the

Israelis. It seems entirely reasonable to suppose that this topic is sufficiently important to an

informed supporter of the Arab position to warrant the existence in his memory of some

knowledge structures which organize information relevant to it. In particular, these knowledge

structures would point to instances of OCCUPY TERRITORY which have Israel as the

actor and former Arab lands as the target. Further, these would be the exact structLures which

could be expected to play a role in the inferential memory processing needed to understand

utterance 121. Thus, in the course of trying to understand the utterance, the Arab would

naturally be reminded of instances of continued Israeli occupation of Arab territory. One oI.

these instances -- the Israeli occupation of the West Bank -- forms the basis of the Arab

respon,,e 131.

The main point to be made here is that the memory processing that uIncover., these ...1

rebuttals is not particularly arguiment-driven -- although the decision as to %k hether or not to use

them undoubtedly is. It is, more or less, the kind of processing that would be necessar\

, hcther the utterance occurred in anl argument or in some other context. Indeed, there is a

large class of inputs for which this is clearly true, namely those cases in which an input ..-'

includes a factual claiin that ill sone wvay directly contradicts what the understandcr believes..

........................ •.*,.* "
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For example, suppose that you were arguing with someone about the Viet Nam War, and he

claimed that tle Communists were responsible, because they refused to participate in the

U.N.-sponsored elections intended to settle tile political flture of the countr, following the

French pull-out. This claim happens to be false: It was tile goVernment in the SOL.h, which., it
the urging of tile U.S., refused to participate in the elections. If you knew that fact, then ,,ou %
would undoubtedly notice that your opponent's claim was incorrect, and you \%ould ccrtair.lv

say so in the argument. The point here is that you would probably also notice that the claim is

incorrect if you encountered it in a context other than an ar~rument. for example, if Vou-

happened to read it in a newspaper account of a Presidential press conference. -'.'

The conclusion to be drawn is that the memory processing needed to understand and

assimilate an input must, as a matter of course, notice contradictions or inconsistencies --

among ,-ther relations -- between that input and tile relevant beliefs o)f the understander. It

seems obvious that if someone tells vou some tiln that von bie beve not to he tie case, and vl 

u nderstand what he is say in, then you will not ice the cn tradic i lol % i t 1 your bCliCfs. Th is is

true regardless of whether or not you are ciia cd in an armetnllalt it the tinte. No r is it limited

to situations with emotional or ideolo,.ical o\crtomcs. S u pp,se that. in von r presence.

someone were giving directions to a third party, and lie i correctlv said to turn ri glt at some ,

point, when it should be left. If you had been payi n, a ltelltwi( l to lie directions, then vou

would undoubtedly notice that error, and you wonIld probahly say so.

The ability to notice contradictions bctx\kcei newo, in fk rillati( and (,Id. and it", iii Wtanice."....

have been tile subject of a great deal of research on mct,,r\ pi1ccs, ig. Riegcr (1975)

specifically referred to this ability as one of the functiolal .justiticatio s fIr his theory tha.t

understanding involves a great deal of undirected infcrcm., nialm in 1979) speciticall

addressed the problem of notici i. certaii st rai.lu t ft r\aid k itds of ,l ut radictad t,,. M) hici c i-'e'
termed "clash detection." More receitlv, Schatik (1 98 2) addrcscd t lie lir c Lcnceal Ble q1cn tii

of what kinds of relations mcnmorv tmiust be able to percci \e bCt kccii an tiptIt and pr ir

know\ledge, by investigating how and why people arc remiii nded of a pr\ iuMs experience or

story when attempting to understand a new one. Expectation failurcs -- contradictittns bctIx en

what is expected and what in fact Occurs -"- ( ole of the chic f dtri in,- f(,vccs In lcarniii: and

IlileCltV organi zat ion ill his thcory.

The utility of this sort of memory process iiig ill ail arll'lnlt sht ild be ob, ius. I C It

contradiction is notwiced iil the course of understandili ti opponents uteraiice, thiei that

contradiction is a g ,)(d candidate to formn tile basis of a ic btlttal . The sa1111C gCicral a pproach-

also points to a possible explanation of tpic shifts. Iti the coursC f utldcrslaildili ail

.................................... .

~
1 
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utterance, a conversationalist might be reminded of something related, although perhaps

incidental, that he feels is interesting or important enough to bring up. In general then, an

increased reliance on memory allows the content of the discourse, and tile speaker's

knowledge, to play more active roles in the formation of a response.

4. The role of top-down planning

Just as important in detennining a speaker's response as his knowledge or the content of

the discourse are his goals in the conversation or argument. and the plans by which those goals

can be achieved. Indeed, much recent research on conversation has been based on tile idea that

conversation and other forms of discourse are planned behavior, in the same way as most other

intelligent action is (see, e.,.. [.e in and Moore. 1977: )cese, I978, (rosz, 1979: Hobbs.

1979: Le v, 1979; Allen and Perrault, 1980), %lost prior in vesti eations of conversational

behavior have employed some notion of planning borrowkcd from the problenm-solv inl,.

literature. One of the most influential genealogies in this literature -- and certainly the work that

has had the most impact on theories of conm ersational planni n. -- has been the ]ine starting with

GPS (Newell and Simon, 1963), and continuin, on through STRIPS ( Fikes and Nilsson.,

1971 ), and NOAII (Sacerdoti, 1977). All of these planning models are top-down in the rather

straiehtforward serse that they all start with an explicit -oal, and, %%ith \arvin- dcrecs Of

sophistication, attempt to devise a plan, or sequence of actions, that will satislv that goal.

NOAI I is top-down in another way as well: It uses a method of progrcs,,ie refinmceni. .,.

starting wk ith a general, abstract plan, and graduallv expandi n it to a level of detail vhich can

be executed.

The most obvious reason whv it is necessary to p lan top-(ho %n in order to carry on a

comversation is that it seems implausible that a good rcsponse to all utterance can always be

found in the course of understanding it. Perhaps the simplCs exam ple that suc iop-do\, i_

coMversational planning is possible is l\ ing. Sometimes whcn a persoim finds hims,:f with no

good response in an argtiment or conversation, he may lie by fabricatitig a fact, or a quote, or

by embracing a position that he does not really believe. In order to constluLct a lie. however..'

One must decide wfhat kind of lie would be useful, i.e.,. what goal the lie should serve. ir - -

example, in an arcumnlt a lie might serve to buttlCss a claim of the speaker's that ha, just been"

attacked, or to attack some k,' the c\ idence supplied bv his Oppnent. or Cen to attack his-

opponents character. Choosimin oie of t oal,,,, alld thC1 colstrtci 1n a lie that achieves it.

is a clear cxamlplc Of topdown lanniig in a con\,crsati .

An exclusi vely top-d wi approach to planning can \\'(irk in sit uatii ns v, Iich arC more (r
-,S
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less under the control of the planner. Thus, it has proven useful in 2eneralcig sin1le utterances

in a cooperative situation, as exemplified by the work on speech acts (Cohen and Perrault,
1979), or in conversations about tasks which themsecves have a planned, hierarchical structure.

But conversations and arguments do not, in general, meet those requirements. The actions of'

one's conversational partner, who in the case of an argument is assuredi not disposed to

cooperate, can be expected to interfere with any top-down plan spanning several exchanges.

Utterances in a conversation must not only further the speaker's owin goals: they must also

relate to what his partner (or adversary) has just said. Thus, unless a speaker can predict.

rather specifically, how his adversary will respond, his utterances cannot be completely

planned in advance.

Approaches to response generation based on the primacy of domain-independent

argument or conversational mechanisms, whethcr concei\ed ot as planning or otherwise, also

suffer the drawback of being overly top-down. Such approaches typically produce a response '

as the result of a series of hierarchically arranged choices which implement. rather directly, a

descriptive theory of the sort discussed earlier in the chapter. (For example, Reichman, 1981.

describes a fairly extensive model along these lines.) The problem they face stems from the

difficulty of choosing among alternatives in the absence of any reason to believe that the

choices will actually lead to a good response. For example, at the top level, the choices mighl 

be as follows:

Attack one of the opponment's claims.

Re-support one t)f your ()wn claims.

Chalngc the subject.

Suppose that the at tack ()ptiori w\ere chosen. The next level ,l fchIiccs might then he concerned

with deciding which of the opponent's claims to attack:

Attack 'ie ist thinm lie said.

Attick :he cla1i11 that h1i, l Uts tuttrance supports.

Attack his chief claiil d ntlntatlin this,, \clith we. -'Ie

Sul'posc tn , that the fInrst ch<, c t c taCke. 'ei ncst ic h 'e \c It he t ta c, Pe , 1 ,1( Iht ii

kind of attack to iIake, ald the tions , uld t ",fil C\Icllt t .c he cpe ent'CI I ti 11c n1,aturc of t(c

iltteralice to he altacked;

i-':
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Attack the relevance of the claim.

Attack the truth of the claim. ".

Attack the authority cited.

Now suppose any one of these were chosen. In order to formulate a good response based on

the decision to attack the relevance, truth, or authority of some claim, some evidence must be

found in memory to show that the claim is irrelevant or untrue, or that the authority is arguable.

The problem is, there is no reason to believe that any such evidence actually exists, and the

utility of the entire chain of decisions is in jeopardy if none is found.

Thus, domain-independent approaches to response generation are too top-down, because

too many decisions have to be made in the absence of any knowledge about what, ultimately,

will be needed in the way of facts and reasoning about the topic domain to carry out a response

based on those decisions. Such approaches must therefore rely heavily on back-up in order to

produce useful plans. As I have argaed repeatedly, the use of arbitrary choice and

backtracking must be avoided in a genuine process model if at all possible. Thus, in a genuine

process model of conversation, decisions about what to say must take into account, as early as

possible, what is known about the subject under discussion. The exploitation of opportunities

for rebuttal uncovered while trying to understand an input is one method for producing a

response that is consistent with this principle.

5. Opportunistic processing: A synthesis

The conclusion to be drawn from the examples and discussion of the last four sections is

that participating in a conversation or argument requires opportunistic processing, that is, both

the ability to formulate plans, and the ability to recognize and pursue opportunities, in order to

satisfy conversational goals (McGuire, Birnbaum, and Flowers, 1981). Obviously, the need

for this kind of flexibility is not limited to conversations: It is a key factor in all kinds of'

intelligent behavior. To take an example from Meehan's (1979) TALE-SPIN domain, suppose

that Joe Bear is hungry, and decides to ask Wilma Canary where some honey is. She tells Joe

that she will answer him, if he brings her a worm. In the course of looking for a worm, Joe

stumbles across some honey, or perhaps some fruit. If Joe does not eat tie honey or the fruit. N.e

but rather continues searching for a worm to give Wilma, we would say that his beha\ ior was

not very intelligent. But without the ability to notice opportunities in the world that can be used

to satisfy goals other than the one which is immediately governing his current behavior, that is

exactly what would happen.

* .,.
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Recent research on planning and problem-solving has heiLun to address this1 poin11t.

IHayes-Roth and Hlayes-Roth (1979) have proposed a model of opportunlistic planning inl which

the planner's decisions in formulating a plan are not strictly hierarchical. Rather, decisions and

observations at a given level of abstraction inl the plan canl inifluence not only the moreI~ spcificC

levels that it dominates, but canl also sw'gest op-portuni ties to more ahstrac t levels. Thus, for

example, when planning to buy several itemls, incIluing11 milk and eggs, the planner ,%ill notice

an opportunity to achieve one of its currently active zoals -- to buy ce,s -- ille constructruC- at

plan to go to the store to buy milk. It -will then plan to buy boith i11ilk anid eo'es atl the store.

(I Iobbs, 1979, has pointed out the infl uence of' s011ometh, All 1ai () thil' h WiI () ()I' Lul,11"l Ill

conversational behavior.) I lowever. their model onily, exlisopportuti es that arise % hiue

planning, not while executing plans. Thus, new goals caino be fornicd ais a reslt I)f mlt icr ii_

opportunities to achieve them. The difference between these twl( vaieties of'01porturIisrnOl call

be illustrated with another storyv from the shopping do nii Supi s a planner decidest ii

to the store to buy milk. In the course of eXcuLtiriC that pIln, whileC at the store. lie notijces that

eggs are on sale. Reali zrig- that hie will need egsin t lie ica r hii tre, lie chiecks to see whe hiiler

hie has sufficient funds,, and if' lie does, lie buys, somle.

To take another exanlec fromn the TALIF1- SPIN drnlain. sJpo~e Ie B~eat is searchil ri

for a worm to give Wilmia Canary, So that Oze kill tell him %khere hie can find sw ~iL hone.\. 11

In the couirse of that searchI lie shoul.1d halppeni to c unel ackn' s(Ilnie % lter. thre r, if' lie istl i rst

lie should realice that fact and drinik swime %jfcr. It is lhis sort Il ef\eCtioril-t litr Otilli),,Ill

that Is necessary for Joe lBcar to beha\c inrcclligeritl\ ill the T.\l .- SPINI ignttel~ presLitcd(

earlier as well.

for full oppor)1tunis'tic: hchia\ a 1're 1most' sai lit 1cat1111c td11 he ~ tir a it\, ()1t1I.~ I ti

dlectiiar ds a Lcntral isuc it ll rrn n rhen5: ill', Ai hi is.tla 'ms K~lL

as % 'l li i11r I e p ; nn pj it. 1J' IC'1 i. "'Ae I

t.r Itc t.i nI tl dlc 11 .!1 Ic, 11 h 1 ' 11 .,t 2' c! !
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the opportunity. In actuality, this must be a decision as to whether or not to pursue the goal

that the opportunity can further. This in turn depends on what other goals the planner has

active, including both previously active goals and those presented by other new opportunities,

and of course, the time and resources that will be necessary in order to achieve each of these

goals. In other words, much of the effort required for opportunistic planning must be devoted

to reasoning about goals: their desirability, their cost, and their interactions. Reasoning about

goal interactions, in turn, requires reasoning about the possible plans for carrying out those

goals, and their interactions.

At this point, the complexity involved in opportunistic processing might seem

prohibitive, especially in a time-limited situation like a conversation. One way to reduce this

complexity is to pre-plan, not at the level of what actions to perform given a certain situation in

the world, but rather more abstractly about what goals to pursue in a given sit lation

characterized by several active and interacting goals. For example, if one has some idea of the

kinds of goals that are likely to arise in some situation, setting their relative priorities ahead of

time, instead of having to figure them out on the fly, is probably very worthwhile. Or, one

might plan to always choose, from within a given class of desirable goals, the cheapest

opportunity that presents itself. This sort of pre-planning, at the level of priorities and costs,

seems to correspond to our intuitive notion of the strategic level in planning.

The application of these ideas to planning in arguments requires identifying argument

goals, and strategies that choose among several possible goals. A very simple example of such -e%

a strategy might be to always exploit an opportunity to attack an erroneous factual claim of your

opponent's. This strategy would be cheap to use, because most such opportunities would arise

during the attempt to understand the erroneous claim. Thus, the work of determining that the

claim was false, and whiy, would already have been accomplished. Because it is cheap, it

wo)uld easily satisfy the general imperative of responding to your opponent's last utterance in a

relevant .av. If effectively pursued, the strategy would satisfy the goal of casting doubt on

y(our ()pp(ment s credibility, and adding to your own. In this respect the strategy is quite

a-,ressi e. But in another sense, the strategy is rather passive: It would allow your opponent

to set the agenda by making provocative claims. Thus, the unconditional use of this rule would

reflect a deciin ,n. "c hi her explicit or not, to set a highcr priority on the goal of attacking tle

I)ncn t tOiwn on the g )al ()f c(ntrolli n the agenda.

6. (ConicllIs iln

At the cnd () the i lat chapter. I argued that planning decisions must take external context

~ ~ 'S ' * *0''
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into account as early as possible in order to avoid backtracking. I also pointed out that the

ability to take such external considerations into account during planning and plan execution was

necessary in order to recognize and seize fortuitous opportunities to pursue a goal. In other

words, I argued that an integrated model of planning would also be, in the best case, an /

opportunistic model of planning. In this chapter, 1 have shown that these two requirements do

in fact converge in the domain of conversational planning, particularly in arguments: A

conversational planner which is capable of avoiding arbitrary choice and backtracking in

constructing a response will be an opportunistic conversationalist.

An opportunistic planner must set its goals not only as a result of planning to achieve

previously active, higher-level goals, but also by assessing the goals that its current situation

presents opportunities to pursue. However, the ability to recognize when a situation seems to

facilitate the achievement of a worthwhile goal puts a heavy burden on tile perceptual,

inferential, and memory capabilities a planner uses to understand and assess the situation in

which it finds itself. To some extent, this burden can be eased if the planner has a general

characterization of thle sorts of opportunities that might arise in a given situation. For example,

it seems reasonable that, when going to a grocery store, a planner should expect that some

items may be on sale, although exactly which items will be unknown. However, in order toPP

notice truly unexpected opportunities, a planner must be able to infer new goals from features

of the situation not necessarily related to its currently active goals. We will return this problem

In the next chapter.

Finally, the application of these ideas to conversational behavior offers thle promise of a

model that avoids many of the problems inherent in previous approaches. An opportunistic

conversationalist would be able to set conversational goals in part onl the basis of what its

inferential processing uncovered in the course of understanding thle content of thle discourse.

In particular, this would lead to a less top-down approach to thle formation of responses, since

the discovery of a potential response would determine which conversational goal to pursue as

often as, if not more often than, the reverse. It is also worth noting here that the situations

which provide these opportunities for response are themselves the result Of thle inferential

memory processing that constitutes understanding:. Opportunities exist not Just In thle world but

in our thoughts.



CHAPTER 8

RECOGNIZING OPPORTUNITIES

1. Introduction

The most difficult and important component of opportunistic behavior is simply noticing

that there is an opportunity, for the ability to exploit an opportunity depends, first and
foremost, on being able to recognize its presence. An opportunity exists when the situation in
which an agent finds himself meets certain conditions that may facilitate the pursuit of one of
his goals. Thus, there are two aspects to the problem of recognizing an opportunity. First, an N
agent must be able to recognize the presence of those features of the situation that constitute the
opportunity -- that is, the conditions that facilitate the pursuit of some goal. Second, he be able S
to recognize that those features do in fact constitute an opportunity -- that is, he must be able to
determine the goal for which those features constitute an opportunity, and understand why its
pursuit is facilitated by their presence. To distinguish these two aspects of the problem, of
course, does not imply that they are resolved by distinct processes within an opportunistic ~
planner: Recognizing the features that constitute an opportunity may be just as dependent on
recognizing the goal for which they are an opportunity as the other way around. But however
it is accomplished, the recognition of opportunities must contend with the fundamental problem
that they often seem to arise when they are not expected. Thus, recognizing potential
opportunities entails noticing that certain features of a situation are relevant to the pursuit of
goals other than those which govern the agent's current behavior in that situation.

Once those features of a situation which constitute an opportunity have been recognized,
and the goal for which they are an opportunity have somehow been "brought to attention," an
agent must devote some effort to determining how good the opportunity is, whether, and if so,
how, it should be pursued, and so on. However, although the reasoning involved in such

decisions is complex and by no means well understood, the functional rationale for such
processing within an opportunistic planner depends first of all on being able to recognize

opportunities. Moreover, although an opportunistic approach will undoubtedly have an impact
on how and when such processing is carried out, in a more general form these are issues which
must be addressed in any theory of planning. The central and unique problem which must be

addressed by a theory of opportunistic behavior, therefore, is how to detect opportunities, and

%..
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"activate" the goals to which thy pertain. That is what this chapter is about.

Several difficult issues arise in attempting to address the problem of recognizing

opportunities. First, there is simply the problem of recognizing the presence of those features

which constitute the opportunity. How much and what kind of processing is required in order

to recognize the presence of such features, and why is that effort expended in any given case?

If the features are simple enough or important enough, it may be the case that the agent can

carry out the processing necessary for their recognition at all times, regardless of context. In

general, however, this will not be possible: If a relevant feature is sufficiently complex, the

processing necessary to recognize it may be computationally too expensive to carry out unless

there is reason to believe that it would be useful to do so. In other words, in most cases there

must be some specific reason why such processing would be undertaken. There are two

possibilities: Either the processing necessary in order to recognize a feature has been

performed in the service of some other goal which is currently being pursued by the agent, or

the goal for which the feature constitutes an opportunity itself plays some role in the

recognition of that feature. In any case, the greater the amount of effort required to recognize

the presence of some feature which constitutes an opportunity, the more pressing becomes the

question of why that effort has been expended. Moreover, even if the recognition of a feature

seems relatively unproblematic, it does not follow that it will be trivial to realize that the feature

in question actually does constitute an opportunity, and to activate the relevant goal. Again, the

greater the effort required to recognize that some feature constitutes an opportunity, the more

pressing the question of why that effort has been expended.

To some extent, the distinction drawn in apportioning the effort necessary to establish.

that an opportunity exists between "feature detection" and "goal activation" is somewhat

artificial. Regardless of how the pic is cut, however, the more effort that is necessary to detect

a given opportunity, the more important -- and more difficult -- it is to justify why that effort

was made. There is, in other words, a great deal of pressure to construct models for the

recognition of opportunities which minimize the effort required. On the other hand, it seems

likely that the subtlety of the opportunities which can be detected will depend on the amount of

effort devoted to that task. In view of this trade-off, in this chapter I will present several
different architectures for recognizing opportunities, varying in the amount and kind of effort -.

devoted to the problem, and also varying, as a result, in the subtlety of the opportunities they %

are capable of recognizing. Thus, to the extent that the reader believes that people are capable

of noticing opportunities of a given subtlety, that ability constitutes evidence for the necessity

and feasibility of an architecture capable of a similar level of performance.

% %'. %* %..*%*
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2. The "mental notes" model

Opportunistic behavior depends on the ability to activate goals under circumstances

which facilitate their pursuit. Thus, goals must be linked in memory to descriptions of

situations in which such opportunities might arise. They must, in other words, be indexed in

memory in terms of features which indicate opportunities for their achievement, so that they

can be activated upon the detection of such features. Thus, the question of where to store a

goal in memory depends on when it should be activated. When will an opportunity to pursue

an unsatisfied goal tend to arise? The most obvious answer is when the conditions that

prevented its immediate satisfaction -- usually, the absence of some necessary preconditions -- ,-

no longer hold. It follows, then, that whenever a goal is formed, if it cannot be immediately

satisfied, it should be indexed in terms of the unmet preconditions that prevented its

satisfaction.

Suppose, for example, that you needed some item -- e.g., a technical book -- that you ,

didn't possess. In order to possess the item, you might need to go to a certain store, say the

Yale Co-op, in order to buy it. You might just go to the store immediately and purchase the % %

item. On the other hand, that might be impossible at the moment or else not worth the trouble.

Where then should the unsatisfied goal "buying a technical book at the Yale Co-op" be stored

in memory? On this approach, it would be indexed in terms of the missing precondition "agent

is at the location of the Yale Co-op." In other words, you would just make a "mental note" that

the next time you passed by the Co-op, you should go in and buy the item.

Opportunities to pursue a pending goal may also exist whenever other, similar goals are

active, since the conditions under which they are likely to be pursued are, on account of their

similarity, likely to facilitate the pending goal as well. Thus, an unsatisfied goal should be - '

indexed with other, similar goals in the planner's memory, so that it can be easily brought to

mind when those other goals are contemplated or pursued. For example, the goal of buying a

technical book at the Co-op would, prcsu m ably, be represented in memory in terms of-- and

could therefore be indexed under -- more general goal/pln structties, such as "shopping at tie

Co-op," or "buying a hard-to-find item," which in turn would be represented in terms of a yet

more general "shoppingo" g aliplan stricttre. That is, t ie unsatisfied ooal of buiivin, a technical

book at tihe Yale Co-op should be stored with other, similar oals in a goal/plan hierarchy in the

planner's memory. Whenever the planner then happened to form the goal of buying somethine ..
el~s at the Co-op, (r happened to be shoppilg at the Co-op, the goal'plan stricttures that deal

v.%ith this situation would prcsunably be retrieved or activated to guide his planning or

behavior. And since the unsatislicd goal would be stored there as well, it too coild be p -'

%V..
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activated.

One of the major strong points of the "mental notes" model is its simplicity, in that it

does not attribute very much processing power to the pending goals themselves. Rather, the

whole idea of this model is that goals are brought to the attention of some other process, a

central planner of some kind concerned with determining priorities among active goals and

constructing plans to pursue them. Even so, of course, some processing must be devoted to

the detection of opportunities. First, there is the processing that is required simply in order to

recognize the feature or cluster of features which constitute the opportunity, and in terms of

which the goal is therefore indexed. On this approach, however, the presence of the goal itself

plays no role in that processing: It must be a natural consequence of processin,' tha, is being

carried out for some other purpose. For example, recognition of the feature might be an

inevitable consequence of the processes used to perceive and understand in any situation. Or,

more generally, it might be that recognition is dependent on the coincidental influence of some

other goal which is also concerned with that feature, but for some other reason. In those cases

when a goal is activated because another, similar goal has been activated, almost all of the

relevant features of the situation -- e.g., buying something at the Co-op -- would be

recognized., and the right place in memory accessed, all in the service of that other, similar

goal. Whether due to context-independent processing or the influence of some other goal,

however, in the mental notes model the recognition of a feature which constitutes an

opportunity is entirely "bottom-up" with respect to the goal for which it constitutes an

opportunity

Although the mental notes model does not entail devoting any special effort to the

detection of features that might constitute opportunities, activating the goals for which they

constitute opportunities does require a certain amount of special processing. Even if an.

instance of the feature (or cluster of features) ill terms of hich a goal is indexed has been

detected, it does not automatically follow that the goal will be activated or retrieved. There are

likely to be many other concepts, features, or structures indexed in terms of or somehow

associated with the given feature. I lowever, an exhaustive investigation of all of these

structures seems unrealistic. Moreover. "spreading activation" or "marker passing -- while
perhaps relevant to the general prOblem of opportunistic planning -- are not relevant here. Even

supposing that all concepts associated wAith a oiven feature are somehow "activated" or

marked," they must still be investigated by some other process to determine whether or not

there is a pending ,oad a mong them.

Thus. some so rt of special stat us nust be bestowed tplon the pcnding go als which are

IV V %_-.+ --'
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indexed in terms of a given feature or structure, so that if an instance of that feature is detected,

the pending goals in particular will be brought to the attention of the planner as a whole. There

are several ways in which this could be accomplished. For example, a special "pending goal"

link might be used to connect goals to those features which indicate an opportunity for their

pursuit. Whenever an instance of a feature were recognized, all of the "pending goal" links

attached to that feature, if any, could be investigated, and the pending goals to which they point

could then be activated and brought to the attention of some central planning process (unless

perhaps there were a crisis which demanded all of the planner's attention). Alternatively, a

pending goal might be able to call the central planner's attention to itself whenever the feature in

terms of which it is indexed were recognized, e.g., by placing itself on a queue of active goals.

,%,

These two methods are, essentially, equivalent. The first is a bit more "serial" in flavor %

-- it is based on the notion of 'polling" -- while the second seems a bit more "parallel" -- it is %

based on the notions of "demon" and "interrupt." But in either case, pending goals are singled

out as special entities to which some extra processing is devoted simply by virtue of the fact

that they are pending goals. Thus, even in its simplest form, opportunistic behavior requires

attributing a certain amount of processing power to goals in order to recognize opportunities for

their pursuit. Sufficient attention must always be devoted to pending goals to enable their

activation upon the recognition of the features in terms of which they have been indexed.

3. Mental notes: Elaborate and index

The mental notes model which was presented in the last section is rather simple,

probably too simple to account for the opportunistic abilities of human beings without

substantial modification. Consider, in particular, the case in which some opportunity to pursue

a goal presents itself other than the one that was originally planned for. For instance, to

continue with our example of buying a technical book at tie Co-op. consider all of the other

ways in which the goal of gaining possession of the book might be accomplished: You might

happen to pass another store that might have the book that you need, in which case you could

buy it there. Or, someone might tell you that they plan to go to tie Co-op, in which case you

could ask them to pick up the book for you. Or, you might run into a collcaguC who might

have a copy of the book, in which case you could borrow it from him. Or, indeed, you might"

encounter someone who can tell you what you needed to know from the book, and by thus-

satisfying the higher goal which gave rise to the intention to buy it in the first place, render its %

purchase unnecessary.

The import of such examples is clear: If the conditions which constitute an opportunity"
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to pursue some goal have been characterized too specifically -- if, in o her words, the goal has

been indexed in terms of overly specific features -- then there will be many cases in which it

will not be aroused even though an opportunity for its satisfaction is present. On the other

hand, characterizing the opportunity to pursue a goal too abstractly -- that is, indexing the goal

in terms of highly abstract features -- makes it much more difficult to retrieve the goal under .N .

any circumstances: Such abstract features will tend to be more difficult and expensive to

recognize, and so it is less likely that the processing necessary to do so will be carried in any

given situation. For example, we can presume that if an agent is in close proximity to the Yale

Co-op, and it knows what the Yale Co-op is, then the Yale Co-op will be recognized -- i.e., the

feature "Yale Co-op" will be recorded as present, or 'activated." But if the feature in terms of

which the goal is indexed is more abstract -- e.g., something like "source of technical books" --

then we cannot assume that the agent will automatically generate such an abstract description
4.-'

for any given bookstore, library, or colleague which he happens to pass by. Unfortunately, if

he does not, then the goal will not be aroused.

The dilemma then, is this: If a goal is indexed too specifically, opportunities for its

achievement may be missed, since the specific feature in terms of which it is indexed will not.

in all probability, be present in many cases in which an opportunity nevertheless exists. On the

other hand, under the mental notes model, a pending goal does not play any role in the

recognition of the feature which signifies an opportunity for its achievement. Thus, such

recognition is entirely dependent on processing that is carried out either automatically or

coincidentally in the service of some other goal. But the more processing that is required, the

less likely it is that such processing will be carried out either automatically coincidentally.

Thus, if a pcnding goal is indexed too abstractly, the feature in terms of which it is indexed

will, in all likelihood, not be recognized even in many situations in which it happens to be

present. Once again, therefore, many opportunities are likely to be overlooked.

One solution to this dilemma within the framework of the mental notes model is to spend

some effort, when a goal is formed, to determine a number of situations in which it might be

easily satisfied -- for example, by constructing several incomplete plans for the goal in order to

identify the relevant preconditions -- and then index the goal in terms of all of the features that
milit arise in such situations (this idea is originally due to )ehn, in preparation). Thus, rather

than just thin kig of one plan that might enable you to achieve some goal, you would think of'

as many as you could, and then go it'aout indexing the goal in terms of all tie preconditions for"

all of those plans -- or at least the problematic ones. For exaimple. in addition to tie Co-op,

you miieht also index the goal to get some technical book in lerms of features represenlin "

certain other bookstores, as well as the engineering library. Such additional work milit also

%'o
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be done incrementally whenever the goal were active for any reason. By indexing a goal in

terms of several different opportunities in this way, the probability of actually recognizing an

opportunity for a given goal is improved, without depending on the derivation of complex,

abstract descriptions of situations in which the agent finds itself. On the other hand, even with w.

this elaboration the mental notes model has certain inherent limitations: It does not enable an

agent to recognize opportunities other than those which it has anticipated -- and which, a

fortiori, it is able to anticipate -- and for which it has prepared by appropriately picking the

features in terms of which to index its goals. In particular, therefore, it does not enable an -" "

agent to recognize novel opportunities, which, by their very nature, cannot be anticipated. I

will return to this problem later in the chapter.

4. Structured features and the two-tier model

On any account of opportunistic behavior based on the mental notes model, a pending .

goal cannot be indexed in terms of a particular instance of some feature which constitutes an

opportunity, since the agent cannot know in advance the particular situation in which the

opportunity will arise. Rather, it must be indexed in terms of the type of the feature which

indicates an opportunity for its pursuit. If any instance of that type were detected, the goal

would then be brought to the attention of the planner as a whole. However, in the mental notes
model, no particular effort is expended to recognize an instance of such a feature, since the

pending goal itself plays no role in the recognition of the feature or features in terms of which it

is indexed. Under such conditions, the process of recognizing an instance of the feature -- in

other words, of establishing that it is an instance of the given type of feature -- cannot depend

on the application of sophisticated and expensive processing, since there is no guarantee that

such processing will in fact be carried out in any given case. Thus, the feasibility of the mental

notes model depends on being able to recognize, rather immediately, an instance of the feature

type in terms of which a goal is indexed.

In many cases this is not terribly difficult, because the description of the situation may

include an explicit representation of the type of the feature -- that is, an instance of that feature

type is represented by directly invoking the name of the type itself. For example, if the

opportunity depends on the presence of an instance of the feature type "Red.- and if the

situation is described as containing an instance of that feature -- that is. if red is present -- then

that description will entail the use of precisely the symbol which stands for the feature type

"Red." In other words, once a description of some situation has been assembled, the presence

of instances of the feature types which are explicitly and directly employed in the representation

of that description can be trivially determined by inspection.

.. .... I;
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What if this is not the case, however? An instance of some feature type may implicitly

exist in the representation of some situation even though the symbol associated with the type

itself is not explicitly present in that representation. In such cases, determining that the

situation includes an instance of the feature type -- and explictly representing that fact -- will

require further inference, even though no additional information about the situation needs to be

included in the description in order to make that determination. The importance of this problem -

for opportunistic planning is that such an explicit representation of a feature type seems
necessary if that feature is to be employed as an index in memory, and thus permit the_"'

activation of pending goals for which the feature constitutes an opportunity (although see

Hopfield, 1982, and Ackley, Hinton, and Sejnowski, 1985, for some recent attempts to

construct memory models that do not depend on the use of explicit names in indexing). That

is, it is not enough in the mental notes model that some feature be implicitly present in the

description of the situation -- to be used as an index, its presence must be explicitly determined

and explicitly represented.

It may seem, at first, difficult to understand how the recognition of an instance of some

feature in some situation could be problematic when all of the information necessary to

determine its presence is already available in the representation, or even more, when all of the

components that make up the feature in question are already themselves explicitly represented.

But this is exactly the case when the feature in question is a complex structure of other features.

Let's consider once again our example in which the agent's goal is to buy a technical book at

the Yale Co-op. The actual feature of the world which constitutes an opportunity to satisfy this

goal is not simply "Yale Co-op," but rather "Agent is near the Yale Co-op." This feature is a

complex combination of other features -- e.g., "agent," "near," and "Yale Co-op" -- and it is

not clear that such a combination of features would automatically be constructed even if the

Yale Co-op were recognized. That is, the representation of the situation might not even include

all of the information necessary in oder to recognize such a complex feature. If it did not, then

the agent would not be able to recognize the opportunity. In this particular case, of course, it is

likely that such a description would in fact be constructed simply for navigational purposes,

because an agent trying to get around in the world would naturally be constructing such

descriptions about its location in order to plan and monitor its route.

lowever, even if all of the information necessary is present, and such a description is

constructed, it does not automatically follow that the feature types to which it corresponds, and

in terms of which the goal to buy the book is indexed, will in fact be called to mind. Even

leaving aside the recognition problems posed by such abstract features as "source of technical

books," it usually takes a fairly sophisticated form of pattern-matching -- indeed, it requires an
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inference -- simply to recognize that a given feature applies to a given situation. Such an effort

is necessary as soon as the features in question are not explicitly named in the description of the "

situation, but rather comprise some structured combination of such features. A planner might
.4.

describe a situation in terms of the complex representation "Agent is near the Yale Co-op," and ,,I

still not recognize that this description exactly matches a complex feature in its memory. For %

unlike a feature like "Red," or even "Yale Co-op," this instance of the feature need not use the

exact same svnbol as the corresponding type indexed in memory. It is true that both

descriptions use the same component symbols -- "Agent," "near," and "Yale Co-op" -- but this

alone does not -uarantee that the matching description in memory will be recognized and

retrieved. Moreover, the more abstract a feature is, the more likely it is that even its

components are not explicitly represented in the input, even when all of the information

necessary to establish their presence, and its own, is in fact explicitly represented.

To put this another way, any process that is capable of deternining the presence of a

complex, structured feature, must be sensitive not only to the presence or absence of its

component features, but to the structural relations among those features. For example, merely

from the presence of the component :'catures 'agent," "near,' and "Yale Co-op,' one cannot

infer that the'agcnt is near dic Yale Co-op.' It might be, rather, that the agent is near his

television set, and watchin: a story about the Yale Co-op on the evening news. Even the

presence of the features ''buy' and "Yale Co-op" are not themselves sufficient to indicate that
the goalplan structure "buying something at the Yale Co-op" is applicable: One might be

reading a story about the Yale Co-op buying a new building. Complex or abstract features are .,

not merely unstructured bundles of more primitive, component features -- rather, they are

structured sets of such features. The component features out of which they are constructed

miost bear certain relationships to each other. In order to keep such relationships straight, an,

inferential memory system must be able to manipulate variables and variable bindings -- which

is to say, it must have the symbol-manipulation abilities of suchpro, gPramm'Ing lang.:uages as

Lisp or fProlog. The process of detecting complex or abstract features such as "agent is near

the Yale Co-op," or "place where technical books are available," depends on having this

capability and emploing it in the recognition of such features.

But the need to employ such sophisticated paiterii-matching ciipa.bilities immnediately

poses a severe problem for any version of the mental notes model: Why '.hiod such

processing be perforned'. Utnlcss there is some active goal which is spcciticallv c(,ncerned

with a given structured feature, it seems hard to justify expending such an eftrt to detect iN

presence and explicitly represent it. Indeed, it is to avoid exaclyl\ this sort of problem that-

Model was elaborated to include the multil pe indexing of goals under fcalurc,, which arc not

-.- "€
%. %.
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overly difficult to recognize.

To some extent, this problem can be sidestepped if the feature in question is of interest to

another, currently active goal, and this is a reasonable expectation if that goal is itself very

similar to the goal for which the feature might constitute an opportunity. Thus, there is no

particular difficulty in recognizing that the description "agent is at the Yale Co-op" matches the

precondition for buying a technical book at the Yale Co-op if one is going to the Yale Co-op to

buy something else, because that feature is relevant as a precondition for the active goal. In,

general, however, it cannot be expected that the feature %khich constitutes an opportunity for

one goal will also be of interest to another goal that happens to be active. For example, if the

agent simply passes the Co-op on the way to some other destination, he may fail to recognize

that the precondition for buying the book he wants has been satisfied, and that an opportunity

to pursue that pending goal therefore exists.

Probably the simplest solution to this problem is to index goals in terms of single,

specific features such as "Yale Co-op," instances of which are likely to be easily detected in a

description of the situation, rather than in terms of complex. structured features such as "agent

is near the Yale Co-op." I lowever, the use of simpler features in this way will. inevitably.

result in the goal being called to mind in manv circumstances which do not actualky constitute

an opportunity for its pursuit. For example, supi-ose one is reading about the Yale Co-op's

financial situation in the local newspaper. The feature "Yale Co-op" will be present in this

situation. Should the goal of buving a technical book at the Co-op then be called to mind?

Suppose one passes the Co-op late at night, or on Sunday. vnen it is closed. Should pending...

rO als be called to mind under such circuinstances'? Are they, in fact, in human beings?.

• -°.4

If ,.(oals are indexed inI terms of such rclati,.ely unstructured features -- which are more
eatsily detected -- then. as the examples abve iilustrate. wrc canl assume that there will be many

false alarms. Thusl, the Of-srbilitx of this approach depends on how difficult it is for the

planncr as a %% h)c I, dctermine \I hcHC cr o mt a goal %h ich, superficiall%, v look. relevant in

the currn-clt situa1tion. l" in ftact rele\,ant. That is. this apprOach leads to a partition of the

dctectioll problcm linto) t\() pha,, c 1 ' a1 simplc n ticing proccss \\ hich tends to overdo it

- that is. it aims tr C41vipletcnes, and thus Ci\ es many false alarms. The other is a more

catilis, rind cxpen',\c inr cifeer tl phli,,c, \ hih 'a,is the task Of deteriniiiiin, vhctlhcr or not a

1. *'ii ),I ,,ppi ,rtul \ \I,\ . For c\,al -plC. 'A hcnC\ cr the tcature "Yale CoOp we'' e CC present in %

,-1mC pctr CptuI,1 IrI;tt ,)r C, e11n ',me 1pl,11 ,,r thoitl ot (11the Ca tlt's -- the godl of buyin"Z7

(C' TT'TI'L.. ,. e 
T 

ihT 1 't Tthe ci i t. J peTC0' 11d;1tr l h li-h [Ti\ l,' 
,  this t iture -- nal el ,
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proximity to the Yale Co-op -- in fact held, and therefore whether or not an opportunity actually 

existed. If so, then the agent would recognize an opportunity, and decide whether or not it

should be pursued. If not, then the goal would be dismissed. (A goal might also be dismissed

as not sufficiently important given other currently active goals without even bothering to

determine whether an opportunity actually existed.) In effect, under this eiaboration of the

mental notes model, the problem of noticing an opportunity is approached using a generate and

test architecture. Goals are activated by the presence of instances of easily detectable feature

types in terms of which they are indexed. They are then brought to the attention of the planner

as a whole, which in turn determines whether or not an opportunity actuals exists uiTng more -..

sophisticated inferential processing.

In sum, the mental notes model attempts to minimize the attributiom f inferentaial ,, r -

to the pending goals themselves, avoiding the problems and costs inherent in the rec,,nitin ,

complex features by stipulating that such goals are indexed in terms (of relatwel% simpic

features that do not require the heavy use of inference in order to be detected and cpl 1% P.

represented. However, in to avoid missing many ppor1unties. the u e ,,t r c ,'tIx.•le,.

simple features in this way will result in a tendencN to o%crestiinate the prcc,,c

opportunities. Thus, once a goal is aroused on account of the presence ( ),m c s1 TI'c !c,,t. .

that might indicate an opportunity, more sophisticated inferential pro.e' ng nw,: c c; \ , .

to determine whether or not the complex, structured feature that \,,tld atua\ 2,' 2

opportunity is in fact present. This is atwu-ticr modcl of opp, ,runMt. reo, 4,1I l i.,

5. Goal arousal and inferential processing

On the two-tier model sketched out in the last scctnm.r a pcndi1 1 .,e

two possible states of arousal, distinguished h the c 1i11p t 1rim.i rc1'1 .1 . c C l, C C

goal. If a goal is in the low state of arousal. no parti .cki r ef2,r 1.:.

% features that might constitute an opportUnit\ hr that ._'.1a1 I I "A C t: I

always devoted to a goal in this state so) that. sl,,uld 4, ,t c '.' .

recognized, the goal will be elevated to a high state ,,a ,id') Ii

distinguished by the fact that if a pending gal s o snah .1 sC i r c.

a- towards the recognition of complex featurcs tht ,. \p11" ,,- .
pursuit. In other words, infterential resources irc dc,,,tc,,

just as they are to a goal under active planniii,' ,q pi r t, I , ...

attempt to determine whether or n(t a geuin: . .

that a state of high arousal is in fact equ , aet , a , .s. .

wa Wr 4. . . a. a a:: .a '- :- *:.* * v . - .
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accurately, to pursue the main goal without having to suffer one or more of its distasteful '"'s

aspects -- then it is important for the planner to recognize such an opportunity, and further, to _._

determine whether or not the conditions that led to that opportunity can be replicated in the

future. For example, you might throw something in the trash that turns out, unexpectedly, to

neutralize bad odors, and then perhaps realize that you can use this substance in the future "e

whenever the trash smells bad.

One of the most important aspects of the story sketched out above is that the opportunity

A hich i, recognized to pursue the main goal while avoiding the unpleasant consequences is

P,V ,O' the planner did not, and could not, prepare for it ahead of time. No effort was spent

Index rin the frustrated goal in terms of relevant preconditions, because the planner was no.

, ,icinaR aware ,If anm fcasible plans by which it could be pursued. Rather, the recognition of

the ,,pp,~r:~~~ rin this - ise depends on two factors: The failure of the expectation that the

Arhtue will , i:e11 had (,r to put this another way, of the expectation that the goal of avoiding

xad -,4r, % w LI he f ru,tatCd and the recognition that this failure resolves the conflict. In , ,

,Che, Ar,,,. the ,,pprninil, arises because the situation presents us with an unexpected

S,t ' ,! The ,-,Il c between taking out the trash and avoiding bad odors. In a sense,
%IF %1

1:,w' i,,r whk h ain (oppurtunit, exists is the goal to resolve this goal conflict. The

' t ,,i h ,a h hl ,htra i g al ha heen or ba, he fortuitously satisfied, however,

', . , t tt n i a hi ~ ii abh.,ract and structured representation o( the situation,

*c~~~r. hc'~ . 1\ '. k nirmnit ent )f inferential processing.

,'* ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ CL ', ihat! '  ptc,,,mt• ,  I.<)i, nt',i\ he II diftcrctitell ,iaif il(Ifnld prrouslg.'
P. .P

= J#

I', . r i ... <.''c matlt' it ', hat P4i'•rtii , taRi yia, he inl different Mtiecs ofl <aroult~l(
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avoided, while an opportunity may be fleeting and similarly require split-second decisions to be

seized. Thus, given that many features of a situation may be relevant to the pursuit of many

goals, it is clearly necessary to devote effort to considering more important goals first. In the

simplest case, for example, more important goals might have a "louder voice" in calling

themselves to the attention of the planner as a whole.

Once the factor of importance is taken into account, the possibility is also raised that

some goals are so important that extra effort should always be devoted to recognizing

opportunities for their pursuit or threats to their satisfaction. That is, there is good reason to
*1-

believe that some goals may be so important that they should always be aroused and active.

For example, in an environment where lack of food is a constant problem, a person will

probably notice and attempt to pursue almost every opportunity to get food, even if he is not

hungry at the time the opportunity arises.

In sum, taking the mental notes approach, we start by assuming that goals are endowed

with the minimum capacity necessary to call attention to themselves when an opplortunitv seems

to exist. I lowever, this leads to a model in which there will be many false alarms, which in

turn motivates the application of more sophisticated inferential prxessing to determine vhcth"er
in opportunity actually exists. Once we scc t it sucl iritW'rcrtial capacity must be allocated to

goals which have been aroused because they are potentially relevalnt, the wkats is open to

allo.'ate such capac it t' i thcr reas mms as well: lither because I their relat it )I to other 11 ihil

ariused pals. i)r simpl, becausce thcv are decmcd ver\ inipirtant. This narks a step away .

Irlum the ntcal te I(tCs iIXci 11 ,hich ndung g1uials are coicci~cd ot as actis e onl in 11hC

,,%
sense that1 theN ca alAl attUriM In ti ) theniselses if the feature in terms (If s, hic h thesN are irle.xed

lear1 l\ preseCnt t( Wi\. ard\s Tfl( lel inl 'A Ilch penidirr, .(iils Ina\ sometinies hr l\% tass be:

.,i, It ,c ii the mlttlkh sItr i ,cr scn,c hat rhe ,ic allM . . atCd mrtcrenrr l I pa ke ited 11 tak
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-simply cannot be recognized.

For example, suppose that you need to know about something and decide to get hold of'

some particular book to find out about it. You might form the plan of buying thle book at thle

Co-op. But, will you be able to recognize when another opportunity presents itself'? What

about another bookstore? What about a library? What about a colleague's private collection of

books? What about a new plan altogether -- such as finding out what you need from a

knowledgeable colleague directly? In these cases, it seems clear that the goal cannot be indexed

directly in terms of the feature that constitutes the opportunity -- or else, if it is, that feature is

highly abstract and far removed from perceptual inputs.

Even though a novel opportunity for a goal cannot, by definition, be directly linked to

the feature that constitutes the opportunity, there Must of course be some Indirect link between

them, in the sense that there is a series of inference rules which connect the feature to the goal

in some way. Otherwise, the agent would never be able to recognize thle opportunity at all.

This is Just another way of saying that the agent must have the requisite causal knowledge to

Understand howv the feature facilitates thle achievement of thle goal if he is to recognuize the

opportunity.

Once It is granted that some kind of'path exists in miemory between thle f'eature and thle

('(al, however Indirect, it is tempting to rely onl something like '"spreading activation.' or,

'marker passing.'' or somel other sort of automatic memory search mnechanism, to somneho\k

tiT-er the fealtUre [i termsi of which thle goal was originally indexed. ThLS u~f r c amnple. ifthei

teaiturc were qluite abstract -- 'place where technical books can be f'ound' or 1'person who0

k~l" n hs a t sLubjct V' - - then wve might sinmphy assutrie that if wAe pass at place or that persNon

ththad such pit pert ies those,, features would autoimat ical ly be recvnzdorales olw

ini ometa' ( )r, if- thle teature were quite spcific -eg.''ItYale Co-op" -- teri upon passi rig

a n t)lhcr 1 ar,_e hb ~is ntire . te teat ures that it shares, in com i in with the YaeCo-op) wold

remII Iind] t he wc2enit it t he, C ip iP arid fi ic'e ac:tIit are thfe goalt .P

I her retic, ce eraI rr( th IcIrIns I ith1 (Icl an apijproac h, hokke c . Ir I t , , I is .\ > po, jto iIc

14 cr 4 hr 'nt p ti r o tire 0Au 'tiitrtr 111 ICtir i'pj-rttII)ItV r"isin ma1 ker KCUspcI(r

a Iii. ni p ht p 'stu in tm that tile app:r' pria hirks cxist. and thra t 1t)t mIi'ir\() ie

IT1,;T IPr pr ac hilk d, i t l 1!1 t~ l IIir a I "q net It i II he Ict1i\JIted 'A It hit t aclii \ a tin

rnirir ttthctr :'tisthait the ct i r he.L(fc, d'nie hn Ip~i.sl 1(o j lt' i i ' \k el) it c' m~d hi'

L,'kpc tl t tk I it) a hr 1hi l r irt i c Ir le t! lcri )I ith rr01 r goalsN s1 1. lit 1%k % Cv. opeVII It'

'i
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Second, these methods still depend on pre-existing connections between structured

features and their components, so that activation or marking of a component or components I

leads to activation or marking of the structure in which they play a role. What I now want to

show is that there are features instances of which cannot be recognized using marker passing or

spreading activation over pre-existing connections, because they are abstract features which

have no pre-existing connections with their components in any given instance -- or at least.

with any of the components which are likely to be themselves explicitly present in the

* representation. Inferential processing must therefore be devoted to the task of recognizing such

* features if at any time the agent wishes to determine their presence. Thus, an opportunistic

planner which can recognize opportunities on the basis of such features must devote inferential

effort to detect the opportunity, either in the service of the goal for which the opportunitV

exists, or in the service of some other goal.

Let us see how to construct such features. They must be structured patterns of more

primitive, component features, in which no single component feature can be expected to he

directl\ linked with the larger feature of which it is a component. Consider pheotomena such as

punning or doubies ,'ncndrc,. -- the latter are simpler so we will ,tick to the m. A duhb'

cnte'ndre is an utterance with two meaniln .. , ()nle usually not quite sciall, acceptable, h ith

meaning, v -hich are intendcd and siign ificat in the cirmtecxt A do uble entendrc Is usual k

considered humtoous, and the pcrson A 1ho utters it witty.

l:irst (d all, it ,hould he clear that , t'hc cnr ,'0re'% ar a C t gowld CaIpilc ,f tihe sot' oI

ah-,liht\ [tl[t oppolrttic. plalnig is intended to accoullltot A speake ( callnl'. and learl.

do~' ,es riot, I-111s pl I ,III -th h uttera cs iln ad ,ince Rather. %,,hal seem, , to be the cae ,,i that11,"

the IpcAkCr ,tarls t, s,a, IomctlIrg, and then racallics Ohal, it he , lphlcts th utie llictar C

,p11iCatel 1C\ X h I h he I abl o C I I. C ,  t s o d rI .r II hu ,,,IIt C rn,r I IIt I I I . i aIIh11T ,,qt , -'

mlil i I ]i pf k.I, n a 'l /ll I , ,I , , .' h '. t14/6l. 1 N It 1 I I,', t 11 , I \4 ,' d I' ll rI I !I

Wi'ICT Jlk C. hd' I\k (I TIIL',JII 111" , I) 11 jlh f , 11),q l W W Ill 111C M, ILt'\I )1 A~l I)I 'I I I CI I) " ',, 'I It'\ I', l'i,

C II.' ' C t2 C .I ,I'll1, I( I P '' , IA * '.ll tI , l ' C -, 1 1h .1

%.
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Context

meanin I rmeaning2

word or phrase

Figure 8-1: Precondition for a double entendre

Now, the point here is that this precondition does not depend on the presence of any particular

feature -- not the presence of the particular word orc phrase, or the particular meanings, or the

particular context. Rather, its essence lies in the way that all of these elements are related to

one another. Thus, all possible instances of this pattern cannot possibly be connected to the

general type of the concept. That would entail wiring up all possible combinations of words

and phrases -- an impossible task in and of itself, given that all phrases cannot possibly be

explicitly represented in memory -- their meanings, and contexts in which they might be

relevant, such that if all the right primitive features were present -- this word, those meanings.

that context -- then, and only then, would a double entendre be present. This is simply absurd

on the I-ace o)f it. Thus, the recognition of a dimble efli( ,idr, or of its precondlition. is exactly

thle sort of problem that "~spreading activation". "marker passing" and, at least as the% arc

cuirrentl forh mulated. ci mnectii it modeils -are ri it capable if deal ins A ith The recognition o

()I suchi a teat nre requires inference - - it requ ires taking thle general pattern. hindinrg variables.

a111d c heck In Ig to see that thle co nstraints ho ld in thle gi yen i ti an

Ihsthe featurec 111.t ndikates anopor11i to priadiI e a doubb.l lwfidIu .. annoi he

ecxI ct,) da~im4 up aiinmaialk in] thie descriptail (ot the riait 'in hIL hi a Spt'Ake tIld"

ir~ell III ,tder t() reaaern.e thle thi,%e pattern tOle agefnt 11111"t hate a inec. harililn deaik 'ited 1ii

nid ri it jl'i 2The v t t a: i' he plan's a" ea an. hmk at c a1 hei.. at ~ I a la. I t T, I.' q t211 I III I,

j " a(ii cttfa. I t a Cpe ke I, ''aIl ta, he teIar an~d u 1riirlihI llk IIIlS I I a 'IX.c t fix, S ' l 1h a a

AI,1 0 ,'l I II C I IIe kTa' I I ci' l.ia' 1 IC 11 ha.' 111C.111 ! ",i~~ AT L ' 'T k' '' k N

iOl' I 's t' I ~ I 1,1II I h 1 bq t. c ' I ' I, T %

I 'th~, 4:1C
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achievement.

Ultimately, a given goal may not be able to rely on the automatic recognition of features

that are relevant to its pursuit, or on their recognition in the service of some other goal. In such

cases, if opportunities to pursue the goal are to be recognized, then the goal itself must play a

role in their discovery. The mental notes model is bottom-up with respect to noticing

opportunities for goals, and this may not work in general: It may be necessary that a goal play

a top-down role in the identification of features relevant to its pursuit, even though it is not

currently under active pursuit itself. This, in turn, would entail attributing far more itferential
:-.

power to the goals themselves. The allocation of such resources need not be unvarying over

time, however. Some goals are more important than others, and the relative importance of a

goal may change depending on context. For example. the goal of being humorous -- and beinl-I

deemed so by o)thers -- is likely to be more important at a party than, say, in a private

di,,cussion tf ,(me tcchnical issue. It seems entirely reasonable, then, thait under such

circtuint ,el ,, a speakcr nia he more lsiti, ew the presence (of aln (p')p trtiit tv to utter a
.',

Le'", c,,t I(ir ,m ,,thllr C ,a ihpe t thr i ' i,rt \W hen anl A I I',s'lTlcher" I ellini ded ()t- "41lC

u t 14 r[I h\ "(PTI ('1'1 s it atl4??. Itnd Own' 0),)l OW~' th t th tt1tdit 4 eo II1) 5011W'

ltit'tClVli.. ,, , " the tC ic i(illu has
. 
llo 1()k% lce l fei ltlI'r,, Ill c()o on l() wi ,t1 the Input -- it

,Itltn 4t 0'1 1 th Ct the t. n:11111d2t . v,,s, e +,F ' It \ (l,1s'sItic itt that ,,i\ ..\tier 1ll. the t' ,lltt-

h t s11ccii li~i B 01C J2 i l he Inplit I sa l 1, i )p4j f' OIL 4 1 n id it didi t CN-Cli Cu S

h ' I l Ik> 1\. 1 I C Ilk kw 'ii, Clt teitiitiii m-, k,% it h1 lt 1, S c 1 C C a 1 rCs I TCI l 11111ti 111

I TI.'I K ii ', It . I ~inI ri ii .t 'I kit 111pl \ iii . ii p c hp e K'd4'lleah a

I 11k l'j.ihk-1 T11 I'l hc Owc ''i he I \CT sL- 's 1)t '11 1 that )(1t hate heel'

k.

....

,i - ' . 4 , ,,I ' ' A
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memory. Thus, even when those facts are recalled, it will require inference to explicitly notice

the contradiction. Noticing more subtle incongruities -- e.g., that a related fact does not

contradict a claim, but does in fact reduce its force as evidence for some other claim -- will

require even more work.

The point here is this: Features in the world that are relevant to the pursuit of goals are in

fact highly structured, often highly abstract, sets of features. They cannot be represented

simply as "feature vectors," that is, as unstructured sets of features, because it is often the

relationships among the component features involved that are most crucial. Now, it might be

argued that such relationships can themselves can be counted as features, and, therefore, added

to the feature vector describing the situation at hand. This is true, but it misses the point. It is

not merely the presence of these relationships that matters: It is the fact that they relate certain

other features of the situation in particular. Thus, simply saying that a situation involves not

only the feature "agent" and "Yale Co-op," but also the relationship "near" as a feature as well,

is not the same as saying that this relationship holds between the first two features. This fact

too must be represented to get a causally meaningful representation of the situation. Thus, the

relationships among features must be explicitly represented, and the scope of the relationships

- which features in particular they apply to -- must be explicitly represented as well. This, in

general, requires the ability to manipulate general symbolic structures: Unstructured "feature

vectors'" will not suffice.

What does this say about oplxrtunistic planning? Since the features which indicate

opportunities cann t, in general, be represented is single features or simple bundles of such

tcature,,. the processs which notice the presence of such features must be able to construct and N-
manipulate gzeneral sNrnl' olic exprc,,ion. This is not cheap It Cannot be doem bv suich simple

-,r'ce,,ses as sprcading act i vat ion or marker pIassing Rat her, it requires infcrential pri -oces"illg

to construct such co lcx. ,rtuturcd features. The abo e examples, in which sprcadig,

a, tivation o(r marker passing cannot ,,oslibhl, w.ork becausc the links }hich are required to

spread acti vatiun (or- pass, markcrs do rit eocn exist, mlakc , this point quite c ear.

T"lhu, strulured features must, in it sense, be cxplicitl looked lor: No cheap.

at Ll ia t. po e I' K\,III (lelCx t thm ito to e li ."derstind. 'I'hu,, %c hak.e three aclrnaxCs as

It hw the rec(oniiim of sIc h a fCaturC l1ght be accOImpls10hed. First. it m1imzht be rec(-iIz-ed

al all tieis,. rerd,., of co t i Second. it m1ight be reognitcd in the scrv ice of sonic goal
under ,urrC1 p1 ()r 1111rd it eight c grcognized in thc set-vice ,f' the goal for w ch it i

0 stLu s n oI p O 'rltunt [hkill] "Ilie fi t llcrl i, is highl\ i pIa sible siTc the riced to cnil]oN %.

mfcrcimi,, to re tc( i uch futures mcanl that they are etp lie, to c r. Thus,. ini order

". s,.
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to recognize opportunities that depend on complex and abstract features, such features must

either be of interest to some goal under current pursuit, or else the goal for which they

constitute an opportunity must play a role in their detection.

7. Conclusion

In this chapter, we have begun to explore some of the architectural requirements for

opportunistic planning. Starting with a simple mental notes model -- in which goals are

directly indexed in terms of the features that constitute opportunities for their pursuit -- we saw

that goals must be active agents to the extent that they can call attention to themselves whenever

the features in terms of which they are indexed are recognized. I then argued that, since the

features that actually constitute opportunities are often highly structured or abstract, it might not

be practical to assume that they would be recognized bottom-up. This led to the proposal that

goals should be indexed in terms of simple features that are relatively easy to recognize.

However, I argued that this in turn would lead to a situation in which there would be false

alarms noticing opportunities. The solution was to postulate that, once a goal was aroused

because a simple feature that potentially indicated an opportunity had been recognized, .-

inferential resources would be allocated to checking whether or not an opportunity truly

existed.

Finally, we saw that certain kinds of features cannot even be recognized as potentiall-"

present without the application of inference. If the opportunity to pursue some goal depcnd-,

on such features, there is no relatively simple feature in terms of which to index the goal so thit

it can be opportunistically aroused. In such cases, if an op-ortunity is to be detected at all.

inferential resources must be allocated to the task. Either those resources must he all()cated M"

the service of some other goal, or else the goal for which they constitute an opporituniti LsiL.

itself play an active role in their recognition. In the next chapter, we will see that thi, n(t1fln

has some surprising applications.

0. .% i

-a%" -
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CHAPTER 9

GOALS AS ACTIVE MENTAL AGENTS

1. Introduction

Throughout this thesis, we have seen that a commitment to mental determinism the

idea that our thought processes do not take arbitrary turns -- leads to the need for some way to

make decisions in a motivated fashion, in both planning and understanding. Such a position

has many historical antecedents. Within psychology, Freud was perhaps the chief proponent 4
of mental determinism, and of the use of intentional explanations in order to avoid arbitrariness
in psychological theory. The psychoanalytic explanation of errors is in many ways the most

striking example of his commitment to this principle, since here Freud attempted to show that

accidents" in human behavior are anything but accidental. Consider his discussion of slips of

the tongue in the following passage (Freud, 1935):

...the question [must bel raised why just this particular slip is made and no other:

one can consider the nature of the mistake. You will see that so long as this

question remains unanswered, and the cf.t of the mistake is not explained, the

phenomenon remains a pure accident on the pschological side, even if a

physiological explanation has been found for it. When it happens that I make a

mistake in a word I Could ohs iousl,, do this in an infinite number of ways, in place

of the right word substitute an. of a thousand others, or make innumerable

disltortions of the right word. No%,. is there an\thing wkhich force%, utpn me in a

specific !n,,tance just this one special slip, out of all those \xh ich are possiblc. or

does that remain accidentai and arbitrar\ . can nothing rational be tound in ansss cr

to this luc,,tion p 1.

-reuds answer. In the it ti r a c. dCI \ ptd d i, I all II I aJI Vpil It the ,',akCr , -,,?

2. ()pportunislic planning and Frtudian slip-,

I ruid s s tj d%. I the ps hi I C I c C, c 1 T I.,11, 1 rl , i'l Tt.' ,.-

,dip% )f the tiiie . led himT 14 91e ()nt lw )11 that m 1M\ XC i~ I1 t mIIW (! e 01C

v .................................................- '-aU
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of random malfunctions in mental processing, but rather are meaningful psychological acts.

That is, they are intentional actions in every sense of the word, reflecting and indeed carrying

out the goals, whether conscious or not, of the person who commits them. In particular, Freud

argues, such errors stem from attempts to carry out suppressed intentions, intentions which W..

have been formed but then in some sense withdrawn because they conflict with other, more

powerful intentions.

For example, in the simplest case a person may decide to say something, but then change

his mind and decide to say something else instead. Nevertheless, the original intention

somehow intrudes itself into his utterance. Freud (1935) discusses the example ''Dann aber -

sind Tatsachen zum Vorschwein gekommen." ("and then certain facts were

revealed/disgusting"), in which "Vorschwein" is a conflation of "Vorschein" (revealed) and

"Schweinereien" (disgusting). The speaker relates that he had originally intended to si 0hat"

the facts were disgusting, but controlled himself and decided to say something milder instead "

In spite of this decision, however, the suppressed intention apparently exerted an influencc on1

his speech.

Examples of this sort show that goals, once formed, can intfluence subsequent hCha , WI

despite intervening decisions to suppress them. V\ieced fronm an informain pIt.C"ke

perspective, however, there are two radically different inter-pretations of this a-

corresponding to two distinct models of how the intluence mrI,,ht he eerted ( )n tI: JC,. k ILI -"

no further processing of the ,,oal is undertaken after su s i, n t and ic inl n rc ,

simply a residue of the processing that took place pril r to that suppvc,,,ui In he ,

exatmple, for instance, it may siTpl, he that the prior c itllplAI . i th2C '' !(1.

preci,,c %ord, "shv~cinercien. acti\ ated thait x ord in rncnmIr\ ,ad v hat Om ' I h, ,, ,

had an effect on the procss of cho ,ing % hat , 1irds o',,a\ thI .. ,,Ti "c ,, ( ..

account, although the ,lip doe, n ime ,ene , th pp' -, 2.1c 'r III.'

a I' i Iart'..,u! :he eiil

.1 . . .. .

'INC
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word "hiccough:" There are hundreds of a p~riri* more plausible %kords and phirases that c-an be F

used to insult or ridicule someone. Thus, the word "hiccough' CanI onl\l hj,,e been chosen inI

the course of attempting to retrieve the conisciousis intended wkord 'dik'to ~ hIt bcirs .I

close similarity in German. Yet, if we accept zreuid's anal- si, oM the examplle. the vii-i

"hiccouggh" was selected because it achieves the speaker\, goal to ridICule1 his ipri'

Thus~we are forced to conclude that this g~oal ads still dctive durin-, the attemti trie\M L 1 !"L'

word ''drink- 'despite the fact that it wkas, suppressedl p~r' 'r tt ' that at templt

The mnere fact thait s uppressed ie(lals, are able i' at tect the (\CeT h-Ti, .

enoi-1 ju~hto justif' the asserti,) thait the\ aire Ici~ It% \e. Cthe: \ict-,c ~2 c

e xamples like the a I ' et aINCCTI(1d thl h 111 a b 1 I here' Tl a l,,1 ''i ...L

ha'eC reasn'labl\ 11111, 'pated tha! the: "' i. '. 2

satistied h\ uttCritiC 11he %krd I I, l''e.' w kc'

Ip[--rt1LII;1 T ji l par ,icu . the) It ITIL'. I~t Ca. he' P... ' 2

a s es . I )OM Pi, -'e !hC. 11IN~ IT . 'L'C ''' '' ..

11C~~~~~. li '1'1 S. ~ ) C%
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needed ito explain Freudian slips functionally justifiable, or does it merely reflect an accidental

attribute of human psychology?

F[undamntal to the above explanation of Freudian slips is the ability to recognize and

SCIIC iUforeseen opportunities to satisfy goals, an ability that I have already argued seems

ruilto ItIgenICTt behavior. Moreover, we have also seen that the recognition of such
opp~rwniie\ fteA :TntailS sionificant inference. This is particularly true if we consider

;iCiple ~ir\to sei/e novel opportuni ties.- It iseasy enough to suppose that some features of

1. t MS i~ Ii11,1Uld point directlN to goals that they satisfy. For example, it is arguable that,

'nccJundcr the teafture mioney.' we have the goal of possessing money. Thus, it isn't hard

',CC OI th p~~ Irniplicit in seeing some money on the street would be recognized.

)'n the 'tci hand. ,uppose a person goes to a hardware store and sees a gadget he did

;ITC" kni eisted. e e.a router. People seem perfectly capable, at least sometimes,

the nI!creti1.il c-hain necessary to recog~nize how such a novel opportunity might

e'~emntifa c lthat they, could not, ahead of time, have known that it would

I e-kannr~e. %ioe ho had the goal of possessing bookshelves would seem

"1~ *" ~e't raliingthat a router would be useful in building them. This seems
~:~":>e ad utntededtobuid he oocases, but rather had intended to buy

*C. "T 4 lbih~ 1 \k I LIldn't hlave elMch thoughit to how they might be built.
.... .... ... ... i I a ri Uter does, hie mlay. realize that it can be used to cut channels

kcC e into %, hich horizontal boards can be fitted as shelves.

'i this kind ()I opporis1tic processing provides us with a functional

ai~ ia,,l to reocniize the means for its own accomplishment when

* centl~i~s~\ s.it remains to be explained whIy goals which have for

c~~~x thedN 'idb cal to o~ercomne their Suppression when opportunities

-~~ .\ . .< 't1 *kh \ Nh 'aid an Intentional system lack the means to) deny

Alhin~fs ii producing real behavior'

H a i pp rt n i u prcesig even offers a functional

A- tij IL\ C : ha-~rac tensc of anitntoa systemn. Consider.,-
it'"' xpresed A i il ould need to be: supprese I it

* . an''thr IaIn the s" temn. 'I here are two ways that a gloal%

&' N th e 'as hemelesare inherently mutually exclusive, or

* .::i 1)n C I\C in a 1ttem IIpt 1ng to plan for both of themn. That Is. it

2 ' heInoT11ikt base1,d onl the planner's Judgment of the
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resources and options available under the c irn umstank c . c i, -A A

(See W ilensky, 1983, for an analvsi,. ,,t the 1,r)ISdc .r ' .i . C

judgments.) For example, the goal of insultiUM 111c;, h, , prc. .I.I'

it conflicts with more important social and t',lIticaI g,. II, . .c , '- "A .

goals is situation-dependent. It is perfectly possihic that ihcrc ,' ,'. 'c * , '

which insulting the boss and achieving one',, politi al end',, A' ' , 'x • ' v,

Once a goal conflict is recognized, a planner must dc. ideh' ,,.,r. .

pursue the other based on an assessment of ,hich course fit acti ' ii '. in ' ,, ' ,"

of current or expected future circumstances. ilovcer, it i,, quitc p,.h .

circumstances will be different than originally foreseen. Thus in P;" ',, ;,.

able to override previous decisions about which of its goals to, pui,,uc I)o.. .

formulating the plans currently being pursued should not be inlmmutahie"

Consider the following example: Suppose a person i,, out In t the : 0 C I X

hungry and thirsty. Given his knowledge about food sources and watcr s, ur1 c,.., idI h,:,

other pragmatic considerations pertain under the circumstances, hC de,. dC, that h ,C ,

conflict, and that he will suppress the thirst goal while he pursucs the aim -t 'a c'. : i..

hunger. While pursaing his plan to obtain food, however, he com,'s up, n a sIr C'I I; .k,

hadn't previously known about. This is precisely the kind of -ituation in \h1h 'Ac 'u,,uk

expect -- or, indeed, demand -- an opportunistic response, regardless of an% pre l',,, de ,i,

to suppress the thirst goal. f

The implication here i - that the decision to suppress a goal is really just a dc t,,
forgo pursuing that -oal for the time being, and that in an opportuiistic processor, m'a!,,"l ,

ever really "suppressed." Viewed in this light, the fact pointed to by Freudian slips, that goal,"

wkhich have putatively been suppressed can still take advantage of opportunities for their (k n

achievement, can not only be understood, but can be seen to be a desirahle and (ssihkl

ri ,essvry' aspect of a planner.

\%hat vet remains unexplained, however, is why opportunities would be acted upon even

vAhc:I lurtlcr reflection by the planner would presumably reaffirm the decision to suppress

'm. as is undoubtedly the case with Freudian slips. It would seem somewhat

"Cr pro ,oiictive not to demand that the planner be allowed to reconsider the reasons why a

.,porsscd. in light of the sudden appearance of an opportunity to achieve that goal.

p c,, t, fir example, that despite the opportunity to insult or ridicule one's boss, this

not be taken, since it would still be impolitic to do so. We might, in fact,

........ '...,............'...,'... ,....%.
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".n',ati' licd oi)jls Ii c mParis( 'Aith satisfid . .. . ,ice, preS , ,iabil., an agent's ,a iU s .ti.;,d

t: J h otid he o f mo(re co ncern to him In th1C futunre than filis satisfiled goals. Indeed, liii 1.ard

(1956, p. 23) reports that from sUbsequet expermets, similar in spirit to ,.igarniks. i''t Is

evident .. that correlated wi,'th the memory for thle task is a tendency to resumre it when the

oppx)rtunlits next arises. Thus, on both functional and empirical grounds, the increased

memorability of'pendling goals Is intimately related to the ability to recognize opportuni ties fc~r

their achievement.

The question is, how can a memory accomplish this? Is it a result of clever indexing at

the time a goal is formed or frustrated, or is it due to some inherent property of unsatisfied

goals' On the indexing account, the difference in the memorability of satisfied goals and

unsatisfied goals is simply due to the fact that unsatisfied goals are more richly indexed in :%a%%

,f i ilr in pirit g k , t""
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Jlternati'~es. althiugli she ditd notl framei the Issue in cx~actlv this Aa .~ It uinsifid goals, are

rit re nlnm(4rahle simpl\ becauisey are more ic hiN Inrde xed upom he ing frustrated, then it

in ust he the case that such addi tio nal I ndexinmg itcurs as a resu lt hc being interrupted. Thius.

terr-upied tasks A hether ()r not stillI pending - AtmIld presumahlvI be mo)re richiN I ndexed

than Unriinterrupted tasks. sinmph% hcauISe 4) the iterrulpt io u I l (s. ver. /.eiuarriiik htunlld that It

a subjc:t w~as Interrupted in the performance of some task, bill then Suibseqluently allowedc to

* cttrnlplete thle task after sevecral intervening tasks, that task was no more memorable than arm-

* othter completed task, i.e., than those whlich wecre completed without interr-uption.

These results seem to indicate that the enhanced memorability of unszuisl ied goauls does

* not stem, at least entirely, from richer indexing when they are formed or interr-upted. Rather,

* the processes of retrieval from memory, or of maintenance in memory, Must somehow be

* sensitive to the fact that an unsatisfied goal is unsatisfied. That is, the increased memnorability

of pending goals reflects some extra effort that is expended on their behalf simply by virtue of

the fact that they are pending goals -- it reflects, in other words, an inherent property of
* pending goals. It might be, for example, that the indices to pending goals are maintained better

* in memory, while those to satisfied goals are allowed to fade. Although this explanation

involves indexing, it is not based on indexing alone: Particular effort must be devoted to

maintaining unsatisfied goals in memory. Alternatively, it may be that retrieval is sensitive to

the degree of "arousal" of a goal, and that pending goals are more highly aroused. Onl either I

account, pending goals are allocated special resources, and they are allocated those resources

on a continuing basis.

Now, it might in fact still seem possible to maintain that the greater memorability of

pending as opposed to satisfied goals does not entail devoting special effort to pending goals.

Rather, it could be argued that the difference is due to special effort devoted upon the

* satisfaction of a goal -- namely, in the removal of indices that point to the satisfied goal.

However, all of the indices to a satisfied goal cannot be removed, since otherwise we would%

'~ ~~ ~ I IN.. . .. .'~* - * ., * ,
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not be able to remember them at all. Thus, such an approach raises the question of- exactl '

which indices are to be removed. The most obvious answer to this question is to postulate the %

existence of 'pending goal" lists in memory that contain indices to pending goals, so that it I,,

the removal of such indices upon the satisfaction of a goal that explains its dccicacd

memorability as compared to pending goals. What I now want to argue is that this explanation 1%0%

for the /Aigamik effect is not an alternative to an explanation based on the devoti ofl special %

efforts to pending goals, but is rather one way in which such special efforts could he

implemented.

First of all, it should be clear that the sort of pending goal list which is capable ot

accounting for Zeigarnik's results cannot simply be a goal agenda of the sort emploved in-

standard planning models -- that is, a list of the goals and subgoals governing a planncr'.,

current behavior -- since many or even most unsatisfied goals are not in fact g)overning a

planner's current behavior. Thus, it must include unsatisfied g(oals which are not currently

being pursued by the agent. The question that then arises, however, is what the purpose of

such a pending goal list would be. For, after all, it cannot simply exist so that subjec's can .

more easily report their unsatisfied goals to an experimenter: It must somehow play a role in

carrying out the functions that motivate the increased memorability of such goals in the first

place. It must, in other words, play a role in facilitating the recognition of opportunities to

pursue unsatisfied goals. Thus, for example, the inclusion of some goal on a pending goal list

in memory cannot simply be for the purpose of indicating that it is pending, for that could be

accomplished simply by individually marking the goal. In other words, it makes no sense that

such a list merely be used to determine whether or not a goal is unsatisfied after it has been

retrieved by other means: Such a scheme neither fulfills the functional requirements of "

opportunistic planning, nor accounts for Zeigarnik's results.

Thus, the presence of some goal on a pending goal list must actually facilitate the

activation or retrieval of the goal when an opportunity arises. That could be accomplished, for

example, by using the list itself to index to unsatisfied goals. On such an account of goal

activation in opportunistic planning, a certain amount of effort would always be devoted to

checking the goals on a pending goal list. Or, it might be that goals on such a list would be -,

maintained in a heightened state of arousal. The point here is that any account of the Zeigamik

effect that relates it to the requirements of opportunistic planning will be functionally

indistinguishable from the notion that pending goals are inherently endowed with certain

capacities -- that pending goals have memory processing devoted to their retrieval under

appropriate circumstances beyond what is devoted to other mental entities, and in particular, to %

goals that have already been satisfied. Whether the locus of this processing capacity lies in the

sg
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goals themselves or in some central pr c,,-,, i'A lht . I i lhi 'A ,Ild,. InlciH , ', I, h NI"

viewed as a multi processor or a% a nie shared ' i',\ ' s',m , ',,h idi \ \jthi ij'i K' ,

that two goals can interfere with eak h othlC pcittirnurk e. h'I eter ,csilt ii hIII

actions or conflation, seem1% to) indit ate that ,ole kindi A ,t pa I lcl p '.,,,i. i , kI I cd ,.)

intentional behavior in human% (,,ee Normnan. I'91 I

4. Ilow much processing po(er?

Ila inng exaninCd both funtional uneI n-Ill t' 1 e, ild Ctllpl.lkcl C\I c Idi In ' ,

endowing goals with inherent pr .cssing ipx,\cr. %%c nii k trin 1i, the 1h1I i ue 1.,u (,4h, 14 u, 11111, ,,

power they actually need. If. ultimatcly, 'c ascribe too Tnu- 11 jhrIII m h 1i4. 1111(c 11

goals in the service of recogni/ing and deal iing '.ilh (,lIlirtuw c t,, ,in1 lhfc'1 , 1, 1 h' .'

achievement, then \,e will have cominllttcd the hotnincila t k i ll , pliuri III tct1igCreIi t' "'"

in terms of intelligent cofip nents. We cannit e plain plann ig, in t hi, c,,c, h\ pro ,snda atlg.

that goals can plan -- unless the kind of planning that goal, do is oinplc than the plainning 44

the agent as a wkhole.

Thus, any theory which attempts to view the mind in terms ()I component agents must"

take the threat posed by the homuncular fallacy vcry seriously. As a result, there is grCai

pressure to minimize the capabilities of the agents in terms of such a theorN attempts to eXplain

the mental abilities of an organism as a whole. In Minsky and Papert's society" thcor, of the

mind (Minsky, 1979 and 1980), for example, the individual agents appear to be quite simple.

They do not communicate with each other via complex representations, for that requires the

ability to interpret such representations, which in turn requires that each agent itself be a fairly

sophisticated computational device. Instead, Minsky and Papert propose that the individual

cognitive agents communicate with each other via direct links, and possess only a limited

capacity to construct and interpret symbolic representations.

This is, it seems to me, an inadequate conception of mental agents for the purposes of

opportunistic goal processing. We have seen that goals, construed as active mental agents,

must be able to infer opportunities for their achievement from features of the situation in which ,

the agent as a whole finds itself, and that, further, whether or not those features actually signify

an opportunity is dependent on the context. This context-dependence is a key problem, for it

seems to require fairly sophisticated inferential processing to determine whether or not an

opportunity exists. For example, consider again Freud's example in which a speaker's goal to

insult or ridicule his boss gives rise to the utterance "Gentlemen, I call upon you to hiccough to

the health of our chief," in which the word "hiccough" has been substituted for "drink." Recall %

.1'
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',IN %4P Ill the letter, and tihl% led me I) (14nbtt that the'\ ere iin Ne , York at all,

I then ftrmed all s+mt,, (it sill,, h pothees to explain the postmark. For example. I

thi,ught that ,,t hap,, m,, parent,, might have matled the letter to my relativ es in New York, and

that tie n turil maled it to rne at camp but \Ahat was, the point of that" I also thought that

tw, he hl,,t i ffle had failed ps tmark it prIoperly at its origi, and that this had been

iiio.cd uti Nevw Ytork, \.here a postmark had then been affixed. For some reason, I don't recall

ha' ing formed more sensible explanations -e g , that my parents had written the letter in

Mar'. land. but hadnt had a chance to mail it before travelling to New York. In the end, then, IF

s,' cral lUCStWns remained outstanding in my mind. I lad my parents been in New York? If

,so. why hadnt they said so in the letter'" If not, how else could it have been postmarked as it

was' Because I could not find an adequate explanation for the anomalous postmark, questions

persisted.

L" 
s.4.

A few weeks later, I saw one of my cousins from Brooklyn at a neighboring summer

camp. and he told me that his father had died the previous month. Immediately, I was -1

reminded of the letter my parents had mailed me. Obviously, they had been in New York for

my uncle's funeral, and had mailed the letter to me while there for that reason. Of course, the

question then arose of why my parents had not told me about my uncle's death. But what is of

interest here is that I was immediately reminded of the heretofore unexplained, and still

therefore outstanding, question of how the letter came to be postmarked in New York -- and in

particular of the question of whether my parents had been there -- upon finding myself in a %

situation which seemed to present an answer. How did this take place? ,

Let's first simply sketch out the inferences that were required to answer the question

without making any commitment as to how they were made. Knowing that my uncle had died, Z

VIP
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coupled with general knowledge about deaths, led me to infer that he had had a funeral.

Knowledge of funerals told me that relatives could be expected to attend, and that it could be

expected to occur near the residence of the deceased. Since my parents were relatives of my

uncle, and since he lived in New York City, it could be concluded that my parents attended a

funeral in or near New York City. Thus, one could finally conclude that they were in New

York.

Now, as I have laid out tis chain of inferences, I have portrayed it as simple forward

chaining from the input. In the case of some of these inferences, such a bottom-up approach

seems reasonably plausible. For example, one could imagine that the instantiation of a funeral ~ .

script was bottom-up, a normal part of understanding the episode of my uncle's death:

I fearing that he had died led me to think about his funeral. Perhaps it is even possible that such

bottom-up inference extended to filling in such details as the facts that my parents would

attend. and that itwould be in New York, although I don't recollect thinking about the other
relatives who must have attended.

I%- V

I lowever, it seems to me rather farfetched that all of the crucial inferences in this chain of

reasoning were produced by forward chaining in a bottom-up fashion. For example, it seems

difficult to motivate the inference that, since my parents were most likely at the funeral, and

since the funeral was most likely in New York, my parents must have been in New York,
because many other questions and inferences about my uncle's death seem intrinsically more

significant. When did my uncle die? What caused his death? How should I comfort my

cousin? How was my aunt? All of these questions aind their answers were far more

significant, really, than the issue of whether or not my parents had been in New York. Yet

these questions did not immediately come to mind. Instead, I focussed on my parents'

presence in New York, something which is a priori much less significant, and which only

g.alied significance because of its relation to the unexplained mystery of the postmark. The

problem is, there could be no way of coining to see its significance until after some connection

with tis unanswered question had been grasped.

It is this precisely this issue -- that the significance of a feature can only be determined by

its relation to a goal -- that led us to question the coherence of purely bottom-up approaches to

understanding in earlier chapters. In this case, clearly, it seems far more likely that the

inference that my parents had been in New York involved the top-down influence of the

unanswered, and still pending, question of whether or not they had been there. In other

words, some cognitive and inferential capacity must have been allocated to this unanswered

question, just as to an unsatisfied goal. flow much inferential capacity must we attribute to the
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unanswered question in order to construct the appropriate inference chain in this case" [irst of p..

all, notice that it requires the ability to apply general implication rules, that is, rules with

variables in them. We must be able to connect up the question, "Were my parents in New

York?" with the assertions "My parents attended my uncle's funeral," and "My uncle's funeral

was in New York." This entails the use of a general rule, something like "If someone takes

part in some script which occurs in a given location, then they must be at the given location.''

Thus, the unanswered question must be provided with the inferential resources necessary to

examine and interpret representations, and to draw inferences using general rules.

To sum up so far, I have argued that the inference that my parents must have been in

New York was actually of relatively little importance in the events surrounding my uncle's

death, and that whatever importance it had was due to the questions raised by the letter that I

received from them. Thus, any metric of importance based solely on bottom-up considerations

would count this inference as rather minor, and any inference scheme which allocated

inferential resources in conformance with such a measure of importance would be unlikely to

draw this particular inference. The fact that I nevertheless drew this inference suggests,

therefore, that the allocation of inferential resources must be based on other considerations, in

particular the relationship between this inference and the pending question. That is, the

allocation of inferential resources, as we have already argued, must be due to the unsatisfied

goals which reside in memory. Now we come to the crux of the matter: How can the

allocation of inferential resources to the features of a situation be made sensitive to the goals

which must determine that allocation?

One answer -- the most direct -- is simply to allocate sophisticated computational , S. I

resources to every goal in memory and use back-chaining as the preferred method of inference.
In such a "brute force" top-down approach, the detection, representation, and evaluation of Jk

significant features of a situation would all be accomplished by means of checking from the

goals themselves. This seems incredibly expensive, and hence implausible -- but no more so

than equally "brute force" bottom-up approaches. If anything, I suspect that the latter is more

expensive -- that more inferences can bc drawn from inputs on average than from an agent's

goals, or to put this another way, that the branching factor is much worse bottom-up than -,

top-down. Think of all of the potentially significant inferences that might be drawn from a

single visual scene -- for example, the relative distances between any two pairs of points.

Still, a more integrated approach to the allocation of inferential resources -- one that takes

into account both the agent's pending goals and the situation in which he finds himself --

would be preferable. For example, the two-tier model of opportunity recognition proposed in

-. F '4".V"" •
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I think applies best is that of a building under constructIOn \A ithout completC plan,, It ,.-

the walls are up, some of the foundation has been laid, but a lot t' scalfldtng ,urrond,, the

project and many temporary load-bearing beams are helping: to hold the incomplete structure

together. The scaffolding and temporary beams are the inescapable hacks that are necessary ro

get the program to work on even one or two examples. There is no way of knowing, really,

what is responsible for the behavior of the program. Is it due, mostly, to the structure that is-0.

under construction, to the designer's incomplete conception -- i.e., to those elements of the

program that implement, in part, the partial theory -- or is it due to the scaffolding and "

temporary beams that surround and support the program -- i.e., to the hacks?

There is only one way in which this uncertainty could be overcome, and that would be to

argue, for each behavior or ability of interest, that the program's performance followed from

the theory, not from the temporary scaffolding. Such arguments are difficult to find in the

literature, and they are difficult to construct. The behavior of a complex program and the

or I. 4- I,
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i!' ,I thc pr, .ra 's structure to that beha, ior are notoriously difficult to understand.

f' '."c:,':,, h.,i, c In the absence of such arguments, there is simply no reason to beli,,c

, ',n ,, ICrTIrmance in any way reflects the theory that it purports to implement.

c :htc Ii Itself :onstitutes the bulk of the work that is being reported, then in the

• n,, c, ' h an argurment, there may well be no explanation of the behavior or ability at all.

c h.1 e ,cen mA,, examples of such problems in earlier chapters. Let me give just oltc

S, \ p,,thetic-al eample here, one that I hope suggests how we might overcome this

". : l,, kj.tgniire. Consider the following "process model" of Freudian slips: We star,

,2at1 , a large corpus of slips. Then, we analyze it to yield statistical patterns -- h, .

'C71 tInc \tod is substituted for another. We might, further, analyze the data for conditioaItl.

:,, ,b.tb~itcs - - how often one word is substituted for another in the context of a third -- and

:hnI r ,,,ne statistical knowledge about the role of context. Alternatively, we might start h%

i, (ccITunIn,.' that word associations are causally implicated in slips, so that the probabilit\ that

'TIC ,ord u.ill be substituted for another is dependent on the strength of the associatiOn

hct~kccn them. In that case, rather than gathering a corpus of slips directly, we would eatlhc"

:nf'Ormatonal about word associations using a variety of experimental techniques. Again. \kc

milght .,!so gatiler data about the context-sensitivity of word associations, i.e., the strength (01

thc ajocijtion between two words in the context of a third, On the basis of our oriina1'

h\ pothesis, this data could be used to predict the likelihood that one word will be suhstiti,--

t ,r arkther in the context of a third.

Now. using this sort of statistical data -- based either on word associatiowis (,, di: c

observed slips -- we construct a device which I will call a "slipper." The slipper : '

large table representing the probability that one word will be substituted ,r ,

"confusion matrix" -- based either on word associations or direct obser\ at:,, M I! .

gathered data about the conditional probability of a substitution depending ,. '' ,

represent that information in the table as welil. For any oiven ,,,,rd iii iic

probability entry is of course the word itself.

We are now ready to construct our tpro, C.-, mol1dCl 0 i 1:1'

language generator, and direct its ('utpul a perfecCI. k' ,, "2 "

the "slipper." For one or more vords in the uttct.i'.

randomly substitute another wor' accordin,, to tlc Jv,

confusion matrix. Because the highest prohahbih \

the output of the slipper will almo,,t ti, a" hc I.,•

another word will be substituted and thc t .

A
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have a "process model" which, in fact, produces behavior which appears to be exactly like
Freudian slips. Moreover, if our hypothesis that associations are implicated in the formation of
slips is correct, the model will even be predictive: It will produce slips which have not been
previously observed, but which will in fact be found to occur, and it will produce them in the

correct proportions. However, despite its brilliant success in producing the desired behavior, I.
we cannot help be ask, does this model really explain Freudian slips?

The answer is clearly no. The model does not explain slips any more than the statistical

information upon which it is based. It simply encodes statistical facts about word associations U
and slips in a rather complex form, as a program. The fact that this statistical description is
implemented in a computer program adds nothing to the description itself, because the
"Freudian slipper" is a ludicrous device: It serves no purpose. There is no reason why a %
model of generation should include a device whose only purpose is to introduce errors into its %
output. The point is, our intuition that this model fails to provide an adequate explanation of
Freudian slips is due to the fact that there is no functional justification for the rules and

processes it invokes in order to produce them.

What can be done to avoid this kind of situation? How can we construct a process
model which is capable of providing a genuine explanation of such a behavior as Freudian
slips? The answers to these questions depend on the notion of functionality. Behavior can

only be explained by a process theory if, first, it can be shown to arise as a result of the rules
and processes which constitute that theory, and second, if those rules and processes can be
justified for some reason other than simply to give rise to the behavior in question. The
necessity for this second requirement stems from the protean nature of computer programs:
Obviously, if a given output is specified for some input, or a specific output is to be avoided, a
program can always be written so that it produces or blocks the specified output. This is why
the notion of functionality is critical. Rules and processes in a process model of some
cognitive ability must be shown to be useful in performing that ability. If functional arguments
can be advanced as to why the rules and processes are as they are, then those arguments, and
the demonstration that those rules and processes give rise to some piece of behavior, constitute
an explanation of the behavior. But by themselves, without some functional justification, the
rules and processes that produce some behavior are simply an alternative description of that
behavior. In sum, if certain rules and processes are put into a theory or program simply to
cause it to exhibit some behavior, then, unless that behavior can itself be functionally justified,
no explanation of the behavior has been developed.

In this thesis, I have taken the position that a good theory in artificial intelligence is a

.0 %
~ .'. .'....
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functional theory. Thus, the process model of Freudian slips presented in chapter nine,

although by no means complete, contrasts sharply with the "slipper" theory concocted above:
The explanation of Freudian slips given there derives from processes that are functionally

justified by the need to perform real-time opportunistic planning. It seems hard to imagine an

alternative form of explanation in the cognitive sciences. Once functional considerations are

seen to be paramount in computational theories, it seems to me that the criteria by which such

theories are to be judged become much clearer.

2. Functional arguments and integrated processing

The methodological theme of this thesis might be phrased as follows: Programmers

should not make arbitrary decisions in the design of process models. The scientific theme is

quite similar: Neither should programs. A program that makes arbitrary decisions must,

inevitably, make most of them incorrectly, and must, as a result, rely on backtracking. One

way to avoid backtracking is simply to avoid presenting the program with any choices to make.

In a sense, the program still makes arbitrary choices, but those choices somehow always turn

out to be correct. This is the wishful control structure fallacy: What would have been an 6

arbitrary choice of the program is now an arbitrary choice of the programmer. There is, in

other words, a clear connection between the need to functionally justify the rules,:.
representations, and processes that make up a model, and the need for the model itself to make

justified decisions. Without the methodological constraint imposed by functional requirements,

arbitrary decisions by a program can always, in any given instance, be avoided if the
programmer simply restricts the options available to the program. But if this restriction is

based on nothing more than the need to get the program or model to exhibit the proper behavior

in the case at hand, then it is just as arbitrary. It is, indeed, clearly counter to the functional

requirements of the task in general.

Thus, in order to ensure that process models actually explain something, we must avoid

the wishful control structure fallacy. On the other hand, even if the model itself makes the

decisions, if it simply makes them arbitrarily -- if it relies inherently on non-determinsm -- then

again, it seems to lack any explanatory power. From the point of view of computational -

explanation, models that rely crucially and centrally on arbitrary choice and backtracking are

just too general: They can be applied anywhere that a good descriptive theory has been

developed. On the more practical side, the inefficiency of non-determinism is well-known.

Indeed, if non-determinism were not such a problem, it could be argued that theorem-proving

methods would have proven far more widely applicable to Al problems than has in fact beenN

the case.
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So, if computational models are to have any explanatory force, we must search for some

middle ground: Programs must make their own decisions, but they must not make them

arbitrarily if that can be avoided. As I argued in chapter one, the way to make rational

decisions -- as opposed to arbitrary ones -- is to make informed decisions. Integrated a

processing is motivated by this need to bring as much relevant information to bear as possible

to bear on decision-making. That is, once it is accepted that the need to make motivated

decisions is a central explanatory requirement on any process model, the researcher's task must

include an attempt to specify what sort of information is relevant to what sort of decision, and

to examine whether and how that information can be made available to the decision process,

and to show how it can be taken into account.

Once this task is undertaken, there are two possible outcomes: In the simplest cases, it

may be possible to ascertain exactly what evidence can be expected to be present, and how it

should weigh in the decision. Realistically, this case does not seem to arise very often. For

example, it might be thought that the information necessary to correctly disambiguate a word

would be clearly specifiable ahead of time, so that a decision rule could be indexed with the

word to check for the presence or absence of certain features. As we have seen however, this

is not the case. Instead, we are confronted with an instance of the second possible outcome,

namely, that exactly what information will be relevant to making a decision cannot be specified

in advance. That is, the decision process for lexical disambiguation must be capable of taking

into account diverse evidence, and for any given decision, exactly what that evidence will be

cannot be specified in advance. This is not to say that the situation is entirely hopeless:

Although we cannot hope to specify exactly what information will be required, we can still__

arrive at an understanding of what sort of information seems to influence the decision, and how

that information can be brought to bear. The fact remains, however, that the decision process

for this task must be capable of combining facts not specified in advance to yield a rational

conclusion as to the best way -- given those facts -- to make the decision.

This ability to combine evidence that has not been completely specified in advance seems y

to be a hallmark of inferential reasoning: It seems to defy representation in a simple table or

static decision tree. For example, it is apparent that all attempts to perform lexical

disambiguation using such non-inferential techniques are inherently inadequate. But inferential

processes seem expensive, and they are poorly understood. Thus, the objection may be raised

that the cost of making rational decisions by means of inference may turn out to be higher than

simply plunging ahead and backtracking if mistaken.

Although this objection to integrated processing may turn out to be a valid, we can only
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hope that it is not -- for, if true, there will be little of interest to say about mental processing
beyond a description of the domain knowledge that is necessary in order to behave %

intelligently. Moreover, I believe that this position reflects an unwarranted pessimism about
our ability to come to grips with the problems of inference. It cannot be denied thatV
sophisticated inferential processing must ultimately play a central role in any model of%
intelligent behavior. Given that we know it will be necessary at some point, constantly
hobbling our theories of planning, understanding, and learning by attempting to avoid its use at

all costs reflects a misplaced sense of parsimony. It is rather as if one were designing some
system that one knew ahead of time required a computer to fulfill its primary functions, but

then, in all sorts of places where the computer might be useful or even essential, one struggled

to design solutions that did not make use of it. The point is that parsimony arguments cannot
be applied to arbitrarily isolated components of a goal-directed system: They must be applied

to the system as a whole.

I realize that the point of view I am criticizing here stems from a valid fear of falling into

the homuncular fallacy, whereby some unanalyzed subprocess -- in this case "inference" -- is
doing all the work, and the rest of the model is just window dressing. The way around this is
not to shun inference, however: That only raises the prospect that the entire model will turn out

to be window dressing. Rather, we must try and specify the inference processes that will be
required for the given task, and the sort of information that it must take into account. We must,

in other words, attempt to discover the functional constraints that apply to the problem. That is
what I have tried to do in this thesis.

3. Top-down and bottom-up

One issue that I think this work has shown to be misconceived is the controversy over
A le

whether understanding is "top-down" or "bottom-up." The real issue, it should now be clear,

is whether or not it is integrated. An integrated model of understanding is not purely

top-down, but it is relatively top-down compared with a non-integrated model. This follows

from the fact that in order to achieve the goal of avoiding backtracking, as much relevant

information as possible must be brought to bear on decisions that arise early in the process of

understanding. Such information includes, in particular, the goals and hypotheses of thle-

understander. Thus, the underlying functional motivations of integrated processing impose

strong pressure in favor of understanding models which are relatively top-down.

When the focus shifts to the issue of planning, the result of integration is entirely

different. An integrated model of planning will be, relative to a non-integrated model, rather

k A
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"bottom-up." That is, decisions about which goals and plans to pursue will be based, in part,
on the situation in which the planner finds itself, rather than being governed solely by higher
level goals and plans. Moreover, as in the case of understanding, the sooner that these relevant
contextual factors can be taken into account in planning, the better from the point of view of
avoiding backtracking. Thus, the underlying functional motivations of integrated processing
impose strong pressure in favor of planning models which are relatively bottom-up.

In a sense, this disparity in the implications that integrated processing has for planning,
on the one hand, and for understanding, on the other, should be obvious. After all, if one
takes a strictly top-down model of planning, and turns it around, one has a strictly bottom-up
model of understanding. Such models, clearly, do not share a commitment to either top-down
or bottom-up processing. Rather, what they have in common is a commitment to a strict
division of processing into separate modules, each defined solely in terms of its access to a
single source of information, and arranged, logically and temporally, in a simple linear
sequence. So the issue is not whether understanding should be top-down, or planning should
be bottom-up. The issue is whether both planning and understanding should be integrated in
order to avoid the need to make arbitrary decisions.

Now, I make this point in part because I suspect that many cognitive scientists will be
ready to accept as unproblematic the notion that planning should be integrated, and hence partly
bottom-up -- including many who will be bothered by the idea that understanding should be
partly top-down. My challenge to them is: What is the difference? The functional arguments
underlying a relatively bottom-up approach to planning -- the need for integrated processing to 0
avoid arbitrary decisions -- seem to apply just as well to the case of understanding. And when
applied to understanding, integrated processing leads to relatively top-down models. It seems
to me, therefore, that those who believe that understanding is a strictly bottom-up process must
take one of two positions: Either they must argue that planning and understanding are so
fundamentally different that, although the arguments in favor of integrated processing apply to
one, they do not apply to the other, or else they must reject the view that planning should be an
integrated process, and, in so doing, embrace the position that it is entirely top-down. Both
propositions strike me as dubious.

4. Integrated understanding

As I said above, an integrated approach to understanding leads to models which are
relatively top-down. In part I of this thesis, I sketched out some of the consequences of this

.V

view, gave some of the evidence in favor of it, and criticized non-integrated theories. In this

Z 7:Z..-,
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section I would like to review, briefly, what I said there.

In chapter two, I started by investigating the implications of integrated processing for the

relationship between syntax, semantics, and pragmatics in language understanding. I argued 4.

that, on an integrated view, although purely syntactic rules exist and play a role in language

understanding, there is no need to suppose that they are applied by an independent process, or

even that operate on independent, purely syntactic representations. Thus, on this view syntax

plays no privileged role in language understanding. Syntactic evidence and syntactic

knowledge are used, to be sure, but so is other knowledge, and more to the point, other sorts

of knowledge do not need to "wait their turn" while syntactic processing takes primacy. Nor,

as in such theories as those proposed by Fodor, Bever, and Garrett (1974), or Marcus (1980),

or their intellectual heirs, is semantics to be viewed as a "subroutine" employed by syntax to

make the tough calls. This notion seems to represent, if anything, an inversion of priorities.

In this chapter, I also addressed one of the key problems facing an integrated approach to

understanding, namely, the need to flexibly combine knowledge from different sources in

order to make a decision. In particular, I discussed how lexical and syntactic information, on

the one hand, and specific constraints arising from detailed memory structures, on the other,

could be combined dynamically to create expectations that could brought to bear on the lexical

level, and which could therefore be used for such tasks as lexical disambiguation. In the

context of this problem, I also developed the distinction between vagueness and ambiguity, and

showed that an integrated approach to understanding -- because it is not bound by the view that

the meaning of a sentence is simply a combination of the meanings of the words that make it up

-- leads to a simpler and more general treatment of the interpretation of vague words than do

previous approaches.
.4 .',

In chapter three, I developed a critique of the largest class of non-integrated theories of

understanding, those concerned with modular syntactic analysis. My critique was based on the

failure of these theories to address the kinds of functional considerations that are the primary

concern of artificial intelligence. I pointed out, first, that these theories fail to justify the form

of the output which they produce, and in fact often make no claims whatsoever about their

output. I also criticized the inherent reliance on non-determinism by ATNs and Prolog-bascd

parsers, and argued that such control mechanisms are totally lacking in empirical content. The

only claims made by such parsers, really, are embodied in the grammars which they emplo - ,

typically taken directly from the linguistics literature. I also showed that Marcus', more recent

deterministic theory of syntactic parsing, by its failure to address such problems as lexical

ambiguity and genuine structural ambiguity, also fails to assert or support an empirically ".-2

.4:,.:
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meaningful claim of syntactic modularity. By ignoring all of the problems in language analysis ..

which seem to require the heavy use of semantics, this theory, it seems to me, is simply

begging the question.

In chapter four, I turned to an analysis of the problem of lexical ambiguity from an
integrated point of view. Reviewing first the disambiguation methods employed by syntactic

analyzers, we saw that they either depend on backtracking, or else simply fail to address the
issue. I then turned to a review of semantic and conceptual methods for lexical

disambiguation, primarily selectional restrictions and scriptal lexicons. We saw that such
methods cannot work in general, and cannot work because they attempt to avoid the need to

bring inference to bear on the problem: Lexical disambiguation, as has been argued since
Bar-Hillel (1960), requires plausible inference taking into account both context and arbitrarily

complex world knowledge -- in particular, it requires the ability to perform abduction, or
inference to the best explanation for an input. Since lexical ambiguity must be resolved quickly
in order to avoid the need for non-determinism, the fact that its resolution requires

context-based inference forms one of the chief functional arguments in favor of an integrated

approach to language analysis. Nevertheless, we saw that many putatively integrated models "-.

of language understanding in fact fail to go beyond the traditional methods of selectional
restrictions and scriptal lexicons, and do not employ inference in the resolution of lexical

ambiguity or other problems in language analysis. In other words, these models simply fail to

address the issues which motivate integrated processing in the first place. More positively, I

argued that the problem of lexical ambiguity imposes important requirements on the process of'

explanatory inference. In particular, we saw that explanatory inference rules cannot be

expected to attend to all of the features of a situation that might affect the applicability of the

explanations which they offer, and that more general criteria for judging the acceptability of an -*•-

explanation are therefore necessary.

In chapter five, we discussed the implications of an integrated approach for the

inferential memory processing involved in explanation-based understanding, particularly in
light of the need to employ abstract thematic knowledge as proposed by Schank (1982) and

Lehnert (1981). Integrated understanding entails the use of possible hypotheses about a
situation to limit the inferences which are drawn from inputs in that situation. The utility of .,.,

such an approach is easily demonstrated by the advantages of a very simple model,

bi-directional inference from both inputs and hypotheses. ltowever, this model still entails a

great deal of wasted inference, especially if a large number of inferences can be drawn from

any given proposition, as seems to be the case in highly familiar domains. In view of thi s

problem, I specified the relevant functional criteria for a more highly integrated theory of
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explanatory inference in understanding. We saw that there is one model which meets these

criteria, script/frame theory. However, the limitations of script/frame theory are well known.
The main problem is the utter inflexibility of script-based inference: Expectations are carefully

tuned to exactly and only a limited class of inputs. In other words, exactly the property which %

makes these models highly integrated is also what makes them too inflexible. We thus sought

a model which would still be integrated, but less inflexible.

Whatever the solution, it seems clear that if an integrated approach is to be feasible -- that

is, if an hypothesized explanation is to play a useful role in directing the inference process
which attempts to explain an input -- then it must be because the knowledge associated with the

hypothesis can be employed to provide such direction. The problem is that this knowledge
may not be expressed in terms commensurate with the input, particularly if it is highly abstract,

as it is in the case of thematic knowledge. In script/frame theory, of course, this is guaranteed:
Expectations -- or, if one prefers, "active memory structures" -- are couched in exactly the

representational vocabulary that input is expected to be couched in. But this is exactly what

gives rise to the inflexibility which must be overcome in a more general theory. Thus, the
integrated use of hypotheses in directing inference will, in general, involve a "translation"
process whereby the input is represented in terms commensurate with the hypothesis. Our

problem, then, is to perform this translation process in a way which does not, itself, depend on

undirected inference. I proposed a solution to this problem based on the use of simple .-

indexing techniques to guide the inference necessary to transform an input into terms ..

commensurate with an hypothesis.

It should be clear that my specific proposals are only a first step towards an integrated

theory of understanding: They are both overly simplistic and lacking in many details. What is
important, however, is that the motivations behind an integrated theory of understanding, and

the criteria which must be met by such a theory, have been worked out to the point where it is
possible to see how previous proposals fall short, and to make new proposals that, whatever

their shortcomings, at least fall into the class (of genuinely integrated theories.

5. Integrated planning

In part I1 of this thesis, I turned to the cLuestion of how integrated processing affects our

view of planning. I argued that the need to take external factors into account in planning as

early as possible -- which is motivated by the goal of making rational decisions and avoiding -
blind search -- leads, ultimately, to a model of planning in which goals are often set on the

basis of opportunities provided by the situation in which the planner finds itself. In other

P.,
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words, an integrated model of planning will be an opportunistic planner. :P

In chapter seven, I pursued this argument within the context of conversational planning,

particularly in arguments. I showed that previous approaches to conversational planning are

too top-down, and must therefore rely on backup to produce workable plans. I then presented

several examples in which the memory and inference necessary in order to understand one's
interlocutor could be expected to uncover the seeds of a reasonable response. This led, then, to

a notion of planning in which such contextual features could play a role in the selection of a

conversational goal or plan to be pursued. More specifically, I argued that opportunistic

planning seems to account for a fundamental feature of conversational behavior, namely, that

conversations seem at one and the same time to be goal-directed and yet rather wandering and

disorganized.

After this initial foray into opportunistic planning in the domain of conversational

behavior, in chapter eight we turned to a discussion of the problems posed by the approach in

general. The chief problem of opportunistic planning is simply noticing that an opportunity
exists. An opportunity exists when some feature of the situation in which the planner finds %
itself facilitates the achievement of a goal not necessarily governing his immediate behavior in

that situation. Thus, recognizing an opportunity will, in general, entail recognizing the

presence of features which are not necessarily related to the goals governing an agent's current

behavior.

Opportunistic goal activation entails indexing goals in terms of features which indicate

opportunities for their pursuit, generally unmet preconditions of plans for those goals. In the
simplest model -- the "mental notes" model -- there is a central planner of some sort, and goals

must be brought to the attention of this central planner when opportunities for their achievement

are detected. In the very simplest case, a goal plays no role in the perceptual and inferential
proccssc5 which are involved in detecting the feature which constitutes an opportunity for its

pursuit. Tho,,e pr(:csses must. therefore, be pursued for some other reason: The detection of

features which indicate an opportunity for a goal is entirely bottom-up as far as the goal itself is

conrcerncd Ilowever, %hether or not the detection of an opportunity involves the top-down -

influence of the goal itself, any model of opportunistic planning entails characterizing goals as

active mental entities. At the very least, they must be able to call attention to themselves -- that
is, to place themselves before the consideration of the central planner -- when an opportunity is

detected.

Moreover, the features which might usefully indicate the presence of an opportunity to

1/' 1"e "..", " " , , - " * " . ," .. .. ,. . . .. . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .".. r _. b '
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pursue some goal, but which could conceivably be noticed without the intervention of the goal
itself, are very likely to produce many "false alarms." Establishing that an opportunity actually
exists will entail further inference in such cases. For example, if the planner's goal is to
purchase a particular book, and he forms the plan to buy it at the Yale Co-op, then "Yale
Co-op" is a feature which plausibly indicates an opportunity to achieve the goal. However,
even if this feature is present, an opportunity to achieve the goal only exists if the planner or
some agent of the planner's is actually in the vicinity of the Yale Co-op, if it is open, and if the
planner or his agent has sufficient funds. Seeing a story about the Yale Co-op on television,
for example, would not constitute an opportunity. We are thus led to a two-stage model of
opportunity recognition, in which goals are conceived as active mental entities, capable of
noticing the presence of features which indicate potential opportunities -- although not
necessarily of playing any role in the detection of those features -- and of calling on further
inferential processing when such features are detected in order to determine whether or not a
bonafide opportunity exists.

There is an additional problem however. Active processing often seems necessary
merely in order to detect the features which might indicate an opportunity. This raises two
separate but related issues: First, can simple, non-inferential methods be devised to detect the
likely presence of features which indicate opportunitiest? And second, if not -- that is, if
inference is required -- then is the goal for which those features constitute an opportunity itself

involved, in some top-down fashion, in their detection?

The answer to the first question is undoubtedly yes. I discussed several examples of'
features -- for example, the kind of ambiguity that is the precondition for a double entendre, or
being reminded of something that shares no superficial features with the current situation --

which cannot be recognized without active, inferential processing. These are all, roughly
speaking, features the components of which cannot be enumerated ahead of time. To the extent
that an opportunity depends on this sort of feature, one must either argue that its detection is
motivated by some goalunder current pursuit, or that the goal for which it indicates an
opportunity is itself actively involved in its detection. To the extent that the first case holds, the ".
mental notes model will suffice. To the extent that it doesn't -- to the extent, in other words,
that a system is capable of detecting truly novel opportunities to achieve a goal -- it may not.

In chapter nine, I sketched out the conception of planning and plan execution which is
necessary in order to accept Freud's intentional explanations for errors, and argued that this
intentional architecture can be functionally justified on the grounds that it fulfills the
requirements of real-time opportunistic planning. In particular, we saw that in an opportunistic

-e.-' .
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planner, no goal is ever really suppressed. Thus, I argued that an opportunistic planner will

quite naturally exhibit such behavior as Freudian slips. However, the opportunities seized

upon in Freudian slips cannot, in general, be precisely specified in advance. Slips, therefore,

reflect an ability to detect and seize novel opportunities - - opportunities which are not foreseen

or even foreseeable ahead of time. Such an ability seems to entail the allocation of inferential

power to the detection of opportunities for suppressed goals. Thus, we were led to the

possibility that under some circumstances goals are far more active mental entities than implied

even by the mental notes model of opportunistic planning. In this context, we reviewed

Zeigarnik's experimental results indicating that pending goals are more memorable than

satisfied goals -- results which constitute a converging line of evidence in favor of the

proposition that pending goals are active mental agents.

6. Conclusion

In this thesis, I have tried to provide the functional motivations for integrated processing

in planning and understanding, to show why such an approach is necessary in order to solve

many real problems in artificial intelligence, to characterize some of the problems that arise in

attempting to construct integrated models, and to propose some solutions to these problems.

The need for an integrated approach to understanding has been argued many times before:

I ]ere, I have tried to put together a more coherent account of this view, by articulating and

justifying the functional constraints that an integrated approach imposes on models of'

understanding. Along the way, we have seen how many previous attempts have gone awry,

and have as a result gained a clearer view of the problems which must be addressed by a hw;n"l

fide integrated theory of understanding.

In planning, as in understanding, integrated processing is motivated initially by the need

to avoid arbitrary decisions and the backtracking that must inevitably follow in the wake of

such decisions. But it has larger consequences for our conception of intentional behavior as

well. An integrated approach to planning leads to models in which a planner's goals are set in

part by the opportunities offered by the situation in which he finds himself -- in other words, to "

opp(irtutistic models of planning. This view raises a whole host of new issues in planning and .-

understanding, probably the most difficult being the problem of how to recognize oplprtunities

when they arise. I have sketched out several possible solutions to this probblcm, and although

much work needs to be done, one thing is clcar: This problem nust clange our conception of'

what kind of mental construct a goal is. Although the degrce (f4 activi ty may vary, on any

account of opportunistic planning goals must be construed a, active mental agents. We are led,

in other words, to a dynamic conception of goals quite similar to that found in psychoanalysis.
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